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he story is told that at the conclusion of a rigorous course in philosophy, one of the students lamented: "Professor, you have knocked a
hole in everything I've ever believkd in, but you have given me nothing to
take its place."
To which the philosopher replikd: "You will recall that among the labors
of Hercules he was required to cle& out the Augean stables. He was not, let
me point out, required to fill them!"

I

W

hile part of the task of this reyision has been to clean out the
qualitative Augean stables,
truly Herculean task has been deciding
what to add. Unlike the professor who dan
be content with getting the stables cleanid,
the author of a revision bears responsibility
for restocking the stables with fresh nuhients and feed, a task made especially cdallenging because of the unprecedented
blossoming of qualitative inquiry in recknt
years.

fihe

~

In doing this revision, I reviewed over a
thousand new books on qualitative methods, program evaluation, case studies,
monographs, and related works published
in the last decade, as well as h~mdredsof articles scattered through scores of journals
covering the full range of disciplines and
professions. Two important new qualitative journals- Qunlitntive bzquiy and Field
Methods-began publication, as did specialized qualitative journals in a number of
professions (e.g., health, nursing, social

L
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work, organizational development) and
some devoted to specific approaches (e.g.,
Grounded Theory Reviezu). The Handbook of
Qualitative Research was published (1994),as
was a revision (2000), and the Handbook of
Methods in Cultural Anthropologj (1998)
made its debut. Sophisticatednew software
programs have been developed to support
qualitative analysis. Internet listservs have
emerged to facilitate dialogue. The Herculean challenge has been analyzing this geometric growth to determine primary trends,
patterns, and themes. The results of that
analysis are reflected throughout this new
edition.
The first edition of this book (1980),entitled Qualitative Evaluation Methods, focused
on the variety of ways in which qualitative
methods were being applied
the then
still-emergent profession of program evaluation. (The American Evaluation Association was not established until 1984.) That
edition appeared in the midst of the heated
qualitative-quantitative debate about the
relative value of different methods and alternative paradigms. The second edition
(1990),entitled Qualitative Evaluation and Resenrch Methods, was influenced by maturing
of the paradigms debate. It included much
more attention to the ways in which different theoretical and philosophical perspectives influenced qualitative inquiry, as well
as the greater range of applications in evaluation as that profession blossomed. This
latest edition &volves yet another change
of title, Qunlitative Research and Evaluation
Methods, reflecting the degree to which developments in qualitative inquiry during
the last decade have been driven by a diverslfylng research agenda and scholarly dialogue, much of which has found its way into
evaluation, to be sure.
The classic qualitative-quantitative debate has been largely resolved with recognition that a variety of methodological ap-

proaches are needed and credible, that
mixed methods can be especially valuable,
I and that the challenge is to appropriately
match methods to questions rather than adhering to some narrow methodological orthodoxy. With less need to establish the
value of qualitative inquiry by debating
those of quantitativeand experimental per, suasion, qualitative inquirers have turned
I their attention to each other, noticing that
1 they are engaging in differentkinds of qualitative inqujr-from widely different perI spectives. Qualitative methodologists and
I theorists have thus taken to debating each
:other. The upshot of all the developmental
work in qualitative methods is that there is
;now as much variation among qualitative
I researchers as there is between qualitatively
and quantitatively oriented scholars and
;evaluators.A primary purpose of this new
ledition is to sort out the major perspectives
in that debate, portray the diversity of quali1 tative approaches now available, and examiine the influences of this diversity on appli~cations,especially but not exclusively in
program evaluation, which has experienced
la parallel flowering of diversity and attendant controversies about new directions.
I
1

I

-

tinctly in thelast decade. Chapter 4 presents
a wide range of qualitative applications,
many of them new, in evaluation, action research, and organizational, community,and
international development. Chapters 5, 6,
and 7 cover design and data gathering, offering guidance in purposeful sampling,
mixed methods, fieldwork, observational
approaches, and interviewing, with special
attention directed to the skills and competencies needed to gather high-quality data.
Chapter 8 provides direction and processes
for analyzing qualitative data, always the
most challenging aspect of this work.
Finally, Chapter 9 deals with paradigms,
politics, and ways of enhancingthe credibility of qualitative inquiry. This chapter also
presents what I consider to be the five distinct and competingframeworks for undertaking and judging the quality of qualitative
studies: traditional scientific research criteria; social construction and constructivist
aiteria; artistic and evocative criteria; critical change criteria; and pragmatic, utilityoriented evaluation standards and principles. Along the way I've added, as is my
wont, hundreds of new stories and examples. I've also created over 50 new exhibits
that summarize and illuminate major
points.

!Z Organization of This Edition
I

Chapter 1provides a range of examples of
/qualitativefindings. I begin by presenting a
lnumber of sigruficant illustrations of the
fruit of qualitativeinquiry, in order to give a
taste of what results from qualitative studies and help those new to such inquiryknow
bhere they are headed and what they are
Fying to produce. Chapter 2 reviews and
adds to the primary strategic themes that
define qualitative inquiry. Chapter 3 examines different qualitative approaches, including several that have emerged dis-
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was being completed, their older brother,
Brandon Patton, participated in a two-day
workshop I conducted on qualitative methods in preparation for his first evaluation
fieldwork, a sideline he has turned to as a
way of supporting his real passion, writing
and performing rock music. Thus have the
years passed, love maturing and children
growing, bringing forth the need to revise
the old, celebrate the new, and clean out the
qualitative Augean stables while restocking
them with fresh nutrients. It is those nutrients that foIIow.

,

Psychometricianstry to measu it.
Experimentalists try to control
Interviewers ask questions about it.
Observers watch it.
I
Participant observers do it.
Statisticians count it.
Evaluators value it.
Qualitative inquirers find me-g
in it.
When in doubt, observe and ask questions.
When certain, observe at length and ask many more questions.

* Gigo's law of deduction: Garbage in, garbage out.
i

Halcolm's law of induction: No new experience, no new insight.

* Qualitative inquiry cultivates the most useful of all human capacities:
The capacity to lennz.

2
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Innovators are told: "Think outside the box."
Qualitative scholars tell their students: "Study the box. Observe it. Inside. Outside. From inside to outside, and outside to inside. Where is it? How did it get
there? What's around it? Who says it's, a 'box'? What do they mean? Why does it
matter? Or does it? What is not 'box'? Ask the box questions. Question
about the box. What's the perspective ffominside?From outside?Study dia
of the box. Find documents related to the box. What does thinking have to d
the box anyway? Understand this box! Study another box. And another.
stand box. understand. Then you can
inside and outside the box. P
For awhile. Until it changes. Until you change. Until out
-again. Then start over. Study the boi."
0

There is no burden of proof. There is only the world to experience and underst
Shed the burden of proof to lighten the load for the journey of experience.
om Halcolm's Lnws of bzqui

f

t h e F~~lit
of ~ Q ~ a l i t a t i M
v ee t h o d s
There once lived a man in a country with no fruit trees. A scholar, he spent a
great deal of time reading. He often came across references to fruit. The descriptions enticed him to undertake a journey to experience fruit for himself.
He went to the marketplace and inquired where he could find the land of
fruit. After much searching he located someone who knew the way. After a long
and arduous journey, he came to the end of the directions and found himself at
the entrance to a large apple orchard. It was springtimeand the apple trees were
in blossom.
The scholar entered the orchard and, expectantly, pulled off a blossom and
put it in his mouth. He liked neither the texture of the flower nor its taste. He
went quickly to another tree and sampled another blossom, and then another,
and another. Each blossom, though quite beautiful, was distasteful to him. He
left the orchard and returned to his home country, reporting to his fellow villagers that fruit was a much overrated food.
Being unable to recognize the differencebetween the spring blossom and the
summer fruit, the scholar never realized that he had not experienced what he
was looking for.
-From Halcolm's Inquiry Pnrnbles
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Interviews
Open-ended questions and probes yield in-depth responses about people's experiences, perceptions, opinions, feelings, and knowledge. Data consist of verbatim quotations with sufficient
context to be interpretable.
Observations
Fieldwork descriptions of activities, behaviors, actions, conversations, interpersonal interactions, organizational or community processes, or any other aspect of observable h u m a n experience. Data consist offield notes: rich, detailed descriptions, including the context within which the
observations were made.
Documents
Written materials a n d other documents from organizational, clinical, or programs records;
memoranda and correspondence; official publications and reports; personal diaries, letters, artistic works, photographs, and memorabilia; a n d written responses to open-ended surveys. Data consist of excerpts from documents captured in a way that records and preserves context.

Recognizing Qualitative Data
This book discusses how to collect, analyze, and use qualitative data. To begin, let's
examine the fruit of qualitativemethods.It is
important to know what qualitative data
and findings look like so that you will know
what you are seeking. It will also be important to consider criteria for judging the quality of qualitative data. Apples come to market sorted by type (Red Delicious, Golden),
purpose (e.g., cooking or eating), and quality. Likewise, qualitative studies vary by
type, purpose, and quality.
Qualitative findings grow out of three
kinds of data collection: (1) in-depth, openended interviews; (2) direct observation;
and (3) written documents. Interviews yield
direct quotations from people about their experiences, opinions, feelings, and knowledge. The data from observations consist of
detailed descriptions of people's activities,
behaviors, actions, and the full range of interpersonal interactions and organizational

processes that are part of observable human experience. Document annlysis includes
studying excerpts, quotations, or entire passages from organizational, clinical, or program records; memoranda and correspondence; official publications and reports;
personal diaries; and open-ended written
responses to questionnaires and surveys.
(See Exhibit 1.1.)
The data for qualitative analysis typically
come from fieldwork.During fieldwork, the
researcher spends time in the setting under
study-a program, an organization, a community, or wherever situations of importance to a study can be observed, people interviewed, and documents analyzed. The
researcher makes firsthand observations of
activities and interactions, sometimes engaging personally in those activities as a pnrticipnizt obseruer. For example, an evaluator
might participate in all or part of the program under study, participating as a regular
program member, client, or student. The
qualitative researcher talks with people

about their experiences and perceptions.
More formal individual or group interviews
I
may be conducted. Relevant records and
documents are examined. Extensive field
notes are collected through these observations, interviews, and document reviews.
The volurninous raw data in these field
notes are organized into readable narrative
descriptions with major themes, categories,
l
and illustrative case examples extracted
through content analysis. The themes,
terns, understandings, and insights thLt
emerge from fieldwork and subsequ&t
analysis are the fruit of qualitative i n q d .
Qualitative findings may be
alone or in combination with quantitative
data. Research and evaluation studies employing multiple methods, includingcombinations of qualitative and quantitative data,
are common. At the simplest level, a questionnaire or interview that asks both fixedchoice (closed) questions and open-ended
questions is an example of how quantitative
measurement and qualitativeinquiryare often combined.

The quality of qualitative data depends
to a great extent on the methodological
skill, sensitivity, and integrity of the researcher. Systematic and rigorous observation involves far more than just being
present and looking around. Skillful interviewing involves much more than just
asking questions. Content analysis requires considerably more than just read-ing to see what's there. Generating useful
and credible qualitative findings through
observation, intewiewing, and content
analysis requires discipline, knowledge,
training, practice, creativity, and hard
work.
This chapter provides an overview of
qualitative inqujr. Later chapters examine how to choose among the many options available within the broad range of
qualitative methods, theoretical perspectives, and applications; how to design a
qualitative study; how to use observational methods and conduct in-depth,
open-ended interviews; and how to analyze qualitative data to generate findings.

I

I

9 . Qualitative Findings: Themes) Patterns,
Concepts, Insights, ~nderstanjlin~s
ewton and the apple. Freud and anxiety. Jung and dreams. Piaget
and his children. Darwin ahd Galapagos tortoises. Marx and
England's factories. Whyte and sdeet corners. What are you obsessed with?

Mary Field Belenky and her colleaguLs
set out to study women's ways of knowing.
They conducted extensive interviews with
135women from diverse backgrounds probing how they thought about knowledge, authority, truth, themselves, life changes, and
life in general. They worked as a team to
group similar responses and stories to-

gether, inFormed partly by previous research but ultimately basing the analysis
on their own collective sense of what categories best captured what they found in
the narrative data. They argued with each
other about which responses belonged in
which categories. They created and abandoned categories. They looked for com-
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\Nomen's Ways o f Knowing:
An Example o f Qualitative ~ i n d i n ~ s
Silence: A position in which women experience themselves as mindless and voice1
subject to the whims of external authority.
_

1

Received knowledge: women conceive of themselves as capable of receiving, eve
knowledge from exteinal authorities, but not ca
Subjective knowledge: A perspective from whic
personal, private, and-subjectivelyknown or intui
-

Procedural knowledge: Women ale invested in I
obtaining and communicating knowledge.
Constructed knowledg'e: Women view all knowledge as co
creators of knowledge, and value both subjective and objective strategies for k
SOURCE: Belenky et al-(1986:15).

--

Discovery of an early qualitative evaluation report
monalities and differences. They worked
hard to honor the diversepoints of view they
foundwhile also seekingpatterns across stories, experiences, and perspectives. One
theme emerged as particularly powerful:
"Again and again women spoke of 'gaining
voice' " (Belenkyet al. 1986:16).Voice versus
silence emerged as a central metaphor for

informing variations in ways of knowing.
After painstaking analysis, they ended up
with the five categories of knowing surnrnarized in Exhibit 1.2, a framework that became very influential in women's studies
and represents one kind of fruit from qualitative inqujr.

One of the
uential books in organizational development
and management is In Senrch of Excellence:
Lessons From America's Best-Run Compnnies.
Peters and Waterman (1982) based .the book
on case studies of 62 highly regarded companies. They visited companies, conducted
extensive interviews, and studied corporate
documents. From that massive amount of
data they extracied eight attributes of excellence: (1)a bias for action; (2)close to the customer; (3) autonomy and entrepreneurship;
(4) productivity through people; (5) handson, value-driven; (6)stick to the hitting; (7)
simple form, leanst&; and (8)simultaneous
loose-tight properties. Their book devotes a
chapter to each theme with case examples
and implications. Their research helped
launch the quality moyement that has now
d from the business world to not-fororganizations and government. This
study also illustrates a common qualitative
sampling strategy: studying a relatively
small number of special cases that are successful at something and therefore a good
source of lessons learned.

Stephen Covey (1990) used this same
sampling approach in doing case studies of
"highly effective people." He identified
seven habits these people practice: (1)being
proactive; (2) beginning with the end in
mind; (3)putting first things first; (4) thinking win/win; (5)seeking first to understand,
then seeking to be understood;:(6) synergizing, or engaging in creative cooperation;
and (7)self-renewal.
Both of these best-selling books, In Senrch
of Excellence and The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, distill a small number of important lessons from a huge amount of data
based on outstanding exemplars. It is common in qualitative analysis for mounds of
fieldnotes and months of work to reduce to a
small number of core themes. The quality of
the insights generated is what matters, not
the number of such insights. For example, in
an evaluation of 34 programs aimed at people in poverty, we found a core theme that
separated more effective from less effective
programs: How people are treated affects
how they treat others. If staff members are
treated autocratically and insensitively by

.
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management, with suspicion and disrespect, staff will treat clients the same way.
Contrariwise, responsiveness reinforces responsiveness, and empowerment breeds
empowerment. These insights became the
centerpieceof subsequent cross-project, collaborative organizational and staff development processes.
A different kind of qualitative finding is
illustrated by Angela Browne's book When
Battered Women Kill (1987). Browne conducted in-depth interviews with 42 women
from 15 states who were charged with a
crime in the death or serious injury of their
mates. She was often the first to hear these
women's stories. She used one couple's history and vigneltes from nine others, representative of the entire sample, to iUurninate
the progression of an abusive relationship
from romantic courtslup to the onset of
abuse through its escalation until it was ongoing and eventually provoked a homicide.
Her work helped lead to legal recognition
of battered women's syndrome as a legitimate defense, especially in offering insight
into the common outsider's question: Why
doesn't the woman just leave? An insider's
perspective on the debilitating, destructive,
and all-encompassingbrutality of battering
reveals that question for what it is: the facile
judgment of one who hasn't been there. The
effectiveness of Browne's careful, detailed,
and straightforward descriptions and quotations lies in their capacity to take us inside
the abusive relationship. Offering that inside perspective powers qualitative reporting.
Clark Moustakas (1995), a humanistic
psychologist and phenomenologist, also
gives us an insider's perspective: his
own. An astute and dedicated observer of
relationships, especially therapeutic relationships, he drew deeply on his own experiences and clinical cases to idenhfy, dis-

tinguish, and elaborate three primary processes that contribute to the development of
a relationship: "Being-In," "Being-For," and
"Being-With."
Being-In involves immersing oneself in
another's world: listening deeply and attentively so as to enter into the other person's
experience and perception. "I do not select,
interpret, advise, or direct. . . . Being-In the
world of the other is a way of going wide
open, entering in as if for the first time, hearing just what is, leaving out my own
thoughts, feelings, theories,biases. ...I enter
with the intention of understanding and accepting perceptions and not presenting my
own view or reactions. . . . I only want to encourage and support the other person's expression, what and how it is, how it came to
be, and where it is going." (Moustakas1995:
82-83)
Being-For involves taking a stand in
support of the other person, being therefor
the other. "I am listening. I am also offeringa
position, and that position has an element of
my being on that person's side, against all
others who xvould minimize, deprecate, or
deny this person's right to be and to pow.. ..
I become an advocate of the personwith reference to his or her frustrations and problems in dealing with others." (Moustakas
1995:83)
Being-With involves being present as
one's own person in relation to another person, bringing one's own knowledge and experience into the relationship. "This may involve disagreeing with the other's ways of
interpreting or judging or presenting some
aspect of the world. Being-With means listening and hearing the other's feelings,
thoughts, objectives,but it also means offering my own perceptions and views. There is,
in Being-With, a sense of joint enterprise
-two people fully involved, struggling, exploring, sharing." (Moustakas 1995:84)
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Dimensions
of Comparison
View o f life passages

Tribal In

.

I

odern Corning ofAge

One-time transition from child
to adult

Multiple passages over a lifetime
journey

Territory

Tribal territory

Earth: Global community

Ancestry

Creation myth

Evolutionary story o f humankind

Identity

Becoming a man or doman

Becoming a complete person

Approach

Standardized '

Individualized

Outcome

Tribe-based identity

Message

You are first and fore ost a
member o f the tribe

I

I"

Personality identity: Sense of self
You are first and foremost a person
in your own right

4

SOURCE: Patton (1999a:333, 335).
I
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Qualitative findings often have this sirnple yet elegant and insightful character.This
straightforward yet nuanced framework
represents a creative synthesis of years of
participant observation and personal inquiry. Through cases, dialogues, quotations,
cases, and introspective reflections, MOUStakas illuminates the process of mo-g
from Being-In to Being-For and ultimately
Being-With. His work exemplifies the contribution of phenomenological inqL+ to
humanistic psychology.
still a differentformat for capturing and
reporting qualitative findings is illustrated
by my own inquiry into alternative comingof-age approaches. I used the device of construtting ideal-typical alternative paradigms to compare and contrast what I
learned (patton 1997a). ~ ~ i b1.3i provides
t
a sampling of contrasts between traditional
tribe-centered initiations and modem youthcentered con-&g-of-age celebrations. These
kinds of polar contrasts can sometimes set
up a Hegelian dialectic of thesis and antithe-

I

sis that leads to a new synthesis. In philosophy such contrasts derive from the nuninations of philosophers; in qualitative research
such thematic contrasts emanate from and
are grounded in fieldwork.
This quick sampling of the fruit of qu
tative inquiry is meant, like a wine tasting,
demonstrate choices toward developing
more sophisticated palate, or like appetizers, as an opening to the fuller feast yet to
come. The next section discussessome of the
different research and evaluation purposes
that affect what kind of fruit results from
qualitative i n q w and
that fruit is judged.

t i quality
~ ~

Different Purposes of and
Audiences for Qualitative Studies:
Research, Evaluation, Dissertations,
and Personal Inquiry
As the title of this book indicates, qualitative methods are used in both research and
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to make judgments abou
prove program effectiven
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valuations tha

or decision making and program
ment. The methodological irnplica
s criterion is that the intended u

search.

action is not the primary purpose of funda-

e inqujr is espeerful as a source of grounded theely generated
orlc, that is, theory that emerges
researcher's observations and inout in the real world rather than in
oratory or the academy. The primary
r research are other researchers
scholars, as well as policymakers and
rs interested in understanding some
or problem of interest. The reg, methodological preferthose who use
le and creditheoretical

Dissertations and graduate theses offer
ecial insight into the importance of attento audience. Savvy graduate students
that to complete a degree program, the
st approve the
dings, vales of committee
ers come into play in that approval
ess. The committee will, in essence,
uate the student's contribution, includ-

ing the quality of the methodologicalprocedures followed and the analysis done. Qualitative dissertations, once quite rare, have
become increasingly common as the criteria
for judging qualitative contributions to
knowledge have become better understood
and accepted. But those criteria are not absolute or universally agreed on. As we shall
see, there are many varieties of qualitative
inquiry and multiple criteria for judging
quality,many of which remain disputed.
While the preceding discussionof evaluation, research, and dissertations has emphasized taking into account external audiences
and consumers of qualitative studies, it is
also important to acknowledge that you may
be the primary intended audience for your
work. You may study something because
you want to understand it. As my children
grew to adulthood, I found myself asking
questions about coming of age in modem
society so I undertook a pwsolzal inquiry that
became a book (Patton 1997a), but I didn't
start out to write a book. I started out trying
to understand my own experience and the
experiences of my children. That is a form of

The Nnture of Qunlitntive Inquiry
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qualitative inq*.
While doing i n t e ~ e w s
with recipients of MacArthur Foundation
Fellowships (popularly called "Genius
Awards"), I was told by a social scientist that
her fieldworkwas driven by her own search
for understanding and that she disciplined
herself to not even think about publication
while engaged in interviewing and observing because she didn't want to have her inquiry affectedby attention to external audiences. She wnnted to know because she wanted
to know, and she had made a series of career
and professional decisions that allowed her
to focus on her personal inquiry without being driven by the traditional academic admonition to "publish or perish." She didn't
want to subject herself to or have her work
influenced by external criteria and judgment.
In summary, all inquiry designs are affected by intended purpose and targeted audience, but purpose and audience deserve
special emphasis in the case of qualitative
studies, where the criteria for judging quality may be poorly understood or in dispute,
even among qualitative methodologists.
This book cannot resolve these debates, but
it will illuminate the methodological options and their implications. (Chapter 9 discusses alternative criteria for judging the
quality of qualitative studies.)

@

Making Methods Decisions
The implication of thinking about p u pose and audience in designing studies is
that methods, no less than knowledge, are
dependent on context. No rigid rules can
prescribewhat data to gather toinvestigate a
particular interest or problem. There is no
recipe or formula in malcing methods decisions. Widely respected psychometrician
Lee J. Cronbach has observed that designing a study is as much art as science. It is
"an exercise of the dramatic imagination"
(Cronbach 1982:239). In research as in art,
there can be no single, ideal standard.
Beauty no less than "truth" is in the eye of
the beholder, and the beholders of research
and evaluation can include a plethora of
stakeholders: scholars, policymakers, funders, program managers, staff, program participants, journalists, critics, and the general
public. Any given design inevitably reflects
some imperfect interplay of resources, capabilities, purposes, possibilities,creativity, and
personaljudgmentsby the peopleinvolved.
Research, like diplomacy, is the art of the
possible. Exhibit 1.4 provides a set of questions to consider in the design process, regardless of type of i n q ~ wWith
.
that background, we can turn to consideration of the
relative strengths and weaknesses of qualitative and quantitative methods.

Methods Choices: Contrasting
Qualitative and Quantitative Emphases
ot everything that can be counted counts, and not everytlhg that
counts can be counted.
-Albert

Einstein

urposes o f the inquiry?
ibution t o knowledge
improvement and decision making
strate doctoral-level scholarship
d out for oneself
ary audiences for the findings?
ers, academicians
, administrators, staff, participants

I

neself, friends, family, lovers
hat questions will guide the inquiry?
eory-derived, theory-testing, andlor theory-oriented questions
ractical, applied, action-oriented questions and issues
Academic degree or discipline/specialization priorities
Matters o f personal interest and concern, even passion
4. What data will answer or illuminate the inquiry questions?
Quolitotive: Interviews, field observations, documents
Quontitotive: Surveys, tests, experiments, secondary data
Mixed methods: What kind o f mix? Which methods are primary?
I

5. What resources are available to support the inquiry?
I
Financial resources

Access, connections
hat criteria will be used t o judge the quality o f the findings?
oditionol reseorch criteria: Rigor, validity, reliability, generalizability
voluotion stondords: Utility, feasibility, propriety, accuracy
Nontroditionol criterio: Trustworthiness, diversity o f perspectives, clarity o f voice, credibility
o f the inquirer to primary users o f the findings

Thinking about design alternatives ahd
methods choices leads directly to consideration of the relative 'strengths and weaknesses of qualitative and q~~antitative
data.
The approach here is pragmatic. Some questions lend themselves to numerical answers;
donft.lfyou want to know how much
e weigh, use a scale. If you want to

know if they're obese, measure body fat in
relation to height and weight and compare
the results to populationnorms. If you want
to know what their weight rnenns to them,
how it affects them, how they think about it,
and what they do about it, you need to ask
them questions, find out about their experiences, and hear their stories. A comprehen-

-

-
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sive and multifaceted understanding of
weight in pepple's lives requires both their
numbers and their stories.Doctors who look
only at test results and don't also listen to
their patients are making judgments with
inadequate knowledge, and vice versa.
Qualitativemethods facilitate study of issues in depth anddetail. Approachingfieldwork without being constrained by predetermined categories of analysis contributes
to the depth, openness, and detail of qualitative inquiry. Quantitative methods, on the
other hand, require the use of standardized
measures so that the varying perspectives
and experiences of people can be fit into a
limited number of predetermined response
categories to which numbers are assigned.
The advantage of a quantitative approach
is that it's possible to measure the reactions
of a great many people to a limited set of
questions, thus facilitating comparison and
statistical aggregationof the data. This gives
a broad, generalizable set of findings presented succinctly and parsimoniously. By
contrast, qualitative methods typically produce a wealth of detailed information about
a much smaller number of people and cases.
This increases the depth of understandingof
the cases and situationsstudied but reduces
generalizability.
Validity in quantitativeresearch depends
on carefulinstrumentconshuction to ensure
that the instrument measures what it is
supposed to measure. The instrument must
then be administered in an appropriate,
standardized manner according to prescribed procedures. The focus is on the meatest items, survey
suring instrument-&
questions, or other measurement tools. In
qualitative inquiry, the researcher is the instrument. The credibility of qualitative
methods, therefore,hinges to a great extent
on the skill, competence, and rigor of the
person doing fieldwork-as well as things
going on in a person's life that might prove

>
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don't even want

and somehmes

ty in a lower-socioeconomic
In 1988, after three years of

evnluntion to determine the overall outcome
and cost-effectiveness of the center. The
evaluation design included both quantitative and qualitative data.
The quantitative testing data showed
great variation. The stahshcs on average

of Sara Johnson, a

r-old Caucasian
of school in the

INDIVIDUAL CASE EXAMPLES

er and is proud of never having been on
welfare. She is the primary breadwinner for
a home with five children spanning three
generations; including her oldest daughter's teenage children for whom she has
cared since her daughter's ~mexpected

She said that the decision to return for her
GED was
an affxmahon, as not havlng a diploma had
really hurtmefor along time.. . .Itwas always
scary wondering if somebody actually found

16 @.
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out that I was not a graduate that they would
fire me or they wouldn't accept me because I
hadn't graduated. The hardest thing for me to
do was tell my employer. He is very muchinto
education and our company is educationoriented. So the hardest thing1 ever had to do
was tell him I was a high school dropout. I
needed to tell because Ineeded time to go and
take the test. He was just so understanding.
1 cou]dn't believe it. It was just wonderful.
I thought he was going to be disappointed in
me, and he thought it was wonderful that I
was going back. He came to graduation.

from Iwo 'OntrastThese short
ing cases illustrate the value of detailed, descriptive data in deepeningour understanding of individual variation. Knowing that
each woman progressed about one grade
level on a standardized reading test is only a
small part of a larger, much more complex
picture. Yet, with over 500 people in the program, it would be overwhelming for
funders and decision makers to attempt to
make sense of 500 detailed case studies
(about 5,000 double-spaced pages). Statistical data providk a succinct and parsimonious summary of major patterns, while select
case studies provide depth, detail, and individual meaning.
OPEN-ENDED INTERVIEWS
Another instructive contrast is to compare closed-ended questionnaire results
with responses to open-ended pup interviews ~
~
responses
~
~ to quantitat
i
tive, standardked items indicated that 77%
of the adult literacy students were "very
happy,,
. - . with the Tehology for ~i~~~~~~
l e a ~ ' g"a
Center program; 74'
great
These and
revealed a general pattern of satisfaction and
progress. But what did the program mean to
students in their own words?

To get the perspective of students, I conducted group interviews. "Groups are not
just a convenient way to accumulate the individual knowledge of their members. They
give rise synergisticdy to insights and solutions that would not come about without
them" (B~OWII,
C o l h , and Duguid 1989:
40). In group interviews I asked students to
describe the program's outcomes in personal terms. I asked, "What difference has
what you are learning made in your lives?"
Here are some responses.

Bible class. It's really important to me to be
able to read the Bible.
I can fill out applications now. You have to
know how '0 fill out an a ~ ~ l i c ~ t in
i o "this
world. I canlookin the Yellow Pages,It used to
be so embarrassingnot to be able to fill out applications, not to be able to find things the
Yellow Pages. I feel so much better now. At
least my application is filled out right, even if1
don't get the job, at least my application is
filled out right.

Ilove the newspapernow,and actually readit.
Yeah, I love to pick up the newspaper now. I
used to hate it. Now 1 loupthe newspaper.

I'mlearning just
kids. MY
is my

Once you can read
your
it
makes all the differencein the world. It helps

1 can follow sewing directions. 1 make a grocery list now, so I'm a better shopper. I don't
forget things.

you to want to read and read
can read myseLf1I can
them read
can have a better life. The kids love it
read to them.

Yeah, you don't know how embarrassingit is
to go shopping and not be able to read the
wife's grocery list. It's helped me out so much
in the grocery store.

I don't get lost anymore. I can find my way
around. I can make out directions, read the
map. I work construction and we change locations a lot. Now I can find my way around. I
don't get lost anymore!

No, 1read outdoor magazines, 1used to just
read the titles of books-now I read thebooks!
I was always afraid to read at school and at
church. I'm not afraid to read the Bible now at

I
they
I

These group interview excerpts p
some qualitative insights into the
ual, personal experiences of adults
to read. The questionnaire results (77%satisfiedl provided data On
genera'izable patterns, but the standardized questions only tap the surface of what it means
for the program to have had "great perceived impact." The much smaller samp
Open-ended interviews adds depth I‘
and meaning at a very personal level
perience. Another example will show
qualitative data can yield not only de
understanding but also political acti
the depth of participants' feelings
vealed.

Helps me with my medicine. Now I can rea
the bottles and the directions! I was afraid t
give the kids medicine before because I wa
sure.

Just getting a driver's license will be wonderful.1" 50. If I don't get the GED, but if 1can
~
~
~
i
~
~
get alicense ..!I can drive well, but I'mscared
to death of the written test. Just getting a
driver's license. , . ,a driver's license.

ahead
Me and my

I

The Power of Qualitative Data
In the early 1970s, the school sys
Kalamazoo; Michigan, implemented
acco~mtabilitysystem. It was a compl
tem that included using standardized

achievement tests admirtistered in both fall
and spring, criterion-referenced tests developed by teachers, performance objectives,
peer ratings, student ratings of
teahers, parent
of teachers, principal ratings of teachers, and teacher selfratings.
neKalamazooaccouniabilitysystem be
to
national attention. For example, the Alnericntz School Bonrd Joilrnnl reported in April 1974 that "Kalamazoo
schools probably will have one of the most
comprehensive computerized systems of
and accountabilityyet
devisedm(p.40).Inthe first of a threepa* series on Kalamazoo, the Aiizericnn Sclzool
~~~~dJozlmn/ asserted: u ~ it ~
horn
k~ ~ ~
mazoo: n compre~zensive, peqornzlance-bnd
system of evnluntion and nccoz~iztnbilit~~
can
Work,, (,tKalamazooSchoolst,1974:32).
Not everyone agreed with that positive
assessment, however. The Kalarnazoo Education Association charged that teachers
were being demoralized by the accountability system. some
on the
other hand, argued that teachers did not
wmttobeaccomtable,hthespr-gof 1976,
the KalamazooEducation Association, with
assistance fromthe Michigan Education Association and the National Education Association, sponsored a survey of teachers to
find out the teaherst
on the accountability program (Perrone and Patton
1976).
The education association officials were
interested primarily in a questionnaire consisting of standardized items. One part of
the closed-ended questionnaire provided
teachers with a set of statements with which
they could agree or disagree. The questionnaire results showed that teachers felt the accountability system was largely ineffective
and inadequate. For example, 90% of the
teachers disagreed with the school administration's published statement "The Kala-

are a concerned teacher. But
are not turning out neatly
"The superintendent with his acc
ity model and his abrasive conde
destroy teacher morale and effective cre
classroom teaching.
"Last eveningmy wife and Iwent to
of the school year party. The atmosphere
was strmge-little exuberance, laughter

questionnaire results, ho
them immediately dismiss

ith the same qualities. This
ountability program we have
superintendent look good to
But someone who is in the
g with all types of kids, some
who are in and out of jail, this
that and the rigid accountabilneglects the above mentioned

ng and danced were unnaturally qui

ased, inaccurate, and t
union leaders telling

open-ended questions. The first was pla
midway through the questionnaire, and
second came at the end of the questionmix

countability system.

good. I am saying the one we have 1slousy. I
hurting the students-the very ones we're
supposed to be working for."

ple are still tense and uncertain.
"While the school board does not 'pay
be happy' it certainly must recognize
emotional stability is necessary for eff
teaching to take place. The involuntary
fers, intimidation, coercion and top to b

Teacher Response No. 257: "This system

ust
system for the list of
'least deslrable'school systemsin thenation."

people are tense, hostile and losing their humanity. Gone is the good will and team spirit
of a&ustrahon and staff and I believe this

Teacher Response No. 233: "I have taught in
Kdamazoo for 15years and under five superintendents.Until the present superintendent, I
found working conditionsto be enjoyableand

the same as now. 'Accountability' is a politicat
ploy to maintain power. Whatever good there
may have been in it in the beginning has been
destroyed by the awareness that each new ed-

ness and hatred in our system is mcredible.
What began as 'noble' has been destroyed.
You wouldn't believe thenew layers of administration that have been created just to keep
this monster going.
"Our finest complimentaround our stateis
that the other schoolsystemsknow what is go-
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ing on and are havingnoneof it. Lucky people.
Come down and visit in hell sometime."
Face Validity and Credibility
What was the impact of the qualitative
data collected from teachers in Kalamazoo?
You will recall that many of the school board
members initially dismissed the standardized questionnaire responses as biased,
rigged, and the predictable result of the union's campaign to discredit school officials.
However, after reading through a few pages
of the teachers' own personal comments, after hearing about teachers' experiences with
the accountability system in their own
words, the tenor of the discussion about the
evaluation report changed. School board
members could easily reject what they perceived as a "loaded" questionnaire. They
could not so easily dismiss the anguish, fear,
and depth of concern revealed in the teachers' own reflections. The teachers' words
had face validity and credibility. Discussion
of the evaluation results shifted from an attack on the measures used to the question:
"What do you think we should do?"
During the summer of 1976, following
discussion of the evaluation report, the superintendent "resigned." The new superintendent and school board in 1976-1977used
the evaluation report as a basis for starting
fresh with teachers. A year later teacher association officials reported a new environment of teacher-administration cooperation
in developing a mutually acceptable accountability system. The evaluation report
did not directly cause these changes. Many
other factors were involved in Kalamazoo at
that time. However, the qualitative information in the evaluationreport revealed the full
scope and nature of teachers' feelings about
what it was like to work in the atmosphere
created by the accountability system. The
depth of those feelings as expressed in the

teachers' own words became part of the impetus for change in Kalamazoo.
The Purpose of
Open-Ended Responses
The preceding example illustrates the difference between qualitative inquiry based
on responses to open-ended questions and
quantitative measurement based on scales
composed of standardized questionnaire
items. Quantitative measures are succinct,
parsimonious, and easily aggregated for
analysis; quantitative data are systematic,
standardized, and easily presented in a
short space.By contrast, the qualitative findings are longer, more detailed, and variable
in content; analysis is difficult because re-

,

sponses are neither systematicnor standardized. Yet, the open-ended responses permit
one to understand the world as seen by the
respondents. The purpose of gathering responses to open-ended questions is to enable the researcher to understand and capture the points of view of other people
without predetermining those points of
view through prior selection of questionnaire categories. As Lofland (1971) put it:
"To captureparticipants 'in their own terms'
one must learn their categories for rendering
explicable and coherent the flux of raw reality. That, indeed, is the first principle of qualitative analysis" (p. 7, emphasis added).
Direct quotations are a basic source of raw
data in qualitative inquiry, revealing respondents' depth of emotion, the ways they have
organized their world, their thoughts about
what is happening, their experiences, and
their basic perceptions. The task for the qualitative researcher is to provide a framework
within which people can respond in a way
that represents accurately and thoroughly
their points of view about the world, or that
part of the world about which they are talkkg-for example, their experience with a
particular program being evaluated. Too often social scientists "enter the field with preconceptions that prevent them from allowing those studied to 'tell it as they see it' "
(Denzin 1978b:lO).
I have included the Kalamazoo evaluation findings as an illustration of qualitative inquiry because open-ended responses
on questionnaires represent the most elementary form of qualitative data. There are
severe limitations to open-ended data collected in writing on questionnaires, h i tations related to the writing skills of respondents, the impossibility of probing or
extending responses, and the effort required
of the person completing the questionnaire.
Yet, even at this elementary level of inquiry,
the dept11 and detail of feelings revealed in

the open-ended comments of the Kalamazoo teachers illustrate the fruit of qualitative
methods.
While the Kalamazoo example illustrates
the most elementary form of.qualitativeinqujr, namely, responses from open-ended
questionnaire items, themajor way in which
qualitative researchers seek to understand
the perceptions, feelings, and knowledge of
people is through in-depth, intensive interviewing. The chapter on interviewing will
discuss ways of gathering high-quality informationfrom people-data that reveal experiences with program activities and perspectives on treatment impacts from the
points of view of participants, staff, and others involved in and knowledgeable about
the program or treatment being evaluated.
Inquiry b y Observation
Whatpeople say is amajor source of p a l itative data, whether what they say is obtained verbally through an interview or in
written form through document analysis or
survey responses. There are limitations,
however, to how much can be learned from
what people say. To understand fully the
complexities of many situations, direct participation in and observation of thephenomenon of interest may be the best research
method. Howard S. Becker, one of the leading practitioners of qualitative methods in
the conduct of social science research, argues that participant obsemation is the most
comprehensiveof all types of research strategies.
The most complete form of the sociologicaldatum, after all, is the form in which the participant observer gathers it: an observation of
some social event, the events which precede
and follow it, and explanations of its meaning
by participants and spectators,before, during,
and after its occurrence.Such a datum gives us
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just large enough for the 12 mothers, one
staff person, and me to sit along three sides
of the room. The fourth side is used for a
movie screen.1Some mothers are smoking.
(The staff person told me afterward that
smoking had beennegotiated and agreed on
among the mothers.) The seats are padded
folding chairs plus two couches. A few colorful posters with pictures of children playing decorate the walls. Small tables are available for holding coffee cups and ashtrays
during the discussion.The back wall is lined
with brochures on child care and child development, and a metal cabinet in the room
holds additional program materials.
The session begins with mothers watching a 20-minute film about preschool children. The f
ilmformsthe basis for gettingdiscussion started about "what two-year-olds
do." Louise, a part-time staff person in her
early 30s who has two youngchildren of her
own, one a two-year-old, leads the discussion. Louise asks the mothers to begin by
picking out from the film things that their
own children do, and talking about the way
some of the problems with children were
handled in the film. For the most part, the
mothers share happy, play activities their
children like. "My Johnny loves the playground just like the kids in the film." "Yeah,
mine could live on the playground."
The focus of the discussion turns quickly
to what happens as children grow older,
how they change and develop. Louise comments, "Don't worry about what kids do at a
particular age. Like don't worry that your
kid has to do a certain thing at age two or else
he's behind in development or ahead of development. There's just a lot of variation in
the ages at which kids do things."
The discussion is free flowing and, once
begun, is not directed much by Louise.
Mothers talk back and forth to each other,
sharing experiences about their children. A
mother will bring up a particular point and

other mothers will talk about their own experiences as they want to. For example, one
of the topics is the-problema mother is having with her child urinating in the bathtub.
Other mothers share their experiences with
this problem, ways of handling it, .and
whether or not to be concerned about it. The
crux of that discussion seems to be that it is
not a big deal and not something that the
mother ought to be terribly .concerned
about. It is important not to make it a big
deal for the child; the child will outgrow it.
The discussion turns to things that
two-year-olds can do around the house to
help their mothers. This is followed by some
discussion of the things that two-year-olds
can't do and some of their frustxationsin try
ing to do things. There is a good deal of
laughing, sharing of funny stories about
children, and sharing of frustrations about
children. The atmosphere is informal and
there is a good deal of intensity in listening.
Mothers seem especially to pick up on
things that they share in common about the
problems they have with their children.
Another issue from another mother is the
problem of her child pouring out her milk.
She asks, "What does it mean?" This question elicits some suggestions about using
water aprons and cups that don't spill and
other mothers' similarproblems, but the discussion is not focused and does not really
come to much closure. The water apron suggestion brings up a question about whether
or not a plastic bag is okay. The discussion
turns to the safety problems with different
kinds of plastic bags. About 20 minutes of
discussion have now taken place. (At this
point, one mother leaves because she hears
her child crying upstairs.)
The discussion returns to giving children baths. Louise interjects, "Two-yearolds should not be left alone in the bathtub."
With reference to the earlier discussion
about urinating the bathtub, a mother in-
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tejects that water with urine in it is probablybetter than the lake water her kids swim
in. The mother with the child who urinates
in the bathtub says again; "It really bugs me
when he urinates in the tub.'' Louise responds, "It really is your problem, not his.
If you can calm yo~~rself
down; he'll be
okay."
At a lull in the discussion, Louise asks,
"Did you agree with everything in the
movie?" The mothers talk a bit about this
and focus on an incident in the movie where
one child bites another. Mothers share stories about problems they've had with their
childrenbiting.Louise interjects, "Biting can
be dangerous. It is important to do something aboutbiting." The discussionturns to
what to do. One mother suggests biting the
child back. Another mother suggests that
kids will work it out themselves by biting
each other back. Mothers get very agitated,
more than one mother talks at a time. Louise
asks them to "cool it," so that only one person talks at a time. (Themother who had left
returns.)
The discussion about biting leads to a discussion about child conflict and fighting in
general, for example, the problem of chil&en hitting each other or hittingtheir mothers. Again, the question arises about what to
do. One mother suggests that when her child
hits her, she hits him back, or when her child
bites her, she bites l k back. Louise interjects, "Don't model behavior you don't like."
She gocs on to explain that her philosophy is
that you should not do things as a model for
clddren that you don't want them to do. She
says that works best for her; however, other
mothers may find other things that work
better for them. Louise comments that hitting back or biting back is a technique suggested by Dreikurs. She says she disagrees
with that technique, "but you all have to decide what works for you." (About 40 minutes have now passed since the film, and 7 of

the 11 mothers have participated, most of
them actively.Four mothers have not participated.)
Another mother brings up a new problem. Her child is destroying her plants,
dumping plants out, and tearing them up.
"I really get mad." She says that the technique she has used for punishment is to isolate the child. Then she asks, "HOWlong do
you have to punish a two-year-old before it
starts working?" This question is followed
by intense discussion with severd mothers .
making comments. (This discussion is reproduced in full to illustrate the type of dis- .
cussion that occurred.)
Mother No. 2: "Maybe he needs his own
plant. Sometimes it helps to let a child
have his own plant to take care of and
then he comes to appreciate plants."
MotherNo. 3:
he likes to play in the
dirt. Does he have his own sand or dirt to
play in around the house?"
Mother No. 4: "Oatmeal is another good
thing play in."
~

~u ~ i c~ise another
i
thing
~ that
~ &ldren
:
like to play in and it's clean, good to use
indoors.,,

Mother No. 5: "Some things toplay in would
be bad or dangerous. For example, powdered soap isn't a good thing to let kids
play in."
Mother No. 2: "Can you put the plants where
he can't get at them?"
Mother with problem: "I have too many plants,
I can't put them all out of the way."
Louise: "Can you put the plants somewhere
else or provide a place to play with dirt or
rice?" (Mother with problem kind of
shakes her head no. Louise goes on.) "Another thing is to tell the kid the plants are
alive, to help him learn respect for living
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things. Tell him &at tho& plahts are alive
and that it hurts them. Give hini his own
plant that he can get an investment in."Motlrer with problem: "I'll try it."
Mother No. 2: "You've got to be f& about a
two-year-old. YOU can't W c t them not
to touch things. It'snot fair. I try hanging
allmyp1ants;
Louise: "Sometimes just- moving a child
bodily away from'the thing you don't
want him to do is the best technique."
Mother No. 4: "They'll outgrow it anyway."
Mother with problem: "Now he deliberately
dumps them and I really get &gry."
Louise: "Maybe he feels a rivalry with the
plants if you have so many Maybe he's
trying to compete."
Motlzzer No. 3: "Let him help with the p
Do you ever let him help you take c
the plants?"
Motlzer No. 6: "Som
help with."
Louise: "Some dangerous house plants are
poison."
Louise reaches up and pulls down a brochure on plants that are dangerous and says
she has brochures for everyone. Severalpeople say that they want brochures and she
goes to the cabinet to make them available.
One mother who has not participated verbally up to this point specifically requests a
brochure. This is followed by a discussion of
child-proofing a house as a method of child
rearing versus training the child not to touch
things, but with less emphasis on childproofing, that is, removing temptation versus teaching children to resist temptation.
One parent suggests, in this context, that
children be taught one valuable thing at a

have your own views on things. I wasn'ttrying to tell you what to do. I just disagreed,but1
definitely feel that everybody has a right to
their own opinion. Part of the purpose of the
group is for everyone to be able to come together and appreciateotherpoints ofview and
understand what works for differentpeople.
The mother said that she certainly didn't
feel bad about the disagreement and she
knew that some things that worked for other
people didn't work for her and that she had
her own ways but that she really enjoyed the
group.
Louise cleaned up the room, and the session ended.
The Raw Data of

Qualitative Inquiry
The description of this parenting session
is aimed at permitting the reader to understand what occurred in the session. These
data are descriptive. Pure description and

quotations are the raw data of qualita
q"*.
The description is meant to
reader into the setting. The data d
clude judgments about whether w
curred was good or bad, appropriate or inappropriate, or any other interpretive
judgments. The data simply describe what
occurred. State legislators, program staff,
parents, and others used this description,
and descriptions like this from other program sites, to discuss what they wanted the
programs to be and do. The descriptions
licit their own judglater chapters, guidance on interpretualitative data will be offered in depth.
People-Oriented Inquiry
Thus far, the examples of observation and
terviewing in this chapter have been pre-

sented as separate and distinct from each
other. In practice, they are often fully integrated approaches. Becoming a skilled obs e ~ e is
r essential even if you concentrate
primarily on interviewing because every
face-to-face interview also involves and requires observation. The skilled interviewer
is thus also a skilled observer, able to read
nonverbal messages, sensitive to how the interview setting can affect what is said, and
carefully attuned to the nuances of the interviewer-intervieweeinteraction and relationship.
Likewise, interviewingskills are essential
for the observer because during fieldwork,
you will need and want to talk with people,
whether formally or informally Participant
observers gather a great deal of information
through informal, naturally occurring conversations. Understanding that interviewing and observation are mutually reinforcing qualitative techniques is a bridge to
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understanding the fundamentally peopleT h e Fruit of Qualitative
oriented nature of qualitative inquiry.
M e t h o d s Revisited
Sociologist John Lofland has suggested
Thischa~terbeganwiththe~arableofthe
that there are four peo$e-oriented mandates i n collecting qualitative data. Fist, the
man
far insearch a widely
qualitativemehodolog,st must get close
proclaimed food called "fruit." When finally
he
enough to the people and situation being
directed lo a
spring
blossom
of
the
tree
with the fruit of
studied t o personally understand i n depth
the tree. F i n h a the blossom to be tasteless,
the details of what goes on. Second, the
he dismissed &
hIe had heard about fruit as a
aimat cap&g
itativeme~odologist
has
hoax
and
went
On his way This
w h a t actually takes place and what people
described
qualitative
data
so
that
the
person
say: the perceivedfacts. ~ h i ~qudd,
in search of the fruits of qualitative methods
itativedata must include a great deal ofpure
know what
look for-and
description of people, activities, interactions, and settings.~
~qualitative
~
data
~
~whenhthe real
, thing has been attained. Exhibit 1.5 lists Internet resources for those
must include direct quotations from people,
who want to carry o n this search for qualitaboth what they speak and what they write
tive fruit i n virtual space. To close this chapdown.
ter, it may be instructive to consider two
other short parables about the search for
The commitment to get close, to be factual, defruit.
scriptive and quotive, constitutes a sigruficant
While the first seeker after fruit arrived
commitment to represent the participants in
too early to experience the ripened delicacy
their own terms. This does not mean that one
and tasted only the blossom, a second seeker
becomes an apologistfor them, but rather that
after fruit arrived a t a tree that had been imone faithfully depicts what goes on in their
properly cultivated, so that its fruit was
lives and what life is like for them, in such a
shriveled and bitter. This bad fruit had been
way that one's audience is at least partially
left to rot. Not knowing what good fruit
able to project themselves into the point of
looked like, he sampled the bad. "Well, I've
view of the people depicted. They can "take
seen and tasted fruif," he said, "and I can tell
the role of the other" because the reporter has
you for sure that it's terrible. I've had it with
given them a living sense of day-to-day talk,
fruit. Forget it. This stuff is awful." H e went
day-to-day activities, day-to-day concerns
on his way and his journey was wasted.
and problems. . . .
One can hope that such a foolish mistake
A major methodological consequence of
is less likely today, because early in school
these comrnihnents is that the qualitative
students are taught the danger of generalizstudy of people insitu is a process of discovmj.It
ing from limited cases. Yet, rumors persist
is of necessity a process of learning what is
that some people continue to reject all qualihappening. Since a major part of what is haptative data as worthless (and "rotten"), havpening is provided by people in their own
ing experienced only bad samples produced
terms, one must find out about those terms
with poor methods.
rather than impose upon them a preconceived
A third seeker after fruit arrived at the
or outsider's scheme of what they are about.It
same tre~ethat produced the shriveled and
is the observer'stask to find out what is fundabitter fruit. H e picked some of the rotting
mental or central to the people or world under
fruit and examined it. He took the fruit to a
observation. (Lofland 1971:4)
farmer who cultivated fruit trees with great

1, QUALRS-L@listse~.uga.edu: Qualitative Research for the Human Sciences; to subscribe,
send this message to liStse~@liStSeN.~ga.ed~:
subscribe QUALRS-L yourname
2. QUALNET@listse~.bc.edu:Qualitative Research in Management and Organization Studies;
to subscribe, send this message to majordomo@listse~.bc.edu: subscribe qualnet
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3. QUAL-L@scu.edu.au: Qualitative Research List, initiated by Penn State, but immediately

attracted a broader audience; to subscribe, send this message to listproc@scu.edu.au:
subscribe QUAL-Lfirstname lastname
Other resources for qualitative evaluation and research:
4. EVALTALK@bama.ua.edu: American Evaluation Association (AEA) Discussion List; to

subscribe, send this message to listse~@bama.ua.edu:subscribe evaltalk ourname

I

AEA home page with links to evaluation organizations, training programs, and
Internet resources: www.eval.org

1

5. METHODS@cios.org:A list for social science research methods instructors; to subscribe.

send this message to comse~e@cios.org:join methods yourname
NOTE: Thanks toJudith Preissle,Aderhold Distinguished Professor,SocialFoundationsof Education, University
of Georgia,for list subscription details.These sitesand subscription details may change,and this list is not exhaustive. This list is meant to be suggestive of the qualitative resources available through the lnternet. See
Chapter 3, Exhibit 3.7;Chapter 4, Exhibit 4.9; and Chapter 8, Exhibit 8.3,foradditionaI,morespecialized qualitative resources through the Internet.

exterior and exposed what looked like a
stone inside. The farmer told him how to
plant this hard core, cultivate the resulting
trees, and harvest the desired delicacy. The
farmer also gave him a plump, ripe sample
to taste. Once the seeker after fruit knew
what fruit really was, and once he knew

seed, all he had to d o was plant it, tend properly the tree's growth, and work for the
eventual harvest-the fruit. Though there
was much work to b e done and there were
many things to be learned, the resulting
high-quality fruit was worth the effort.

Top Ten Pieces of Advice to a
Graduate Student Considering
a Qualitative D sertation

T

he following query was posted on
an Internet listserv devoted to discussing qualitative inquiry:

I am a new graduate student thinking about
doing a qualitative dissertation.I know you
are all busy, but I would appreciate an answer to only one question.
If you could give just one bit of advice to a
student consideringqualitative research for a
dissertation, what would it be?

onses below came from

. I've combined some resp
(while trying to maintam
flavor of the-postings),and arranged th
for coherence.

9 Top Ten Responses
1. Be sure that a qualitative approach fits
your research questions:questions about
people's experiences; inquiry into the
meanings people make of their experiences; studying a person in the context of her or his social/interpersonal
environment; and research where not
enough is known about a phenomenon
for standardized instruments to have
been developed (or even to be ready to
be developed).
(Chapter 2 will help with this by
presenting the primary themes of qualitative inquiry.)
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2. Study qualitative research. There are
lots of different approaches and a lot to
know. Study carefully a couple of the
books that provide an overview of different approaches, then go to the original sources for the design and analysis
details of the approach you decide to
use.
(Chapter 3 covers different qualitative approaches.)
3. Find a dissertation adviser who will
support your doing qualitative research. Otherwise, it can be a long,
tough haul. A dissertation is a big commitment. There are other practical approaches to using qualitative methods
that don't involve all the constraints of
doing a dissertation, things like program evaluation, action research, and
organizational development. You can
still do lots of great qualitative work
without doing a dissertation. But if you
can find a supportive adviser and committee, then, by all means, go for it.
(Chapter 4 covers particularly appropriatepractical applicationsof qualitative methods.)

5. Practice interviewing and observation
skills. Practice! Practice! Practice! Do
lots of interviews.Spend a lot of time doing practice fieldworkobservations.Get
feedback from someone who's really
good at interviewingand obse
There's an amazing amount
And it's not just head stuff. Q
research takes skill. Don't
mistake of thinking it's easy. Th
get at it, the more I realize how
when I started.
(Chapters 6 and 7 cover the
qualitative inquiry.)
6. Figure out analysis before y
data. I've talked with lots o
grad students who rushed to colle
data before they knew anything abo
analyzing it-and Lived to regret it, big
time. This is true for statistical data and
quantitative data, but somehow people
seem to think that qualitative data a
easy to analyze. No way That'
time NO WAY. And don't think
new software will solve the pro
Another big-time NO WAY.
YOU, still have to analyze the data.
(Chapter 8 covers analysis.)

4. Really work on design. Qualitative de-

signs follow a completely different logic
from quantitative research. Completely
different. Are you listening? Completely different. Especially sampling.
This is not the same as questionnaires
and tests and experiments. You can
combine designs, like quant and qual
approaches, but that gets really complicated. Either way, you have to figure out
what's unique about qualitative designs.
(Chapter 5 covers qualitative designs.)

7. Be sure that you're prepared to de
with the controversiesof doing qualit
tive research. People on this listserv a
constantly sharing stories about p
who don't "get" qualitative research
and put it down. Don't go into it naive1
Understand the paradigms and politic
(Chapter 9 deals with parad
politics, and ways of enhancing
credibility of qualitative inquiry.)
8. Do it because you want to and are convinced it's right for you. Don't do it be-

as hwd as possible
issertation research
e to do with some
your professional
each is time-con-
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storm, and problem solve, as well as
share in each other's succosses, all in a
more relaxed environment that helps
take some of the edge off the stress
(for example, you might have potluck
meals at different homes?). This can be
tremendously liberating (even on a less
than regular basis). Take care of yourself.

d still sane at the end. ntor or support group.
find several of each. If
a small group of peers in
same boat, so to speak, to talk about
together on a regular
share knowledge,brain-

10. Prepare to be changed. Looking deeply
at other people's lives will force you to
look deeply at yourself.
(Seethe discussions "Voice, Perspective, and Reflexivity" in Chapter 2 and
"The Observer and What Is Observed:
Unity and Separation" in Chapter 6.)

G

rand strategy should guide tactical decisions. Within a grand strat- '
egy all manner of tactical errors may be made, and indeed, are inevitable, but can be corrected as long as the strategic vision remains true and focused. At least that's the theory. In practice . . . ? Try it and see.
-Halcolm

I

I

General Principles
Strutegos is a Greek word meaning "the thinking and action of a general."
What it means to be strategic is epitomized by that greatest of Greek generals,
Alexander. He conducted his first independent military operation in northern
Macedonia at age 16. He became the ruler of Macedonia after his father, Philip,
was assassinated in 336 B.C. Two years later, he embarked on an invasion of Perof the known world. In the Battle of Arbela, he decisively desia and conq~~est
feated Darius III, King of Kings of the Persian Empire, despite being outnurnbered 5 to 1(250,000Persians against Alexander and fewer than 50,000 Greeks).
Alexander's military conquests are legend. What is less known and little appreciated is that his battlefieldvictories depended on in-depth knowledge of the

I
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OLT'~mistake

a clear view for a short dist

A welI-conceived strategy, by-providing
erall direction, provides a framework for
cision making and action. It permits
mingly isolated tasks and activities to fit
together, integratingseparate efforts toward
a common purpose. Specific study design
and methods decisionsare best made within
Alexander had been able to test the
the barbarians, . . . and experience

these researchers
in the field stud
folds.
extent that the
world settings
attempt to m
munity, relationship,
phenomenon of interes

ve and coherent stralitative inquiry, in-

c categories:
on and field-

And as Halcolm finished telling the story of Alexander the Great, he rerninded those assembled that skills in observation and interviewing are life
skills for experiencingthe world. "One can say of qualitative inquiry what MarProust said of art, 'Thanks to this, instead of seeing one world, our own, we
see it multiplied. So many worlds are at our disposal.' "
-From Halcolm's Historicnl Biogrnpkies

Naturalistic Inquiry
An anthropologist studies initiation rites
among the Gourma people of Burkina Faso
in West Africa. A sociologist obsemes inter-

The Purpose of a Strategic Framew

close things.
-Miyamoto Musashi (1584-1645),
Japanese warrior, strategist

lished by and for the researcher such as
would occur in a laboratory or other controlled setting. Observations take place in
real-world settings and people are interviewed with open-ended questions in places
and under conditions that are comfortable
for and familiar to them.
Egon Cuba (1978),in his classic treatise on
naturalistic inquiry, identified two dirnensions along which types of scienti£ic inquiry
can be described: (1)the extent to which the
scientist manipulates some phenomenon in
advance in order to study it and (2) the extent to which constraints are placed on outputs, that is, the extent to which predetmmined categories or variables are used to
describe the phenomenon under study. He
then defined "naturalistic inquiry" as a
"discovery-oriented" approach that minimizes investigator manipulation of the
study setting and places no prior constraints
on what the outcomes of the research will be.
Naturalistic inquiry contrasts with controlled experimental designs where, ideally,
the investigator controls study conditions
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Desiqn Stratesies
1. Naturalistic inquiry

Analvsis Stratesies
Studying real-world situations as they unfold naturally;
nonmanipulative and noncontrolling; openness t o whateve
emerges (lack o f predetermined constraints on findings).

Assumes each case is special and unique; the first level o f
analysis is being true to, respecting, and capturing the details
o f the individual cases being studied; cross-case analysis
follows from and depends on the quality o f individual case
studies.

2. Emergent design

discovery as they emerge.

useful manifestations o f the phenomenon o f interest;
then, is aimed a t insight about the phenomenon, not
generalization from a sample to a population.
Data Collection and Fieldwork Stratesies

9. Inductive analysis

and creative synthesis

The whole phenomenon under study is understood as a complex
system that is more than the sum o f its parts; focus on complex
interdependencies and system dynamics that cannot meaningfully be reduced t o a few discrete variables and linear, causeeffect relationships.

11. Context sensitivity

Places findings in a social, historical, and temporal context;
careful about, even dubious of, the possibility or meaningfulness o f generalizations across time and space; emphasizes
instead careful comparative case analyses and extrapolating

12. Voice, perspective,

The qualitative analyst owns and is reflective about her or his

personal perspectives and expe~iences;case studies; careful
document review.
5. Personal experience
and engagement

The researcher has direct contact with and gets close t o the
people, situation, and phenomenon under study; the researcher's
personal experiences and insights are an important part of
the inquiry and critical to understanding the phenomenon.

6. Empathic neutrality

An empathic stance in interviewing seeks vicarious understanding without judgment (neutrality) by showing openness,
sensitivity, respect, awareness, and responsiveness; in
observation it means being fully present (mindfulness).

7. Dynamic systems

Immersion in the details and specifics o f the data t o discover
important patterns, themes, and interrelationships; begins by
exploring, then confirming; guided by analytical principles
rather than rules; ends with a creative synthesis.

10. Holistic perspective

4. Qualitative data

and mindfulness
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Attention t o process; assumes change as ongoing whether

by manipulating, changing, or holding constant external influences and where a very
limited set of outcome variables is measured. Open- ended, conversation-likeinterviews as a form of naturalistic inquiry contrast with questionnaires that have predetermined response categories. It's the differ-

ence between asking, "Tell me about your
experience in the program" and "How satisfied were you? Very, somewhat, little, not at
all."

In the simplest form of controlled experimental inquiry the researcher enters the
program a t two points in time, pretest and

comprehensive, variable, and dynamic-
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course, peates consider

,
control, or eliminate situation
program developments but
complexity of a &an
The data of the evalua

Nat~~rnl
experirneizts occur when
server is present during a real-world

r

foldingof events. Unobtrusive observations
are needed as an inqujr strategy when the
inquirer wants to minimize data collection
as an intervention.Nor are laboratoryconditions found only in buildings. Field experi
merits are common in agriculturewhere re
searchers want to introduce a considerabl
amount of control, reduce variation in extra
neous variables, and focus on a limited set of

Let me conclude this discussion of natubate variations in this design strategy. In
evaluating a wilderness-based leadership

thought and structure" wh
focused on the Dogon tradition of

Emergent Design Flexibility
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about which group to follow and how to get
interviews with the others at a later time.
Naturalistic inquiry designs cannot USUknow
be completely specified in advance of
look a
fieldwork. While the design will specify an
initial focus, plans for observations, and inioverall s
tial p i d i n g interview questions, the naband conside
rafistic and inductive nature of the inquiry
to fn*itfdly
makes it both impossible and inappropriate
ASwith 0
to specify operational variables, state testable hypotheses, or finalize either instrurnentation or sampling schemes. A naturalDoctoral students d
istic design d o l d s or emerges as fieldwork
dolds.
tations will usually
Lincoln and Guba (1985) made an extensive comparison of the design characteristics
of qu&tative/natur&~ti~inquiry in cone d will lead
hast to quantitative/experimentalmeth~d~. and be sure that the ~ r o ~ o s work
to
satisfymg
degree
requirements.
Many
They concluded:
funders will fund only detailed proposals.
As an ideal, however, the qualitative reWhat theseconsiderationsaddup to is that the
design of a
inqujr (whether research, evaluation, or policy analysis) cni111ot
be given in advance; it must emerge, develop,
unfold. . ..The call for an emergent design by
naturalistsis not simply an effort on their part
to get around the "hard thinking" that is supposed to precedean inquiry; the desire to perrnit events to unfold is not merely a way of
rationalizing what is at bottom "sloppy inqujr." m e design specifications of the conform a procrustean bed of
ventional
such a nature as to make it impossible for the
to lie bit-not only uncomfortably,
but nt nll. (p. 225)
Design flexibility stems from the openended nature of naturalistic inquiry as well
as pragmatic considerations. Being open
and pragmatic requires a high tolerance for
and uncertainty as well as trust in
the ultimate value of what inductive analysis will yield. Such tolerance, openness, and
tmst create special problems for dissertation
committees and funders of evaluation or re-

searcher needs considerable flexibility and
openness. The fieldwork approach of anthropologist Brackette F. Williams represents the ideal of emergence in naturalistic
inquiry.
Williamshas focused on issues of cultural
identity and social relationships. Her work
has included in-depth study of ritual and
symbolism in the construction of national
identity in Guyana (1991), and the ways that
race and class function in the national consaousness of the United States. In 1997, she
received a five-year MacArthur Fellowship,
which has allowed her to pursue a truly
emergent, naturalistic design in her current
fieldwork on the phenomenon of killing in
America. I had the opportunity to interview
her about her work and am including severa1 excerpts from that interview' throughout this chapter to illustrate actual scholarly
implementation of some of the strategic ideals of qualitative inquiry. Here she describes
the necessity of an open-ended approach to
her field~vorkbecauseher topic is broad and
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and where it was

sense of opportunity sampling, of serendipity,
whatever you want to call it. I key into thil~gs
that turn out to be very important six months

are a good place for impromptu interviews with people. So sometimes, instead of
using alrPort time to write, I interview people
about the death penalty Or about killing or
about death in their life. lt's called opporh~nlty
snmp'ing. I begin with a general description.

You're such and such an age. You come from
such and such a placea n d l bflleWa%whatdo
~
you think about this
And I sort of
launch into a conversation. Sometunes the inteNiew goes on for a couple of hours and
sOmehmfsf
loOr l5minutes. Ilust say
"You wouldn't mind if I record this, would
you?" If they say no, I take notes.
I did a lot of that kind of impromptu interviewing m the first year to formulate a proto-

emergent designj7exibiIity.

purposefulsampling

birth until she was discovered at age six. she
had been deprived of human contact, had
acquired no language &ills, and had received only enough care to keep her barely
hi^ single case, horrlfylng as was the
abuse and neglect, offered a natural experimerit to study socialization effects and the
relative contributions of nature and n m r e
to human development. In 1947, Davis published an update on
and a comparison
case of socialization isolation, the story of
Isabelle. These two cases offered considerable insight into the question of how long a
human being could remain isolated before
"the capacity for full cultural acquisitionw
was permanently damaged (
~ 1940,~

pling is to select informationwhose study will illuminate the

statistical probability samplhg
tative purposeful sampling. Qu

strategies for purposefully selecting information-rich cases. In my interview with her,
Brackette E Williams offered an example of
an information-rich case from her ongoing
study of killing in America.

randomly in order to generalize with con&
dence from the sample to the population
that it represents. Not only are the techniques for sample selectiondifferent,but the
very logic of each approach is distinct because the purpose of each strategy is different.

I've been hacking information on a serial
killer-someone who has just been identdied
as a "senal killer" in Lomsiana-who's killing
young Black men, shooting them up mth
drugs and taking one of their tennis shoes,
sometimes both. Now, I'm interested in the
fact that as society more and more identihes
young Black men as sort of the quintessential
bad guys, this serial killer picks a bad guy. For

tion. The logic and power of ~urposeful

years ago, because they wore, in h

pre-

htorybooks

Direct Personal Experience a
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ground their findingsin personal qualitative
understanding poses what sociologist John
Lofland (1971) called a major contradiction
between their public insistence on the adequacy of statistical portrayals of other humans and their personal everyday dealings
with and judgments about other human
beings.

I

I

I

i

social scientists have been warned to stay
distant from those they studied to maintain
"objectivity." But that kind of detachment
canlimit one's openness to and understanding of the very nature of what one is studying, especially where meaning-making and
emotion are part of the phenomenon. Look
closely at what Williams says about the effects of immersing herself personally in her
fieldwork, even while visiting relatives:
"Doing this project the way I'm doing it allows me to touch things that otherwise I
would never touch."
Fieldwork is the central activity of qualitative inquiry. "Going into the field" means
having direct and personalcontactwith peaple under study in their own environments
-getting close to the people and situations being studied to personally understand the realities and minutiae of daily life,
for example, life as experienced by participants in a welfare-to-work program. The inquirer gets close to the people under study
through physical proximity for a period of
time as well as through development of
closeness in the social sense of shared experience, empathy, and confidentiality. That
many quantitative methodologists fail to

In everyday life, statistical sociologists, like
everyone else, assume that they do not know
or understand very well people they do not
see or associate with very much. They assume
that knowing and understanding other people
require that one see them reasonably often and
in a variety of situations relative to avariety of
issues. Moreover, statistical sociologists, like

other people, assume that in order to kno
understand others one is well-advised to
some conscious attention to that effo
face-to-face contacts. They assume, too,
the internal world of sodolo
one has
for quite a period of time.
doxical, then, for these same persons
the opposite claim about people they
never encountered face-to-face-thosep

Qualitative inquiry means goin
field-into the real world of progra
nizations, neighborhoods
a d gening close enough to the pe
circumstances there to c
pening. TO immerse on
,wing complexity
five methodologist
has caUed "the studied commitment
tively enter the worlds of interacting
dividuals" (pp. 8descriptionand
n&y observab
states (worldvi
tudes, and s
e
understan
and psychological tests are inadequate for
revealing inner perspectives. "The inner
perspective assumes that understanding
can only be achieved by actively paidcipating in the life of the observed and gaining insight by means of introspection" (Bruyn
1963:226).
Actively participatingin thelife of the observed means going where the action is, getting one's hands dirty, participating where
possible in actual program activities, and
getting to know program staff and participants on a personal level-in other words,
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gettingpersonally engaged so as to use all of
one's senses and capacities,includingthe capacity to experience affect no less than coggement stands in sharp
ssional comportment of
e in the field, for example, supposedly
ctiveevaluators, who purposely project
of being cool, calm, external,
ed. Such detachment is preeduce bias. However, qualitative
stion the necessity and
ce and detachment, asserting

It is important to note that the admonition
to get close to the data is in no way meant to
deny the usefulness of quantitative methods. Rather, it means that statisticalportrayals must always be interpreted and given
human meaning. I once interviewed an evaluator of federal health programs who expressed frustration at trying to make sense
out of statistical data from over 80 projects
after site visit funds had been cut out of the
evaluation: "There's no way to evaluate
something that's just data. You know, you
have to go look."
Going into the field and having personal
contact with program participantsis not the
. only legitimate way to understand human
behavior. For certain questions and for situations involving large groups, distance is inevitable, perhaps even helpful, but to get at
ers think, act, and feel.
In a classic study, educational evaluator- deeper meanings and preserve context,
face-to-face interaction is both necessary
Edna Shapiro (1973) studied young chiland desirable. This returns us to a recurrent
dren in classrooms in the national Follow
theme of this book: matching research methThrough program using both quantitative
ods to the purpose of a study, the questions
and qualitative methods. It was,her closebeing asked, and the resources available.
ness to the children in those classrooms that
In
about the issue of closeness to
allowed her to see that something was hapthe people and situationsbeing studied, it is
pening that was not captured by standarduseful to remember that many major contriized tests. She could see differences in chilbutions to our understanding of the world
dren, observe their responses to diverse
have come from scientists' personal experisituations, and capture the varying meanences. One findsmany instanceswhere closeings they attached to common events. She
ness to sources of data made key insights
could feel their tension in the testing situapossible- Piaget's closeness to his children,
tion and their spontaneity in the more natuFreud's proximity to and empathy with his
ral classroom setting.Had she worked solely
patients, Darwin's closeness to nature, and
with data collected by others or only at a diseven Newton's intimate encounter with an
tance, she would never have discovered the
crucial difference~in the classroom setting~ apple. Inshort, closeness does not make bias
and loss of perspective inevitable; distance
she studied-differences that actually alis no guarantee of objectivity.
lowed her to evaluate the innovative program in a meaningful and relevant way.
Empathic Neutrality

mented important and significant progr

If, as the previous section has discussed,
naturalistic inquiry involves fieldwork that
puts one in close contact with people and
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s biased distortion of
cher 's vested interests

enon under study, and
ve become so loaded with ne
criven 1972a;Bonnan and G

qurres that the invesance of neutrality with re-

se
ere

of evaluators and res on their integrity and
endence and neutrality,

cher 's direct experiences in
insights about those explayed extraordinary empathic neutr
Methodologists and philosophers
should bevis-his the people being stu

able desirability in the first place since they
ignore the intrinsicallysocial nature and human purposes of research. On the other

purpose of qualitative inquiry.
-Thornas A. Schwandt (2000:102)
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Both V*ste11e71 and empathy depend largely
on qualitativedata. Verstehen is an attempt to
"crack the code" of the culture, that is, detect
the categoriesinto which a
codes aclions and thoughts....Empathy in evahation
is the detection of emotions manifested in the
program participants and staff, achieved by
evaluators'becomingawareofsimildorcomplernentaryemotions in themselves. (Meyers
1981:180)

Empathy develops from personal contact
with the people interviewed and ~bserved
durin$.eldwork
Empathy involves being
able to take and understand the stance, position, feelings, experiences, and worldview
of otl~ers.Put metaphorically, empathy is
"like being able to imagine a life for a spider,
a m*erls fife, or just some aliveness in its
wide abdomen and delicate spinnerets SO

to the unique human capacity to make sense
o hi^ capacity has profound imofthe
plications for how one studies human beings. ~h~ v
~doctrine~presumes
~ that ~
since human beings have a unique type of
consc~ousness,as distinct from other forms
of life, the study of humanbeings will be difof other forms of life
ferent hornthe
and nonhuman phenomena. The capacity
for empathy, then, is one of the major assets
available for human h q u j r into human affairs.
~h~ verstellenpremise asserts that human
beings can and must be understood in a
,-er
differentfrom other objects of study
because h u m s have purposes and emotions; they make plans, consmct cultures,
and hold values that affect behavior. Their
feelings and behaviors are influenced by
consciousness, deliberation, and the capacity to think about the future. an beings
live in a world that has special meaning to
them, and because their behavior has meanare intelligible in ways
in% ,,human
that the behavior of nonhuman objects is
(strike 1972~28).H~~ and social sci-

ences need methods different from those
used in agricultural experimentation and
physical
~ sciences
J because
~ human
~ beings~ are
different from plants and nuclear particles.
The Verstehelz tradition Stresses understanding that focuses on the meaning of human
behavior, the context of socialkteraction~an
empathic understanding based on personal
experience, and the connections between
mental states and behavior. The tradition of
Verstelzelz places emphasis on the human capacity to know and understand
through empathic introspection and reflection based on direct observation of and kteaction with people. "versfehm thus entails a kind of empathic identification with
s
the actor. It is an act of ~
reenactment- getting inside the head an
actor to understand what he or she is UP to in
terms of motives, beliefs, desires, thoughts,
and so On" (Schwandt2°00:192).
into
Max Weber brought the
social science to emphasize the importance
of comprehending h e motives and feelings
of people in a social-culturalcontext.

~

t

!

'

*qualitative strategy of inquiry pzoposes
an active, involved role for the social scientist. "Hence, insight may be regarded as the
core of social knowledge. It is arrived at by
being on the inside of the phenomena to be
~ b ~ e r v c.d. ..It is participation in an activity
that generates interest, purpose, point of
view, value, meaning, and intelligibility, as
well as bias" (Wk* 1949:xxii).This is a quite
different scientific process from that envisioned by the classical, experimental app r o a d to science, but it is still an empirical,
(i.e., data-based), scientificperspective. The
qualitative perspective "in no way suggests
that the researcher lacks the ability to be scientificwhile collectingthe data. On the contrary, it merely specifies that it is crucial for
validity-and, consequently, for reliability
-to hy to picture the empirical social world
as it actually exists to those under investigation~rather*an as the researcher imagines it
to be" (Filstead 1970:4),thus the importance
of such qualitative approaches as particiPant observation, depth interviewing, detailed description, and case studies.
~
~
~
~ proThese qualitative
in@ry
methods
vide
to achieve empathy and
give the researcher an empirical basis for
describing the perspectives of others. Chapter citedtheframework of humanistic PSYchologist Clark Moustakas, who has described thisnonjudgmental empathic stance
as "Being-1n" another's world-immersing
in another's world by listening

deeply and attentively so as to enter info tf
other person's experience and perception.

I do not select, interpret, advise, or direct .
Being-In the world
otheris a way of gl
ing wide open, entering in as if for the fir!

time, hearing just what is, leaving out my ow
thoughts, feelings, theories, biases. . . . I entE
with the intention of
and

cepting perceptions and not presenting m
own view or reactions. . . . I only want to en
courage and support the other person's ex
pression, what and howitis,howitcametobe
and whereit is going. (Moustakas1995~82-83

At first, the phrase "empathic neutrality1
may appear to be an oxymoron,
contradictory ideas. Empathy,however, de
scribes a stance toward the people one en
counters-it comm~micatesunderstanding
interest, and caring. Neutrality suggests
stance toward their thoughts, emotions, and
behaviors-it means being nonjudgmental
Neutrality can actually facilitate rapporl
and help build a relationship that support:
empathy by disciplining the researcher to be
open to the other person andnonjudpenta]
in that openness. Rapport and empathy
however, must not be taken for granted, as
Radhika Pararneswaran (2001) found in doing fieldwork among young middle-class
women in urban India who read Western romance fiction.
Despite their evenbal *ihgneSs b share
theu fears and complaints about gendered so~cia1 pressures,g I still wonder
~ whether these
~
young women would have been more open
about their sexuality with a westemer who
might be seen as less likely to judge them
based on cultural expectationsOf
behavior in hdian society, ~h~ well-known
word rapport, which is oftenused to signify
acceptance and warm relationships bebeen
informants and researchers, was thus some-

intervention, chmges in the program, varia
b program
~
~ processes, and diversify

good story. It has a
an ending-though

amiddlet and
n~tnecessaril~
an end.

relae of the

specific observations and findings, he jllductively formulated his general theory about

the framework analysis
e case studies wouldbe to

ship (Lee 1996).
Qualitative inquiry is particularly ori-

1
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1

speclc

observations and b d d s townrd
pahems, categories or dimensiom
of
emerge from open-ended observations as
,quker comes to mdeistand
mat exlit h t h e phenomenon being
investigated.
Inductive analysis conbasts with the hypoUleticd-deductive approach of eXperithe specfication
mental desigru hat
of main variables and the statement of Specficrese&lhypotheses before data collection begins. A spedcation of resear& hyfieoretical
based on an
constnicts
hamework means that
provide the hamework for understanding
observations or cases. TIle investigator must then decide h advance what van-

,

ables a e important and what relationships
among those variables can be expected.
The skategy of inductive designs is to allow fie important analysis dimensions to
emerge from patterns found in the cases under study without presupposing in advance
what the important dimensions will be. The
qualitative analyst seeks to understand the
multiple interrelationships among dimensions that emerge from the data without
making prior assumptions or Specifyinghypotheses about the linear or correlative relationships among narrowly defined, operationalized variables. For example, an inductive approach to program evduanon means
that
the nature of the "intervention" emerges from direct observations
of program activities and interviews with
participants. general, theories about what
is happening in a setting are grounded in
and emerge from direct field experience
rather than being imposed a priori as is the
case informalhypothesis and theory teskg.
e
straightfornard contrast between
,-losed-ended questionnaires and openended interviews in Chapter I illustrated
the difference between deductive and inductive approaches at the simplest level. A
structwed, multiple-choice questionnaire
requires a deductive approach because
itemsmustbe predeter*edbasedonsome
theory or pieordhate criteria, for example.
program goals about what
measme. An open-ended interview, by way
of contrast, permits the respondent to describe what is meanmgfd and salient without being pigeon h o l d into standardized cab
egories~n practice, these approaches are often
combined. Some evaluation or research
questions may be determined deductively.
while ofhers are left Sufficiently open
permit inductive analyses l~asedOn direct
observations. m e fhe quan6tahveIexperirnental approach is largely h ~ o t h e t i c d -

1
i'
'

:

!
!
L

i

;
i
i
j

'
l

I
Y

;

deductive and
quditative/naturalistic
apprOad'is largelyinductive, a study can in'IUde 'Iements Of both Sbategies. Indeed,
Over a period of inqu*,
an investigation
'
mayflOwlrOminductivea~prOadeS,
to find
Out what the lmporiani questions
and variare (explorato~
to deductive
hypothesis-teskg or outcome measureatcOnfirmhgand/orgenerahing e x ~ l o r a t findings,
o~
then back again to
inductive analysis to look
*
for rival hypotheses and
Or umeaswed
- factors.
The precise nature of inductive analysis
in part! Onthe.pTJose of the anal;
;
and the number and
of cases in a
shidy Where there are several cases to be
and 'Onhasted
an inductive apbegins by consrmctlng individual
without pigeon
or categorizing
those cases. 'Ihat is*the first task is LO do a
.
L
job
writing up the

j

separate cases. once
fiatis done, cross-case
analysis can begin in search of
and
themes that cut across individual
ences. Theinitialfocus is o n hUnderstand~
ing of h d i ~ d u acases
l
before hose
~ q u e
cases are combined or aggregated hematically This helps ensure fiat emergent
gories and discovered
aregmunded
in specific cases and their contexts (Glaser
and Strauss 1967).
just as writersreport
creative
processes, so too qualitative analysts have
different ways of working. Although software programs now -t
to facilitate workingwith large amounts ofnarrative data and
substantial guidance can be offered about
the steps and processes of content analysis,
making sense of multiple h t e ~ e wbanscripts and pages of field notes cannot be re
duced to a formula or even a standard series
of steps. Thereis no
ofa statistical
significance test or factor score to tell hean-

mainly on kiumg. My f
links between category
merits, and the desire to

s and overar

mitments, and hatceds are
classifier. I study classfi

thing, such as a trl-

w ~ t hvery concrete things hke s
ultimately, the classification of

olistic Perspective
thepercentage of people dasshed as
WOrthy"-the way we class* to jus
death penalty.
ASIwrite, movingback and forthbe
my tapes and my interviews, I don't fee

comes an

(1)Key program outan be represented by
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II

universe is fluid and fluent; its contents dissolve and reform with amazing rapidity. BLI~
after all, it is the child's own world. It has the
unity and completeness of his own life.
(pp. 5-61

1

Qualitative sociol&&,t Irwin Deutscher
(1970)commented that despite the totality of
our personal experiences as living,
human beings, social scientists have tended
to focus their research on parts to the
exclusion of wholes:
We knew that human behavior was rarely if
ever directly hfluenced or explained by an
isolated variable; we knew that it was impossible to assume that any sct of such variables
was additive (withor without weighting);we
knew that the complex mathematics of the interaction among any set of
was incomprehensible to us. In effect, although we
knew they did not exist, we defined them into
being. (p. 33)

I

1

-

1

/ I

'

I

picture of the social dynamic of the particular situation or program. This means that at
the tirne of data collection, each case, event,
or setting under S ~ L I ~ Jthough
T,
treated as a
unique
entity with its 0- particular meaning and its om constellation of relationemerging from and related to the context within which it occurs,is also thought of
as a window into the whole. Thus capturing
and documenting history, interconnections,
and system relationships are part of fieldwork.
me
of using quantitative
variables and indicators are parsimony, pre,+ion, and ease analysis. Where key elemerits can be ,quantified wit11 validity, reliability,
credibility,and where necessary
statistical assumptio~~s
can be met (e.g., lineariw, normality, and independence of mea-

,surement), then statistical po*ayals

canbe
quite powerful and succinct. The advantages of qualitative po*ayals of holistic settings and impacts are that greater attention
can be given t~ nuance, setting, interde~endencies, complexities, idiosyncrasies, and
context. John Dewey (1956) articulated what
a holistic approach means for both tea*g
and research if one wcmts to gaininsight into
and understand tl~eworld of the child:

/1
1

!
i

i
1

While many would view this intense critique of variable analysis as too extreme, the
reaction of many program staff to scientific
research is like the reaction of Copernicus to
the astronomers of his day: "With them," he
observed, "it is as though an artist were to
gather the hands, feet, head, and other members for l* images from diverse models,
each part excellently drawn, but not related
to a single body, and since they in no way
match each other, the result would be monster rather than man" (from Kuhn 197033).

How many program staffs have complained
of the evaluation research monster?
It is no simple task to undertake holistic
analysis. The challenge is "to seek the essence of the life of the observed, to sum up,
to find a central urufying principle" (Bruyn
19661316). Again, Shapirofs (1973) work in
irmovative 120110wThrough classr o o m is instructive. She found that standardized test results cotlld not be interpreted without understanding the larger
cultural and institutional context in which
the individual child is situated. Taking context seriously, the topic of the next section, is
an important element of holistic analysis.
holisticthinkingcame to me from a Portuguese colleague,
told of driving in a remote area of his
when he came upon a sizable herd
of sheep being driven along the road by a
shepherd. Seeing that he would be delayed
until the sheep could be turned off the road,
he got out of the car and struckup a conversation with the shepherd.
"How many sheep do you have?" he
asked.
"I don't know," responded the young
man.
Surprised at this answer, the traveler
asked, "How do you keep track of the flock if
you don't h o w how many sheep there are?
How would you know if one was missing?"
The shepherd seemed puzzled by the
question. Then he explained, "I don't need
to count them. I know each one and I know
the whole flock. I would know if the flock
was not whole."

i

The child's life is an integral, a total one. He
passes q~ucklyand readily from one topic to
another,as from one Spot to another, but is
conscious of transition or break fiere is no
consaous isolation, hardly conscious distinction. TIIF tlkgs that OCCUPY him are
gether by the w t y of the personal and social
interests whlch his hfe Games along. . . . [His]

I

Context Sensitivity

'$

i

ny single act from any single person, put out of context, is
damnable.

1
-Actor

Kevin Spacey accepting the 2000 Academy Award
for Best Performance by an Actor in the film
Anrericniz Bentlhj, explaining the film's message
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and procedural. The research
attention. Any real, live hum

a hardened criminal and co
s that

demonstrated achievement. SchooI
ere reviewed and coded to ascertain

away, and kept in the background.
Contrast that academic voice with m

I'm not sure when the notion first took hold of
me that articulating
coming
of age
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experience.Before formally conceptualizil~g
coneasting
dimensions, I experienced them as conflicting feelings that emanated from my struggle to sort out what I
wanted my son's initiation to be, while also
grappling with defining my role in the process. I suppose the idea of alternative paradigms first emerged the second night as I
the nmow beach where White Creek
intersects shin-0
and pondered the Great
Unconformity[a geologic reference] as metaphor for the gap between tribal approaches to
initiationad comingof age for contemporary
youth. the weeks and months after our Canyon experience,far from languishing in the
as 1expected, h e idea of conthroes of
paradigms stayed with me, as did the
canyon
experience. I started listing themes
and matchingthem with incidents and turningpoinb alongthe way. The sequence of incidents became this book and the contrasting
themesbecamethebasis for this closing chapter, a way for me to figure out how what
out as an initiation become a humanist
comingof age celebration. patton 1999a:332)

The contrast between the traditional academic voice and the personal voice of qualitative analysis recalls philosopher and theologian Martin Buber's (1923) influential
distinction between "1-1~0and ~
I relationships. ~n I-I~relationship regards
other human beings from a distance, from a
superior vantage point of aLl~ority,
as objects or subjects, &ings in fie
to be examined and
in
caLlse-effectchains. A,-, ~ - ~ h perspective,
ou
in contrast, aclcnowledges the humanity of
both self and others and implies relationship, mutuality, and genuine dialogue.
The perspective that the researcher brings
to a ,qualitative inquiry is part of the context
for the findings. A human being is the instrument of qualitative methods. A real, live
makes observations, takes field

notes, asks interview
prets responses. Self+
an asset in both fieldwork
veloping appropriate selfa form of "sharpening
(Brown 1996:42). The me
qualitative study reports
trahg,preparation,field
and analytical processes.
and weakness of q
O~S
the
, strength in fiat awe
rienced, and astute
credibility to the in
pared, inexperienced, an
server casts doubt onwh
ments about the si&c
thus inevitably connected to the researher's
credibility, competence, thoroughness, and
integrity. Those judgments, precisely because they are acknowledged as inevitably
personal and perspective dependent, at least
to some extent, invite response and dialogue, rather than just acceptance or rejection.
Reflexivity has entered the qualitative lexicon as a way of emphasizing the importance of self-awareness, political/cultural
consciousness, and ownership of one's Per-

in qualitative
- In the~rush of interest
~
~
~researchin

the past 15 years, few topics have
as broad a consensus as the rekvancf of malytic "reflexivity."By most accounts, reflexivity is a deconstructiveexercise for l o c a ~ the
g
intersections of author, other, text, and world,
and for penetrating the re~resenhtionalweruse itself. WacBeth

Being reflexive involves self-questioning
and self-understanding, for "all understanding is self-understanding" (Scl'wandt
1997a:xvi).TObe reflexive, then, is to undertake an ongoillg examhation of ~ u h Iknozu
f
and \l07U I kllozu it, "to have an ongoing coll-

7:

e

But voice is more than grammar. A crediauthoritative, authentic, and trustworvoice engages the reader through rich

so that the reader joins the inquirer in the
search for meaning. And there are choices of
voice: the didactic voice of the teacher; the
voice of the storyteller; the personal
of the autoethnographer; the doubting

's voice; the searching voice of uncer-

account, and communicate perspective and
voice. l3e-dancing critical and creative analyses, description and interpretation, or direct
quotation and synopsis also involves issues
of perspective, audience, purpose, and
voice. NOrules or formula can tell a qualitative a1alyst precisely what balance is right
or which voice to use, only that finding both
balance and voice is part of the work and
challenge of qualitative inquiry, what Lewis
(2001) has acknowledged as "the difficulty
of trying to situate the I in narrative research" (p. 109).
In addition tofilldiizgvoice, the critical and
creative writing involved in qualitative
analysis and synthesis challenge ~ l einquirer to ozu'ullone's voice nlzdpaspective. Here,
we owe much to feminist theory for highlighting and deepening our understanding
of the intricate and implicate relationships
between language, voice, and consciousness
(e.g., Gilligan 1982; M-&
1990). we are
challenged by postmodem critiques of
knowledge to be clear about and own our
authorship of whatever we propound, to be
self-reflective, to acknowledge biases
limitations, and to honor multiple perspectives (Greene 1998a, 1998b; Mabry 1997)
while "accepting incredulity and doubt as
modal postmodern responses to all attempts to explain ourselves to ourselvesM
(Schwandt 1997b:102). From skuggles to lo..
cate and acknowledge the inevitably political and moral nature of evaluative judgments, we are challenged to connect voice
m d perspective to
in the
world with an appreciation for and recognition of how those actions inherently express social, political, and moral values
(Schwandt 1989, 2000) and to personalize
evaluation (Kushner 2000), both by owning
our own perspective and by taking seriously
the responsibility to communicate authentic a y the perspectives of those we encounter
during our inquiry. These represent some

olute nor fixed. .
ent with the peo-

along these dimenes of programs and

voice and perspective.

9 From Strategic Ideals
to Practical Choices
The 12 themes of qualitative in

rather strategic ideals that pro
tion and framework for develo
designs and concretedata
or

through feedback of initial
participants and staff,

s to ProT-

uator may become totally immersed in the
program experience. These periods of im-
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Beyond Colnpeting
mersion may be followed by times of
Inquiry Paradigms
withdrawal and distance (for personal as
well as methodological reasons), to be followed still later by new experiences of irnmersion in and direct experience with the
program
Nor is it necessary to be a qualitative
methods purist. Qualitative data can be
collected and used in conjunction with
quantitative data. Today's evaluator must
be sophisticated about matching research
methods to the nuances of particular evaluation questions and the idiosyncrasiesof specific stakeholder needs. Such an evaluator
needs a large repertoire of research methods
and techniques to use on a variety of problems. Thus, an evaluator may be called on to
use any and all social science research methods, including analyses of quantitative data,
questionnaires, secondary data analysis,
(In Western society, wh
cost-benefitand cost-effectiveness analyses,
and often is sexualized
standardized tests, experimental designs,
unobtrusive measures, participant observational nuances 0
tion, and in-depth interviewing. The evaluaSuch encounters
tion researcher works withintendedusers of
the findings to design an evaluation that includes any and all data that will help shed
light on important evaluation questions,
1998a:36; Patton 1997a: 2
given constraints of resources and time.
one has adopted a Stance
Such an evaluator is committed to research
designs that are relevant, meaningful, understandable, and able to produce useful results that are valid, reliable, and believable.
On many occasions a variety of data collection techniques and design approaches may
be used together. Multiple methods and a
variety of data types can contribute to methmethodological paradigms debate; Patton
odological rigor. The ideal in evaluation de1997a:265-99,1988c.)
signs is methodological appropriateness,
philosophers of science and methoddesign flexibility, and situational responologists have been engaged in a long-standsiveness in the service of utility (Patton
ing
debate about the nature
1997a)-not absolute allegiance to some
ofnrealigr"and knowledge. That philoso~hideal standard of paradigm purity and
ical debate finds its way into research and
methodological orthodoxy.

arguments over the goals of
irical studies and differencesof opinion
ut what constitutes "good" research. In
d most strident formulation,
centered ontherelativevalue
different and
inquiry Par'gms: (') using quantitative and ex~erintal methods to generate and test hypotical-deductive generalizations versus
using qualitative and naturalistic
proaches
and
understand human experience and consiructed meanings in context-specific
settings. For example, Taylor and Bogdan
(1984) contrast the Verstelzen tradition,
tive phenomenology, to
nted positivism as fol-

o major theoretical perspectiveshave domted the social science scene. The first,
to
snl, bates its origins jn thesodal
great theorists of the nineteenth and early
entieth centuries and especially to Auguste
omte and Emile Durkheim. The positivist
facts or cntlses of social phenomena
om the subjectivestates of individuals.
told the social scientist to consider
,or social phenomena, as "things"
that exercise an external influence on people.
Tl~esecondtheoretical~erspective,which,
following the lead of Deutsd~er,we will describe as plzenoineiiologrcnl,has a longphilosophy and sociology The phenomenologist is committed to luriderstni~dingsocial
phenomena from the actor's own perspective.
He or she examines how the world is experienced. The important reality 1s what people
perceive it to be. (pp. 1-2)

Debate about these contrasting and comctives has been a n important
of research and evaluan, but, as Chapters 3,4, and 9 will show,
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the variety of inquiry approaches has expanded well beyond the simplistic
dichotomy between quantitative and qualiconbast to these two
tative paradigms,
classically opposed orthodoxies, this book
offers a pragmatic sirategy of matching conm t e methods to specific questions, including the
of tactically miung methods
as needed and appropriate, My practical
(and controversial)view is that one can learn
to be a good interviewer or observer, and

learn to make sense of the resulting data,
without
first
engaging in
deep
epistemological reflection and philosophical study. Such reflection and study can be
helpful to those SO inclined, but it is not a
prerequisite for fieldwork. Indeed, it can be
a hindrance. Getting some field experience
then studying P ~ ~ ~science,
~ ~
has much to rW-~mmendit as a learning
Strategy. Otherwise, it's all abstractions.
Still, the paradigms debate is part of our
methodological heritage and knowing a bit
about it, and its distortions (Shadish 1995b,
1995c),may deepen appreciation for the importance of a strategic approach to methods ,
decision making.
A paradigm is a worldview-a way of
thinking about and making sense of the
complexities of the real world. As such, paradigms are deeply embedded in the socialization of adherents and practitioners. Paradigms tell us what is important, legitimate,
and reasonable. Paradigms are also normative, telling the practitioner what to do without the necessity of long existential or
epistemological consideration. But it is this
aspect of paradigms that constitutes both
strength and weakness-a strengtl~in that i t
makes action relatively easy, a weahess in
that the very reason for action is hidden in
the unquestioned assumptions of the paradigm.

standard against which other designs for
impact evaluation are judged" (p.21). My

scientistswork from models acquired through
education and through subsequent exposure

lem or solution legitimate
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r a specific audience. When a
sted before being made availeneral population, a douzed experiment to detere design of choice, with
ttention to controlled and carefully
d dosage and outcome interactions,
g side effects.But if the concern is
e thenew drug approprito know what people in
the new drug (e.g., an
ey make sense of
it, what they believe
result of experiencing
se around them deal
-depth interviews and obe place to start. The importance of understanding alternative research
paradigms is to sensitize researchers and
evaluators to the ways in which their methodological prejudices, derived from their
disciplinary socialization experiences, may
reduce their methodological flexibility and
gmatic allows one to
eschew methodological orthodoxy in favor
of lnethodological appropriatnzess as the primary criterion for judging methodological
quality, recognizing that different methods
are appropriate for different situations. Situational responsiveness means designing a
study that is appropriate for a specific inq u j situation or interest. A major purpose
of this book, and the focus of Chapter 4, is to
idenhfy the kinds of research questions and
program evaluation situations for which
qualitative inquiry is the appropriate method of choice.
Paradigms are really about epistemology,
ontology, and philosophy of science. As
such, paradigms are important theoretical
constructs for illuminating fundamental assumptions about the nature of reality. But at
the pragmatic level of making concrete
methods decisions, this chapter's emphasis

on strategic choic
the idea that a wide r
ists when selectingmethods. The p
do what makes sense, report fully
was done, why it was done, and
implications are for findings. Ch
devoted to desi
flexibility, using
making practical decisions.
A Sufi story about the wise
Nasrudin illustrates the
derstandingthe connecti
gic ideals and practical t
situations. Real-world s
semble the theoretical
classroom.

tions in which qualitative stratemethods offer advantages. ~n
t I will present a-range and variety

then discuss in more

d to observation, in-

Ideal Conditions for
Research A Cautionary Tale
In his youth, Nasrudin received
in a small monastery n
in the teaching of martial arts. Nasru
came highly skilled in
two years of training both his pe
teachers recognized his superior
Each day, it was th
of the students to go
beg for alms and food. It happened that a
small band of three thieves moved into the
area. They observed how the monastery obtained food daily and began hiding along
the path the students had to take back to the
monastery. As a returning student returned,
laden with food and alms, the thieves would
attack. After three days of such losses, the
monastery's few supplies were exhausted. It
was Nasrudin's turn to go to the village market. His elders and peers were confident that
Nasmdin's martial arts skills were more
than sufficient to overcome the small band
of thieves.
At the end of the day, Nasrudin returned
ragged, beaten, and empty-handed. Everyone was amazed. Nasntdin was taken im-

are closely associated with and used to
guide qualitative inquiry.
ban one occasion, researchers
have told me of their belief in

1. Excerpts in this chapter from the intenriew

finally, there remained on
rs. To them was given the

"But does that not make for much arguing among evaluators about who has
Halcolrn grinned.

I
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From Core Strategies to R i c h
Diversity
The last chapter presented 12 primary
threads that are woven through the tapestry
of qualitative inquiry. A central point of that
chapter was that different purposes, situations, questions, and resources will affect the
degree to which such qualitative ideals as
naturalistic inquiry, a holistic perspective,
and inductive analysis can be realized in
practice. Yet, despite variation along the several dimensions of qualitative i n q u i q there
are still core strategies and directions that
differentiate a qualitative/naturalistic strategy from a quantitative/experimental one,
as well as places where they can usefully be
combined to complement each other (e.g.,
Tashakkori and Teddlie 1998). This chapter
will present the richmenu of alternative possibilities within qualitative research by focusing on different theoretical perspectives
that are associated with qualitative inquiry.
Qualitative inquiry is not a single, monolithic approach to research and evaluation.
Discussions such as that in Chapter 2 that focus on differentiating primary strategies of
qualitative/naturalisticmethods fromthose
of quantitative/experirnental methods can
leave the impression that there are only two
methodological or paradigmatic altematives. In fact, as w e "turn inward in qualitative research," w e find "an exhilarating and
at times exhausting proliferation of types
within the qualitative paradigm (Page
2000:3).
When one looks more closely. . . the apparent
unity of the qualitative approach vanishes,
and one sees considerable diversity.What has
beencalled "qualitative research" conveys different meanings to different people. Needless
to say, this has caused considerableconfusion.
... A major source of the confusion lies in dis-
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cussing qualitative research as if it
approach. (Jacob 1988:16)
Major social sciences have dra
contributed to qualitative metho
ent ways depending on
rists and methodologis

II

Martorana 1982). The langu
also varies. As Schwandt
served in his very useful di
tative terminology:
Qualitahve inquiry ...is
bces in which words in
philosoplucal vocab~dariesacq
speaking about the me
These different ways of
practices than an integrated, rea
able order. There are mulhple s
kinds of disputes, but generally
dlfferenl ways of conceiving
qualitative inquiry stemming
traditions of thought. (p. xiv)
Those coming new to qualita
are understandably confused and ev
discombobulated by the diverse terrninology and contested practices they encounter.
Phenomenology. Hermeneutics. Ethnomethodology. Semiotics. Heuristics. Phenomenography. Such language! Exhibit 3.1 reproduces a letter of lamentation I received following publication of the first edition of this
book, which did not include the current
chapter.
This chapter sorts through some of the
major perspectives and traditions that inform the rich variety that is qualitative inquiry. We shall look at how varying theoretical traditions emphasize different questions
and how these particular emphases can

I
II

Help!
Dear Dr. Patton:

I desperately need your help. I am a graduatestudent in education, planning to do
my dissertation observing classrooms and teachers identified as innovative and effective. I want to see if they share any common approaches or wisdom that might be
considered "best practices." I took this idea to one professor who asked me if I was
proposing a phenomenological or grounded theory study. When I asked whatthe difference was, he said it was my job to find out. I've read about both but am still confused. Another professor told me I could do a qualitativestudy, but that asking about
"best practices" meant that 1 was a positivist not a phenomenologist. Another grad
student was told to "use a hermeneuticframing," but she's in a different department
with a different topic. I'm a formerschoolteacherand, I think, a pretty good observer
and interviewer. I got very excited reading your book about thevalue of in-depth observations and interviewing, and that's where I got the idea for my dissertation, but
now I'm being told I have to fit into one of these categories. Please tell me which one
is right for my study. I don't care which one it is. I justwantto get on with studying innovative classrooms. I feel lost and am on the verge of just doing a questionnaire
where these philosophy questions don't seem to get asked. But if you can tell me
which approach is right, I might still be able to do what I want to do. Help!!!

I

Dear -:
Your dilemma is common.The distinctionsyou're being asked to make are, indeed,
difficult-and not everyone agrees about what these terms and traditions mean. I
didn't include them in my book in the hopes that the methods of in-depth interviewing and observation could stand on their own. As you've discovered,you don't need a
class in philosophy to design good questionnaires,though an argument can be made
that people using questionnaires and statistics would benefit from reflection on their
epistemological (nature and justification of knowledge) and ontological (nature of
reality) assumptions. Unfortunately, a lot of qualitative courses spend more time on
epistemology than methods, which may make students better philosophers than interviewers. Some balance is needed.Your professors are doing you a service by having
you struggle with understanding different qualitative schools of thought because
what approach you take does make a difference-and students of qualitative inquiry
should be expected to know at least the major competing and contrasting traditions,
just as those doing statistical tests need to understand what different tests do. In the
next edition of my book I'll include a chapter reviewing major philosophical and
methodological traditions. But that won't help you now.
To answer your question directly, there is no "right" approach any more than there
is a "right"fruit-apples, oranges, passion fruit. What you eat is a matter of personal
taste, availability, price, history, and preference. Since you are also serving others
(your doctoral committee),their preferences come into play, as you well know. Each
tradition of qualitative inquiry offers a different emphasis, framework, or focus. I am
reluctant to offer a recommendation about which tradition fits your work best, but

I
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owledge (in yourcase, effective

j/

(

g the "blurred genres

ive terminology. Or a phenomenh trying to frame a qualitative
e of qualitativedesign. Or.. ..but
est wishes, whatever you decide.
Michael Quinn Patton

affect the analytical framework that guides
fieldwork and interpretation. Understanding the divergent theoretical and philosophical traditions that have influenced qualitative inquiry is especially important in the
design stage when the focus of fieldwork
and interviewing is detamined. Weaving
together theory-based inquiry traditions
and qualitative methods will reveal a rich
tapestry with many threads of differing texture, color, length, and purpose.

This chapter will be of articular interest
to social scientists conducting basic or applied research, and students doing dissertations, because their work is typically based
on and aimed at contributing to theory. The
next chapter, in contrast,will focus on
cal and concrete evaluation
search questions appropriate
inqujr, though theoretical
can be important for practitioners and policy analysts because "theoretical concep-

postpositivism); interpretivism (symbolic
interaction, phenomenology, hermeneutics), 'critical inquiry, feminism, and postmodernism. Creswell (1998) distinguishes
alitative traditions of inqujr": biogphenomenology, grounded theory,
ogaphy, and case study.
While there is some overlap among these
frameworks, there are also important differences reflecting varying experiences with
d emphases within the history of qualitae research. Denzin and Lincoln (2000b) in

4. Next came the "crisis of representation"
that focused on issues of reflexivity,
power, privilege, race, gender, and socioeconomic class-all of which undermined traditional notions of validity
and neutrality.
5. The "fifth moment" describes recent
history and is characterized as "a triple
crisis of representation, legitimation,
and praxis" (p. 17) in which the inevitably creative and interpretive nature of

1:
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qualitative writing is put under the mi&oscope, including the perspective of
the qualitative writer, and searching
questions are raised about how to evaluate the quality of qualitative research
and evaluation. During this period,
more activist, explicitly political, and
participatory approaches sought legitimacy as, for example, in "empowerment evaluation" (Fetterman, Kaftarian, and Wandersman 1996) and using
qualitative/interpretive writing "to advance the promises of radical democratic racial justice embodied in the
post-civil rights, Chicana/Chicano and
Black Arts Aesthetic movements" (Denzin 2000a:256).
6. In the sixth phase, which Denzin and
Lincoln call "postexperimental," the
boundaries of qualitativeinquiry are expanded to include creative nonfiction,
autobiographical ethnography, poetic
representations, and multin-dia presentations.
They clearly expect qualitative inquiry to
continue developing in new directions for
they call the future the "seventh moment"
--or perhaps this will be the moment of rest,
when qualitative researchers cease debating
their differences and celebrate the marvelous variety of their creations.

Foundational Questions
This chapter, in contrast with the work of
cluditative theorists and historians cited
above, distinguishes theoretical perspectives
by their foundational questions. A foundational or burning question, like the mythical
b m i n g bush of Moses, blazes with heat
(controversy)and light (wisdom)but is not
consumed (is never fully answered). Disci-

Vnriety in Qualitntive Iizqzlinj

plines given b
ciplin
by their
ogy, the
question o

!3 Theoretical Traditions
and Orientations

dividu

Foundational question:
What is the cult~treof this group
of people?

ers

multifaceted disciplineto a singularburning
question oversimplifies.But what is gained
are clarity and focus about what distinguishes one lineage of inquiry from another.
~t is precisely that clarity and focus I shall
strive for in iden-g
the burning questions that distinguish major lineages of
qualitative inquiry. In doing so, I shall displease those who prefer to separate paradips from philosophies from theoretical
orientations from design strategies. For example, socialconstructivismmay be viewed
ethnographymay be consida
ered a research strategy, and symbolic
interactionism may be examined as a theoretical framework. However, distinctions
between paradigmatic, strategic, and theoretical dimensions within any articular
approach are both arguable and somewhat
arbitrary Therefore, I have circumvented
those distinctionsby focusingon and d i s k guishingfomdational questions as the basis
for understanding and contrasting longstanding and emergent qualitative inquiry
approaches.

Ethnography

Ethnography, the primary method of anthropology, is the earliest dist&ct tradition
of qualitative inquiry, The notion of culture
'is central to ethnography. Ethllos is the Greek
word for "a people" or cultural group. The
study of ethnos then, or ethnography,is "devoted to describing ways of life of humankind . . . , a social scientific description of a
people and the cultural basis of their
peoplehood" (Vidich and Lyman 2000:38).
Ethnographic inquiry takes as its central and
guiding ass~unptionthat any human group
of people interacting together for a ~ e r i o d
of
time will evolve a culture. Culture is that collection of behavior patterns and beliefs that
constitutes "standards for deciding what is,
standards for deciding what can be, standards for deciding how one feels about it,
standards for deciding what to do about it,
and standards for deciding how to go about
doing it" (Goodenough1971:21-22).The pri'mary method of ethnographers is participant observation in the tradition of anthro'pology. This means intensive fieldwork in
which the investigator is immersed in the
culture under study. While ethnographers
share an interest in culture, there is debate
a b o ~ the
~ t nature of its essence (Douglass
2000) as well as several different styles of
ethnography, including the classic holistic
style of Benedict and Mead, the semiotic
style of Boas and Geertz, and the behaviorist
style of the Whitings (Sanday 1983).
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Anthropologists have traditionally studied nonliterate cultures in remote settings,
what were often thought of as "primitive" or
"exotic" cultures. As a result, anthropology
and ethnographers became intertwined
with Westem colonialism, sometimes resisting imperialism in efforts to sustain native
cultures and sometimes as handmaidens to
conquering empires as their findings were
used to overcome resistance to change and
manage subjugated peoples.
Modem anthro~ologistsapply ethnographic methods to the study of contemporay society and social problems, for example, technological diffusion, globalization, atvironmental degradation, poverty,
the gap between rich and poor, and societal
breakdown (Scudder1999);education (spindler and Hammond 2000); addiction (Agar
1986; Agar and Reisinger 1999); child labor
(Kemy 1999); intercultural understandhg
in Schools is 1999); and international
border conflicts (Hart 1999), to give but a
few of many examples. The importance of
understanding culhwe, especially in relation
to change efforts of all kinds, is the comerstone of "applied ethnography" as it has
emerged in modem society (Chambers
2000). This can be seen in the ongoing reports of members of the Society for Applied
Anthropology since its founding in 1941.
m e (1984), for example, has collected a
number of classic examples of ethnographic
fieldwork applied to problems of industrial
democracies.
Since the 1980s, understanding culture
has become central in organizational studies
(Morgan 1986,1989; Pettigrew 1983) and in
much organizational development work
(Raia and M a r w e s 1985; Louis 1983), including major efforts to change an organization's culture (Schein 1985; Silverzweig and
Allen 1976). Organizational ethnography
has a distinguished history that can be
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velop as new approaches emerge, for examDoing Tenin Efhnogrplzy (Erickson and
998), and new iss~ilessurface, for ex, Etlznoflphzc Deasion Tree Modeling

Cross-culturalperspective

traced back to the influential Hawthorne
electric plant study that began in 1927
(Schwartzman 1993).Ethnography has also
emerged as an approach to program evalua-

tion (Fetterman1984,1989)and applied educational research (Dobbert 1982). Programs
develop cultu~es,just as organizations
The program's culture can be thought o

1989) or Wrzting the New Ethlzography (Goodall 2000). Other ethnographic
odologists continue to delve deeply
classic issues such as paradigms for

or even be a "group" has changed with
the World Wide Web and the emergence
- of
the uirfz~nlethnographer-studyhg people
connected through distributed electronic
environments (R~Neder2000). Nevertheless, whether doing ethnogtaphy in virtual
space, a nonliterate community, a multinational corporation, or an inner-city school,

of art, literature, and social science as precisely the point, bringing together creative
and critical aspects of inquiry. She suggests
thatwhat these various new approaches and

of careful research and

published a numbq of field-

questions? Move me to write?

oalesce . . . ,when the ethnogra-

. Expression of a reality: Does this text em-

ture, has a heightened sense of the frailty of
being human. In such a sense, poetry appears to be a way of communicating instances when we feel truth has shown its
face" (p. 451). Travisano (1998)included PO-

body a fleshed out, embodied sense of
lived experience? Does it seem a "true"
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tobiography of an ethnic identity" in which he explored his lived experience of becoming Italian American.
These new frontiers of qualitative inquiry
and reporting, combining art and science,
are also leading to the integration of multiple forms in a single work. Consider Denzin's (2000b) "Rock Creek History," which
he describes as "an experimental, mixedgenre narrative, combining autoethnogphy with other evocative writing forms,
including narratives of the self. Using the
techniques of fiction, I tell a story about myseE and my experiences with nature, the sacred, and a small Montana River named
Rock Creek" (p. 71).He also calls his writing
a "performance-based project" that draws
on multiple writing forms and traditions including, in addition to those already noted,
"the ethnographic story, nature writing, literary nonfiction, the personal memoir, and
c~dturalcriticism" ( p 79).
Ellis (Ellis and Bochner 2000) warns that
autoethnographic writing is hard to do:
It's amazingly difficult. It's certainly not
something that most people can do well. Most
social scientists don't write well enough carry
it off.Or they're not sufficientlyintrospective
about their feelings or motives, or the contra-

Morris won a Pulitzer Prize for his biograof America's 26th president, Theodore
sevelt. Partly on this basis, he was &oas the "official" biographer of former
Ronald Reagan. The resulting
work (E. Morris 2000) proved highly controversial because to tell the story of Reagan's
Life as he felt it needed to be told, he created a
fictional character based on himself and fabcated encounters with Reagan at various
oink that led him to first-person refledions
he had actually witnessed and partidd in these events and encounters.
a traditional and highly respected
an introduced a form of quasiautoethnographic literary fiction into a standard biography in order to have a point
of view from which to recount his subject's

par- of the challenge in autoethnographic writing is finding and owning one's
voice. In the last chapter, I contrasted *e
*d-person passive voice of traditional academic writing with the first-person active
voice of qualitative inquiry. A u t o e h o g raphy increases the importance of voice a d
raises the stakes because an authentic voice
enhances the authenticity of the work, while
,inauthentic voice undermines it. Voice reveals the author's identity (Ivanic 1998).The
tone of voice may be expressive, reflective,
searching, academic, or critical, as in what
church (1995) has called the "forbidden
narrativesMof "critical a~~tobiography"
in
social science. ~n
voice resides Richardson's
(2000b) fifth criterion for judging quality
cited earlier, what she called "e~~essiolz
of fl
yealifi~:
11oesthis text embody a fleshed out,
embodied sense of lived experience?Does it
seem a 'me1--a credible-account of a culm a l , social, individual, or communal sense
of the 'real'?" (p. 937).
These issues are being raised in a nw-nber
of disciplinary genres. Historian Edmund

what I thought would be a one-year
mto seven years of often painful, disk g writing. And I was only writing
t a 10-dayperiod, a Grand Canyon hike
my son in which we explored what it

started and graduated from college while I
was learning how to tell the story of whatwe
experienced together. To make the story
work as a story and make scattered interacover several days into a
ning's dialogue, I had to reorder
sequence of some conversations to ence the plot line, and I had to learn to folthe novelist's mantra to "show don't
e particularly difficult for those of
ke OUT living telling. More diffiS revealing my emotions, foibles,

doubts, weaknesses, and uncertainties. But
once the story was told, the final chapter of
the book that contrasts alternative comingof-age/initiation paradigms (Exhibit 1.1in
Chapter 1) emerged relatively painlessly.
I've included as Appendix 3.1 at the end of
this chapter an excerpt from the book as an
example of autoethnographic writing.
Johnstone (2000) argues that "interest in
the individud voice" within anthropology
can be understood, at least in part, "within
the context of a larger shift toward a more
phenomenological approach to language"
(p. 405). Autoethnography integrates ethnography with personal story, a specifically
autobiographical manifestation of the more
general "turnto biographical methods in social science" that strive to "link macro and
micro levels of analysis . . . [and] provide a
sophisticated stock of interpretive procedures for relating the personal and the'social" (Chamberlayne, Bomat, and Wengraf
2000:2-3). Art Bochner (Ellis and Bochner
2000) has reflected on what this means:

What is the point of a storied life? Narrative
truth seeks to keep the past alive in the.present. Stories showus that the meanings andsignificance of the past are incomplete, tentative,
and revisable according to contingencies of
our present life circumstances, the present
from which we narrate. Doesn't this meanthat
the stories we tell always run the risk of distorting the past? Of course, it does. After all,
storiesrearrange, redescribe,invent, omit, and
revise. They can be wrong in numerous
ways-tone, detail, substance, etc. Does this
attribute of storytelhg threaten the project of
personal narrative?Not at all, because a story
is not a neutral attempt to mirror the facts of
one's life. . . .
Life and narrative are inextricably connected. Life both anticipates telling and draws

-

Confronting a critic of autoethnography

insofar as it's
real world?

possible,

to

the

Philosophical inquiry into truth and reality involves examining the nature of knowl-

I

I

1

1
I

I
I

I

I
I

I
I

I
I

commitment "to

the search for universal laws through empirical verification of logically deduced hy-

no fundamentalmethod01
between natural and

universally repositivism has been
science inq*
jetted as a basis for
(Campbell 1999a:132). The legacy of the
fleekg influence of logical positivism is
that the term lives on as an epitheth~uledin

needed to generate and test theory, improve
understanding Over time of how fie world
operates, and suppo*infomed poficy making and social program decision making.
While modest in asserting what can be

known with any certainty, postpositivists do
assert that it is possible, using empirical evidence, to distinguish between more and less
plausible claims, to test and choose between
rival hypotheses, and to distinguish between "belief a d valid belief" (Campbell
1999b:151,emphasis added).
Given this brief philosophical and epistemological overview, what are the practical
implications for qualitativeinquiry of operating within a reality-oriented perspective?
It means using the language and concepfsof
mainstream science to design naturalistic
gathering in the field,
judge the quality of
Thus, if you are a reor operating from a real,you wony about validectivity (e.g., Perakyll
completely value-free
ry is impossible, but you worry about
your values and preconceptions may
ct what you see, hear, and record in the
th your values, try to
e any biases explicit, take steps to mititheir influence through rigorous field
their possible influgs. You may estab-

data sources and

"truth value" and plausibility of findings;
credibility, impartiality, and independence
of judgment; confirmability, consistency,
and dependability of data; and explainable
inconsistencies or instabilities (GAO
1987:53).You may evengeneralize case study
findings, depending on the cases selected
and studied, to generate or test theory (Yin
1989:44, 1999b), establish causality (Ragin
1987, 2000), or inform program improvement and policy decisions from patterns established and lessons learned (GAO
1987:51). In short, you incorporate the lanP a g e and principles of 2lst-century science
into naturalistic inqujr and qualitative
analysis to convey a sense that you are dedicated to getfingas close as possible to what is
really going on in whatever setting you are
studying. Realizing that absolute objectivity
of the pure positivist variety is impossible to
attain, you are prepared to admit and deal
with imperfectionsin a phenomenologically
messy and methodologically imperfect
world, but you still believe that objectivity is
worth striving for. As Kirk and Miller (1986)
assert,
Objectivity, though the termhasheen takenby
some to suggest a naive and Inhumaneversion of vulgar positivism,is the essentialbasis
of all good research. Without it, the only reason the reader of the research might havefor

owed, in summative
studies where mere
We beheve that social
o d y m the nund but
world-and that there
reasonably stable relati

a1 studies remain the
h a s ~ z ethis latter

occur
planatory structurebut also a grasp of the P a

tive and quantitative methods Instea
epitomizes the reality-testing orientation:
h there is a world out there to be made
that m&nduals make are cnbcal

What, then, does the clualitativeresearcher do
once he or she accompbshes a careful and
bustworthy understanding of the language
Here 1s where we rely on our ~ O S I ~ I V Islcllls
S~
andmethods.. . . [Olnce we carefully e x a m e
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man beings, so many that we might be able to
test the relationships, for example, between
settingandbehavior orbetween age andhope.
Included within the domains of qualitative
science or narrative research, then, are efforts
to generalize, to predict, and to relate initial
states to outcomes. These efforts require the
same evidence-based activities that are used
in testing any hypotheses. (Charon, Greene,
and Adelman 1998:68)

I

collective generation [and transmission] of
self is an important one. Constructivism taken in

Social Construction
and Constructivism

Foundatiooal questions:
H o w have the people in this se+ti)?g
constructed realib? What are their
reported perceptions, "truths,"
e)~planations,beliefs, and worldview? What are the consequences
of their constr~<ctions
for their
behaviors and for those with whom
they interact?

.

constructivism for the epistemological con-

Constructivism begins with the premise
that the human world is different from the
natural, physical world and therefore must
be studied differently (Guba and Lincoln
1990). Because human beings have evolved
the capacity to interpret and constructreality-indeed,
they cannot d o otherwise
-the world of human perception is not real
i n a n absolute sense, as the SLUI is real, but is
"made up" and shaped by cultural and Linguistic constructs. To say that the socially
constructed world of humans is not physically real like the s u n doesn't mean that it
isn't perceived and experienced as real by
real people. W. I. Thomas, a distinguished
sociologist and a founding symbolic interactionist, formulated what has become
known as Thomas's theorem: Wlrnt is defiled
or perceived by people as real is renl in its consequences (Thomas and Thomas 1928:572). So

nstructionism emphasizes the hold our culture has
(even in the way in which we feel things!) and gives

is built on the thewhich holds that

constructivists study the multiple realities
constructed by people and the implications
of those constructions for their lives and interactions with others. Shadish (199%) reminds u s that social constructionism "refers
to constructing k~lordeclgeabout reality, not
constructing reality itself" (p. 67). Constructionists commonly assume that humans "do
not have direct access to a singular, stable,
and fully knowable external reality. All of
our understandings are contextually embedded, interpersonally forged,' and necessarily limited" (Neimeyer 1993:l-2). Any notion of "truth," then, becomes a matter of
"consensus among informed and sophisticated constructors, not of correspondence
with an ol~jectivereality." Likewise, the notion of an objective "fact" has n o meaning
"except within some value framework." It
follows that "there cannot be a n 'objective'
assessmerrt of any proposition" (Guba and
Lincoln 1989:M). Social construction, or

distinguishes
ctionism and

the worldviews

which

nist view? Michael Crotty (1998) asserts,

tained and reproduced through social llfe."
(pp. 54-55)

whether anyone knew of ~ t existence
s
or not.
We need to remind ourselves here that it is human beings who have conskucted it as a tree,
ciationswemake with trees. It may
help if we
*
recall the extent to which those associations
differ even within the same overall culture,
"Tree" is likely to bear quite differentconnotatiorn in a logging town, an arhstsl settlement
d
, a beeless slum. (p. 43)
L

It is not just our thoughts that are constructed
r us. We have to reckon with the soc~alconchon of emobons. Moreover, construcembraces the whole gamut of meanreahty. All reality, as meaningfulrealihr.
,.
is socially constructed,. There is no exception.
T h e chair may existas aphenomenal object
less of whether any consciousness is
of its existence. It exists ns n chnir, however, only if conscious beings construe it as a
air. As a chair, it too "is constructed, sus-

How, then, does operating from a constructionist perspective actually affect qualitative inquiry? Let's consider its impact o n
program evaluation. A constructionist evaluator would expect that different stakeholders involved in a welfare program (e.g.,
staff, clients, families of clients, adrmnistra-

fwtders was an intentional part of the design, one approvedbythose sameWhite cor-

Guba and Lincoh-1(1990:148)

both science an

ernism attacked this

omas Schwandt (1997a) in his very
1dictionary of q~~alitative
terms strikes
ore conciliatory tone, recognizing that
rlietoric of constructivism can sound
ical(and silly) if taken too literally:
Although some versions of cot~structivismdo

cal assumptions and the ideological interests being served. Perspective and power o c ~
CI.W
as hand in glove in postmodekn
critiques. Social constructions are presumed
to serve someone's interests, usually those
serted with reference to deconstructing

sense realist oilfolopj, that is, they take seriously the existence of things, events, struclures, people, meanings, and so forth in the
environment as independent in some way
gard society, institutions, feelings, intelligence, poverty, disability, and so on as being
just as "real" as the toes on their feet and the
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non and expect to be taken ser

@
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a judgment of the adequacy, for example, of a
claim of racism. There are only representations of features, for example, the representation/claim of racism. (Heap 1995:54)

Goulet 1998:97)
We can conclude by emphasizing the ba0

ity, then, points us not only to what is constructed but to how it is constructed and the
very question of what it means to say it is
constructed. For an excellent review of these
issues in both the social and natural sciences,
see Hacking (2000).

constructivist perspectives to qualita
quiry, namely, the emphasis on cap
and honoringmultiple ~erspectives;attending to the ways in which language as a social
-and cultural construction shapes, distorts,
and structures understandings; how meth-

findings; and the importance
out the relationship between
vestigator and the investigated, espe-

c i d y the effects of inequitable power dynamics-and how that relationship affects
what is found.
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Phenomenology

.

.

Fornndational qkestion:
W h a t is the m&aning, s t r u c t ~ r e , .
and e s s e n c e of t h e lived experie n c e of this phenomenon for this
person 0, ,roup of people?

"Phenomenology asks for the very natue
of a phenomenon, for that which makes a
some-'thing' what it is--and without which
it could not be what it is" (Van Manen
1990:lO).The initial clarity of this definition
can fade rapidly because the term phenon~enologj has become so popular and has been so
widely embraced that its meaning has become confused and diluted. It can refer to a
philosophy (Husserl1967), an inquiry paradigm (Lincoln 1990), an interpretive theory
(Denzin and Lincoln 2000b:14), a social science analytical perspective Or orientation
(Harper 2000:727; Schutz 1967,1970), a major qualitative tradition (CI--7uell1998), or a
research methods framework (Moustakas
1994).Varying forms complicate the picture
even more; transcendental, existential, and
hermeneutic phenomenology offerdifferent
nuances of focus-the essential meanings of
individual experience, the social construction of group reality, and the language and
ion,
structure of c ~ ~ l u n ~ ~ a trespectively
(Schwandt 2001:191-94). Phenomenological traditions in sociology and psychology
vary in unit of analysis, group or individual
(Creswell 1998:53). Adding further c0d3-1sion to the mix, the term phenomenogrnphy
was coined by Ulrich Sonnemann (1954) to
emphasize "a descriptive recording of immediate subjective experience as reported"
(p. 344). (FO; an annotated bibliography of
phenomenographic research, see Bruce and
Gerber 1997.)

What these various phenomenological
and phenomenographic approaches share
in common is a focus on exploring how human beings make sense of experience and
transform experience into consciousness,
both individually and as shared meaning.
This requires methodologically, carefully,
and thoroughly capturing and describing '
how people experience some phenomenon
-how thevperceive it, describe it, feel about .
it, judge it, remember it, make sense of it,
and talk about it with others. To gather such
data, one must undertake in-depth interviews with people who have directly experienced the phenomenon of interest; that is,
they have "lived experience" as opposed to
secondhand experience.
Phenomenology aims at gaining a deeper understanding of the nature or meaning of our
everyday experiences. . ..
Anything that presents itself to consciousness is potentially of interest to phenomenalogy, whether the object is real or ima
empirically measurable or subjective1
Consciousness is the only access human
ings have to the world. Or rather, it is by
of being conscious that we are already re
to the world. ~ h u asl l we can ever know
present itself to consciousness. Whatever falls
outside of consciousness therefore falls outside the bounds of our possible lived experience. . . . A person cannot reflect on lived
experience while living through the experience. For example, if one tries to reflect on
one's anger while being angry, one finds that
the anger has already changed or dissipated.
T ~ U Sl~henomenological
,
reflection is not intvospective but lebospectzve. Reflection on lived
experience is always recollective; it is reflection on experience that is already passed or
lived through. (VanManen 1990:9-10).
The phenomenon that is the focus of inquiry may be an emotion-loneliness, jeal-

-

I
Phenomenological abduction
ousy, anger. The phenomenon may be a relationship, a marriage, or a job. The phenomenon may be a program, an organization, or a
culture.
Phenomenology as a philosophical tradition was first used in the development of a
rigorous science by the German philosopher
Edmund H. Husserl(1859-1938).The work
of Alfred Schutz (1899-1959) was an important influence in applying and establishing
phenomenology as a major social science
perspective (Schutz 1977). Other important

6

N

0

influences have been Merleau-Ponty (1962),
Whitehead (1958), Giorgi (1971), and Zaner
(1970). More recently, phenomenology has
become an important influence in certain
approaches to psychotherapy (Moustakas
1988,1995).
By phenomenology Husserl(1913)meant
the study of how people describe things and
experience them through their senses. His
most basic philosophical assumption was
that zue cnn oizly bzozu what 7ue e ~ e r i e i z cby
e attending to perceptions and meanings that
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objective thing and becomes a p
ity, thus the focus on meaning
essence of human experience.

d, analyzed, and compared to id
ences of the phenomenon, for

From a phenomenological point
are less interested in the factual s
ticular instances: whether some

ely phenomenological study. "Phetz
ological researchis the study of essenc
anen 1990:lO). Phenomenologists

I

essence of the experienceof learning (so that I
can now better understand what this particular learning experience is like for these children)?" (Van Manen 1990:lO)

There are two implications of this perspective that are often corkused in discussing qualitative methods. The first implication is that what is important to know is
what people experience and how they interpret the world. This is the subject matter,
the focus, of phenomenological inqujr.
The second implication is methodological.
The only way for us to really know what
another person experiences is to experience

rigorous in their analysis of the experience, so
that basic elements of the experience that are
common tomembersof a specific society, or all
human beings, can be identified. This last
point is essential to understanding the philosophical basis of phenomenology, yet it is often misunderstood. On the other hand, each
person has a unique set of experiences which
are treated as truth and which determine that
individual's behavior. In this sense, truth (and
associatebehavior)is totally unique to eachindividual.Some researchersare misled to think
that they are using a phenomenological perspective when they study four teachers and
describe their four unique views. A phenomenologistassumes a commonality in those hu-

e that focuses on descriptions of
erience and how it is that th
hat they experience. One can
a general phenomenological persp
to elucidate the importance of us
ethods that captu~e
people's exp
without conducting a
study that focuses on the esse
erience (at least that is
ience and interpretationof the ph
of phenomenology).

Heuristic Inquiry
F o u n d a t i o n a l question:
What is my e x p e r i e n c e of this
a n d the essential
e x p e r i e n c e of othet+sw h o a l s o
e x p e r i e n c e this phenomenon
intensely?

Heuristics is a form of phenomenological
uiry that brings to the fore the personal
experience and insights of the researcher.
"~euristic"research came into my life when I
as searching for a word that would meang u y encompass the processes that I be-

,

There are two focusing or narrowing.elements of heuristic inquiry within the larger
framework of phenomenology. First, the researcher must have personal experience
with and intense interestin the phenomenon
under study. Second, o-s
(coresearchers)
who are part of the study must share an igtensity of experiencewith the phenomenon.
Heuristics is not inquiry into casual experience. Heuristic inquiry focuses on intense
human experiences, intense from the point
of view of the investigator and coresearchers. It is the combination of personal experience and intensity that yields an understanding of the essence of the phenomenon.
"FIeuristics is concerned with meanings, not
measurements; with essence, not appearance; with quality, not quantity; with experience, not behavior" (Douglass &d
Moustakas 198542).
The reports of heuristic researchers are
filled with the discoveries, personal insights, and reflections of the researchers.
Discovery comes from being wide open to
the thing itself, a recognition that one must
relinquish control and be tumbled about
with the newness and drama of a searching
focus, "asking questions about phenomena

-
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that disturb
challenge" (Douglass and
Moustakas 1985:47).
m e uniqueness of heuristic inquiry is the
extent to which it legitimizes and places at
the fore these personal experiences, reflections, and insights of the researcher. The rethen, comes to understand the essence of the phenomenon through shared
reflection and inquiry with coresearchers as
they also intensively experience and reflect
on the phenomenon in question. A Sense of
connectedness develops between researcher
and research participants in their mutual efforts to elucidate the nature, meaning, and
essence of a significant human experience.
The fundamental methods text on heuristic inquiry is by the primary developer of
this approach, Clark Moustakas (1990b).His
classic works in this tradition include studies of loneliness (1961,1972,1975) and humanistic therapy (1995).Other examples are
Bernthal(1990),Clark (1988),Hawka (19861,
weidman (1985),Katz (19871, C h e F e (198811
Marino (19851, and Craig (1978). Heuristic
inquiry has strong roots in humanistic PsYchology (Maslow 1956, 1966; Rogers 1961,
1969, 1977) and PolanYi's (1962) emphasis
on personal knowledge, indwelling, and the
tacit dimension (1967)."Tacit knowing operates behind the scenes, giving birth to the
hunches and vague, formless insights that
characterize heuristic discovery" (Douglass and Moustakas 1985:49). Polanyi explained tacit knowing as the inner essence of
human understanding, what we know but
can't articulate.
Tacit knowing now appears as an act of indwelling by which we gain access to a new
meaning.when exercisinga skill we literally
dwellinthe innumerablemuscular acts which
contribute to its purpose, a purpose which
constitutes their joint meaning. Therefore,
since all understanding is tacit knowledge, all

(Polanyi1962160)
The rigor of heuris
systematic observation
with self and others, as
viewing of coresear
quiry "affirms the
live deeply and pas
cl

Thepowerofheu

VflrieQ in Qilalitntive Ir~qziiry @ 1

s phenomenology loses the
rsons in the process of descriptive
heuristics the research parants remain visible in the examinadata and 'OTLtinue
be paras
persons. Phe?omendstvith the essence of expeneuristics retains the essenceof the
on in experience" (p. 43).

heuristicinquiry'~r~e "definitive exposition" of exence: immersion, incubation,
ation,
and creative

ative depictions of experience, a comprehe
sive knowledge is generated, beginning as a
,,lies of subjective and developing into a systematic and definitive exposition. (Douglass
d
, Moustakas 1985:40)
Heuristic inquiry is derived from but ain four major
ferent from
ways (Douglassand Moustakas 1985):
1. Heuristics emphasizes connectedness
and relationship,while phenomenology
encourages more detachment in analyzing an experience.
2. Heurislics leads to "depictions of essential meanings and ~ortrayalof the in-

trigue and personal sigruhcance that
imbue the search to know," while phenomenology emphasizes definitive descriptions of the structures of experience.
3. Heuristics concludes with a "creative
synthesis" that includes the researcherrs intuition and tacit understandings,
while phenomenology presents a distillation of the structures of experience.

Qualitative Heuristics:
A Geman ~ l t ~~ ~ ~~ d t i
since no authority exists to monitor a
sort out nomenclature, conflick usage
cur, contributing to confusion and the i
portance of reaffirming the admonition to
ways d e h e one,S terms.-HeUristiCinquirq
la ClarkMoustakas and discussed inthepl
vious section, has a nomenclature rival
"qualitative heuristics," an approach devc
oped at the

university
of Hamburg,

Gt

aims to
back the qua
ties of systematic exploration and discove

The research person should t
n to new concepts and change his (
preconceptions if the data are not i
quiry; and it challenges in the extreme traditional scientific concerns about researcher
objectivity and detachment, as in autoethnography (described earlier in this ch

front and center throughout.

If I am investigating the meaning of delight,
then delight hovers nearby and follows me
around. It takes me Mly into its confidence
and I take it into mine. Delight becomes a b gering presence; for awhile, there is only delight. It opens me to the world in a joyous way
and takes me into a richness, playfulness and
childlikeness that move freelyand effortlessly,
I'm ready to see, feel, touch or hear whatever
opens me to a fuller knowledge and understanding of the experience of delight. Noustakas 1990b:ll)

The topic of research is preliminar
may change during the researd

Rule 3. Data should be collected under th,
paradigm of maximum structural varia
tion of perspectives. Variation of the
sarrtple and of research methods avoid:
one-sidedness of representation of the
topic; variation of questions avoids jusi
one answer. If researchers assume that 2
variable may influence the data they
should implement variations. Structural
variations mean sampling of positions
in reference to the topic, i.e., when
studying an emotion, the collection of
data past and present, before and after
its occurrence, in different situations,
from different respondents, if possible
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orvery-

trans'mem,' thenmemsocial
-

ing something out of the ordinaryl A very simple and well-known such experiment is
hanirtg to face the other people on-anelevator instead of facing the doors. When they
conduct such qualitative experiments, '[the
researchers are interested in what the subjects do and what they look to in order to
give the situation an appearanceof order, or
to 'make sense' of the situation". (Wallace
and Wolf 1980:278).Garfinkel (1967) offered
a n m b e r of such experiments (see especially pp. 38,42,47,79, and 85).
Ethnomethodologists also have special
interests in observing naturally occuning
experiments where people are thrust into
new or. unexpected situations that require
them to make sense of what is happentng, I
"situations in which meaning is problematic" (Wallaceand Wolf 1980:280).Such situations include intake into a program, immigration clearance centers, the first few weeks I
in a new school or job, and major transition
points or criticalincidents in the lives of peo- I
ple, programs, and organizations.
In some respects, ethnometh~dolo~ists
attempt to make explicit what might be
called the group's "tacit knowledge," to extend Polanyi's (1967) idea of tacit knowledge from the individual to the group. Heuristic inquiry reveals tacit knowledge
through introspection and intersubjective
inquiry with coresearchers. Ethnomethodologists get at a group's tacit knowledge
by forcing it to the surface through disrupting violations of ordinary experience, since
ordinary routines are what keep taut knowledge at an unconscious, taut level.
In short, ethnomethodologists "bracket
or suspend their own belief in reality to
study the reality of everyday life" (Taylor
and Bogdan 1984:ll). Elucidating the
taken-for-granted realities of everyday life
in a program or organization can become a
force for understanding, change, and establishing a new reality based on the kind of ev-

/

ch emphasizes "intros

1

actions" (Codon
in ~henomenolog~r
&hno-

f methods. It asks not why, but how. It

people get things done--how they euristic inquiry focus

may find some comfort in Ambrose Bierc
([I90611999) Devil's Dictionary definition
lexicographer:

(1967) invented the term. While
with the Yale cross-cultural files,

omethodologists elucidate what a
ete stranger woulcl have to learn to be-

group, constituted an "ethno
o ~wherein
"
etllno refers to the "a
to a member of common-sense knowle

language must grow by innovation ifit
at all, makes new words anduses the old

of the people rather than their theorists.

derstanding ofwhat it meant to deliberate as

. n e y stray from the nonrnanipulative
unobtrusive strategies of most qualita-
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eryday environment desired by people in
the setting being studied. The findings of
an ethnomethodological evaluation study
would create a programmatic self-awareness that would, in principle at least, facilitate program change and improvement.

Symbolic Interaction
Foundational testion ion:
W h a t common s e t of symbols
and w n d e ~ S t a n d i n ghas
~ emerged
to give meaning to people's
interactions?

Vnnefy in Qa~nlitntiue
Inquiiy 9 113
study of a space-time event like a solar

tact and direc
open-minded,
ductive ana
interactionist come
bolic world of the

face to face with the nature of lan-

informants. He co
lected group of na

drug use. As we shall see in the

I
I

logical approach most closely associated
with George Herbert Mead (1934) and Herbert B l u e r (1969). It &, a perspective that
places great emphasis on the importance of
meaning and interpretation as essential huag-t
behaviorman processes *
shdus-response psyism and
chology people create shared
*ough their interactions, and those meanings becometheir
BliBlumer
articulated
Uvee major premises as hdamental to
symbolic interactionism:

that
LabeLng
what people are calkd has major
quences for social interaction-has been a
primary focus of inqrur~in sPbolic interaction. For example, using a sample of 46
participants
a 12-step P o u P ~
hOn~mous~
(ZOOo)
how
to manage their fipeople who are
nances responsibly come to feel shame.
program evaluation, labeling theory can be
applied to such terms as dropot~tsand at-i-isk
youth because language
I- H~~ beings act toward t h ~onl the
~ ~
participants and can affect how they apbasis of the meanings that the thYlgs
proach attaining desired outcomes (Hopson
have for them.
2000; Patton 2000).
Though this theoretical perspective
2, me meaning of t h ~arises
l ~ out
~ of ~e
emerged
in the 193% symbolic interacfelsocial interaction one has with
tionists are showing that they can keep up
lows.
with the times, for example, by applying
their perspective to "cybersex" on the
3. The me-gs
of things are handled in
Internet. Waskd, Douglass, and E d g l e ~
and modified through an interpretative
(2000)have suggested that the new
process used by the person in dealing
ogies
of computer-mediated communicawith the things he or she encounters.
tion

These premises led Blumer to qualitative
inquiry as the only real way of understanding how people perceive, understand, and

allowus to examine thenatureofhumaninteraction in a uniquely disembodied enwon-

that undergird interactions as fundamental
to understanding human behavior. For program evaluation, organizational development, and other applied research, the study
of the original meaning and influence of
symbols and shared meanings can shed
light on what is most important to people,
what will be most resistant to change, and
what will be most necessary to change if the
program or organization is to move in new
directions. The subject matter and methods
of symbol interactionism also emphasize the
of paying attention to how particdar interactions give rise to SYmbolic understandingswhen one is engaged in hanging sYmbols as Part of a program im-

This is so because semiotics, in working to
"unite logical analysis with the explanatory
enterprise of science" (p. 243), has hit upon
the fruitful insight that humans are distinctively sign-using and symbol-generatinganimds. Thus, semiotics offers a franiework
for "analyzing talk and text" (Silverman
2000:826) or studying "organizational symbolism" (Jones 1996). The foundational
question of semiotics is: How do signs
(words,symbols)carry and conveymeaning
in particular contexts?

HerIl'leneutics
F o ~ n d a t i o n a lauestion:
W h a t a r e the conditions under
which a human a c t took p l a c e
o r a product w a s
that
~ w a k eit possible to i ~ t e r p r e tits
meanings?

In this brief (or not-so-brief,
of,
your perspective) excursion though the variety of qualitative inquiry, we depart now
from phenomenology and its derivative
approaches: heuristic research, ethnomethmeneutics is yet a different theoretical ap-

A related theoretical tradition informing
some qualitative inq*
is semiotics, a blend
of linguistics and social science, which foes on the analysis of signs by studying
rules or forms of language as well as the

preach that can infom qualitative inquiry
and also help put allthe other theoretical
entations in this chapter in perspective in
that it reminds us that what something
means depends on the cultural context in
s originally created as well as the
reted. This is a reminder that
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ent aspects of the setting, an
what different scenarios
tic investigations in psycho
and Addison (1989).
Thus, one must kno

one can only interpret the
ends in prachce when a sen
coherent understandmg, free
Qctions has been reached. (p
Kneller (1984) has offered
for hermeneutic inqujr and

ings or reporting the perspe
being studied (and thus

findeople

-

19th- and ~Oth-century"broad movement
away from an empiricist, logical atomistic,
designative, representational account of
meaning and knowledge. ...Lopcal emplrl-

1. Understanding a h ~ ~ mact
* or product,
and hence all learning, is like interpreting a text.

Personal narratives, family stories,
cide notes, graffiti, literary nonfiction,

narrative analysis, for example, the rhetoric
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&d ~ i t e r ~ y e t i vEthnography
e
(1997%).Interpretation narrative poses the problem of
how to analyze "talk and text" (Silverman
2000).T~~ Barone.(2000)has entered into literary llonfiction to hone his interpretiveaesthetic:

tion in the postmodem age.
Tedlock (2000) examines different genres
of ethnography as - consfibti% varying
forms of narrative. She disfjnguishes life,
histories and memoirs from "narrative ethnography," a hybrid forin that was created

nd attempts to porbay accurately the bia ~ h i e of
s people in the culture studied
to hclude ethnographers' own exriences in their texts. She assesses this as a
a chmge in ethnographic representa-

tion" because it unsettled "the boundaries
that had been central to the notion of a self
studying an other" and replaced it with an
"ethnographic interchangenbetween self and
other within a single text (PP.460-61).
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in terms of presumed goal-

within the context

Ecological Psychology
Fouhdationai suestion:
What is t h e relationship
b e h e e n h u m a n behavior a n d
the environment?

Several theoretical perspectives that inform qualitative inquiry are associated with
particular disciplines. For example, hermeneutics is derived from linguistics and philosophy. Ethnography is the p r i m q
method of anthropology, while ethnomethodology and symbolic interaction devel-

The unit of analysisin ecologicalpsychology is primarily the individual, but Barker
and Schoggen (1973)have also applied this
approach in delineating Qualifies of Cornmwnity Life. What makes this approach of potential interest for program evaluation and
organizational or community devel
is the focus on goal-directed behavio

.

They assume that there are subjective aspects
to behavior which they examine in terms of
the goals of human behavior. They also assume that there is a subjectiveaspect to

*

much more comprehensive and inlinary in examining the context for
and communities.

Parallel to the historical philosoplucal
and methodological paradigms debate between positivists and constructivists, there
has been another and corresponding paradigms debate aboutmechanistic/linearconstructions of the world versus organic/systems constructions. This debate has been
particularly intense among classic organizational theorists (Bums and Stalker 1972;
Azumi and Hage 1972; Lincoln 1985;
Gharajedaghi 1985; Morgan 1986, 1989). It
includes concern about definitions of closed

intoindepende
systems versus open systems, and the implications of su& boundary definitions for
theory, and practice inunderstandprograms,
organizations, entire SOUing
eties, and even the whole world (Wallerstein
1980).
~t is important to note at the outset that
part lead to
the tern systons has many and varied meansystem
ings. rn the digital age, systems analysis Ofparts in some
ten means looking at the interface between
hardware and software, or the connectivity
of vasious networks. The idea of "systems
thinkingu was popularized as the crucial
"fifthdiscipline" of
learning
in Peter Sengels (1990) best-selling book. A
number of management consultants have
apart; for example
made systems m
g and analysisthe cenbile does not trans
terpiece of their organizational developmerit work (e.g., Ackoff 1987,1999a, 1999b;
~i~ 1993,1994,1999; Anderson and Johnwhen separated from the whole. Instead Of
son 1997). Indeed, over the past 30 years,
taking things apart, they insist that a Vspublication of ~ u d w i gVon Bertaterns approah requires '
'
s think~
~
lanfffsdassic General System Theory (1976).
a vast literature has developed about syshg":
terns theory and applied systems research
(e.g., Checkland 1999). Some of it is highly
SyntheticBinkingisrequired (0 explainsystem
quantitative and involves complex cornputer appliCatiom snd
Given
behavior. It differsnfificana~from
In the first step of analysis the thing be exthis broad and
context, my
plained is taken span: in syntheticgit
modest.
I
want
to
call
to
the
purpose quite
In the
is taken to be a pad of a larger
attentionthreepoints: (1) Asystems
second step of andysis. the contained pads
perspective is becormnpweasingly imporare explained: in synthetic thinking, the contmt in dealing with and
taining whole is explained. the final step
real-world complexities, viewing things as
analysis,knowledge of the part.;is aggregated
in context and still
wl,ole entities
into
knowledge of the
to SYSlarger wholes; (2) some
thinking
understanding of the containing
terns research lead dkectly to and depend
whole
is
disaggregated
to explain the parts It
heavh
on qualitative inquiry; and (3) a
does so by reveabg their role fLl'lction in
orientation canbe very helpful in framthat whole Synthetic w
g revealS
ing questions end, later, m a h g sense out of
tion
rather
than
structure:
it
reveals
why a sysqualitative data.
tern
works
the
way
it
does,butnothowitdoes
HoKstic M~
is cenkalto a system
so. Andysis and synfiesis are cOm~lemenperspective. A system & a whole that is both
taiy: neither replaces the other.systems thinkgreater than and dserent from its parts. ~ n ing incoVoratesboth.
deed, a system cannot validly be divided

Becausethe effects of the behavior of the
Parts a system are interdependent, it can be
shown that if each part taken separately is
made perfom as efficientlyas possible, the
system as a whole.will not function as effectivel~as possible. For example, if we select
hOmalltheautomobilesavailablethe best cardis~butor,and so on for each
an automobile, and then try
them, we will not even obtain an
let done the best one, because tlie
pnrts 7oi11not fit togetlzer. The perfomance of a
is not the sum of the independent effects of its Parts; it is the product of their interTherefore,effectivemanagement of a

s kind of systems thinking has
~

~

~

have become very important in family
research
therapy (shultz 1984; M ~
gomery and Fewer 1988; Rosenblatt 1985;
Miller and ~ i n ~ t 1982;
~ ~~ d - ~
~
~
1981).A system approach has also become
one of ale central orientations to intemational development
in recent years.
Specifically, fie farming systems approach
to development (Farming systems support
Project [FSSP] 1986)FUSkates
some unique
ways of engaging in qualitative inquiry to
support development, intenrention, md
evaluation from a systems perspective,
feg
system~ approach to evaluation
and research is worth examining
in detail
ed as a theory-based
devel-

me

mational development
was conceived as direct technology transfer
from more developed to less developed

~
transfer recommendasciplinary areas of spefor example, crops, livestock,

esses in health care to appear
ducting simultaneous analyses of re-

mostly one-level, reductionist designs thaf
have usually been employed in nursing and
health care research: Their "systemic
model" offered insights into system dyamics-mboth "downward"

addition to their influence organizadevelopment, systems approaches

mechanistic, specialized technology transfer
approach to development, a fa*g
systerns approach emerged (Shaner, Philipp,
and Sdme1-d 1982b). Severd elements are
central to a farming systems perspective, elements that lead directly to qualitative
methods of research.
1. Farming Systems research and developmerit (FSRD) is a ten171 effort (Shaner,
P l a p p , and Schmehl1982a).
2. FSRD is interclisciplinnry.me team consists Of representatives from a mix of
both agricultural and social science
disciplines (Cemea and Guggenheim
1985).

Chaos research

the system level (the whole pro
whole farm, the whole family, the
ganization,the whole c o n ~ n h t y ) ,
qualitative differenceinthe h e d of

lated. For example, the

9. FSRD is inter

Chaos and Complexity Theory:

observe-a
fundamental epistemological
problem for all forms of inquj! including
qualitative inquiry. In Exhibit 3.5 (p. 126), I
offer some teasers from Gleick's (1987) popularization of chaos theory to suggest implications for qualitative inquiry.
At this point, complexity theory offers,
perhaps more than anytlung else, a new set
of metaphors for thinking about what we
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predi&on, even as it offersnew ways to f d fathose needs. While much chaos research
is highly mathematical, making sense of resuits seems to depend heavily on metaphors. Here is an intersection with qualitative inquiry that holds particular promise
because much work in qualitative analysis,
organizational development, and programs
includes resort to metaphor (Patton 2000;
Ronai 1999; Brady 1998). Indeed, Gleick
(1987) offersa metaphor to explain the very
nature of inquiry into chaos: "It's like walkkgthough a maze whose walls rearrange
themselves withevery step you take" (p.24).
hi^
fits a great deal of fieldwork in real-world settings,but the irnplications can be so threatening to o w need for
order that we ignore the rearranging walls
and describe hemaze with a single, static
diagram. ~f nothing else, the history and
emergent ideas of chaos theory may give Us
the c o d o r t and cowage to describenonlinear dynamics (chaos)when we find it, without imposing fAeorder to fulfill the pretraditional purpose of analysis.
Chaos theory challenges us to deal with unpredictability and indeterminism in human
behavior (Cziko 1989)--and thereforein the
interventions (programs) we devise to alter
human behavior as well as h e Wpredictability and indeterminism of the methods
we use to study and evaluate those interventions.

Michael Agar,
ogist, used Complexity
work of John Holland (19
pretfieldworkfind*gsin
o h epidemic am
timore COW&Ma

contrasting grounded

theory

with

Complexity [
metaphorical lev
problem--e~~laining
helps articulate
search has not answered
tion of dW%r*ear&.HO
occur? It also p
need to obtain
however difficult that
Furthermore, comple
rent anthrol~olo
inclusion of the
ical andpolltic
diction-as Part of its centr
characteristics like holism,
feedback illat
sumptions more so than any previous
models, complexity is clearly
look. (Agar 1999:119)

a

The metaphors of chaos! c O m ~ l e ~
nonlinear dynamics open UP new POss
ties for doing fieldwork in and understanding those settings h a t feel like wallcing
through a maze whose walls rearrange
themselves with every step you take-

Grounded Theory
he grounded theory approach is the most influential paradigm for 'Palitative research in the social sciences today.
-Norman K. Denzin (1997a:lB)

ncem for theory development is often
marked in the literature on qualitative

findings are grounded in the empirical
world. Herbert Blumer (1978) has offered a
metaphor for explaining what it means to
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Let me be clear. Grounded theory is a general

- - method. It can be used on any data or combination of datfl.-It was developed partially by me with quantitative data. It is expensive and
somewhat hardto obtainquantitativedata,especially in comparison to qualitative data.
Qualitative data are inexpensive to collect
very rich in meaning and observation, and
-very rewarding to collect and analyze. So, by
default, due to ease and growing use,
grounded theory is being linked to qualitative
data and is seen as a qditativemethod, using
symbolic interaction, by many. Qualitative
grounded theory accounts for the global
spread of its use.
I can only caution the reader notto confuse
this empirical use and the spread of its use
with the fact that it is a general method. In
some quarters of research, grounded theory is
considered clualitative, symbolic interaction
research. It is a kind of takeover that makes
routine qualitative research sound good by
positive stigma. Only highly trained grounded
theory researchers can see the difference and
the confusion.Much of it revolves around the
notion of emergence versus forcing and the
lackof use of all the grounded theorymethodological steps. Any kind of data can be constantly compared. However, it is prudent for
researchers to go with qualitative ,grounded
theory when that is where the resources are to
do it and when that is where researchers can
reap career and personal rewards. (p. 7 )

ems can do complica

body is a chaotic one; w

advance in different ways and for.

The veils are not liEted by substituting, in
whatever degree, preformed images for

remain to be developed.

0d010gy that do not encourage Or
betray the cardinal principle of respec

Grounded theory has opened the door to
qualitative inquiry in many traditional academic social science and education departments, especially as a basis for doctoral dissertations, in part, I believe, because of its
overt emphasis on the importance of and
specific procedures for generating theory. In
addition, I suspect its popularity may owe
much to the fact that it unabashedly admonishes the researcher to strive for "objectiv-

.
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ity."
discussed earlier in this chapter, the
poshnodem
on objectivityhas
its way into qualitative inquiry through
hermeneutic interpretivism,
and the emphasis on subjective experience
in phenomenology. Emergent autoethnographic
heuristic approaches to qualitative i n q u e place even greater emphasis on
the
personal and subjective experience. Those social scientists and academics who find some value in the methods
of qualitative inquiry, namely, in-depth intehewing and observation, but who eschew the philosophical underpinnings of
and interpretivism can find
in the attentionpaid to objectivity in
grounded theory.
~tis important to maintain a balance between
the qualities of objecti.ty and
when doing
ObjectiYItyenables the
impartial represenfndings are a
tation of a pmblem under muestigation,
whereas sensitivity enables creativity and the

discovery of new theory from data. (StTauss
and Corbin 1998:53)

At the same time, the language of
"grounded theory" has found its Way into
the constructivistliterature.Charmaz (2000)
compares "objectivist" (reality-oriented)and
constructivist approaches to grounded theory and, though she finds examples of both,
believes that the majority of grounded theerists are objectivist in orientation.
objectivist grounded theory accepts the
posi~visticassumption of an external world
that can be described, analyzed, explained,
and predicted: truth, but with a small t. . . . ~t
assumes that differentobserverswill discover
this world and describe ~t in similar ways.
(p. 524)

@
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She believes that
grounded theory Offe
Corbin (1990,
gro~mdedthe
are didactic and Pre
emergent and interac
524). In co
constructiv
Suggestive, kcomP
. . .It looks at how
-givenm
lives. . . . Their me
priority 0
and rnethodol
illustrate a

earcher determines the

study a topic such as pain:
I start by viewing the mpic of pdubjectively
as a feeling. m experiencethat may t&eavarimakes pain, pain? (Thatis. what is
the phenomenon as defined by thosewho ex-

do they do so?. ...How does the person
rience this pain, andwhat, if a n y h g , d

coming clear about and taking into account
biases and predispositions during both
fieldwork and analysis so as to getat the true
essence of the phenomenon under study
Hermeneutics takes the position that noth-

participatory processes that support
consciousness-raising and researcher reflexivity; and
fl

going beyond knowledge generation,
beyond "knowledge for its own sake," to

,mctivist grounded theory may remain at a
more intuitive, impressionistic level than an
objecbvist approach. (Charmaz 2000:526)

Beyond &awing on the inductive a ~ t d
layered emphases in grounded theory 5 la
Strauss and Corbin, it is hard to see how
what Char~nazdescribes is different from
basic phenomenological inquiry. As a matter of pldosophical distinchessj hen,
grounded theory is best-derst00d as fundarnentdy realist and objectivistinorientation, emphasizing disciplined and proced u a l ways of getting the researcherrsbiases
out of the way but adding healthy doses of

Perspective must also be made explicit, as
must any other tradition or perspective
brought to bear when
IlleanOrientational qualitative inquiry goes
One step farther. Orientational qualitative
inquily eschews any Pretense of openmindedness in the search for grounded or
ergent theory Orientational qualitative
quiry begins with an explicit theoretical or
eological Perspective that determines

16-17).

How does the lens of gender shape and
affectour understandings and actions?
Philosopher Elizabeth ~ i ~ fias~ ini ~
vestigated the ways in
conceptual
approaches to classLfying human beings,
embedded historicdy, culturally, and
litically, continue to shape our tMyig
through the very language and categories
available to us. Her book on the subject;
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inclusiveness (Mertens 19

nt. Fonte (2001) offers an

tures

Exhibit 3.6 summarizes the theoretical
those defdhons, made lt difficult to lktk

to t h d honestly about the defining few.
( M U U U1990:37-38)
~~

embedded messages
matter of doice,
about what
who is important Fe&st

shape people's experiences and

Ways that the economy matters of race'
and gender, ideologes, discourses. educahon~

general Patterns. Such Inquiry is
at confirmation and elucidation
than dlscove~.I have chosen the

noted in the opening of this &apter, but
worth repeating as a review of variety in
quahtative inquiry, Crofty (1998:5) elabo-

Disciplinary Roots

Centrol Questions
I3ow do signs (words, symbols) carry and
convey meaning in particular contexts?

2. Autoethnography

10. Hermeneutics

P1;

Linguistics, philosophy,

What are the conditions under which a
human act took place or a product was
produced that makes it possible to interpret
its meanings?

Social sciences
(interpretive]:
Literary criticism,
literary nonfiction

What does this narrative or story reveal about
the penon and world from which it came?
How can this narrative be interpreted to
understand and illuminate the life and culture
that created it?

3. Reality testing:

/i
11

narrative analysis

I
'I

J

!i

How have the people in this setting
constructed reality? What are their reported
perceptions, "truths," explanations, beliefs, and
worldview? What are the consequences
of their constructions for their behaviors and
for those with whom they interact?

4. ~onstructionism/

constructivism
I

I
I

I

What is the meaning, structure, and essence of
the lived experience of this phenomenon
for this person or group of people?

5. Phenomenology

/i
11

/ 11
I

6. Heuristic inquiry

Humanistic
psychology

What is my experience of this phenomenon and
the essential experience of others who also
experience this phenomenon intensely?

7. Ethnomethodology

SociologY

do people make sense o f their everyday
activities so as to behave i n socially
acceptable ways?

8. Symbolic interaction

Social p s y c h ~ l o g ~

HOW

'2. Ecological P

~ Y C ~ O ~ O Ecology,
~ Y
psych~logy

13. Systems theory

HOWdo individuals attempt t o accomplish
their goals through specific behaviors in
specific environments?

Interdisciplinary

How and why does this system as a whole
function as it does?

Theoretical physics,

What is the underlying order, ifany, of
disorderly phenomenon?
What theory emerges from systematic
comparative analysis and is grounded in
fieldwork so as to explain what has been
and is observed?

Ideologies: Political,
cultural, and economic

How is X perspective manifest in this
phenomenon?

n set of symbols and understandged t o give meaning to people's

I

I
rated five major theoretical perspectives as
the foundations of social research: positivism (and postpositivism), interpretivism
(which includes phenomenology, hermeneutics, and symbolic interactionism), critical inquiry, feminism, and postmodernism
(to which he adds an "etc." to suggest the
open-ended nature of such a classification).
Creswell (1998) also settled on five tradi-

tions of qualitative inquiry, but a different
five: biography, phenomenology, grounded
theory, ethnography, and case study. Jacob
(1987) chose yet a different five for a qualitative taxonomy: ecological psychology,
holistic ethnography, ethnography of communication, cognitive anthropology, and
symbolic interactionism. Schwandt (2000)
highlighted "three epistemological stances

r qualitative inquiry": interpretivism, hereneutics, and social constructivism.
?in and Lincoln (2000a) organized their
iew of qualitative variety around seven
storical periods and seven "paragrns/theoriesn: positivist/postpositivist,
cons.tructivist,feminist, ethic, Marxist, cula1 studies, and queer theory. Wolcott
92) created a family tree of 20 distinct

branches showing different "qualitative
strategies." Tesch (1990)identified 27varieties. Having examined some of the various
attempts to classlfy qualitative approaches,
Miles and Huberman (1994) concluded, "As
comprehensive and clarifying as these catalogs and taxonomies may be, they turn out
to be basically incommensurate, both in the
way different qualitative strands are defined

to categorize and label comp

cus onbecomingaware of one S 0
tions" and attachments and on
compassion. In positing this s
aim to place the researcher, r

@

research.

day lefi over to integate your answers):
what do we belleve about the nature of redl ~ (ontological
?
debates concerning the
possibility of a sylplar, verifiable reaLQ
and truth vs. the inevitability of socially
constructed multiple realities)

and among differentperspectives. In effect!
each theoretical framework is a miniparalogic and asdigm with its own
sumptiom.
at
means one mlnnat
which theoretical frameworkls"%ht,"bestr
or most useful. It depends on what one
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quiry now stand on their own as reason-
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LASTNAMEAFFILIATION
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h to l u ~d i t h preissle,
~
kAderhold
~ Distinguished Professor, Social ~oundationsof Education,
of~eorgia,
for listsubscfiption details.These sites and subscription details may change, and this list is not exhaustive,~his listismeantto
be suggestive of the qualitative analysis resources available through the Internet.
See Chapter 1, hibi bit 1.5; Chapter 4, Exhibit 4.9;and Chapter 8, Exhibit 8.3, for additional qualitative re-

ing the study in one of the theoretical frameworks in this chapter. While these intellectual, philosophical, and theoretical traditions have greatly influenced the debate
about the value and legitimacy of qualitative inquiry, it is not necessary, in my opinion, to swear vows of allegiance to m y single epistemological perspective to use
qualitative methods.
Indeed, I would go farther (at the risk of
being heretical) and suggest that one need
not even be concerned about theory. While

students writing dissertations and academic
scholars will necessarily be concerned with
theoretical frameworks and theory generation, there is a very practical side to qualitative methods that simply involves asking
open-ended questions of people and observing matters of interest in real-world settings
in order to solve problems, improve programs, or develop policies. In short, in
real-world practice, methods can be separated from the epistemology out of which
they have emerged.

After lf[alcolmhad completed explainingto a scholarly assembly the many differkgperspectives One could use in lookingat the world, he was hungry. While he
answered questions and continued the discussion, he sent a listener to inquire if
themidday meal was ready. The messenger did not retum, so ~ a l c o l m
sent a setand messenger. The second messenger did not return. So Halcolmwenthimself.
He found the two messengers, the chef, and three visiting scholars engaged in
heated debate. Ignoringthe debate, Halcolrn asked, "Is the midday
ready?"
The first and eldest visiting scholar responded, "Ihavebeenexplaining to these
young men that the State of the food is not the only issue in d e t e m g r e a d i n e s s .
A meal is not just food. The meal must include those who would partake of the
food, So the meal is not ready until everythingis in order and those who would eat
are assembled."
The se~ondvisiting scholar said, "T dared to taste the meal. From the perspective of a gourmet chef, this meal Miill never be ready. It is hopeless; let us return to

The chef added, "The midday meal is at midday every day. At midday the meal
is ready. Why ask if the meal is ready? It is midday. This is the meal. Therefore the
midday meal is ready."
With that, they all began talking at once making ever finer points, drawing ever
narrower distinctions.
Halcolm, mehwhile, sat down and ate his midday meal.
A student asked why he had not joined the debate to clarify these important issues. Halcolm took another bite and replied, "The apple of your eye won't satisfy
the emptiness in your stomach. There is a time to talk about the nature of eating-and there is a time to eat."

Variety in Qunlitative Inquiry

to Elves Chasm years earting thirst; and the irnporg on it at the time. Modest
d the depth and beauty of the

igued by Malcolm's beli
our first hike years earlier,
I wasn't fully aware of it un
We were camped within

out his life to the Canyon for
answers on that first trip. But
ad brought no questions. Fair
and a chance to walk among the oldest ex-

my son, then just entering toddlerhood, and initiating him into manhood
there amidst buttes named King Arthur Castle, Guinevere Castle, and
Excalibur, and gorges named Merlin Abyss and Modred Abyss. Malcolm
called it a vision, which begdmgly transformed a passing notion into a
quest,like framing a telephone doodle and calling it art. What better place for
grandiosity than the Grand Canyon?
The gilt frame, however, didn't quite make it backwith me to Minnesota. I
realized that I lacked a few of the basic necessities for conducting an initiation. Tribal elders, for example. Hard to come by if you don't have a tribe. AS
are other essentials, like tradition, a sacred place, ritual, terrifying gods to appease, wisdom to pass on, and Life-threateningtests for the initiate to pass
(preferably ones that the initiator has successfully survived).From what I re-

tion. When do I find

corded in my memory long ago, rasped repeatedly like a worn needle stuck in
cratched grooves from the waxen days of graduate school. Others, more re-
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centli entered, played intermittentlythroughthe scratches:The messages from
Vferent eras competed to be heard, rising to a discordant crescendo,like being
caught in a small gym between opposing fans and their blaring pep bands at a
championshipbasketball game-exhilarating only if you know which side to
cheer for.
Such imagery being incongruent with my peaceful environs, though I enjoy
both debate and athletic competition, I redirected my inner musings to the
steady gurgle of nearby rapids and the chirping melodies of the canyon night. I
quietly got up to strollback and forth along the creek, ~ o n d e r iwhat
n ~ I wanted
to pass on to Brandon about the nature of manhood. I paused in the shadow of
ancient rock and listened as Shinurno's iapids asserted the constant flow of the
present. I tried out possibilities on a disinterested moon: metaphors of male incandescence and female florescence.
What was left to tell Brandon that he hadn't already heard from me dd ~zfluseam? I could affirm that the moon is disinterested, that the Canyon is rock, and
that life offers many pathways for being a man and developing as a p
none of them certain. I could offer perspective and canyon-inspired
phors. . . .
This trip, this "initiation," felt like a last chance. When, if ever again, would I
have Brandon's undivided attention? Or at least some part of it? I was not quite
so delusionalas to believe Icould attainthe impossiblyhigh standard of "undivided attention" with a member in good standing of the generation that grew
up on channel-surfing. But I did have ten uninterrupted days and nights with
Brandon. No outside influences. No competition from television, telephones,
friends or work.
Ten whole days with m y son in the Grnnd Cnnyon. Ten days before he lefl homefor
college nnd the rest of his adult life. Tenfinnl days. A last chnlzce.
I returned to where Brandon slept and, gazing at him, considered whether it
much mattered what I had to say-words, after all, being only words. But
words matter in my world, as do answers. Thought matters. And so I thought
some more until, under the influence of that elixir unique to the small hours
when the body is exhausted and the internal dialogue worn down, I experid
enced at last a euphoria of analogical clarity.It came as I turned and ~ e e r e into
the dark gorge through which we had descended. That very afternoon, we had
traversed the Canyon's Great Unconformity, in one step passing through a gap
of 250 million years across a space that had once been filled with massive
mountains. Recalling that moment took me through what felt like a parallel unconformity,insignificant by standards of Canyon time, but huge when measured on the modest scale of human evolution. Canyon metaphor offered sociological insight. Malcolm would later say the Canyon had answered my
question.
The Canyon's Great Unconformity had once been filled with towering Precambrian formations of Bass Limestone, Hakatai Shale, Shinumo Q~~artzite,
Dox Sandstone, and Cardenas Basalts 800 million to one-and-a-quarterbillion
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years old. They had been turned sideways and thrust up higher than the Rockies by monumental tectonic movements. During this churning, twisting and
thrusting, evenmore ancient rocks were exposed in places:hardened magma of
ster Granites and the oldest rock in the Grand Canyon, the metamord lava-black Vishnu Schist, 1.7 billion years old. Over millions of years
mountains were eroded until the space they once occupied was filled
andstone deposited by escroaclhg seas.
When we arrived at the Great Unconformity,we joked about what it meant
rrive some place that isn't there. As we hiked on within the depths of the incanyon, we marveled at the dramatic transition from sand and gravel to
ed stone, its significancegradually penetrating with the cold feel of the
arble-like rock. Now, inspired by the memory of that geologic gap, I contemplated the chasm that exists between modern society and ancient times. Many
experience the gap as a painful loss. Lately, contemporary male elders have
been trying to fill in the gap, build a bridge back or at least make a connection.
They hope a return to ancient initiation rites will help close the gap. I had been
attracted by that possibility myself, but Brandon's reactions during our hike
down said it wouldn't work, at least not for modern young people who have
tasted choice, experienced the power of intellect, learned to value individuality
and abhor control. The Great Unconformity impressed on me the gap between
past and present when societal customs have been eroded to the point of vanishing. Our ancestral past will necessarily and inevitably remain a foundation,
like the ancient Vishnu Schist, formed by 75,000 pounds per square inch of tectonic pressure and named for the Hindu god, the Preserver. The Tapeats formation now rises atop that preserved foundation, but is neither part of it nor continuous in time.
I imagined a contemporary coming of age journey that recognizes andent
foundations of human experience, but is separate and distinct in accordance
with modem discontinuities and the great unconformity of human potential in
our times-a coming of age process that does not require the societalequivalent
of 75,000 pounds per square inch of pressure to assure conformity. Indeed, a
coming of age process that does not even have conformity as its goal. That
would be the greatest unconformity.
In elucidating the role of traditional initiation for Brandon, Malcolm, my
longtime friend and Canyon guide, also an anthropologist and family therapist, had explained that initiation rites functioned to psychologically separate
sons from parental domination in tribal societies with extended families where
enerationswould live together in a confined village space. But in modem socijust the opposite is the case. Our children are separated from us by daycare,
ools, music, television, peer groups and easy geographic mobility. The chalnge of contemporary times is not to provide for the physical and psychologi1 separation of children from parents. Society has evolved multiple mechanisms for -detachment. Parents and children today are subjected to
unprecedented centrifugal forces. The challenge now is to bond.
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ticeship, the master carpenters said that his technical competence and skill we
unmatched for one so young.
Halcolm knew all this, for word of the young man's mastery had reache
even the great one. Yet, Halcolm could also see that the young carpenter wa
great distress. "What troubles you?" Halcolm asked gently.
"My parents, my townspeople,my master teachers have been most genero
Upon completion of my apprenticeslup, they joined together to give me a
set of tools. I have been trained by the best. I am told that my skills are-what c
I say without being immodest?-my skills are adequate." The young m
paused, his disti-ess obvious and growing even as he spoke.
"Then what is the problem?" asked Halcolm. The young man looked down,
embarrassed in the presence of the great one. It was a long time before he spoke,
and then only in a hispe per. "I have nothing to build."
"Ah, I see," said Halcolm.
"No one will give me any orders," continued the young man.
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that this review, while including a great variety of applications, is far from exhaustive.
My purpose is to expand the horizons of
what is possible and appropriate for both
practitioners and decision makers. Because
the opportunitiesfor qualitative inquiry are
SO vast, the examples offered here can be no
more than teasers, merely hinting at the
enormous array of qualitative applications
that are possible.
Moreover, I have not examined in this
chapter how-the varying theoretical and
paradigmatic approaches discussed in the

"Let me make some inquiries," offered Halcolm. "Return in a
you what I have learned."
The seven days were as an agonizing eternity for the young

, and analyzing
not in doubt. And yet, you have nothing to build."
The young man waited for Halcolm to continue.
The craftsmanship you displayed is admiredby all
the intricate woodwork of the new town hall direc

ed how
enerattheory.
how qualitative

,prncsion
,is,

I

I

pleased those for whom you built."
The young man was pleased but perplexed as he heard
quality of his work. Indeed, hearing the affirmationsdeepene
ing himself now with nothing to build. Halcolm continued.
"You now have nothing to build because the townspeople believe your artishy
and craftsmanshipare far superior to their simple needs. They need simple chairs,
tables, and doors. You work on cathedrals, town halls, and estates. You have de-

II
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signed objects of great beauty and complexity. You have not designed and built
objects of great simplicity and practicality. To do the latter only looks easier, but
takes no less skill.
"Build me a simple, functional, and practical bookcase at reasonable cost, and
let us see what the townspeople think. Apply your skills to the everyday needs of
the people and you shall not lack for work."
Halcolmexpected the young man to be delighted at eprospect of a solution to
his problem-and regular employment. Instead, he saw the distress deepen into

previous chapter might affect inquiry into
any of these practical issues. For example,
one might examine program quality, the first

-

topic below, phenomenologically, ethnographically, or heuristically-to cite but
threepossibilities. Or one might simply conduct interviews and gather observation data
to answer concrete program and organizational questions without working explicitly
with a particular theoretical, paradigmatic,
or philosophical perspective. Well-trained
and thoughtful interviewers can get meaningful answers to practical questions without making a paradigmatic or philosophical
pledge of allegiance. Pragmatic and utilitarian frameworks can guide qualitative inquiry on their practical and applied underpinnings without having to be attachedto or
derived from a theoretical tradition. Pragmatism, then, is the foundational orientation of this chapter.

d
improve programs. All of these are ways of
contributing to what is sometimes called
"action science" (Argyris, Putnam, and
alitative methods are not appropriate
ery inquiry situation. The aim of this
er is to illustrate whenit maybe partic-

situations are more consonant with

I

I

1'1
/
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"I do not know how to build simple, practical, and functionalthings," lamented
the young man. "I have never applied my skills and my tools to such things."
"Then your apprenticeship is not over," said Halcolm.
And they went down to Halcolm's workshop where the young man began to

strategies are especially appropriate
powerful. The actual and potential applications of qualitative methods are so diverse

,
-From Halcolm's Applied Arts mzd Sciences

A Focus on Quality

,

fl

C

ome, give us a taste of your quality.
-William

Quality care. Quality education. Quality
parenting. Quality time. Total quality man-

Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act 11, scene ii

agement.Continuous quality improvement.
Quality control. Quality assurance.Malcolm
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e, and it is never
"conventionalw
surement. It is a subject p
suited for in-depth, holistic q

of q~~ality
is the expense

s whatthey thinkth

least in postindustrial society, we
don't have time for things to break
nothing is simple anymore, if indeed it
grams). We have taken to heart the a
tion that, in the long run, it is cheaper

context that we shall examine what

can give the impression that this is a relatively recent concern, but the foundersof the

total quality" had permeated deeply into the
government and nonprofit sectors (Waiters

sitionof state standards and mandated
m an effort, iromcally, to mamtam the

Amendments of 1975 (Public Law 9463).
Tlus law required federally funded c o m u -
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Important methods of QA in
case investigations and peer
Program Evoluotion
1. Focus on program processes a n d

outcomes

1. Focus on individual processes and

outcomes

2. Aggregate data

2. Individual clinical cases

3. Goals-based judgment

3. Professional-based judgment

4. Intended for decision makers

forts have now

nity mental health centers to have QA efforts
with utilization and peer review systems. Its
purpose was to assure funders, including insurers and consumers, that established standards of care were being provided. QA systems involve data collection and evaluation
procedures to document and support the
promise made by health and mental health
care providers to funding sources,including
third-party insurance carriers and consumers, "that certain standards of excellence are
being met. It usually involves measuring the
q ~ ~ a l iof
t ycare given to individual clients in
order to improve the appropriateness, adequacy, and effectiveness of care" (Lalonde
1982352-53). As QA systems have developed, special emphasis has been placed on
detecting problems, correcting deficiencies,
reducing errors, and protecting individual
patients. In addition, QA aims to control
costs of health care by preventing overutilization of services and overbilling by
providers.

Services Research Institute 1984).
In-depth reviews of the quality of care for
participants in programs can draw heavily
on clinical case files only if the files contain
appropriate and valid information. When
files are to be used for research and evaluation purposes, clinicians need special training and support in how to gather and report
highly descriptive qualitative data in clinical
case files (Cox 1982). Because there
of clinic
great variation in the q~~ality
records, partic~darlythe descriptive qu
a program of QA must include evaluation of
and attention to the quality of qualitative
data available for QA purposes.
Moreover, it is useful to distinguish qualquality enhancement. Quality conh-01i ~ o m
and measure
ity control efforts iden*
minimum acceptable results, for example,
minimum competency testing in schools or
maximum acceptable waiting times before
seeing a physician in an emergency room.
Quality enhancement, in contrast, focuses
on excellence, that is, levels of attainment
well beyond minimums. Quality control requires clear, specific, standardized, and
measurable levels of acceptable results. EXcellence, however, often ~nvolvesindlvidu-

alization and professional judgment that
cannot and should not be standardized. Excellence is manifest in quality responses to
special cases or especially challenging circumstances. Thus, while quality control relies on standardized statistical measures,
comparisons, and benchmarks, quality enhancement relies more on nuances of judgment that are often best captured qualitatively though case studies and cross-case
comparisons.
Traditionally, given their different origins, program evaluation and QA have had
different emphases. These differences are
summarized in Exhibit 4.1.
The distinctions between QA and program evaluation have lost much of their importance as both functions have expanded.
Program evaluation has come to pay much
more attention to program processes, implementation issues, and qualitative data. QA
has come to pay muchmore attention to outcomes, aggregate data, and cumulative information over time. What has driven the
developments in both program evaluation
and QA-and what now makes them more
similar than different-is concem aboutprogram improvement and gathering really
useful information. Both functions had their
origins in demands for accountability. QA
began with a heavy emphasis on quality

control, but attention has shifted to concem
for quality enhancement. Program evaluation began with an emphasis on summative
judgments about whether a program was effective or not but has shifted to improving
program effectiveness. In their shared concern for gathering useful information to support program improvement, program evaluation and QA now overlap and find
common ground. Acco~mtabilitydemands
can be well served, in patt, by evidence that
programs are improving.
Both accountability and program improvement require comprehensive program
information systems. We've learned that
such systems should be designed with the
direct involvement of intended users; that
information systems should be focused on
critical success factors (not data on every
variable a software expert can dream up);
that systems should be streamlined with
utility in mind; and that program improvement systems benefit from both qualitative
and quantitative information, both case data
and aggregate data. Indeed, harking back to
the opening discussion about total quality
management and continuous quality irnprovement, the systems that support such
efforts began with a heavy emphasis on statistical process control and "objective" indicators of performance, but have come in-

tion are client stories. It is. through
score on a

people. (p. 4)
to contributeto outcomes, and how the

However, reading this manual one would

evaluation has become a cenot the central focus, of account-

percentage decreases in undesirable outcomes (e.g., reductions in rates of child
abuse and neglect) are important to provide
concrete evidence of overall patterns of ef-
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fectiveness. What such statistics,cannot do,
however, is show the human faces behind
the numbers. This is important to provide
critical context when interpreting statistical
outcomes as well as to make sure that the
numbers can be understood as representing
meaningful changes in the lives of real people.
In an adult literacy program, the test results showed an average increase of 2.7
grade levels over a three-month period. The
people in this sample included
a Puerto Rican man who was learning to
read English so that he could help his
young daughter with schoolwork;
an 87-year-old African American grandmother who, having worked hard
throughout her life to make sure that her
children and grandchildren completed
school, was now attending to her own
education so that she could read the
Bible herself; and
a manager in a local corporation who
years earlier had lied on her job application about having a high school diploma
and was now studying at night to attain a
general equivalency diploma (GED).

In judging the effectiveness of this program and making decisions about its future,
it can be as important to understand the stories behind the numbers as to have the statistics themselves. One can justifiably criticize
the past reporting practices of matly human
service agencies for having been limited to
successful anecdotes withno accountability
reporting on overall patterns of the effectiveness. However, swinging the pendulum to
the other extreme of only reporting aggregate statistics presents its own problems and
limitations. Numbers are subject to selection
and distortion no less than anecdotes.
Well-crafted case studies can tell the stories
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individual clients. Successful social and educational programs adapt their interventions to the needs and circumstances of specific individuals and families (Schorr
1988:257). Flexibility, adaptability, and individualization can be important to the effectiveness of educational and human service
programs. Highly individualized programs
operate under the assumption that outcomes will be different for different clients.
Not only will outcomes vary along specific
common dimensions, but outcomes will be
qualitatively differentand will involve qualitatively different dimensions for different
clients. Under such conditions, program

staff are justifiably reluctant to generate
standardized criteria and scales against
which all clients are compared. They argue
that their evaluation needs are for documentation of the unique outcomes of individual
clients rather than for measures of 0~1tcOmes
standardized across all clients.
There are numerous examples of
vidualized programs or treatments.
education, for example, is part1
of educational processes that as
the outcomes of education for
are unique. Open and expe
proaches to education offer diverse activities t~ a&ieve diverse and individualized
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ents' homes, even though tradition calls for
the married couple t o live in the home o f the
husband's parents. As a result, the couple
rented a small room where they struggled t o
improve their lives. Shortly after the birth o f
their daughter, the couple discovered that they
might be eligible t o go t o tlhe United States beuse the U.S. government was granting visas
former officers o f the Vietnamese army. Afsuccessfully negotiating thedifficultappliion and emigration process, they arrived in
Minnesota where they knew no one. According t o Li, her husband began treating her very
badly. He immediately got a job but would not
give herany financial support. Within a year he

sertiveness with support from program staff.
WORK provided tuition assistance, cost-ofliving support, and bus passes. She also received tutoring in accounting (1.5 hours per
week) from the program's accountant. The
program secured for her a work experience
placement a t a local bank at a rate o f $7.25 per
hour. This work environment proved very
stressful because her language skills were inadequate and she was teased and harassed by
other workers.
The WORK program supported her leaving
the bankjobso that she could more intensively
study business English, refine her workplace
communications skills, and enhance her ac-
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els that her primary challenge is the
a t she is a "foreigner." She says, "An
ings of hopelessness. Her staff worker
counseled her t o focus on all the barriers t h a t

Vietna
a criti
According t o Li, her "life has changed a l o t
because o f WORK." She explained that before
she received WORK support, it was hard t o
imagine herself i n a professional position i n

terviews with different companies before she

for herself, is5

staff, there was some confusion about their
role in finding a placement for participants. A t
any rate, Li persevered and felt good about the
result: "Even though I failed many interviews
and I thought I might never get a job, all the
staff encouraged me t o keep twing. They
talked t o me about my good qualities. They
were all positive, not negative. In the end, they
really helped me get a good job even though I
didn't understand the limits o f their role a t the

problem-about my job, money, and my
daughter. I talk t o them t o figure things out
and solve problems. Even now that I have a
job, I call and get help from staff." She recounted getting help dealing with a fellow
worker who was making life difficuk for her.
Program staff talked her through the process

rking on communi-

with her daughter have improved and she says
that she is no longer ashamed o f her divorce.

o f discussirlg the situation with her s u p e ~ i sor and getting help t o resolve the situation.
Li said, "Even though I wasn't successful a t
home with my husband, I feel like WORK is
my family now. It makes people feel safe here.
The staff encourages us t o go forward. If
there is a problem, they help us solve it. he
important thing is that we treat each other
like a family. I learned so many things here.
Things I can't get in school. I learned interview skills, workplace skills, empowerment
skills. I learned English that is more effective

While her language and math tests showed
great improvement (from elementary-level resuits t o high school-level results over the
two-year period i n WORK), Li says that what
was most important was what she learned at
WORK about how to be professional i n the
workplace and how "to mesh with American
culture." Li specifically mentioned that she

outcomes. Moreover, the outcomes of havh g engaged h a single activitymay be quite
different for different students. For example,
a group of primary schoolstudents may take

noted, "I was so excited t o get an office job. It
is the luckiestthing i n my life, and the biggest
challenge." According t o Li, one resultof her

.

a field trip, followed by dictating stories to
the teachen and volunteers about that fie1
trip, and then learning to read their storie
For some students such a process may h

has been here a couple o f times t o sit and talk
with myself and the personnel manager when
we were having difficulty with Li and one
coworker. We wanted their input on w h a t t o do.
So we all kind of worked together t o try and
solve the probIem.They worked really well with
us and are continuing t o do so."

learning about the mechanics of lan: sentence structure, parts of speech,

verb conjugation, for example. For other
dents the major outcome of such a pro-

rent company for more than several years.
Eventually, she would like to go back t o
school t o become a CPA and increase her income to support herself and her daughter.
One day, Li hopes t o travel toVietnam t o visit
her mother.

cess may be learning how to spell certain
words. For other students theimportant outcome may be having generated an idea from
a particular experience. For yet other stu-

que

meaning

o

the context of a

s
(

my,

programs, measuring such ,-riteria in
a stm~ardlzedfasluon provides the mformation that program staff would like to

the range of Outcomes attained A leadership program that f0mses on basic concepts
of planning, budgeting! and coIILrndca-

highly "process oriented"

cess consideration.
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r capturing
programs.
outcomes, develdies of people and proersity
rogramss for
articularly
propriate. This section looks more closely
the appropriateness of qualitative me&s for evaluating program irnplementa-

t

to
fully
program,+at is, inside and outside sources.
process data permit judgments about the
extent to which the program or organization

1'

;I

A good example of what can emerge from
a process study comes from an evaluationof

i'

', I

l/i

!'I

program was actually implemented. In his
seminalstudy SocinlPropanzhnple?iznztntion,
Walter Williams (1976)concl~tded,"The lack
of concern for implementation is currently
the crt~cinlimpediment to improving complex operating programs, policy analysis,
and experimentation in social policy areas"
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improvementoften rely heavily on
process data. Finally,process evaluations are
particularly useful
for dissemination and
replication of model interventions where a
program has served as a demonstration project or is considered to be a model worthy of
replication at other sites. By describing and
the details and dynamics of
processes, it is possible to isolate
critical elements that have contributed to
program successes and failures.

p a g e classes, and protection from neglect,
abuse, or violence ( P m b e r 1989). The actual interactions that resulted from the
door-to-door contacts turned out to be significantly different from the way the
door-to-doorprocess was desipedandcol'ceptualized.These findings,whihemerged
from interviews and observations, had
portant implications for staff vxmitrnent
and training, and forhow much time needed
to be allocated to cover a neighborhood.

In Utilknfion-Focuser~eEvnlz~ntion(Patton
1997a),I suggested that if one had to choose
between implementation information and
outcomes information because of limited
evaluation resources, there are many instances in which implementation information would be of greater value. A decision
maker can use implementation information
to make sure that a policy is being put into
accordingta desip-or to test the
very
of the policy. Unless one
lcnows that a Program is operating accordk g to design, there may be little reason to expect it produce the desired outcomes.Furhermore, until the ProPam is implemented
and a "treatment" is believed to be in operation, there may be little reason even to bother

evaluating outcomes. Where outcomes are
evaluated without knowledge of implementation, the results seldomprovide a direction
for action because the decision maker lacks
informati011 about what produced the observed outcomes (or lack of outcomes).Pure
Pre-Post outcomes evaluationis the "empty
box'' approach to evaluation.
One important way of ~tudying~program
implementation is to gather detailed, descriptive information about what the program is doing. Implementation evaluations
answer the following kinds of questions:
What do clients in the program experience?
What services are provided to clients? What
does staff do? What isit like to be in the program? HOWis the program organized? As
these questions indicate, implementation
evaluation includes attention to inputs, activities, processes, and structures.
Implementationevaluationstell decision
makers what is going on in the program,
how the program has developed, and how
and why programs deviate from initid
plans and expectations. Such deviations are
quite common and natural, as demonstrated in the findings of RAND'S classic
"Change Agent Study" of 293 federal programs supporting educational change
(McLaughlin 1976). That study found that
national programs are implemented incrementally by adapting to local conditions, organizational dynamics, and programmatic
uncertainties.
Where implementation was successful, and
where significant change in participant atbh~des,skills, and behavior occurred, imp]mentation was characterized by a process of
mutual adaptation in which project goals and
methods were modified to suit the needs and
interests of the local staff and in which the staff
changed to meet the requirements of the project. hi^ findklg was true even for highly
technological and initially well-specifiedpro-
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s~gruficantchange ih p
cur.(McLaughlin 19761

drenthroughout the n

aimed at making possible compari
the effectivenessof the 22 models. It

some systematic, uniform fashion. Eugene
Tucker (1977)of the U.S. Office of Education,
however, has poignantly described the error
of tlus assumption:
~tIs silfe to say that evaluators did not know
what was implemented in the various sites.
without knowing what was implementedit is
wrtudy
~ p o s s l b l eto select v&d effectiveness measures. , . . Hindsight is a marvelous
tead,erand large scale experimentations a
expensive one. (pp. 11-12)

eories of Action
A logic model or
be
in graphic form, the
hVeen program inputs, activities
pro
cesses (implementation), 0utPUts1inunediate outcomes, and long-term impacts. For
of
example, the classic educational
the popular DARE (Drug Abuse Resi
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h e staff, and directly observing the program, reveals the theory-in-use. The resulting analysis can include comparing the
statedideals (e~~ousedtheo'ry)
withrealpriorities (theory-in-use) to help all concerned
understand the reasons for and implications
of discrepancies.
This ideal-actual comparison can Support
organizational development to improve effectiveness.It also helps move toward a leasonably realistic depiction of the program
that can be put to a sumrnative test, that is,
one can study the extent to which the model
or beatment actually accomplishes the hypothesized and desired outcomes and impacts. But such a study can take place only
when the model has been described in realistic terms. Qualitative inquiry is especially
appropriate for achieving that description.

monneed
to work

places differ. (~dwards,
Guttentag, and Snap-

ams in recent years. And theme has been the im-

holders
venti
feren

1985; Smith
cess of quali

Evaluability Assessments
Evaluability assessments (Wholey 1979,
1994; Smith 1989) are conducted through interviews, document analysis, and observations to determine whether a program is
sufficiently well conceptualized and consistently implemented to undertake a formal
and rigorous evaluation, especially a
s-ative
evaluation aimed at determining overall effectiveness.Clarifying the program logic model or theory of action (previous section) is also an important purpose of
many evaluability assessments. In essence,
an evaluabstyassessment involves making
sure that the program treatment or model is
clearly identifiable and logical; that outcomes are clear, specific, and evaluabIe; and
that implementation strategies are reasonably and logically related to expected outcomes.
one reason evaluability assessment has
become an important preevaluation tool is
thatbyhelpingprograms getready forevaluation, the process acknowledges the com-
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sigNficant13r0gramchanges rather than just
a planning exercise preparing for -a'tive

Comparirlg Programs:
Focus on Diversity
We have frequentlyencowteredtheideathat
oba program is a fixed, unchmging
servable at various times and places. A cornmon administrative fiction, especially in
Washington,is thatbecausesomemoneyassociated with an administrativelabel (e.g.,Head
Start)hasbeenspent at severalplaces andover
a period of time, entities spending the money
are comparable from time to time and from
place to place. Such assumptions can easily
lead to evaluation-research hsasters. Programs differ from place to place because

Implementation Evalusection of this chapter. While some baprograms should
gton, D.C.,
erra or some state
ital, it is clear that program
the local level seldom follows exactly the proposed design. When an
evaluationrequiresgathering data from severa1 local sites, quantitative measures may
be appropriate for comparhg local programs along standardized dimensions, but
qualitative descriptions are necessary to
capture the unique diversities and contrasts
that inevitably emerge as local programs
adapt to local needs and circumstances. Lod sites that are part of national or even international programs show considerable
variation in implementation and outcomes.
These variations are not such that they can
be fully captured and measured along standardized scales; they are differences in
kind- differencesin content, process, goals,
implementation,politics, context, outcomes,
and program quality. To understand these
differences,a holistic picture of each unique
site is needed.
Using oldy standardized measures to
compare programs can seriously distort
what is actually occurring in diverse sites.
Consider data from a national educational
program that measured staff-student ratios
across the corntry. A few programs had student-staffrafios as high as 75:l according to
the uniform measures used; other programs
had student-staff ratios as small as 15:l.

What these data did not reveal was that
some of the programs with large studentstaff ratios made extensive use of volmregularly participating ad&eer staff made the real student-adult ratios much smaller. The global
and uniform reporting of the data, howallow for that nuance to be
A good example of the diversity that can
emerge from attention to the qualitative differences among programs is S h a r o ~Fei~
man's (1977) classic study of national teacher
center programs. Although funded as a single national program with common core.
goals and the shared label "teacher centers,"
Feiman found that three quite different types
of center programs had emerged, what she
called "behavioral" centers, "humanisticn
centers, and "developmental" centers. Differences among the three types are summarized in Exhibit 4.3.
Feiman's analysis highlights the ways in
which different teacher centers were trying
t~ accomplish different outcomes through
distinct approaches to teacher center programming. Uniform, quantitativemeasures
applied across all programs might capture
some of these critical differences, and such
measures have the advantage of facilitating
direct comparisons. However, qualitative
descriptions permit documentation of
deeper and unanticipated program differences, idiosyncrasies, and uniquenesses. If
decision makers want to understand variations in program implementation and outcomes, qualitative case studies of local programs can provide such detailed information, as with the Camegie Foundation's
excellent Portrnits of High Scl~ools(Perrone
1985).Thus, qualitative data are necessary to
give a complete evaluation pichrre of local
variations within national programs, a picture that is necessarilyincompleteso long as
the only data available are aggregated and
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and do as a result of prevention efforts.

moved toward h
--true

addicho

System Changes

ries contradict
cation loses its

vention effort

stitutionahzation.In some cases, the delay
institutionalizationwas only six months

opment processes. Pre- and postmeasures
imply a kind of linear, ever upward,

ams, however, elderly people could con-

in fits and starts, some upward or forward
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nace. Just monitor
progress, then backsliding or consolidation.
gauge won't solve the
Pre- and posttesting tell you where you
started and where you ended up, but not
what happened along the way. Quantitative
measures can
capture snaping on where the acti
shots of pre- and poststates, even some interim steps, but qualitative methods are
more appropriate for capturing evolutionary and transformational developmental
dynamics. For example, 1 worked with a
Mod
new and innovative employment training
program that was constantly reorganizing
Thus far in this
staff and participant teams, realigning
courses, trying new mixes of activities, and
restructuringas growth occurred. We ~ O L U I ~
that even quarterly reflective practice sessions were insufficient to capture all the
changes occurring. To study this highly dynamic program required ongoing fieldwork
framed against a chaos theory metaphor (see
Chapter 3) because the program developmerit really was like walking through a
maze whose walls rearrange themselves
with every step you take-and it was a major challenge to develop a data collection
process that could capture those rearrange-
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ments.
Even routine monitoring using a standardized management &formation system
can provide only an overview of up-anddo- patterns. A break in a trend line or
sudden blips in a time series can indicate
that some qualitative difference may have
occurred. Statistical data from monitoring
andinformation systems can be used to trigger more in-depth qualitative studies that
focus on finding out what the changes in the
statistical indicators mean. Consider this
analogy from the northem climes: The thermometer on a furnace thermostat shows the
temperature throughout winter; if the temperature starts falling quickly in a house,
someone had better have a look at the fur-

way illustrates a prncfice-orietzted npplicn
of qualitative methods, the focus of

~o*antissues to consider in undertaking a
study. Models provide frameworks rather
thanreci~es~helpingevaluators
and evaluation users identify and distinguish among
alternative approaches. For example, the
classic model of evaluation is goals-based
evaluation, that is, measuring the extent to
which a program or intervention has attained dear and specific objectives. One dtemative to goals-based evaluation, considered below, is "goal-free" evaluation. The
models briefly presented here have in cornhave been
associated
with or heavilyrelyon qualitative methods.

Goal-Free Evaluation
end in itself. The next section reviews some
of the major models of evaluation research
that are most closely associatedwith qualitative methods: god-free evaluation, responsive evaluation, illuminative evaluation,
the transaction model, the connoisseurship
or art criticism approach, and utilizationfocused evaluation.

In the classic model of evaluation, the fo-

proposals are read; only the program's observable outcomes and documentable effects are studied in relation to participant
needs. There are four primary reasons for
doing goal-free evaluation:
1. to avoid the risk of narrowly
stated program objectives and thereby
Inissing important unanticipated outcomes;

. 2. to remove

negative comotations attached to the discovery of unanticipated
effects: ..The whole
of ,side

effect' or 'secondary effect' or even ' m anticipated effect' tended to be a putdown of what might well be the crucial
achievement,especially in terms of new
priorities" (Scriven 1972b:l-2);

3. to eliminate the perceptual biases introduced into an evaluation by knowledge

oal attainment as the primary focus.Philos-

or administrative creation and, often,
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I

i

constituencies, e.g., program staff, &nts
funders, administrators, board members
and community representatives) to focus
I
relevant evaluation questions. From these
questions flow the appropriate research
methods and data dnalysis techniques.
Utilization-focused evaluation plans fo
use before data are ever collected. The quesI
tion that underlies the ongoing interaction
B
between evaluators y d intended users i
"What differencewill this study make?" Th
evaluator asks, "What would you do if yo
had answers to the questions you're as
ing?" In answeringthe evaluation questio s
.=I
of specific intended evaluation users, ut&I
zation-focused evaluation does not preI
clude the use of any of the full variety of
methodological options available. ~ualitAI
tive inquiry strategies may emerge as appr
priate in a
utilization-focused
I
evaluation as a result of defining the inforI
mation needs of the specificintended evaluation needs.
Creative, practical evaluators need a
repertoire of methods to use in studying a
variety of issues, This repertoire should include but not be limited to qualitative me&ods. By offering intended users methob
I
ological options, utilization-focused eval
ators collaborate in making critical desi
and data collection decisions so as to increase the intended users' understand' ! g
and buy-in' thereby facilitating increased
commitment to use findings. The eval?ator's responsibility is to interact with debsion makers about the strengths, we#nesses, and relative merits of various methods so that mutually agreed-on,
methods decisions
tor may well challenge
ological biases while
respeciful of the importance of users
something they will believe in and use.
Measurement and methods decisions are
not simply a matter of expertly selecting

I

f

'i.

E

4P-

participants in the eva

Persondizing and
Humanizing Evaluation

ods. One of the tasks
durmg the mteractions
and intended evaluatio

F

"i

use of evaluations. That study used quahtative methods to study the uses of 20 federal
health evaluabons. Our study team mterviewed evaluators, funders, and program
managers to h d out how evaluation findlngs were used (Patton 1997a).Many others
have smce confirmed and elaborated the
malor elements of utilization-focused evaluation, again using qualitative methods
( U i n , Daillak, and White 1979; f i g and
Pechma~1982; Campbell 1983; Holley and

is undertaken.
Ei

Interactive and
Participatory Applications
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cedures of observation ahd in-depth interviewing,particularly the latter, that cornmunicate respect to respondents b y m m g
their ideas and opinions (stated i n their own
terms) the important data source for the
evaluation. Kushner's book Personnlizing
Ev~lllntion(2000) epitomizes this emphasis
especially i n advocatingthat the perspective
of participants be given primacy:
be arguing for evaluator; approaching
programs through the experienceof individuals rather than through the rhetoric of program sponsors and managers. I want to
emphasize what we canlearn aboutprograms
born Lucy and Ann. This does not mean ignoring the rights of program managers and
sponsorswith accessto evaluation.There is no
case for using evaluation against any stakeholder group; thoughthere is a case for asserting a compensatory principle in favor of those
who start out with relatively lower levels of
access to evaluation.I don't think there is a serious risk of evaluatorslosing touch with their
contractual obligations to report on programs
and to support program management and improvement; I don't thinkthere is a danger that
evaluators will ever lose their preoccupation
with program effects. There is always a risk,
however, that evaluators lose contact with
people; and a danger that in our concern to report on programs and their effects we lose
sight of the pluralism of programs. So my arguments will robustly assert the need to address "the person" in the Program. (PP. 9-10)
1

Qualitative methods may also be perceived as more personal because of their inductive nature. This means that, again,
rather than imposing on people or a program some predetermined model or hypotheses, the results unfold i n a way that
takes into account idiosyncrasies, uniqueness, and complex dynamics. Finally, quali-

tative methods may be perceived a
humanistic and personal simply by
ing numbers.
Personalizing a n
tion are partic7ularly
tion, therapy, and de
are based on hum
1990). Humanistic
both qualitative inquiry a n
proaches to intenrention and ch

the

'Ore

prinaples

1.

Each person or community is unique.

listed

itativeinquiryis
propriate.

and Evaluation Values
The suggestion that one reason for using
qualitative methods is that such strategies

in support of openness as a value.

a n effort to make methods and values rela-

decision to use qualitative methods in evaluation can flow from the values of the people
who will use the evaluation inf0Imation.
Understanding, relevance, interest, and
use are all increased when evaluators and
users share values about methods. The final
design of an evaluation depends o n calmlated trade-offs and weighing options, including political/philosophic/value considerations. The design also depends o n

- G e o r g e Carlin (1997:135)

A variety of organizational, progr
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Curriculum will vary for each child as te
extends from the interests, needs, and a
of each child or group of children. The s
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d people. This evaluation

of what was made

and the parents make decisions on the

nd works of children and adults. Even 50, it is

or to recognize ways i n wh~chhe [or she1

ate short case studies based on the stu' reports about thelr experiencesenter-

immigrant students, thereby developing
professlondy.
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bj

widespread acceptance of knowledge as
a prime source of competitke advkta e;
(4) the greater demands being placed on
all businesses by customers; (5) increasing
dissatisfaction, among managers and
ployees, with the traditional, commandand-control management paradigm; and I(6)
the intensely competitive nature of .gloLal
business. Their analysis of qualitative intkrviews featured the interplay of thoughfs and
feelings between management
i
and organizational theorists in getting mside the idea of organizational learrutg.
While they focused on business apphcations, the idea of being a learning

ein-

Inaction research

The learning that occurs as a result of
these processes is twofold: (1) The inquiry
can yield specific insights and findings that
can change practice, and (2) those who participate in the inquiry learn to thinlc more
systematically about what they are doing
and their own relationship to those with
whom they work, what Bawden and
Packham (1998) have called "systemic
praxis." In many cases, the specific findings
are secondary to the more general learnings
that result from being involved in the process, what I have called "process use" as
opposed to findings use (Patton 1997a).Process use is greatly enhanced in "developmental evaluation" (Patton 1994; 1997a) in
which the purpose of the evaluationis ongoing learning, internal improvement, and
program development rather than generating reports and summative judgments for
external audiences or accountability.
A lot of attention in recent years has been
paid to action learning as a way of helping
people in organizations cope with change.
Mwaluko and Ryan (2000)offer a case study
showing how action learning programs can

succeed if they are carefully designed and
implemented systemically to deal with organic, cultural, and power complexities. In
qualitative terms, this means action l e d g
inquiry that is holistic, grounded, and sensitive to context.
Harvey and Denton (1999) examined the
twin and interrelated themes of "organizational learning" and the "learning organization" in the business sector. The qualitative
research ~mderpinningtheir study was conducted over a three-year period (1994-1997)
and involved detailed examination of organizational learningaspirations and practices
within the British operations of five major
manufacturing companies. Sixty-six interviewees were classified into three groups:
strategy, human resources, and research and
development (R&D). They identified a set of
six antecedents that together explain the rise
to prominence of emphasis on organizational learning: (1) the shift in the relative
importance of factors of production away
from capital toward labor, particularly intellectual labor; (2) the ever more rapid pace of
change in the business environment; (3)

~ualitaaveh q u as~practiced*oughthe
lenses of action learning and reflective prgctice can be one of the foundations of a lea ing organization.

Appreciative Inquiry

t

Appreciative inqujr (AI)has
a popular organizational development
proach that emphasizesbuilding on an organization's assets

Western Reserve's
Behavior (Watkins and Cooperrider ZOOID),
A1 is being offered by its advocates as
a
worldview, a paradigm of thought and Tderstanding that holds organizations to be
, affirmativesystems created by humankdd
as solutions to problems. It is a theory, a
mind-set, and an approach to analysis that
leads to organizational learning and creatibity" ( ~ a t k i and
~ s Cooperrider 2000:6). As
-- sucl~,"AI reflects the core values of OD [drganizational development]," stated edito

r

Sorensen, Yaeger, and Nicoll (2000:4) in introducing a special issue of the journal OD
Pmctifiolzer devoted to AI.
What interests us here is that AT is
grounded in qualitative understandings
and prescribes a particular process of qualitative inquirywithin an organization that includes a dialogue process among partidpants based on their interviewing each
other. They ask each other questions that
"elicit the creative and life-givingevents experienced in the workplace" (Watkins and
Cooperrider 2000:9):
1. Looking at your entire experience with
the organization, remember a time
when you felt most alive, most fulfilled,
or most excited about your involvement
in the organization. . . .
2 ~~t~~
for moment about some

things youval~~e
deeply;specifically,the
things you value about yourself, about
the nature of your work, and about this
.. .
organization.
3. What do you experience as the core factors that give life to this organization?
Give some examples of how you experience those factors.
4. What three wishes would you make to
heighten the vitality and health of this
organization? (p. 9)

These questions aim at generating specific examples, stories, and metaphors about
positive aspects of organizational life. Participants in the process analyze the results in
groups looking for the themes and topics
that can become the foundation for positive
organizationaldevelopment going forward.
For example, if the original data suggest that
COMMITMENT is an important factor in
many of the stories about the best of times in
the organization, then the workgroup might

ment evaluation"

Fetterman, Kaftarian, and

standableby people without

Participatory Research
and Evaluation: Valuing
and Facilitating Collaboration

wanted the evaluation to focus on. "I don't
care what the focus is," he replied. "I just
want to get people engaged in some way
Educationhas no life there. Parents aren'tinvalved. Teachers are just putting in time.

actice in some arena of action.
Qualitabve, collaborativeresearch efforts
educational settings have a distinguished

The processes of partiupation and collaboration have an impact on participants and
collaborators quite beyond whatever find-
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ings or report they may produce byworking
together. In the process of participatingin research,participants are exposed to and have
the opportunity to learn the logic of evidence-based inquiry and the discipline of
evidentiary reasoning. Skills are acquired in
problem identification, criteria specilication, and data collection, analysis, and interpretation. Through acquisition of inq*
skills and ways of thinking, a collaborative
inquiry process can have an impact-beyond
the findings generated from a particular
study.
Moreover, people who participate in ereating something tend to feel more ownership of what they have created and make
more use of it. Active participants in research and evaluation, therefore, are more
likelyto feel ownership not only of tlzeir findings but also of the inquiry Process itself.
Pro~erlY SensitivelY and authentically
done, it becomes their process. Participants
and collaborators can be community members, villagers, organizational workers, program staff, and/or Program participants
kg., clients, students, famers). Sometimes
administrators, funders, and others also
participate, but the usual connotation is that
the primary participants are "lower down"
in the hierarchy. Participatory evaluation is
bottom-UP-The trick is to make Sure that
participation is genuine and authentic, not
just token or rhetorical, especially in
participative evaluation, where differing
political and stakeholder agendas often
compete (Fricke and Gill 1989).
NormanUphoff (1991)has published "A
Field Guide for Participatory Self-Evahation" aimed at grassroots community develOPment projects- After revieMg a number
of such efforts, he concluded:
If the process of self-evaluationis carried out
regularly and openly,with all group members
partiapating, the answers they arrive at are in

themselves not so important as what is
learned from the discussion and from the process of reaching consensus on what questions
should be used to evaluate group performance and capacity,and onwhat answersbest
describe their group's prese
~twas not a groupls spe
answers that Uphofffound
grdups he observed. It was
reaching consensus about qu
gaging
with each other in the

vided useful learning experiences for participants,
viewingparticiPatoryinquiry
as a means
of seating an organizational culture
mitted to ongoing learning, as discussed in
the previous section, has become an important theme in recent literature linking program evaluationto "learning organizationsn
(,.g., King 1995; Leeu
nichsen 1993). "The
evaluator is eventuallyto put himout of work when the
the organization is
1gg5:8g).hdeed, the
nizatjonu (wildavsky 1985)
important direction
alization of evaluation Iogic and processes.
I advise caution and care in usingthe label uparticipatory
l~mpowement
evaluation/ or
research,vfor
these terns mean different things to merent people-and serve different purposes.
Some use these terms interchangeably or as
reinforcing concepts. Wadsworth
(19C~3~)
disting~shed
on people,
for people or with people" (p. I).Levin (1993)
distinguished three purposes for collaborative research: (1) the pragmatic purpose of
increasing use of findingsby those involved
as emphasized by, for example, Cousins and
Earl (1992);(2)the philosophical or method-

setting being studied as co-inquirers, at least
to some important extent, though the de-

methods are understandable,teachable, and
usable by people without extensive research

kqwJr1

Supporting Democratic
Dialogue and Deliberation
Most of this chapter has examined rela-

for their own process.
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r e thaksudand dithh
epowerful

conditions for
licitly democratic
,gersocietyby d-d, debated, and f
com-ty.
~ v a laant to sode~tobepur&as'd
der or appropfiated by the
st. ~
~sho&d
deliberate about s&,

Lo

F

n

sequence that the evaluator should seek to
represent the full rahge of interests in the
course of designing an evaluation. In that
way, an evaluator can iupport an informed
citizenry, the sine qua non of strong democracy, by acting as information broker between groups who want and need knowledge of each other. The democratic
evaluator must make themethods and techniques of evaluation accessible to nonspecialists, that is, the general citizenry. Mac' Donald's democratic evaluator seeks to
survey arange of interestsby assuring confidentiality to Sources, engaging in negotiation between interest &ups, and making
~ evaluation
l
findings
~ widely
~ accessible.
t
The ~
guiding ethic is the public's right to know.
Saville Kushner (2000) has carried for-

ward, deepened, and updated MacDonald's
democratic evaluation model. He sees evaluation as a form of personal expression and
political action with a special obligation to
be critics of those in power. He uses qualitative methods to place at the center of evaluaims and counterJaims of the mass
d
relation.
advertising,
tion the experiences of people in programs.
I
The experiences and perceptions of the P o e legon. of those in our society who repre
ple in programs, the supposed beneficiaries.
t particular interests for Pay, evaluaihn
I
are where, for Kushner, we will find the inbe an institution that stands apart, reliable
tersection of folitics (big P-Policy) and polthe accuracy a d integrity of its claims.
itics ( s m d p-people). He uses qualitative
it needs a set of expliot democraticprincihles
to
its
ad test its
case studies to capture the perspectives of
real people-children and teachers and par(House and Howe 2000:4)
ents-and the realities of their lives in program settings as Ley experience those reali~
~inquiry figures
~ info U U
l dem~
i
~
~
~
~
ties. He feels a special obligationto focus on,
because! as
ocratic approach to
c a p m . repod and therefore honor the
dismssed in the section on participated repeoples. He calls this
views of
sear&, qualitative methods are especihy
"personaliPng evaluation," but the larger
accessible to and understandable by JonCon"genda is smn&ening
researchers, and because case studies caA be
sider these reflections on the need for evaluexceuent resource for supPofig
qcluto address questions
E
~ the de~
~ ators~and evaluations
,
sion and dialogue.
of socialjustice and the democraticconeva~ua~onmodel
of garry M ~ ~ D ~ + ~
(1987)illustratesthese emphases.He argbed
Where each social and educational program
that "the democratic evaluator" reco&es
canbe seen as a reaffirmation of the broad soand supports value pluralism with the heon-
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~

~hrough
Process Use: Helping
the Citizenry Weigh Evidence
and Think Evaluatively

look beyond the conduct of indiddsh&es by ,&dud
eva~uatOls,we
of evaluation as an influenbal
the
societalinstitution, one that canbe vital to
realization of democratic societies. Amid

,

!a
he
/he

m, see Cousins and Earl
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el of
Fetterman et al. (1996) offer additional examples of evaluation approaches that emphasize qualitative inquiry and support
~ democraticprinciples, social justice, and explicitly political foundations of evaluation
in support of those whose stakes tend to be
underrepresented in policy discussions be-

lly,
uasoificant shift in the nature
and potential contribution to strengthening democracy. A decade
ago, the emphasis was all on increasing use

Let me begin by offeringsome context for
reflecting on the role of knowledge creation
in relation to democracy. In the autumn of
2000, I had the opportunity to participate in
a seminar sponsored by the Italian Evaluation Society. While in Rome I visited the Forum, wandered among the ruins of ancient
Rome, and spent some meditative time in
the remains of the Senate seekinginspiration
about what I might say regarding evaluation's potential contributions to democracy,
the theme of the European Evaluation Society conference in Lausanne, Switzerland,
where I was headed after Rome. Nothing
came to me in the Forum, at least nothing
about evaluation. I couldn't get past vivid
images of Caesar's death in that place as
portrayed by Shakespeare. After leaving the
Forum, I walked across to the Coliseum,
where gladiators did battle before emperors
and citizens of Rome. There, standing in the
platform area reserved for the senators, I got
a distinct image. I imagined an evaluator
presenting important policy findings to the
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citizens of Rome in the Coliseum. At the end
of the report, the emperor would invite the
crowd to render a thumbs-up or thumbsdown on the evaluation. Thumbs- up would
mean a laurel wreath, coin of the realm, and
an all-expenses-paid trip to present at the
annual meeting of the Imperial Evaluation
Society. Thumbs-down would mean the
lions got fed. I left the Coliseum quickly
Arendt believed
thinking how fortunate I was to be engaged
tice thinking. Tow
in evaluation at a time when the stakes,
thoughhigh, are not quite so high as my Coliseum vision and when, instead, in the beauthinking. . .can be won,
tiful city of Lausanne, in the year 2000, an international community of professionals met
together to spin visions of strengthening democracy by the ways in which we engage in
evaluation and applied research.
So what is the connection between qualitative inquiry and democracy?
Start with the premise that a healthy and
strong democracy depends on an informed
to have policy research, action research, parcitizenry.A central contribution of policy reticipatory
research, and collaborativeevalusearch and evaluation, then, is to help ensure
an informed electorate by disseminating
findings as well as to help the citizenry
weigh evidence and think evaluatively. This
involves thinking processes that must be
learned. It is not enough to have trustworthy
and accurateinformation (theinformed part
of the informed citizenry). People must also
know how to use information, that is, to
weigh evidence, consider inevitable contrathem anew their original spirit which has so
dictions and inconsistencies, articulate valsadly evaporated from the very keywords of
ues, interpret findings, deal with complexpolitical languagesuch as freedom and
ity, and examine assumptions, to note but
justice, authority and reason, responsibility
a few of the things meant by "thinking
and virtue, power and glory-leaving beevaluatively." Moreover, in-depth demohind empty shells" (Arendt 1968:1415).
cratic thinking includes political sophisticaMight we add to her conceptual agenda for
tion about the origins and implications of
examinationand public dialogue such terms
the categories, constructs, and concepts that
as ozltcolnes and pelformn~zcezizdlcators, intershape what we experience as information
pretntio~z and judpzent, and beneficiny and
and "knowledge" (Minnich forthcoming).
stnkelzolder, among many evaluative possiPhilosopher Hannah Arendt was espebilities?
cially attuned to this foundation of democ-

I
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Helping people learn to think eaalaatively by participating in real evaluatidn
I
exercises is what I've come to call :'process
use" (Patton 1997a, 1998). I have defindd
I
process use as relating to and being ,indicated by individual changes in thinking d d
I
behaving that occur among those involved
I
in evaluation as a result of the learning that
occurs dta<ng the w n l t ~ a t i oprocess.
i~
(changds
in program or organizational procedurAs
and culture may also be manifestations bf
I
process impacts, but that ismot o~ focus
I
here.) This means an evaluation can have
dual tracks of impact in strengthening d b
I
mocracy: (1) a more informed electorate
through use of findings and (2) a mole
thoughtful and deliberative citizeruiy
I
though helping people learn to think and engage each other evaluatively.One way of thinking about process use is
to recognize that evaluation constitutes a
cultural perspective of sorts. When we engage other people in the evaluation procesk,
we are providing them with a cross-culturh
experience. This culture of evaluatio I
which we as evaluators take for granted m
our own way of thinking, is quite alien do
many of the people with whom we work at
program levels. Examples of the values df
evaluation include clarity, specificity, anh
focusing; being systematic and making assumptions explicit; operationalizing prdgram concepts, ideas, and goals; distdguishing inputs and processes from outcomes; valuing empirical evidence; anh
separating statements of fact from interpre!
tations and judgments. These values con&-I
tute ways of thinking that are not natural do
people and, indeed, quite alien to mani.
When we take people through a process df
participatory research or evaluation-at
least in any
of stakeholderinvolvemedt
or collaborative process, they are in fact
learning how to think in these ways. Me?-

'i

1

s.

viewing a variety of people and understanding in-depth case examples are especially effective ways of enhancing nonresearcher involvement in evaluation and
research to help them increase their capacity
. to think about evidence and draw appropriate conclusions from data.
Helping people learn to think in these
ways can have a more enduring impactfrom
a study than use of specific findings generated in that same study. Findings have a very
short half-life-to use a physical science
metaphor. They deteriorate very quickly as
the world changes rapidly. Specific findings
typically have a small window of relevance.
In contrast, learning to think and act
evaluatively can have an ongoing impact.
The experience of being involved in an evaluation, then, for those stakeholders actually
involved can have a lasting impact on how
they think, on their openness to reality testing, on how they view the things they do,
and on their capacity to engage thoughtfully
in democratic processes.
Democratic evaluations debunk the myth
that methods and measurement decisions
are purely technical. Nonresearchers then
become savvier about both the technical and
nontechnical dimensions of evaluation.
Moreover, we know that use is enhanced
when practitioners, decision makers, and
other users fully understand the strengths
and weaknesses of eval~~ation
data and that
such understanding is increasedby being involved in making methods decisions. We
know that use is enhanced when intended
users participate in making sure that as
trade-offs are considered, as they inevitably
are because of limited resources and time,
the path chosen is informed by relevance.
We know that use is enhanced when users
buy into the design and find it credible and
valid within the scope of its intended purposes as determinedby them. And we know

-
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chetype:

dardued 'Khumenbr
comparison groups, and/or the collection
quantitative data would affect program
needs to be taken m hand; as an ign
who cannot possibly understand the t
and strateges that we will bring to be

tural). Constructivistorientationsto

carpets placed in front of different museum
exhibits to evaluate visitor interest in different exhibits; observing people in a public
place, as a participant in whatever is going
on, without taking notes; and using documents Or
prepared for other par-

Shapiro found that the results of the test
measured response to a stimulus (the test)
that was essentially alien to the experience
of the children. Because the dassrooms
studied relied substantially Jess on paperand-pencil skills than traditional schools,
and because student progress was monitored daily on a personal basis without the
use of written examinations, student outcomes in these dassrooms could not be "&jectively" measured by the suddenintroduction of standardized tests.
I assumed that the internalized effects of dif-

cfuefly to document the differences in the c - i l -
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outcomes, no acceptable, valid, and reliable
measures exist. The extent to which one believes that particular instruments, Such as
personality tests, are useful, valid, and reliable can be a matter of debate and judgment.
Moreover, for desired program outcomes
where measures have not been developed
and tested, it can be more appropriate to
gather descriptive information about what
happens as a result of program activities
than to use some scale that has the merit of
being quantitative but whose validity and
reliability are suspect.
tests nre tllerefore m d e llnder VenJ specin1 circll7~~Creativity is a prime example. While
stnnces. The unrinbles tlmt inflllence the otltconle
there are some instruments that purport to
are differentfin1 tliose which operate in the clnssmeasure creativity, the applicability of those
room. (Shapiro1973:532-34, emphasis added)
instruments in diverse situations is at least
open to question. Thus, a program that aims
In their imaginative classic, Unobtl*llsive to support students or participants in being
Measures, Webb et al. (1966) discussed at
more creative might do better to document
length the problems of "reactive measurein detail the activities, products, behaviors,
ment effects." A basic theme of their work
feelings, and actual creations of participants
was that research participants' awareness
instead of administering some standardized
that they are p a t of a study (as they corninstrument of marginal or dubious releplete questionnaires or take tests) might disi t ~ t i ~can~ be invance. ~ ~ ~ l documentation
tort and ~ ~ n f o u nthe
d study's findings.
spected and judged by interested evaluation
Their documentation of the sources and nausers to make their own interpretations of
ture of reactivity problems in scholarly sothe extent to which creativity was exhibited
cia1 science research makes it highly likely
by the products produced.
that such problems are magnified in evaluE~~~
hallowed concepts as self-esation research (see HO1le~
and
teem are open to considerable controversy
Florez 1988).While qualitative methods are
,hen it comes to specifying measurement
also subject to certain reactivity problems (to
criteria. Ln addition, for people whose
be discussed in later chapters), the less forself-esteem is already quite high, inshuma1 and less obtrusive nature of some qualiwill not be
merits that measure
tative strategies can reduce or even eliminate
very sensitive to incremental changes that
distorting reactivity.
may be important to the people involved.
For staff development or leadership training
programs that include enhanced self-esteem
State-of-the-Art
Considerations: Lack of Proven
as an outcome goal, it may be more useful to
do case studies to document changes experiQuantitative Instrumentation
enced by participants rather than rely on a
standardized measurement scale of probAnother reason for using qualitative
lematic relevance and sensitivity.
methods is that for particular phenomena or
rationale. This requires reconsideration of the
role of classroom data, individual test situation data, and the relation between them. . . .
The individual's responses inthe test situation
have conventionallybeen considered the primary means to truth about psychological
functioning. Test behavior, whether considered as a sign or sample of underlying function, is treated as a pure measure. Yet, the test
situation is a unique interpersonal context in
which what is permitted and encouraged, acceptable and unacceptable, is carefully defined, explicitly and implicitly. Responses to
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curred at a time when family violence and
child sexual abuse were just emerging into
societal consciousness and as a focus of
scholarly inquiry. Exploratory work of this
kind is the way thatnew fields of inquiry are
developed, especially in the policy arena.

Confirmatory and
Elucidating Research: Adding
Depth, Detail, and Meaning
to Quantitative Analyses
At the opposite end of the continufrom exploratory research is the use of qualitative methods to add depth and detail to
completed studies that used quantitative
data where the statistical results indicate
global patterns generalizable across settings
or populations. For example,
a
]arge-scale survey has revealed certain
marked and sigruficant patterns of responses, it is often helpful to fill out the
meaning
of those
through in-depth
study using qualitative methods. The quantitative data identify areas offocus; the qua]itative data give substance to those areas of
focus. Consider: What did people really
mean when they marked that answer on the
questionnaire? What elaborations can respondents provide to clar* responses?
How do the various dimensions of analysis
fit together as a whole from the perspective
of respondents? Follow-up interviews with
a subsample of respondents can provide
meaningful additional detail to help make
sense out of and interpret survey results.
Qualitative data can put flesh on the bones
of quantitative results, bringing the results
to life through in-depth case elaboration.
Moreover, whlle the role of qualitative research in exploratory inquiry is relatively
well understood, the confirmatory and elucidating roles of qualitative data are less well
appreciated. Adding depth and detail to sta-

.
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I

tistical findings is bne aspect of &&
o~
ihati
and elucidation.Within major traditions of
theory-oriented qualitative inquiry (Chap-I
ter 3),qualitativemethodsme a s o the meth-i
ods of choice in extending and deep-d
tlie theoretical propositions and under!
standings that have emerged from presiod
field studies. In short, qualitative inquiry i$
1
not just for exploratory purposes.

Rapid Reconnaissance

1

Sometimes infomation is needed
qui&ly,indeed, this is increasingly the
I
in om rapidly changing world. There may
e to search the literature, develoh
es, select
smpleb
definitive population
develop,pilot test, and administ&
I
s-ent,.
One major advantage of
tive methods is that you can get intb

cash

1

erimental, deductive, hypothesisstrategies can require a lot
d work. You've got to be quite ce&
out design andinstrumentation bqf&
I
llection because once the study is unr way, changes in design and m e a s d ent undermine both internal and extemh
alidity. Naturalistic inquiry, in contradf,
permits the researcher to enter the field with
relatively little advance concephlaliratioA,
I
allowing the inquirer to be open to whatever
becomes salient to pursue. The design js
emergent and flexible. The questions unfold
as the researcher pursues what makes sense.
Rapid reconnaissance or "rapid assessment" (Beebe 2001) connotes doing fieldwork quickly, as does "quick ethnographk
(Handwerker 2001). In our highly dynamic
world, it's important to stay close to the Ttion. Best-selling author Tom Peters (1987)
called his field-based, close-to-the-actihn
management approach "thriving on chaod."
He included the admonition to managers

df

to

spend less time plannLig and more time out
in the trenches talkingto people and watch-..
ing what's going on.
ICn crisis epidemiologicalwork, as in the
outbreak of highly contagious diseases (e'g.,
the Ebola virus in Africa) or the emergence
of AIDS, rapid reconnaissance teams made
up of medical*personnel,public health researchers, and social scientists are deployed
to investigate the crisis and determine immediate interventions and longer-term actions needed. The film A n d the Band Played
On, about the early inudences of the HIV virus beforeit had been identified and named,
shows the intensity of this kind of interview-based, snowball-sampling (gettin
new contacts from each person int
viewed), and field-based crisis reconn
Sance i n q q .
In the late 1980s, cooper&ve exten
services in the United States adopted a
approach to programming based on
response to emergent issues (Patton
1988a; Dalgaard et al. 1988).This mean
ing ongoing "environmental sca
which included content analysis of news
pers and periodicals, , conducting fo
gmupswithemergingnew client groups,
terviewing key informants well placed to
iden*
cutting-edge issues, and making
systematic observations of what is happening in counties and regions thmughout the
United States. Issues teams worked together
using both quantitative and qualitative information to idenhfy trends, scan the environment, and formulate new programs
based on emergent issues. These teams
sometimes undertake rapid reconnaissance
fieldwork to get detailed, descrip
mation about a developing situati
ample, an influx or out-migration of new
people in an area; the impact of sudden economic changes in a county; the sudden appearance of a crop disease or pest; or a rapid
increase in some problem such as teenage

used 10-day rapld re
in each of 10 differ
ension s e ~ c e in
s
Patton 1987;Alkin et

The point here is that the very nature of
qualitative inquiry makes it possible to get
into the held quickly to study emergingphe-

in Zambia was searching for a treatment for
malaria. He found what he needed at the
Web site of the Centers for Disease Control.

I
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The story communicated what his memos
had not: the potential life-and-death importance of having critical knowledge available
and easily accessible to any World Bank
worlcer in any remote place in the world.
In another management book, Maizngiizg
B y Storying Around, David Armstrong (1992)
turns the noun stoy into a verb, storying, to
emphasize the direct and active impact of
constructing stories to influence organizational values and culture. Shaw, Brown, and
Bromiley (1998) reported how capturing
and using "strategic stories" helped the
multinational 3M company improve their
business planning both internally, for those
involved, and externally, for those to whom
strategic results were reported: "A good
story (and a good strategic plan) defines relationships, a sequence of events, cause and
effect, and a priority among items--rind those
elements nre likely to be remembered as n conzplex
wlzole" (p. 42).
Qualitative inquiry can be used to discover, capture, present, and preserve the stories of organizations, programs, communities, and families. Barry Kibel (1999)
developed a process for capturing the
"success stories" of clients in programs
and aggregating them in a method he
called "results mapping." His approach involves an arduous and rigorous coding process that can be challenging to manage, but
tlte fundamental idea is that "for programs
engaged in healing, transformation, and
prevention, the best source and form of information are client stories" (Kibel1999:13).
Story collecting can be integrated into ongoing program evaluation, monitoring, and
development (organizational learning) proexample, the Institute of Land
and Food Resources at the University of
Melbourne in Australia developed a storybased change-monitoring approach called
"most significant changes" (Dart et al. 2000;

cesses.- or

Davies 1996) that involves several
First, lcey program stakeholders and
pants (e.g., farmers in an
gram)come to an agreemen
mains of change" to monitor wl
Second, monthly stories of chan
by farmers and field staff are
Third, volunteer reviewers
using agreed-on criteria selec
nificant stories" during regio
wide committeemeetings. Last
the year a document is prod
all the "winning" stories.
with "key influentials" and
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1 "I'll Not Be Milking Cows When I'm 55"

1

Name o f person recording story:

I

~egion:

Mark Saddington, dairy farmer
Gippsland

Date o f narration:

Round 2-August 21, 199

Who was involved:

Farmer and family

When did it happen:
Whuthuppened? We did the pilot Dairy
Program in March, and for the first
time, my wife came along. We were able
our farm as a business, not just as a farm.
As a consequence o f doing the program, d e did a few sums and made a few decisions. We
worked out that we can afford t o have h e i on the farm, and she has left her job at the bank.
I
We will generate enough income on the farm
t o make it more profitable for her t o be here. The
kids will benefit from seeing her a lot
and they won't be in day care. So far this year, this
has made the calving so much easier, we kave a joint input, and it has been such a turn around
in my lifestyle. I t has been so good.*
We actually went to the accountant yestprday t o get some financial advice on how weshould be
investing off-farm. He was amazed that w at we are doing is treating t h e farm as a business.
Isaid: "Now everything that we earn on this farm is going t o be put away so that I am not milking
cows when I am 55 years old!"
We have got a debt-reduction program running forthe next 12 months, but afterthat the money
will be channeled t o off-farm investment. I want to retire young enough to enjoy what we have
been working towards for the last 20 or 30 ears M boss is 77 and is still working on the farm. If I
..
am that fit when I am his age, I want to,be tourlng around the world.
I
I t has opened up our lives. We are now looking a t off-farm investment, as capital investment
on-farm is not that great. We are not g o i n j t o invest i n new machinery b u t are going to invest i n
contractors to do any work we can't do. here is no point buying new machinery, as it depreciates.
Instead, we will buy shares and invest o f f thiefarm.~hisproves that you can farm on 120 cows, you
don't have to get big, and you don't have t o h i l k a lot o f cows. ltjust depends what you do with your
money. If only we could educate the youngkfarmers t o think ahead instead buying the largest 55
Commodore or the latest dual cab. If011owCdthe same track for a few years until we sat down and
worked out where we were going and w h e d we could be. We made a few mistakes in the past, b u t
the past is the past.

mark,

accompanied by the storyteller's interpretation, and after review the stories are also accompanied by the reviewer's interpretation.
One of the ideas behind the process is that it
promotes a slow but extensive dialog up and
down the project hierarchy each month"
(Dart2000).See Exhibit 4.7 for an example of
a "most significant change" story. This story
also illustrates a qualitative approach to outcomes documentation discussed earlier in
this chapter.
Cogrutive scientists have found that storles are more memorable and better support
learning and understanding than nonstory
narratives (Shaw et al. 1998.42). Language
scholar Richard Mitchell (1979) has ob~
is made up of the
served, " O Lknowledge
stories we can tell, stories that must be told
in the language that we know. . . .Where we
can tell no story, we have no knowledge"
( p 34).
As I noted in the last chapter in discussing narrative analysis, which focuses on
stories as a particular form of qualitative inqujr, the language of "storytelling" is less

I'

Y

Feedbock from the statewide committee:
This story generated lots o f discussion. But is it really about profitability or quality o f life or
changes in farm practice?
The general consensus was that there needed t o be more detail in the story for it to be clearly
about profitability.
It is a really powerful story that shoys considerable change.
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per for the breakthrough that
a computer that could truly

199

of deinstitution

opeful than ever that they had
"We'd like to do a

. The computer program passed

the nature of services offered, and descriptions from clients about the nature and re-

iled case histories may also be of con-

sota that included case studies in each re-

intent, such case histories would be

those programs that are within their
nsdlcbon or legslatwe district. More

site visits and program monitoring need not
neglect the possibility for including more

Legislative Auditing and M
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global statements about statewide patterns
in programs, or even nationwide pattern. It
is quite possible through content analysis to
identify major patterns of program operations and outcomes for a number of separate

I
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cases. Thus, qualitative methods used for
legislative monitoring allow one to document common patterns across programs as
well as unique developments within specific
programs.

Futuring Applications: Anticipatory Research
and Prospective Policy Analysis

7

am often surprised, but I am never taken by surprise.

u

-Robert E. Lee, U.S. Civil War general

Lee's statement captures, in essence,
what it means to anticipate the future. Our
rapidly changing world has increased interest in and need for futures studies. Such
work has moved beyond the supermarket
tabloids to become a focus of scholarly inquiry (e.g., Helmer 1983). Much futures
work involves statistical forecasting and
computer simulations. There are, however,
also qualitative inquiry futuring research
strategies.
One important futuring tool is scenario
construction (Edmunds 1978; Godet 1987;
Fitzsimmons 1989). Scenarios are narrative
portrayals of future systems. A scenario can
be constructed for an organization, a cornmunity, a farming system, a society, or any
other unit of interest. Useful scenarios are
highly descriptive. One technique for writing scenariosis to base the scenario on imagined future fieldwork. The scenario is written as if it were a qualitative study of that
future system. As such, it would include interview results, observational findings, and
detailed descriptions of the phenomenon of
interest.
Qualitative methods can also be used to
gather the data for scenario development.
TheMinnesotaExtensionSelviceundertook
a community development effort in rural ar-

eas called Project Future. Part of the development effort involved teams of community
members interviewing people in their own
communities about their visions, expectations, hopes, and fears for the future. The
community teams then analyzed the results
and used them to construct alternative future scenarios for their community. The
comm~mitynext reviewed these scenarios,
changed them through discussion, and selected a future to begin creating. (This is also
a form of participatory research discussed
earlier in this chapter.)Ethpograplucfutures
research can be part of a community development process (Domaingue 1989; Textor
1980).
I
The Evaluation Unit of the U.S. General
Accounting Office (GAO) developed methods for "prospective studies" to help policymakers anticipate the implications and consequences of proposed laws. Prospective
studiescanincludeinterviewingkey knowledgeables in a field to solicit the latest and
best thinking about a proposal, sometimes
feedingback the findingsfor a second round
of interviews (a qualitative Delphi technique). Prospective methods can also include doing a synthesis of existing knowledge to pull together a research base that
will help inform policy making. The GAO

handbook ProspectiueMetlzods (1989)includes
attention to qualitative and quantitative s d thesis techniques, with particular attenti&
to the problem of drawingtogether diverde
data sources, includingcase studies. Indeed,
I
the Prospective Methods guidebook presents
much of the material in a case study format.
Rapid reconnaissance fieldwork can also
be used for anticipatory or futuring risearch. Being able to get into the fielh
I
quickly to get a sense of emerging develogments can be critical to futures-oriented
needs assessment teclmiques and forwardlooking planning processes. The conterk
I
analysis techniques of qualitative inqujr,
especially ~eedia analysis (Naisbitt anb
Aburdene 1990; Merriam and ~ a k o w J r
. 1988; Naisbitt 1982), are central to manb

I

futuring research efforts. Constructing fu-'
tures scenarios can also be an effective way
to contextualizeevaluationfindings and recommendations, to help decision makers
think about the varying future conditions
that could affect implementation of alternative recommendations (Patton 1988d, 1997a:
328-29).
In summary, while most evaluation work
involves looking at the effectiveness of past
efforts in order to improve the future effechveness of interventions, a futuring perspective involves anticipatory research and
forward thinking in order to affect current
actions toward creating desirable futures.
Qualitative inquiry can play a role in both
studies of the past and anticipatoryresearch
on the future.

+
I
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Breaking the Routine:

Generating New Insights

I

1

I

1

I

Being futures oriented includes being
open and flexible. Both individuals and organizations can easily become trapped
routine ways of doing things,including routine ways of thinking about and conducting
evaluations or engaging in research. Thus,II
end this chapter with one final rationale fdr
I
using qualitativemethods:breaking the routine or "making the familiar strange;"
(Erickson 197310). Programs and organizaI
tions that have established ongoing evaluation systems or management information
approaches may have become l d e d into a
I
routine of producing statistical tables that
are no longer studied with any care. Inerh;a
and boredom can seriously reduce the us& I
fulness of program evaluationresults. After
I
program staff or other decision makers have
I
seen the same statistical results used in tty
same kinds of statistical tables year after
year, those results can begin to have anumbing effect. Even though the implications bf
those results may vary somewhat from year
I
to year, the very format used to report the
data can reduce the impact of the reports.
Mao Tse-tung commented on the t y dency of human beings to settle into numbing routineswhen he said that a revolution'is
I
needed in any system every 20 years. Revolutions in the collection of evaluation data
may be needed much more often. One s u b
revolution may be to introduce a totally new
I
approach to evaluation simply for the purpose of attracting renewed attention to tke
evaluation process. At the time, & a n d g
the method may produce new insights orlat
least force people to deal with the old hsights in a new way.
Of course, collection of qualitative data
can also become routine. Programsbased bn
a humanistic philosophy and/or programs
with an emphasis on individualization may
.A

three weeks later
riding his motor

ad no&he exmyself serv-

ory and practice-orient
in evaluation and org
ment.
Practical applications of qualita

tor as it does to

As Iwas completing this book, my local coffee shop went out of business. It had been
open only two years, having been part of a
surge of new coffee shops that sprang up
throughout the United States as Americans
fell in love with cappuccino. This particular
coffeeshop was unique because it was also
a biker hangout. That is, it catered to aficionados of large Harley-Davidson motorcycles affectionately called "Hawgs." The
owners, Scott and Connie, a young busband-and-wife team, were also bikers. Be-

tions. Exhibit 4.8 lists the applications offered in this chapter, situations and questions for which qualitative methods are
particularly appropriate. These are by no
means exhaustive of the possibilities for applying qualitativeapproaches, but they sug-

derpinnings to qualitative inquiry, the practical applications come down to a few very
basic and simple ideas: Pay attention, listen
and watch, be open, think about what you
hear and see, document systematically
(memory is selective and unreliable), and
The story of the invention of modern run-

(2000) has reported that members of the design profession have begun using qualita-

ducing the weight of shoes clearly improved
performance, but problems of tracbon re-
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CONCEPTUAL ISSUES IN QUALITATIVE INQUIRY

Studies Focusing o n Quality
Understanding and illuminating quality
Quality assurance
Evaluation Applications
Outcomes evaluation
Evaluating individualized outcomes
Process studies
Implementation evaluation
Logic models and theories of action
Evaluability assessments
Comparing programs: Focus on diversity
Prevention evaluation
Documenting development over time and investigating system chang
Evaluation Models
Goal-free evaluation
Transaction models: ~espbnsiveand illuminative evaluation
Connoisseurship studies
Utilization-focused evaluation
Interactive and Participatory Applications
Personalizing and humanizing evaluation
Harmonizing program and evaluation values
Developmental applications: Action research, action learning, reflective practice, and
learning organizations
Appreciative inquiry
Participatory research and evaluation: Valuing and facilitating collaboration
Supporting democratic dialogue and deliberation
Supporting democracy through process use: Helping the citizenty weigh evidence and thin
Special Applications
Unobtrusive measures
State-of-the-art considerations: Lack o f proven quantitative instrumentation
Confirmatory and elucidating research: Adding depth, detail, and meaning to quantitative
Rapid reconnaissance
Capturing and communicating stories
Legislative monitoring and auditing

Organizational development Web site: whw.mnodn.org
Organizational Development Network: w?iw.ODNetwork.org
I

1

6. Evaluation Center a t Western Michigan ~niversity:www.wmich.edu/evalctr/

8. Empowerment Evaluation:

www.stanord.edu/-davidf/EmpowermeptWorkshopCSAP/sldOOl

1
I

I

O n e m o r n i n g w h i l e h e w a s makingw a f fles, h e h a d anidea. H e h e a t e d a p i e c e o f rubber in t h e w a f f l e i r o n t o p r o d u c e t h e f i r s t
waffle-shaped sole p a t t e r n t h a t b e c a m e t h e
w o r l d standard f o r running shoes ( ~ a n a t i .

.htm

I

9. IVSA@pdomain.uwindsor.ca: international Visual Sociology Association; to subscribe,
send this message t o listser~@~domain.~~indsor.ca:
subscribe ivsa ourname
NOTE: These sites and subscription details may chinge. nor is this list exhaurtive.This list is meantto be suggestive of the qualitative analysis resources available through the Internet. For other Internet resources, see
Chapter 1, Exhibit 1.5; Chapter 3, Exhibit 3.7; andichapter 8, Exhibit 8.3.

I

I

1987:298-99). Subsequently, engineers a n d
c o m p u t e r s w o u l d b e u s e d t o d e s i g n a n d test '
t h e b e s t w a f f l e p a t t e r n s f o r d i f f e r e n t athletiA
purposes. B u t t h e i n i t i a l d i s c o v e r y camd
f r o m Bowerman's p a y i n g attention, b e i n &
open, m a k i n g connections, d r a w i n g o n per!
s o n a l experience, g e t t i n g a feel f o r w h a t w a j
I
possible, exploration, d o c u m e n t i n g h i s iniT
t i a l results, and a p p l y i n g w h a t h e G a m e d .
W h i l e l a t e r chapters will present in d e t a i l
techniques f o r increasing t h e v a l i d i t y a n d re-1
l i a b i l i t y o f q u a l i t a t i v e d a t a t h r o u g h r i g o r o u sI

1

m a i n e d . A running coach, B i l l Bowerman,
went i n t o t h e sneaker business in 1962. H e
p a i d close a t t e n t i o n t o t h e interest in
l i g h t e r - w e i g h t .shoes and t h e p r o b l e m s o f
traction.

I

7. World Bank Evaluation Unit Web site: w~w.wblnOOI8.worldbank.org,wbies/wbievalun.f

-

f i e l d w o r k and highly s k i l l e d i n t e r v i e w i n g ,
t h e essence o f q u a l i t a t i v e inquiry i s pay&
attention, b e i n g o p e n t o w h a t t h e w o r l d h a s
t o s h o w us, and thinking a b o u t w h a t i t
means. C. Wright M i l l s (1961) q u o t e d N o b e l
P r i z e winning p h y s i c i s t Percy Bridgman in
t h i s regard:
There i s n o scientific method as such, b u t the
vital feature o f the scientist's procedures has
beenmerely to d o his utmostwith his mind, n o
iiolds b n e d (p. 58)

Total trust and complete skepticism are twin
moderation, especially trust and skepticism.

e field. All things in

* Evaluators are presumed guilty until proven
* Make sure when you yield to temptation in the field that it appears to have
something to do with what you are studying.

* A fieldworker should be able to sweep the floor, carry out the garbage, carry in
the laundry, cook for large groups, go without food and sleep, read and write by
candlelight, see in the dark, see in the light, cooperate without offending, suppress sarcastic remarks, smile to express both pain and hurt, experienceboth pain
and hurt, spend time alone, respond to orders, take sides, stay neutral, take risks,
avoid harm, be confused, seem confused, care terribly, become attached to nothing. . . . The nine-to-five set need not apply.
Always carry extra batteries and getaway money.
-From Halcolm's Fzeldzuork Lows

I

I

I

T h e F i r s t Evaluation 1

The young people gathered a r o d d Halcolm. "Tell us again, Teacher of Many
Things, about the first evaluation."
"The first evaluation," he began, fwas conducted a long, long time ago, in ancient Babylon when Nebuchadnezzar was king. Nebuchadnezzar had just conquered Jerusalemin the third year ofjthereign of Jehoiakim, King of Judah. Now
Nebuchadnezzar was a shrewd ruler. He decided to bring carefully selected
children of Israel into the palace for special training so that they might be more
easily integrated into Chaldean cul&re. This special program was the forerunner of the compensatory education $rograms that would become so popular in
the 20th century. The three-year probam was royally funded with special allocations and scholarships provided hy Nebuchadnezzar. The ancient text from
the Great Book records that

/

I

the king spake unto Ashpenaz the master of his eunuchs that he should bring certain of the children of Israel, and of d e king's seed, and of the princes; children in
whom was no blemish, but well-favo4ed and skillful in all wisdom, and cunning in
knowledge, and understanding scienie, and such as had ability in them to stand in
the king's palace, and whom they might teach the learning and the tongue of the
Chaldeans.
And the king appointed them a daily provision of the king's meat, and of the
wine which he drank; so nourishing &em three years, that at the end thereof they
might stand before the king. (Daniel i:3-5)

~

~

I
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"Now this program had scarcely! been established when the program director,
Ashpenaz, who happened also to qe prince of the eunuchs, found himself faced :
with a student rebellion led by a radical named Daniel, who decided for religious
reasons that he would not consume! the king's meat and wine. This created a seriJ
ous problem for the director.If Daruel and his coconspirators did not eat their dormitory food, they mightfare poorl# in the program and endanger not only future
program funding but also the proham director's head! The Great Book says: .

Thus, Melzar took away thqportion of their meat, and the wine that they sho
drink;and gave them pulse.
As for these fow children, God gave them knowledge and skill in all learning
wisdom; and Daniel had understanding in all visions and dreams. Now at the en
the days that the kinghad said he should bringthem in, thenthe prince of the eunu
brought them in before Nebuchadnezzar. And in all matters of wisdom and un
standing, that the king inquired of them, he found them ten times be
magicians and astrologers that were in all his realm. (Daniel 1:15-18

-

I

I
But baniel purposed in his heart that he would not defile himself with the portion of
the king's meat, nor with the winel which he drank; therefore he requested of the
- - prince of the eunuchs that he mightlnot defile himself.
And the prince of the eunuchs sajd unto Daniel, I fear my lord the king, who hath
appointed your meat and your drink; for why should he see your faces worse liking
than the childrenwhich are of yoursbrt?Then shall ye make me endanger my head to
the king. (Daniel1% 10)
!
1
sed tistory's first educati
gram evaluation. He and three friends (Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah) would
be placed on a strict vegetarian dieit for ten days, while other students continued
on the king's rich diet of meat and Yine. At the end of ten days the program director would inspect the treatment group for any signs of physical deterioration and
judge the productivity of Daniel's alternative diet plan. Daniel proposed the experiment thusly:
I

"And that, my children, is the story of the first evalua
old days when evaluations really got used. Made quite
and Daniel. Now off with you-and see if you can do as we

A Meta-Evaluation
A meta-evaluation is an evaluation of an
evaluation. A great deal can be lea
about evaluation designs by conducting a
meta-evaluation of history's first program
evaluation. Let us imagine a panel of exp
conducting a rigorous critique of this ev
ation of Babylon's compensatory educ
for Israeli students:
-program
-

I

Prove thy servants, I beseech thee, ten days; and let them give us pulse to eat, and water to drink. Then let our countendces be looked upon before thee, and the countenance of the children that eat of the $ortion of the king's meat: and as thou seest, deal
with thy servants.
I
SO he consented to them in this mhter, and proved them ten days. (Daniel122-14)
I

1. Small sample size (N= 4).
2. Selectivitybiasbecause recruitment into
the program was done by "creaming,"
that is, only the best prospects among
the children of Israel were brought into
the program.
'

I

I
I

. Possibilityof interaction e
the diet and the students

7. Outcome measurement poorly opera-

"During the ten days of waiting Ashpenaz had a temble time. He couldn't
sleep, he had no appetite, and he Lad trouble working because he was preoccupied worrying about how the eval?ation would turn out. He had a lot at stake. Besides, in those days they hadn't quite worked out the proper division of labor so he
had to play the roles of both progrbm director and evaluator. You see. . . ."
The young listeners interrupted Halcolm. They sensed that he was about to
launch into a sermon on the origin4 of the division of labor when they still wanted
to hear the end of the story about t$e origins of evaluation. "How did it turn out?"
they asked. "Did Daniel end up lobking better or worse from the new diet? Did
Ashpenaz lose his head?"
I
"Patience, patience," Halcolm pleaded. "Ashpenaz had no reason to worry.
The results were quite amazing. The Great Book says that
at the end of ten days theircounten4ces ap~earedfairer and fatter in flesh thanall the
children which did eat the portion of the king's meat.

other things, aside from a change in
either group was involved in that mi
have explained the outcomes observ

1

3. Sampling bias because students were
self-selected into the treatment group
(diet of pulse and water).

4. Failure to clearly specify and control the
nature of the treatment, t h ~ allowing
~s
for the possibility of treatment contamination because we don't know what

tionalized and nonstandardized.

8. Single observer with deep personal involvement in the program introduces
possibility of selective perception and
bias in the observations.

9. Validity and reliability data are not reported for the instruments used to measure the final, summative outcome ("he
found them ten times better than all the
magicians and astrologers").
10. Possible reactive effects from the students' knowledge that they were being
evaluated.
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Despite all of these threats to internal validity, not to mention external validity, the
information generated by the evaluations
appears to have been used. The 10-day formative evaluation was used to make a major
decision about the program, namely, to
change the diet for Daniel and his friends.
The end-of-program summative evaluation
conducted by the king was used to judge the
program a success. (Daniel did place first in
his class.) Indeed, it would be difficult to
find a more exemplary model for the uses of
evaluationinmaking educational policy decisions than this "first evaluation" conducted under the auspices of Nebuchadnezzar so many years ago. This case s h ~ d is
y
an exemplar of evaluation research having
an immediate, decisive, and lasting impact
on an educational program. Modem evaluation researchers, flailing away in seemingly
futile efforts to affect contemporary governmental decisions, can be forgiven a certain
nostalgia for the "good old days" in Babylon
when evaluation really made a difference.
But sho~ddthe results have been used?
Given the apparent weakness of the evaluation design, was it appropriate to make a
major program decision on the basis of data
generated by such a seemingly weak research design?
I would argue that not only was use impressive in this case, it was also appropriate
because the research design was exemplary.
Yes, exemplary, because the study was set up
in such a way as to provide precisely the information needed by the program clirector
to make the decision he needed to make.
Certainly, it is a poor research design to
study the relationship between n~~trition
and educational achievement. It is even a
poor design to decide if all students should
be placed on a vegetarian diet. But those
were not the issues. The question the director faced was whether to place four specific
students on a special diet at their request.

The information he needed concerned the
consequences of that specific change and
only that specific change. He showed no interest in generalizing the results beyond
those four students, and he showed no interest in convincingothers that the measures he
made were valid and reliable. Only he and
D a ~ ehad
l to trust the measures used, and
so data collection (obsemation of countenance) was done in such a way as to be
meaningful and credible to the primary intended evaluation users, namely, Ashpenaz
and Daniel. If any bias existed in his observations, given what he had at stake, the bias
would have operated against a demonstration of positive outcomes rather than in favor of such outcomes.
While there are hints of whimsy in the
suggestion that this first evaluation was exemplary, I do not mean to be completely facetious. I am serious in suggesting that the
Babylonian example is an exemplar of uiilization-focused evaluation. It contains and illustrates all the factors modem evaluation
researchers have verified as critical from
studies of utilization (Patton 1997a).The decision makers who were to use findings generated by the evaluation were clearly identified and deeply involved in every stage of
the evaluation process. The evaluation question was carefully focused on needed information that could be used in the making of a
specific decision. The evaluation methods
and design were appropriately matched to
the evaluation question. The results were
understandable, credible, and relevant.
Feedback was immediate and utilization
was decisive. Few modem evaluations can
meet the high standards for evaluation set
by Ashpenaz and Daniel more than 3,000
years ago.
This chapter discusses some ways in
which research designs can be appropriately matched to evaluation questions in an
attempt to emulate the exemplary match be-
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tween evaluation problem and research d k
sign achieved in the Babylonian evaluatioi.
As with previous chapters, I shall emphasizL
the importance of being both strategic anh
practical in creating evaluation designs. Be-1
ing strategic begins with being clear about
the purpose of the intended research or evaluation.

bout 'Purpose:
A Typology

9 Clarity

1

alternative purposes along a continuum
from theory to action:
1. Bnsic resenrclz: To contribute to fundamental knowledge and theory
2. Applied research: To illuminate a societal
concern

~

3. Slinr~nntiveevnluntion: To determine program effectiveness

~

4. Formative evnluntion: To improve a pro-

gram
Purpose is the controlling force in researd.
5. Action resenrcl~:To solve a specific probDecisions about design, measurement,
lem
analysis, and reporting all flow from
pose. Therefore, the first step in a resear+
Basic and applied researchers publish in
process is getting clear about purpose. ~ h k scholarly journals, where their audience is
centrality of purpose in making methode
other researchers who will judge their condecisions becomes evident from examinink
tributions using disciplinary standards of

I
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I

d all be quite different from the
evaluation undertaken by Ash-

ing or development of theory. No generailmethods. Different audiences. Different
izations. No scholarly publication. NOelabkinds of research.
orate report on methods. Just find out what
These are examples of how purpose can
would happen to inform a single decision
vary In the next section, I shall present a
about a possible program change. The Parmore formal framework for distinguishing
tiupants in the program were involved
these five different research purposes and
the study; indeed, the idea ofputtingthe diet
examine in more depth the implications of
to an empirical test originated with ~ a n i h .
for making design deuIn short, we have a verynice example of simsions. Previous chapters have presented the
ple formative evnluntio~z.
nature and strategies of qualitative inquiry,
I
The king's examination of Program Parphilosophical and theoretical foundations,
tiupants at the end of three Years was quite
and practical applications. In effect, the
was
&fferent.We might infer that the
reader has been presented with a large arjudging the overall value of the Program.
ray of options, alternatives, and variations.

ose is to understand and explain.
Basic researchers typically work within
ecific disciplines,such as physics,biology,
sychology, economics, geography, and so-

date, is markedly short of "universal truths."
Nevertheless, generalizationsacross time and
space remain the Holy Grail of basic research and theory.

disciplines. Each discipline is organized
around attention to basic questions, and the
research within that discipline derives from
concern about those basic questions. Exhibit
5.1presents examples of fundamental questions in several disciplines.
The fundamental questions undergirding
each discipline flow from the basic concerns
and traditions of that discipline.Researchers
working within any specific disciplinary trastrive to make a contribution to
edge in that discipline and thereby
contribute to answering the fundamental
questions of the discipline. The most presti-

sertations. Each discipline has its own traditions, nonns, and rules for deciding what
constitutes valid research in that discipline.
To be published in the major journals of any
particular discipline, scientistsm ~ ~engage
st
in the kind of research that is valued by the
researchers in that disciplinary tradition.
Chapter 3 reviewed theoretical traditions
closely associated with qualitative inquiry,
for example, ethnographyand phenomenology. Qualitative inquiry also contributes to
basic research through inductive theory development, a prominent example being the
"grounded theory" approach of Glaser and

on under investigation. Basic researchers

that emergesfrom close involvementand di-
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Anthropology

What is the nature of culture?
How does culture emerge?
How is it transmitted?
What are the functions of culture?

Psychology

Why do individuals behave as they do?
How do human beings behave, think, feel, and k
What is normal and abnormal i n human develop

Applied Research

Sociology

What holds groups and societies toge
How do various forms o f social organ
functions?
What are the structures and processes o f human social organizations?

societal problems. In the example just citdd,
had Chibnik examined the problem of crehting new markets for rural artisans and
fered possible solutions for increased m&have
keting, the work
applied rather than basic research. ~h~
pose of applied research is to contribyte
knowledge that will help people understyd
the nature of a problem in order to interveye,
thereby allowing human beings to more ?ffectively controltheir environment. Whilejn
basic research the source of questions is
traditions within a scholarly discipline,
applied research the source of questions is in
the problems and concerns experienced
1
people and articulated by policymakers. I
Applied researchers are often guided dy
the findings, understandings, and explanktions of basic research. They conduct studiks
that test npplicntioizs of basic theory and disciplinary knowledge to real-world problems
and experiences. The results of applied research are published in journals that specialh e in applied research within the traditions
of a problem area or a discipline.
societalconcernshave given rise to a vdiety of new fields that are interdisciplinary
nature. These emerging fields reflect the
long-standing criticism by policymake?s
that universities have departments but society has problems. Applied interdi~ci~linaiy
fields are especiallyproblem oriented rathQ
than discipline oriented. For example, woik

Political science

What is the nature o f power?
How is power organized, created, distributed, a

Economics

How do societies and groups generate and distribute scarce resources?
How are goods and services produced and distributed?
What is the nature of wealth?

I

und that local artisans do not have tdtal
m in their attempts fo create mar+et
since they are restricted by their abps and the labor and capital they can mobie. This is a classic example of interdidcilinary theory generation and testihg
ridging economics, ethnology, and ecolob

Geography

What is the nature o f and variations in the earth's surface and atmosphere?
How do various forms o f life emerge in and relate t o variations in the earth?
What is the relationship between the physical characteristics o f an area
and the activities that take place in that area?

Biolo

hat is the nature o f life?
hat are variations in the forms o f life?
How have life forms emerged and how do they change?

rect contact with the empirical world. Basic
qualitative researchtypically requires a relatively lengthy and intensive period of fieldwork. The rigor of field techniques will be
subject to peer review. Particular attention
must be given to the accuracy, validity, and
integrity of the results.
An example of interdisciplinary theory
development comes from work in basic econornic anthropology studying craft commercialization and the product differentiation that ordinarily accompanies increased
craft sales. Artisans in emerging markets,

such as those in rural Mexico, typically innovate and develop specialtiesin an attempt to
establish a nicl~efor themselves in a complex
economic environment. Chibnik's (2000)basic research on commercial woodcarving in
Oaxaca has led to the theory that such market segmentation resembles the later stages
of product life cycles described in the business literature and is somewhat analogous
to the proliferation of equilibrium species in
mature or climax stages of ecological successions. Chibnik examined both market demands and the initiative of artisans and

A~~I~~,.J

1
I
on human and

bf..

constitutAd

tfie
dy

h

on environmental studies often involves researchers from a ntunber of disciplines. In
agricultural research, the field of integrated
pest management (IPM) includes researchers from entomology, agronomy, agricultural economics, and horticulture. Fields of
interdisciplinary research in the social sciences include gerontology, criminal justice
studies, women's studies, and family research. Exhibit 5.2 offers examples of applied i~zterdisciplinny research questions for

economic anthrO~olOw
~~~dolog
politica1 geography,and educationaland organizational development. Notice the difference between these questions and the
kinds of questions asked by basic researchers in Exhibit 5.1. Applied researchers are
m g to understand how to deal with a significant societal problem, while basic re~ e ~ r c h eare
r s trying to understand and explain the basicnature of somephenomenon.
Applied qualitative researchers are able
to bring their personal insights and experiences into any recommendations that may
emerge because they get especially dose to
the problems under study during fieldwork.
Audiences for applied research are typically
policymakers, directors and managers of intervention-oriented organizations, and professionals working on problems. Timelines
for applied research depend a great deal on
the timeliness and urgency of the problem
being researched. A good example of applied research is Emerging Drug Problems, a
work sponsored by the U.S. General Accounting Office (1998) that examined new
street drugs, recent research on addiction,
and alternatives for public policy
In contrast to basic researchers, who ultimately seek to generalize across time and
space, applied research findings typically
are limited to a specific time, place, and condition. For example, a researcher studying
the nature of family problems in the 1980s
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history's "first evalu
chapter, evaluators

It is hoped that the inte
will be effective in he1
lems. However, the e

tiveness to inform major decisions about
whether a program should continue and (2)
formative evaluations that aim to improve

product for the purpose of saying that
of evaluation and policy research to test
effectiveness of specific solutions and
man interventions.
While applied research seeks to
stand societal problems and identify

situations. A summative decision implies a

summing-up judgment or a summit (from
the mountabtop) decision, for example, to
expand a pilot program to new sites ormove
it from temporary (pilot test or demonstra-

tion) funding to more permanent fun&g,
or it may lead to program or policy temination. Summative evaluations seldom rely
entirely, or even primarily, on qualitative
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data a& naturalistic inquiry because of decision makers' interest in measuring standardized outcomes, having controlled comparifions, and making judgments about
effectiveness from relatively larger samples
with statistical pre-post and follow-up results. Qualitative data in summative evaluations typically add depth, detail, andnuance
to quantitative findings, rendering insights
throughilluminativecase studies and examining individualizedoutcomes and issues of
quality or excellence-applications discussed in Chapter 4. Harkreader and Henry
(2000) have provided an excellent discussion of the challenges of rendering summative judgments about merit and worth;
they use as their example comparative
quantitative performance data from Georgia
schools to assess a democratic reform initiative. Fetterman (2000b) shows how qualitative data can be the primary basis for a
summative evaluation. His evaIuation of
STEP, a 12-month teacher education program in the Stanford University School of
Education, included fieldwork immersion
in the program, open-ended interviews with
all students, focus groups, observations of
classrooms, interviews with faculty, digital
photography of classroom activities, and
qualitative analysis of curricular materials,
as well as a variety of surveys and outcome
measures. The summative evaluations of a
democratic reform initiative in Georgia and
of Stanford's STEP program both followed
and built on extensive formative evaluation work, the purpose of which we now
examine.
Formative evaluations, in contrast to
summative ones, serve the purpose of improving a specific program, policy, group of
staff (in a personnel evaluation),or product.
Formative evaluationsaim atforming (shaping) the thing being studied. No attempt is
made in a formative evaluation to generalize
findings beyond the setting in which the

evaluation takes place. Formative ev

and evaluability assessments (see
4). Formative evaluations often rely

Although formative and summ
main the most basic and classic dis
in evaluation, other evaluation purpos

search) cannot be thought of as fixed or
exhaustive; rather, this typology provides
general guidance to major formations in tqe
research landscape without charting eveI;y
hill and valley in that varied and complex
1
territory that research has become.
I

Action-Oriented,

I
I

I

I

(Patton 1996b).New purposes include ongoing "developmental evaluation" for pro-

ity for data-based decisionmakingand con-

tion studies are now designed to generate
generalizable knowledge about effective
practices across different projects or programs based on cluster evaluations, lessons
learned, "better" practices, and meta-analyses (Patton 1997a:70-75). This knowledgegenerating approach to evaluation research,
to the extent that it aims to discover general
principles of effective practice rather than
render judgment about the merit or worth
of a specific intervention, falls roughly
within the category "applied research" in
this theory-to-action continuum. However,
the emergence and increased importance of
knowledge-generating evaluations illusbate why these five categories (basic, applied, summative, formative, and action re-

process by
or erg?lems in
1989).
As a result, the distinctionbetween researah
and action becomes quite blurred and the research methods tend to be less systematic,
more informal, and quite specific to the
problem, people, and organization for
I
which the research is undertaken.
Both formative evaluation and action research focus on specific programs at specific
points in time. There is no intention, typically, to generalizebeyond those specific settings. The difference between formative
evaluation and action research centers on
the extent to which the research is systematic, the differentkinds of problems studieh,
and the extent to which there is a special role
for the researcher as distinct from the people

Forfocuses on ways of imveness of a program, a
y, an organization, a product, or a staff
rch, by way of contrast,

informal, the people in the situation are often directly involved in gathering the
information and then studying themselves,
and the results are used internally to attack
specificproblems w i a a program, organization, or community.While action research
may be used as part of an overall organizational or community development process,
it most typically focuses on specific problems and issues within the organization or
community rather than on the overall effectiveness of an entire program or organization. Thus, along this theory-to-actionresearch continuum, action research has the
narrowest focus,
The findings of formative evaluation and
action research are seldom disseminated beyond the immediate program or organization within which the study takes place. In
many instances, theremay not even be a full
written research report. Publication and dissemination of findings are more likely to be
through briefings, staff discussions,and oral
communications. Summaries of findings
and recommendations will be distributed
for discussion, but the formality of the reporting and the nature of the researchpublications are quite different from those in basic, applied, or even summative evaluation
research.
An example of action research comes
from a small rural community in the Midwest in which the town board needed to decide what to do with a dilapidated building
on a public park. They got ahigh school class
to put together a simple telephone survey to
solicitideas about what to do with the building. They also conducted a few focus groups
in local churches. The results showed that
the townspeople preferred to fix up the
building and restore it as a community center rather than tear it down. The action researchprocesstook about amonth. Based on
the findings, a local committee was formed
to seek volunteers and funds for the restora-
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research.

The Purpose of
Purpose Distinctions

ions and strongemotions.Basic and applied
researchers, for 'example, would often dispute even calling formative and action rethe points along the con&uum. Part of what
determines where a particular kind of re-

designs. mere are
Limited resources, limi

choices involved, and the implications of

one or a few questions UI great depth or to

tinUumbecausedifferentpurposestypica]~y would consider good research excludes'
lead to different ways of conceptualizFg
problems, different designs, differenttypes
of data gathering,and differentways of publicizing and disseminating fin&gs. These
are only partly issues of scholarship. Po!-,
tics, paradigms, and values are also part bf
the landscape.

even some applied research because it may
not mE&.festthe conceptual
and
retical rigor in real-world situations thatbasic researchers value. Formative and action
researcl~ers,on the other hand, may attack
. basic research for being esoteric and irrele-
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asic research

What are vari
variations serv

n types of families and what functions do those

earch W h i t is the divorce rate~amongdifferent kinds of families in the United States
and what explains differint rates of divorce among different groups?
e

m

e

-U
= o z

What is the overall effectiveness of a publicly funded educational program
that teaches family members communication skills where the desired
program outcomes are enhanced communications among family members,

L.

m

a greater sense of satisfartion with family life, effective parenting
practices, and reduced risk of divorce?
How can a program teac/ling family communications skills be improved? What

Action research

A self-study in a particular organization (e.g., church, neighborhood center) t o
figure out what activitiei would be attractive to families with children o f different ages to solve the problem of low participation in family activities.
I

vi
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tudy many questions but in less depthb
the "boundary problem" in naturalistic inquiry (Guba 1978).Once apotential set of inquiry questions has been generated, it is necessary to begin the process of prioritizing
those questions to decide which of them
ought to be pursued. For example, for an
evaluation, should all parts of the program
be studied or only certain parts? Should all
clients be interviewed or only some subset
of clients? Should the evaluator aim at describing all program processes or only certain selected processes in depth? Should all
outcomes be examined or only certain outcomes of particular interest to inform a
pending decision? These are questions &at
are discussed and negotiated with intended
users of the evaluation. In basic research,
these kinds of questions are resolved by the
nature of the theoretical contribution to be
made. In dissertation research, the doctoral
ornmittee provides guidance on focusing.

And always there are fundamental constraints of time and resources.
Converging on focused priorities typically proves more difficult than the challenge of generating potential questions at
the beginning of a study or evaluation. Doctoral students can be especially adept at
avoiding focus, conceiving instead of
sweeping, comprehensivestudies that make
the whole world their fieldwork oyster. In
evaluations, once involved users begin to
take seriously the notion that they can learn
from finding how whether what they think
is being accomplishedby a program is what
is really being accomplished, they soon generate a long list of things they'd like to find
out. The evaluation facilitator's role is to
help them move from a rather extensive list
of potential questions to a much shorter list
of realistically possible questions and finally
to a focused list of essential and necessary
questions.
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depth. A
nt-teacher

ose relation-

-

to have
ntor, alreviewing the literature before, d
after fieldwork--or on a continual
throughout the study.
A specific example of possible v

-0ffs between breadth and depth,
e now turn to in more depth.

involved in designing a study.
some educators are interested in

Breadth Versus Depth
r how children exp

In some ways, the diiferences between
quantitative and qualitative methods involve trade-offs between breadth and depth.
Qualitative methods permit inquiry into selected issues in great depth with careful attention to detail, context, and nuance; that

want to know how the
dren with others in the

different for different children, and
not sure of the range of social inte
that may occur, so they are Weres
qualitative inquiry that will capture
tions in program experience and relate
experiences to individualized O U ~ C O
What, then, are trade-offsin determinin
final focus?

cluding church, clubs, and even mass media
A case could be made for the importance
and value of any of these approaches, from

looking at students' full, corn@

and three months--to conduct the study. At
some level, any of these research endeavors

of questions, thus facilitatingcomand statistical aggregation of the

,
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cally produce a wealth of detailed data
about a much smaller numb= of people and
cases.
However, the breadth versus depth
trade-off also applies-withinqualitative design options. Human relations specialists
tell us that we can neverfully understandthe
experience of another person. The design
issue is how mu& time and effort we are
willing to invest in trying to inuease our understanding about any single person's experiences. So, for example, we could look at a
narrow range of experiences for a larger
number of people or a broader r
periences for a s m d e r number o
Take the case of interviews. Inte
with an instrument that provides respondents with IargeIy open-ended stimuli typically takes a great deal of time. In an education study, I developed an open-ended
interview for elementary students consisting of 20 questions that included items such
as "What do you like most about school?"
and "What don't you like about school?"
These interviews took between halF an hour
and two hours depending on students' ages
and how articulate they were. It would certainly have been possible to have longer interviews. Indeed, I have conducted in-depth
interviews with people that ran 6 to 16hours
over a period of a couple of days. On the
other hand, it would have been possible to
ask fewer questions, make the interviews
shorter, and probe in less depth.
Or consider another examplewith a fuller
range of possibilities.It is possible to study a
single individualover an extended period of
time-for example, the study, in depth, of
one week in the life of one child. This involves gathering detailed information about
every occurrence in that child's life and every interaction involving that child during
the week of the study. With more foms, we
might study several children during that
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week but capture fewer events. With a still
more limited approach, say, a daily halfhour interview, we could interview yet a
larger number of children on a smallernLunber of issues. The extreme case would be to
spend all of our resources and time asking a
single question of as many children as we
could interview given time and resource
constraints.
No rule of thumb exists to tell a researcher precisely how to focus a study.
The extent to which a research or evaluation study is broad or narrow depends on
purpose, the resources available, the time
available, and the interests of those involved. In brief, these are not choices between good and bad but choices among alternatives, all of which have merit.

Units of Analysis
A design specifies the unit or units of
analysis to be studied. Decisions about samples, both sample size and sampling strategies, depend on prior decisions about the
appropriate unit of analysis to study Often
individual people, clients, or students are
the unit of analysis. This means that the primary focus of data collectionwill be on what
is happening to individuals in a setting and
how individuals are affected by the setting.
Individual case studies and variation across
individuals would focus the analysis.
Comparing groups of people in a program or across programs involves a different unit of analysis. One may be interested in
comparing demographic groups (males
compared with females, Whites compared
with African Americans) or programmatic
groups (dropouts vs. people who complete
the program, people who do well vs. people
who do poorly, people who experience
group therapy vs. people who experience individual therapy). One or more groups are

ical focusin such multisite studies is on variations among project sites more than on
variations among individuals within projects.

find*gs and conclusions would be made.
Neighborhoods can be units of analysis or
communities, cities, states, c~~ltures,
and
even nations in the case of international programs.
One of the strengths of qualitative analysis is looking at program units holistically.
This means doing more than aggregating
data fromindividualsto get overallprogram
results. When a program, group, organization, or cornunity is the unit of analysis,
qualitative methods involve observations
and description focused directly on that
unit: The program, organization, or cornmunity, not just the individualpeople, becomes
the case study focus in those settings.
Particular events, occurrences, or incidents may also be the focus of study (Unit of

analysis).For exmple, a quality assurance
effort in a health or mental health program
might focus only on those critical incidents
in which a patient fails to receive expected or
desirable treatment. A criminal justice evaluation could focus on violent events or instances in which juveniles nm away from
treatment. A cultural study may focus on
celebrations.
Sampling can also involve time period
strategies, for example, continuous and ongoing observation versus fixed-internal
sampling in which one treats units of time
(e.g., 15-minutesegments) as the unit of observation. "The advantage of fixed-interval
sampling over continuous monitoring are
that fieldworkers experience less fatigue
and can collect more information at each
sampling interval than they could on a continuous observation routine" (Johnson and
Sackett 1998:315). Time snmpling (sampling
periods or units of time) can be an especially
important approach because programs, organizations, and communitiesmay function
in different ways at different times during
the year. Of course, in some programs there
never seems to be a good time to collect data.
In doing school evaluations in the United
States, I've been told by educators to avoid
collecting data before Halloween because
the school year is just getting started and
the kids and teachers need time to get settled in. But the period between Halloween
and Thanksgiving is really too short to do
very much, and, then, of course, after
Thanksgiving everybody's gettingready for
the holidays, so that's not a typical or convenient period. It then takes students a few
weeks after the winter break to get their attention focused back on school and then the
alaise sets in and both teachers and
ecome deeply depressed with the
ness of winter (at least in northern
en, of course, once spring hits, atntion is focused on the close of school and

the kids want to be outside, so that's not an
effective time to gather data. In African villages, I was given similar scenarios about
the difficulties of data collection for every
month in the annual cycle of the agricultural
season. A particular period of time, then, is
both an important context for a study and a
sampling issue.
There are limits to how much one can apply logic-in trying to calculate all of the possible consequences of sampling options,
whether the decision is aboutwhich time periods to sample or which activities to observe. The trick is to keep coming back to the
criterion of usefulness. What data collected
during what time period describing what
activities will most likely illuminate the inquiry?For evaluation, what focus of inquiry
will be most useful? There are no perfect
evaluation designs, only more and less useful ones.
The key issue in selecting and making
decisions about the appropriate unit of
analysis is to decide what it is you want to
be able to say something about at the end of
the study. Do you want to have findings
about individuals, families, groups, or some
other unit of analysis? For scholarly inquiries, disciplinary traditions provide guidance about relevant units of analysis. For
evaluations, one has to determinewhat decision makers and primary intended users really need information about. Do they want
findings about the different experiences of
individualsinprograms,ordothey wantto
know about variations in program processes
at different sites? Or both? Such differences
in focus will be critical to the design but may
not be easy to determine. A decision maker
is unlikely to say to the evaluator, "The unit
of analysis we want to study is .
" The
evaluator must be able to hear the real issues
involved in the decision maker's questions
and translate those issues into the appropriate unit of analysis, then check out that
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influential book Within O u r Reach. Stephen
Covey's (1990) best-selling book The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People is based on apurposeful, extreme group sampling strategy.
Studies of leadership have long focused on
i d e n w i n g the characteristics of highly successful leaders, as in Collins's (2001) case
studies of 11corporate executives in whom
"extreme personal humility blends paradoxically with intense professional will"
(p. 67), what he calls "Level 5 leaders," the
highest level in his model. In the early days
of AIDS research when HIV infections almost always resulted in death, a small number of cases of people infected with HIV
who did not develop AIDS became crucial
outlier cases that provided important insights into directions researchers should
take in combating AIDS.
Sometimes cases of dramatic failure offer
powerful lessons. The legendary UCLA basketball coach John Wooden won 10 national
championships from 1964 through 1975, an
unparalleled sports achievement. But the
game he remembered the most and said he
learned the most from was UCLA's 1974
overtime loss to North Carolina State in the
semifinals (quoted in the Los Angeles Times,
December 21,2000). Wooden's focus on that
game-that extreme case-illustrates the
learning psychology of extreme group purposeful sampling.
This is also the sampling psychology behind Jim Paul's (1994) book Wzat I Learned
Losing a Million Dollars. A former governor
of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, he
made thousands of trades in many commodities over a long and distinguished career, but what he reports learning the most
from was a highly unusual combination of
mistakes in which he lost more than $1millionin a few weeks of trading soy beans--an
extreme but illuminative case. He reports
that he ultimately learned to be a winner by
carefully studying and learning from losing.

'

Desi&ng

ever, some information is already available on what program variation is like. The
question of more immediate interest may
concern illll?~linativecases. With limited resources and limited time, an evaluator
might learn more by intensively studying
one or more examples of really poor programs and one or more examples of really
excellent programs. The evaluation focus,
then, becomes a question of understanding under what conditions programs get
into trouble and under what conditions

programs exemphfy excellence. It is
t
even necessary to randomly sample
programs or excellent programs. The researchers and intended users involved in the
study think through what cases they could
learn the most from and those are the cases
that are selected for study.
In a single program the same strategy
may apply. Instead of studying some representative sample of people in the setting, the
evaluator may focus on studying and under-

~ ~ ~ ~ l i f Studies
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standing selected cases of special interest,
for example,unexpected dropouts or outstanding successes. rn an evaluation of the
Caribbean ~ ~ i ~ Extension
d m Project,
~ l
we did case studies of fie "outstanding extension agentn selected by peers in each of
eight Caribbean countries to help the Pro*am develop curricul~m
and ~tandards
practice. The
for improving
sample was purposefully"biased," not to
make the
look
but rather to
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cient resources to randomly
project sites to generalize

ple in a setting (see Chap

great diversity,

the norm. Obsenrin
one eating like a pig
interviewing people

ing unusual, they can

lurninate the nature of success or failure, but
not at the extreme.
Intensity sampling involves some prior

sampling strategy, I constructed a
sample of 10 comunities in which

to maximum variation samplingis the strategy of picking a small, homogeneous sam-

importance of a local, committed cadre of
people who made things happen.
In a study of the MacArthur Foundation
Fellowship Program, the design focused on

qualitativeevaluation on the experiences of
single-parent female heads of household
because that is a particularly difficult group
to reach and hold in the program.
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Focus group interviews are based typically on homogeneous groups. Focus
groups involve open-ended interviews with
groups of five to eight people on specially
targeted or focused issues. The use of focus
groups in evaluation will be discussed at
greater length in the chapter on interviewing. The point here is that samplingfor focus
groups typically involves bringing together
people of similar backgrounds and experiences to participate in a group interview
about major issues that affect them.
5. Typical cnse sampling. In describing a
culture or program to people not familiar
with the setting studied, it can be helpful to
provide a qualitative profile of one or more
typical cases. These cases are selected with
the cooperation of key informants, such as
program staff or knowledgeable participants, who can help idenhfy who and what
are typical. Typical cases can also be selected
using survey data, a demographic analysis
of averages, or other statistical data that
provide a normal distribution of characteristics from which to identify "average-like"
cases. Keep in mind that the purpose of a
-qualitative profile of one or more typical
cases is to describe and illustrate what is
typical to those unfamiliar with the setting-not to make generalized statements
about the experiences of all participants.
The sample is illustrative not definitive.
When entire programs or communities
are the unit of analysis, the processes and effects described for the typical program may
be used to provide a frame of reference for
case studies of "poor" or "excellent" sites.
When the typical site sampling strategy is
used, the site is specifically selected because
it is not in any major way atypical, extreme,
deviant, or intensely unusual. This strategy
is often appropriate in sampling villages for
community development studies in Third
World countries. A study of a typical village

'

illuminates key issues that must be considered in any development project aimed at
that k i d of village.
.
In evaluation and policy research, the interests of decision makers will shape the
sampling strategy. I remember an evaluation in which the key decision makers had
made their peace with the fact that there will
always be some poor programs and some
excellent programs, but the programs they
really wanted more information about were
what they called "those run-of-the-millprograms that are so hard to get a handle onprecisely because they are so ordinary and don't
stand out in any definitive way." Given that
f r m g , we employed typical case sampling. It is important, when using this strategy, to attempt to get broad consensus about
which cases are typical-and what criteria
are being used to define typicality.
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6 . Critical cnse salrzpling. Critical cases are
those that can make a point quite dramatically or are, for some reason, particularly
important in the scheme of things. A clue to
the existence of a critical case is a statement
to the effect that "if it happens there, it will
happen anywhere," or, vice versa, "if it
doesn't happen there, it won't happen anywhere." Another clue to the existence of a
critical case is a key informant observation
to the effect that "if that group is having
problems, then we can be sure all the groups
are having problems."
Looking for the critical case is particularly
important where resources may limit the
evaluation to the study of only a single site.
Under such conditions, it makes strategic
sense to pick the site that would yield the
most information and have the greatest impact on the development of knowledge.
While studying one or a few critical cases
does not technically permit broad generalizations to all possible cases, logicnl genernlizations can often be made fromthe weight of
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evidenceproduced in studJiinga single, critical case.
Physics provides a good example of such
a critical cas6. In Galilee's study bf gravity,
he wanted to find out'if the weight of an object affected the rate of speed at which it
would fall. Rather than randomljr sampling
objects of different weights in order to generalize to all objects in the world, he selectdd a
critical c a s e t h e feather. If in a vacuum, as
he demonstrated, a feather fell at the same
rate as some heavier object (a'coin),then he
could logically generalize from thisone critical comparison to all objects. His finding
was both useful and credible because the
feather was a convincing critical case.
Critical cases can be found in social science and evaluation research if one is creative in looking for them. For example, suppose national policymakerswant to get local
communities involved in making decisions
about how their local program will be run,
but they aren't sure that the communities
will understand the complex regulations
governing their involvement.The first critical case is to evaluate the regulations in a
community of well-educated citizens; if they
can't understand the regulations, then less
educated folks are sure to find the regulations incomprehensible. Or conversely-one
might consider the critical case to be a community consisting of people with quite low
levels of education: "If they can understand
the regulations, anyone can."
Identification of ~riticalcases depends on
recognition of the key dimensions that make
for a critical case. For example, a critical case
might come from a particularly difficultprogram location. If the funders of a new program are worried about recruiting clients or
participants into a program, it may make
sense to study the site where resistance to
the program is expected to be greatest to provide the most rigorous test of program recruitrnent. If the program works in that site,

it could work anywhere. That makes the c
ical case an especially information-r
exemplar. therefore worthy of study as
centerpiece in a small or "N of 1" sample
World-renowned medical hypnotist R
ton H. Erickson became a critical case in
field of hypnosis. Erickson was so skill
that he became widely known for "his al
ity to succeed with 'impossib1es'-peo
who have exhausted the traditional medi~
dental, psychotherapeutic, hypnotic and
ligious avenues for assisting them in tk
need, and have not been able to make
changes they desire" (Grinder, DeLoz
and Bandler 1977:109). If Milton Erickr
couldn't hypnotize a person, no one COL
He was able to demonstrate that, under
definition of hypnosis, anyone could
hypnotized.
7. Snozuball or chain sampling. This is an
preach for locating information-rich key

formants or critical cases. The process
gins by asking well-situated people: "VL
h u ~ a~lot~about
s
?
Whom shoul
talk to?" By asking a number of people u
else to talk with, the snowball gets big,
and bigger as you accumulatenew inforr
tion-rich cases. In most programs or s
tems, a few key names or incidents are m
tioned repeatedly. Those people or eve1
recommended as valuable by a number
different informants, take on special imp
tance. The chain of recommended inf
mants would typically diverge initially
many possible sources are recommend
then converge as a few key names get m
tioned over and over.
The Peters and Waterman (1982)stud)
Search of Ercelleizce began with snowl
sampling, asking a broad group of kno
edgeable people to identify well-runcorn
nies. Rosabeth Moss Kanter's (1983)stud!
innovation reported in The Change Mas1
focused on 10 core case studies of the "m
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clear a frame of reference: .

dents who are

tions that disconfirm and alter what a
peared to be primary patterns.

es of
1998:

or program or system improvement.

construct of interest. Alternatively, we

ons in, manifestations of, and
a concept as it is found in the

,

tor-stakeholder design discussions or literature reviews.
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Thinking about the challenge of finding
confirming and disconfirmingcases emphasizes the relatiokhip between sampling and
research conclusions. The sample determines what the evaluator will have something to say about-thus the importance of
sampling carefully and thoughtfully.
11. Stratified purposeful sampling. Stratified samples are sampleswithin samples.A
stratified random sample, for example,
might stratify by socioeconomic status
within a larger population so as to make
generalizations and statistically valid comparisons by social class as well as to generalize to the total population.
Purposeful samples can also be stratified
and nested by combining types of purposeful sampling. So, for example, one might
combine typical case sampling with maximum heterogeneity sampling by taking a
stratified purposeful sample of above average, average, and below average cases. This
represents less than a full maximum variation sample, but more than simple typical
case sampling. The purpose of a stratified
purposeful sample is to capture majorvariations rather than to idenbfy a common core,
although the latter may also emerge in the
analysis. Each of the strata would constitute
a fairly homogeneous sample. This strategy
differs from stratified random sampling in
that the sample sizes are likely to be too
small for generalization or statistical representativeness.
12. Opportu~zistic or emergent sampling.
Fieldwork often involves on-the-spot decisions about sampling to take advantage of
new opportunities during actual data collection. Unlike experimental designs, emergent qualitative designs can include the option of adding to a sample to take advantage
of unforeseen opportunities after fieldwork
has begun. Being open to following wher-

about why certain cases were selected for
study,but such a sample still does not permit
statistical generalizations.

ever the data lead is a primary s
qualitative fieldwork strategies.
work.
During fieldwork, it is impossible

ple to observe and interview,
collect data. These decisions
made in advance. The purpose

ble designs as one of the core
themes of qualitative inqujr and cited as

cans view violence in America:
I do impromptu interviews.I don't have some

and the situation. Aqorts, for exam

death penalty or about killing or about death
in their life. It's called opportuni9 sampling. ...
I'm following where the data take me, where
my questions takeme. (personalinte~ew)
Few qualitativestudies are as fully emergent
and open-ended as the fieldwork of Williams. Her approach exemplifies emergent
opportunity sampling.
13. Purposeful random sampling. A purposeful sampling strategy does not automatically eliminate any possibility for random
selection of cases. For many audiences, random sampling, even of small samples, will
substantially increase the credibility of the

14. Sanzplingpoliticallyimportant cases. Evaluation is inherently and inevitably political
(see Turpin 1989; Palurnbo 1987; Patton
1987b).A variation on the critical case strategy involves selecting (or sometimes avoiding) a politically sensitive site or unit of1
analysis. For example, a statewide program
the notion of basing the evaluation
may have a local site in the district of a state
a standardized pre-post instrulegislator who is particularly influential. By
wanted to collect case histories
s, but
studying carefully the program in that district, evaluation data may be more likely to
attract attention and get used. This does not
mean that the evaluator then undertakes to
hom serve
make that site look either good or bad, dethey could
pending on the politics of the moment. That
cal
would clearly be unethical. Rather, samed
pling politically important cases is simply a
the kind of informationthat would be going
strategyfor trying to increase the usefulness
and relevance of information where reesources permit the study of only a limited
s
number of cases.
ecorded in depth, thereby'sysThe same political perspective @roadly
and randomizing their collecspeaking) may inform ease sampling in applied or evenbasicresearch studies. Apolitical scientist or historian might select the
election year 2000 Florida vote-counting
case, the Clinton impeachment effort,
Nixon's Watergate crisis, or Reagan's IranContra scandal for study not onlybecause of
the insights they provide about the Amerimation collected was comprehensive. The
cansystemof governmentbutbecause of the
credibility of systematic and randomly selikely attention such a study would attract.
lected case examples is considerably greater
A sociologist's study of a riot or a psycholothan the personal, ad hoc selection of cases
selected and reported after the fact-that is,
gist's study of a famous suicidewould likely
involve some attention during sampling to
after outcomes are laiown.
the public and political importance of the
It is critical to understand, however, that
case.
this is a pt~rposefill
random sample, not a representative random sample. The purpose of a
15. Convenience sampling. Finally, there is
small random sample is credibility, not
the strategy of sampling by convenience:
representativeness. A small, purposeful
doing what's fast and convenient. This is
random sample aims to reduce suspicion
anke the credibility of
director and staff decided
rmation
y wire
s, they

(And we're still only di
gets worse when we get
these strategies may be used at s
The underlying principle that

the matter of sample size.
I get letters. I-getcalls. I get e-mails.

learn a great deal about matters of im
tance and therefore worthy of in-d
study.

Is 10 a lafge enough sample to achie
mum variation?

to consider and anticipate the kinds o

enough, or do I have to find 2 mor

Identify cases o f interest f r

Picking all cases t h a t meet
children abused i n a treatm

ling people who know , .
what cases are information

. Quality assurance.
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am to be evaluated.It would be necessary
randomly sample 80 of those people
Ooh) to make a generalization at the 95%
10. Confirming and
disconfirming cases
11. Stratified purposeful

Elaborating and deepening initial analy
testing variation.
Illustrate characteristics of particulars
facilitate comparisons.

if there are 5,000 people

12. Opportunistic oc

emergent sampling
13. Purposeful random

the unexpected; flexibility.
Add credibility when potential purposeful
one can handle. Reduces bias within a pur

14. Sampling politically

Attract attention to the study (or avoi
attention by purposefully eliminating
politically sensitive cases).

I want to study just one organization,but interview 20 people in the organization. Is my
sample size 1or 20 or both?

My ~miversal,certain, and confidentreply to
these questions is this: "It depends."
There are no rules for sample size in
qualitative inquiry. Sample size depends on
what you want to know, the purpose of the
inquiry, what's at stake, what will be useful,
what will have credibility, and what can be
done with available time and resources.
Earlier in this chapter, I discussed the
trade-offs between breadth and depth. With
the same fixed resources and limited time, a
researcher could study a specific set of experiences for a larger number of people (seeking breadth) or a more open range of experiences for a smaller number of people
(seeking depth). In-depth information from

a small number of people can be very valuable, especially if the cases are information
rich. Less depth from a larger number of
people canbe especially helpful in exploring
a phenomenon and trying to document diversity or understand variation.I repeat, the
size of the sample depends on what you
want to find out, why you want to find it out,
how the findings will be used, and what resources (including time) you have for the
study.
To understand the problem of small samples in qualitative inquiry, it's necessary to
place these small samples in the context of
probability sampling. A qualitative inquiry
sample only see~izssliznll in comparison with
the sample size needed for representativeness when the purpose is generalizing from
a sample to Ihe population of which it is a
part. Suppose there are 100 people in a pro-

achieve a 95% confidence

determining sample size from a

I

mulated their widely followed eight principles for organizational excellence by studying 62 companies, a very small sample of the
thousands of companies one might study.
Sands (2000)did a fine dissertationstudying
a single school principal, describing the
leadership of a female leader who entered a
challenging school situation and brought
about constructive change.
Clair Claiborne Park's (2001) single case
study of her daughter's autism reports 40
years of data on every stage of her development, language use, emotions, capacities,
barriers, obsessions, communication patterns, emergent artistry, and challenges
overcome and challenges not overcome.
Park and her husband made systematic observations throughout the years. Eminent
medical anthropologist Oliver Saks reviewed the data and determined in his preface to the book that more data are available
on the woman in this extraordinary case
study than on any other autistic human being who has ever lived. Here, then, is the
epitome of N = 1, in-depth inquiry.
The validity, meaningfulness, and insights generated from qualitative inquiry
have more to do with the information richness of the cases selected and the observationdanalytical capabilities of the researcher than with sample size.
This issue of sample size is a lot like the
problem students have when they are assigned an essay to write.

different. The problem is, however, that the
utility and credibility of small purposeful
samples are often judged on the basis of the
logic, purpose, and recommended sample
sizes of probability sampling. Instead, purposeful samples should be judged according
to the purpose and rationale of the study:
Does the sampling strategy support the
study's p~upose?The sample, like all other
aspects of qualitative i n q ~ w ,must be
judged in context-the same principle that
undergirds analysis and presentation of
qualitative data. Random probability sarnples cannot accomplish what in-depth, purposeful samples accomplish, and vice versa.
Piaget contributed a major breakthrough
to our understanding of how children think
by observing his own hnJ0 children at length
Sttident: "How long does the paper have to
and in great depth. Freud established the
field of psychoanalysis based originally on
fewer than 10 client cases. ~
~ and d Insfnictor:
l
~"Long ~enough to cover the asGrinder (1975a, 197%) founded n
signrnent."
guistic programming (NLP) by s
St~idenf: "But how many pages?"
three renowned and highly effective
Instrt~cfor: "Enough pages to do justice to
pists: Milton Erickson, Fritz Perls, and
the subject-no more, no less."
ginia Satir. Peters and Waterman (1982)
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institutional revie

ethod reveals differ

multiple methods to study a single problem

Triangulation is ideal. It can also be e

ria that would
formed consent, then returning periodically

intersection (Fielding and

.The term triangzrlationalso

Most good researchersprefer addressing their
tool avalable, usmg the pragmatist credo of
"what works." For most researchers comrmt-
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ted to the thorough study of a research problem, method is secondary to the research
questionitself,and the underlyingworldview
hardy enters the pidure, exceptin themost abst~act
sense.(Tashakkoriand Teddlie 1998:22)
A rich variety of methodological combinations can be employed to illuminate an
inquiry question. Some studies intermix interviewing, observation, and document
analysis. Others rely more on interviews
than observations, and vice versa. Studies
that use only one method are more vulnerable to errors linked to that particular method
(e.g., loaded interview questions, biased or
untrue responses) than studies that use multiple methods in which different types of
data provide cross-data validity checks.
Using multiple methods allows inquiry into
a research question with "an arsenal of
methods that have nonoverlapping weaknesses in addition to their complementary
strengths" (Brewer and Hunter 1989:17).
However, a common misunderstanding
about triangulation is that the point is to
demonstrate that different data sources or
inquiry approaches yield essentially the
same result. But the point is really to testfor
such consistency. Different kinds of data
may yield somewhat different results because differenttypes of inquiry are sensitive
to different real-world nuances. Thus, understanding inconsistencies in findings
across different kinds of data can be
illuminative. Finding such inconsistencies
ought not beviewed as weakeningthe credibility of results, but rather as offeringopportunities for deeper insight into the relationship between inquiry approach and the
phenomenon under study
Triangulation within a qualitative inq u j r strategy can be attainedby combining
both interviewingand observations,mixing
different types of purposeful samples (e.g.,
both intensity and opportunity sampling),

or examining how competing theoretical
perspectives inform a ~ a r t i d a ranalysis
(e.g., the transcendental t he no me no logy of
Husserl vs. the helmeneutic phenomenol-

tive and

md A"alysis Approaches

the theme of triangulation. We begin by
distinguishing measurement, design, and
analysis components of the hypotheticodeductive (quantitative/experimental) and
holistic-inductive (qualitative/na~alistic)
paradigms. The ideal-typical qualitative
methods strategy is made up of three paas:
(1)qualitative data, (2) a holistic-inductive
design of naturalistic inquiry, and (3) content or case analysis. In the traditional
hypothetico-deductive approach to research, the ideal study would include (a)
quantitative data from @) experimentd (or
quasi-experimental)designs and (c) statistical analysis.
Measuement, design, and malysis alternatives can be mixed to create eclectic designs, like customizing an architecturalplan
to tastefully integrate modem, postmodem,
and traditional elements, or preparing an elegant dinner with a French appetizer, a Chinese entree, and an American dessert-not
to everyone's taste, to be sure, but the possibilities are endless. At least that's the concept. To make the idea of mixed elements
more concrete and to illustrate the creative
possibilitiesthat can emerge out of a flexible

o g r m evaluation. The examples that folhave been constructed under the artifiC0nstraint that only one f i d of mearement, design, and analysis could be
sed in each case. In practice, of course, the
~ssiblemixes are much more varied, be-

dominant societal
running
with a
"bad" crowd, and
~h~program consists of experiential education internships
through which these high-risk students get
individual tutoring in basic &ills, part-time
job placements that permit hemto em in-

measurement approaches, varying design
and varying differentanalytical
approaches to achieve triangulation.

participation in peer group discussions
aimed at changing health values, establishk g a positive peer culture, and increasing
social integration. Several evaluation approaches are possible.

The Case of Operation
Reach-Out: Variations in
Program Evaluation Design
Let's consider design alternatives for a

F'URE HYPOTHETICAL-DEDUCTIVE
APPROACH TO EVALUATION:
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN,
QUANTITATm DATA, AND
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,a d both before the program

hers choose
are
at the end of the

related to such characteristicsas group
size, duration of the activity, staff-student
ratios, and social/physical density.

the end of the program. Conlisted in fieprees are computed

Alternative Pure
and Mixed Strategies
Exhibit 5.7summarizesthe six alternative

O m : EXPERIMENTAL
QLIALITATIVE DATA,

social world. The evaluator observes
gram activities, collecting detailed des
tive data about staff-parti~patinterac

or low, the extent to which interac-

and purity of qualitative rnd quantitative
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Genuine openness flows naturally from an
inductive approach to analysis, particularly
an analysis grounded in the immediacy of
direct fieldworkand sensitized to the desirability of hohtic understanding of unique
human settings.
Likewise, fiereis an internal consistency
and logic to expenmental designs that test
deductivehypotheses derived fromtheoretical premises. mesepremises idenhIy the
key variablesto consider in testing theory or
measuring, controlling, and analyzing hypotheskizedrelationships between program
treaments and outcomes. The rules and
proce~urerofthequmtitative-experhental
are
at producing internally
valid, reliable, replicable, and generalizable
findings.
~~b~ and ~
i (1988)~have argued
~
~
logic of
that the internal consistency
,ad appmach, or
mitigates
m e ~ o d o l o ~dc a ~ g of different
inquiry modes and data collection strate-

gies. Their cautions are not to be dismissed
lighily Mixing parts of different appmaches
is a matter of philosophical and methodologicd controversy. Yet, the practical n ~
date in evaluation (Patton 1981) to gather
the most relevant possible information for
evaluation users outweighs concerns about
methodological p u n y based on e ~ i s t c
mological and philosophical = v e n t s .
The intellectual mandate to be Open to what
the world has to offersurely indudes methodological openness. In practice, it is altogether possible, as we have Seen, tacombine
approaches, and to do so creatively (Patton
1987a).Just as n-tachinesthat were oriGally
created for separate f~mctionssuch as printhave
ing, fafilg, scam% and
now been combined into a single integrated
technological
l
~ unit, So too methods that were
originally created as distinct, stand-alone
approaches can now be combined
more sophisticated and multihctional
desi~ls.

~

~

-

Advocates of methodological purity are that a single evaluator cannot be both
and inductive at the same time, or
e testing predeterminedhypotheses
remain open to whatever emerges
d, phenomenological obserractick, human reasoning is
fficiently complex and flexible that it is
ossible to research predetermined quesons and test hypotheses about certain aspects of a program while being quite open
and naturalistic in pursuing other aspects of

the ideal; quasi-experimental designs often
represent what is possible and practical.
Likewise, full participant observation over
an extended periodof time is the qualitative
ideal. In practice, many acceptable and
meaningful variations to qualitative inqcan be designed.
This spirit of adaptability and creativity
in designing studies is aimed at being pragmatic, responsive to real-world conditions
and, when doing evaluations, to meeting
stakeholder information needs. Mixed

a program. In principle, this is not greatly
differentfrom a questionnaire that includes
both fixed-choice and open-ended questions. The extent to which a qualitative approach is inductive or deductive varies
along a continuum.As evaluation fieldwork
begins, the evaluator may be open to whatever emerges from the data, a discovery or
inductive approach. Then, as the inquiry reveals patterns and major dimensions of interest, the evaluator will begin to focus on
verifying and elucidating what appears to
be emerging-a more deductively oriented
approach to data collection and analysis.
' The extent to which a study is naturalistic
in design is also a matter of degree. This applies particularlywith regard to the extent to
which the investigator places conceptual
constraints on or makes presuppositions
about the program or phenomenon under
study. In practice, the naturalistic approach
may often involve moving back and forth
between inductive, open-ended encounters
and more hypothetical-deductive attem
to verify hypotheses or solid* ideas
emerged from those more open-ended
riences, sometimes even manip
something to see what happens.
These examples of variations in
e approaches are somewhat like the
ferences betiveen experimental and qu
experimental designs. Pure experiments

methods and strategies allow creative research adaptationsto particular settings and
questions, though certain designs pose constraints that exclude other possibilities. It is
not possible, for example, for a program to
operate as an experiment by assigning participants to treatment and control groups
while at the same time operating the program under naturalistic inquiry conditions
in which all eligible participants enter the
program (and thus there is no control group
and no random assignment). Another incompatibility: Qualitative descriptions can
be converted into quantitative scales for
purposes of statistical analysis, but it is not
possible to work the other way around and
convert purely quantitative measures into
detailed, qualitative descriptions.
Design and Methods Decisions
Which research design is best? Which
strategy will provide the most useful information to decision makers? No simple and
universal answer to that question is possible. The answer in each case will depend on
the purpose of the study, the scholarly or
evaluation audience for the study (what intended users want to know), the funds available, the political context, and the interests/
abilities/biases of the researchers.Exhibit 5.8

ative design needs to re-

&s. The degree of flexibilis, however, also a matter

12. What resources

fib
suwnsrires the issues drscussed
thatmust be addEssed designing
a study.
the problem of deIn qualrtative
dr+ig,i sugsign poses a padox
~h~

gests a very specific blueprint. but "design
in the naturalistic sense . . .
planning
for certain broad contingencies without#
however, indicating exactly what
be
done in relation to each''
and Guba

wncoln

can produce quite different findings. The
challenge is to figure out which design and
methods are most appropriate, productive,
and useful in a given situation.Martin Trow
(1970) points out (quite nicely, I think) the
differencebemeen avg.ments about which
are most appropriate for Studying
rticular problem and argLImentS about
intrinsic and universal superiorityof one
method over another:
Every cobbler tlunks leather is the only thing.

writer, have their favorite research methods

should at least tcy to be less parocha1 than
cobblers.Let us be done with the ar,-ents
of
participant observation uerszis interne-g
a s we have largely dispensed with the arguments for psychology verszis sociology-md
get on with the business of attacking our
problems with the widest array of conceptual
and methodological tools that we possess and
they demand. This does not preclude discussion and debate regarding the relative usefulness of different methods for the study of
specific problems or types of problems. B U ~
that 1s very differentfrorn the asserhon of the
general and inherent superiority of one
method over another on the basis of some
intrinsic qualities it presumably possesses.

e like the bear's "d

to consume-no peeling, no killing,no
g open-and there's no waste. What's
re, it has so many uses; it can be eaten

ave . studied the matter. at

able anima! will undoubtedly make the
same conscious decision I have made. I have

of the universe?"

the examinations, Master, we

"Yes, Master. We want to understand the world."
"Then, my children, you must go out into the world. Live among the peoples
of the world as they live. Learn their language. Participate in their rituals and
routines. Taste of the world. Smell it. Watch and listen. Touch and be touched.
Write down what you see and hear, how they think and how you feel.
"Enter into the world. Obseme and wonder. Experience and reflect. To understand a world you must become part of that world while at the same time re-

-From Halcolm's Methodologicnl Chlarzicle
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6-

~Wisdom
l k About Human Observation

3

n the fields of observation, chance favors the prepared mindT

P

-Louis Pasteur (1822-18

eople only see what they are prepared t~ see.

Every student who takes an introductory
psy&ology or sociology course leams that
human perception is highly selective. When
looking at the same scene or object, different
people willsee differentthings. What people
nseeM is highly dependent on their interests, biases, and backgrounds. Our culture
shapes what we see, our early childhood socialization forms how we look at the world,
and our value systems tell us how to interpretwhat passes before our eyes.How, then,
can one trust observational data?
In their classic guide for users of social
science research, Katzer, Cook, and Crouch
(1978) titled their chapter on observation
"Seeing Is Not Believing." They open with
an oft-repeated story meant to demonstrate
the problem with observational data.
Once at a scientific meeting, a man suddenly
rushed into the midst of one of the sessions.
Another man with a revolver was chasing
him.They scuffled in plainview of tfie assembled researchers, a shot was fired, and they
mshed out. About twenty seconds had
elapsed. The chairpersonof the session immediately asked all present to write down an account of what they had seen. The observers
did not know that the ruckus had been
planned,rehearsed,andphotographed. ofthe
forty reports turned in, only ollewas less than
20 percent mistaken about the principal facts,
and most were more than 40 percentmistaken.
me event surely drew the undivided attention of the observers, was in full view at close

-Ralph Waldo Emer

pened. Someread
servers were res
ments have been reported
They are alike for all kinds
et al. 1978:21-22)

using this story to cast doubt on all varieees of observational research manifests
fundamental fallacies: (1) These researchers were not trained as social science
observers,and (2)they were not prepared to
make observations at that particular momerit. Scientific inquiry using observa-

things does not mean that frnzned nizd prepared observers cannot report with accuracy,
authenticity, and reliability that same intident.
Training to become a skilled observer ineludes

rn learning to pay attention, see what there
is to see, and hear what there is hear;
practice in writing descriptively;
fl

acquiring discipline in recording
notes;

h~owinghow to separate detail from
ivia to achieve the former without beoverwl~elmedby the latter;
rigorous methods to validate and
triangulate observations; and

' Ieporting

the strengths and limitations
of
perspective,whichrequires
bothself-knowledgeand self-disclosure.

Training observers can be particularly
challenging because so many people think
that they are "natural" observers and therefore have little to learn. Training to become a
skilled observer is a no less rigorous process
than the training necessary to bec~mea
skilled survey researcher or statistician.Peaple don't "naturally" know how to write
good survey items or analyze statisticsand people don't "naturally" $ow how to
do systematic research observations. All
forms of scientific inquiry require training
Careful preparation for entering into
fieldwork is as important as disciplined
training. Though I have considerible experience doing observational fieldwork, had I
been present at the scientific meeting where
the shooting scene occurred my recorded
observations might not have been significantly more accurate than those of my less
trained colleagues because I Z I J O L L not
~~
been prepared to observe wlmt occ~irred and,
lacking that preparation, would have been
seeing things through my ordinary eyes
rather than my scientific observer's eyes.
Preparation has mental, physical, intellectual, and psychological dimensions. Pasteur said, "In the fields of observation,
chance favors the prepared mind." Part of
g the mind is learning how to conduring the observation. Observavolves enormous energy and
I have to "turn on" that conrn on" my scientific eyes

and ears, my observational senses. A scientific observer cannot be expected to engage
in systematic observation on the spur of the
moment any more than a world-class boxer
can be expected to defend his title spontaneously on a street comer or an Olympic runner can be asked to dasli offat record speed
because someone suddenly thinks it would
be nice to test the
time. Athletes,
artists, musicians, dancers, engineers, nnd
scientistsrequire training andmentalpreparation to do their best. Experimentsand simulations that document the inaccuracy of
Spontaneous observations made by untrained and unprepared observers are no
more indicative of the potential quality of
observational methods than an amateur
cornunity talent show is indicative of what
professional performers can do.
TWOpoints are critical, then, in this introductory section. First, the folk wisdom about
observation being nothing more than selective perception is true in the ordinary course
of participating in day-to-day events. Second, the skilled observer is able to improve
the accuracy, authenticity, and reliability of
observations through intensive training and
rigorous preparation. The remainder of this
chapter is devoted to helping evaluators and
researchers move their observations from
the level of ordinary looking to the rigor of
systematic seeing.

The

of

Direct Observations
I'm often asked by students: "Isn't interviewingjust as good as observation?Do you
really have to go see a program directly to
evaluate it? Can't you find out all you need
to know by talking to people in the program
without going there and seeing it firsthand?"
I reply by relating my experience evaluating a leadership development program with
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heat environment-nothing could
substituted for direct experience wi

5
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program staff, the dining
hotel where participants
the roast. After the second

experienced was that participants
the hostess would tell
as expected. She even

The first-orderpurposes of obswati
data are to describe the setting that was

inductive because, by being on-site,
server has less need to rely on prior

quet event to both honor and make fun of
staff. staff assumed that either prior participants passed on this tradition or it was a nat-

terviewees may be m a g to provide information on sensitive topics, especially to
strangers. A fifth advantage of fieldwork is
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the opportunity to move beyond the selective perceptions of others. Interviews present the understandings of the people being
interviewed. Those understandings constitute important, indeed critical, information.
However, it is necessary for the inquirer to
keep in mind that interviewees are always
reporting perceptions-selective perceptions. Field observers will alsohave selective'
perceptions. By making their own perceptions part of the data-a matter of training,
discipline, and self-awareness-observers
can arrive at a more comprehensiveview of
the setting being studied than if forced to
rely entirely on secondhandreports
interviews.
Finally, getting close to the people in a setting through firsthand experience pennits
the inquirer to draw on personal knowledge
during the formal interpretation stage of
analysis. Reflection and introspection are
important parts of field research. The impressions and feelings of the observer become part of the data to be used in attempting to understand a setting and the people
who inhabit it. The obsemer takes in information and forms impressions that go beyond what can be fully recorded in even the
most detailed field notes.
Because [the observer]sees and hears the people he studies in many situations of the kind
that normally occur for them, rather than just
in an isolated and formal interview, he builds
an ever-growing fund of impressions, many
of them at the subliminal level, which give
him an extensive base for the interpretation
and analyticuse of any particular datum. This
wealth of information and impression sensitizes him to subtleties which might pass
unnoticed in a n interview and forces him to
raise continually new and different questions,
which he brings to and tries to answer in

succeeding observations. (Bedcer and Geer
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1970:32)

e shall not cease from exploration
the end of all our exploring
ve where we started
place for the first time.'

Observati,on-Based
Evaluation and Applied
Research in a Political World
The preceding review
dvantages
traightforof fieldwork strikes me a
ward but a bit abstract. In a moment, we'll
consider the details of how to do fieldwork,
but to inform that transition and reinforce
the importance of direct observation in the
real world, let me offer a perspective from
the world of children's stories. Some of the
most delightful, entertaining, and suspenseful fairy tales and fables concern tales of
kings who discard their royal robes to take
on the apparel of peasants so that they can
move freelyamong their people to really understand what is happening in their kingdoms. Our modem-day kings and political
figures are more likely to take television
crews with them when they make excursions among the people. They are unlikely to
go out secretly disguised, moving through
the streets anonymously, unless they're up
to mischief. It is left, then, to applied researchers and evaluators to play out the fable, to take on the appropriate appearance
and mannerisms that will permit easy
movement among the people, sometimes secretly, sometimes openly, but always with
the purpose of better understanding what
the world is really like. They are then able to
report those understandings to our modern-day version of kings SO that policy wisdom can be enhanced and programmaticdecisions enlightened. At least that's the
fantasy T&g
that fantasy into reality involves a number of important decisions
about what kind of fieldwork to do. We turn
now to those decisions.

-T.
rvational research explores the
many ways. Decidingwhich obseres are appropriate for
or action research involves difria than those same decisions
basic social scientific rearch. These differences emerge from the
ture of applied research, the politics of
aluation, the nature of contract funding in
ost evaluations, and the accountability of
valuators to information users. Thus, while
have their origins in basic anand sociological field methse methods for evaluation ofrequires adaptation. The sections that
w will discuss both the similarities and
ces between evaluation field methbasic research field methods.

riations in Observer
volvement: Participant
Onlooker or Both?
The first and most fundamental distincthat differentiates observational strateconcerns the extent to which the obwill be a pnrticipnnt in the setting
studied. This involves more than a
choice between participation and
nonparticipation. The extent of participation is a continuum that varies from complete immersion in the setting as full participant to complete separationfrom the setting
as spectator, with a great deal of variation

S. Eliot (1888-1965)

along the continuum between these two end
points.
Nor is it simplya matter of decidingat the
beginning how much the observer will participate. The extent of participation can
change over time. In some cases, the researcher may
- begin
- the study as an onlooker
and gradually become a participant as fieldwork progresses. The opposite can also occur. An evaluator might begin as a complete
participant to experience what it is like to be
initially immersed in the program and then
gradually withdraw participation over the
period of the study until finally taking the
role of occasional observer from an onlook
stance.
F d participant observation consti
an omnibus field strategy in that it "s
neously combines document analysis, interviewing of respondents and informants, direct participation and observation, and
introspection" (Denzin197813:183).If, on the
other hand, an evaluator observes a program as an onlooker, the processes of observation can be separated from i n t e ~ e w i n g .
In participant observation, however, no
such separation exists. Typically, anthropological fieldworkers combine in their field
notes data from personal, eyewitness observation with information gained from informal, natural interviews and informants' descriptions (Pelto and Pelto 1978:5).Thus, the
participant observer employs multiple and
overlapping data collection strategies:being
fully engaged in experiencing the setting
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what it's like to be in prison."

Evaluator: "Yeah."
what it's like from the inside."

:

member in such a way as to develop the
spective of an insider in one of those a
pant observation. Males can't be p
pants in female-only programs (e.g.,

of participation in participant obs
For example, if the participantsin a

permitted access to male-only councils
ceremonies. Programs that serve sp
populations may also involve naturallirnitations on the extent to which the evaluator

differences exist between a sociologist and
people in a neighborhood, access will be
more difficuIt; likewise, when, as is often the

rare, especially for a
Degree of participatio

ied, an ernic approach, &I contrast to (2)
categories created by anthropologists based

negotiatehat degree of particiwill yield the most meaningful

pologists such as Fram Boas and Edward
Sapir argued that the only meaningful dis-

staff-participant interactions, the sociopolitical context of the program, and the information needs of intended evaluation
users. Likewise, in applied and basic re-

However, as anthropologists turned to more
comparative studies, engaging in cross-culturd analyses, distinctions that cut across
cultureshad to bemade based on the anthro-
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pologist's analytical perspective, that is, an
etic perspective. The etic approach involved
"standing far enough away from or outside
of a particular culture to see its separate
events, primarily in relation to their similarities and their differences, as compared to
events in other cultures" (Pike 1954:lO). For
some years a debate raged in anthropology
about the relative merits of emic versus etic
perspectives (Pelto and Pelto 1978:55-60;
Headland, Pike, and Harris 1990),but, as often happens over time, both approaches
came to be understood as valuable, though
each contributes something different. Nevertheless, tension between these perspectives remains:
Today, despite or perhaps because of the new
recognition of cultural diversity, the tension
between universalisticand relativistic values
remains an unresolved conundrum for the
Western ethnographer. In practice, it becomes
this question: By which values are obsemations to be guided? The choices seem to be eithe
of the ethnographer or the
the observed-that is, in modem
parlance, either the eficor the emic. . .Herein
lies a
and
fundamentalproblem:
How is it possible to understand the other
when the other's values are not one's own?
This problemarises plague ethnography at
a time when Western Christian values are no
longer a surety of bth and, hence, no longer
the benchmark from which self-confidently
valid observations can be made. (Vidich and
Lyman 2000:41)

.

Methodologically, the challenge is to do justice to both perspectives during and after
fieldwork and to be clear with one's self and
one's audience how this tensionis managed.
A participant observer shares as intimately as possible in the life and activities of
the setting under study in order to develop
nn insider's view of what is happening, the

emicperspective.

of the setting or program. Anthr
Hortense Powdermaker (1966)
scribed the basi
participant obs
derstand a society, the anthropol
traditionally immersed himself in

at the same time as a trained an
from another culture" (p. 9).
Experiencing the setting or pro
insider accen

sider. The challenge is
tion and observation
ble of understan
h i d e r while describing it to and for outsiders.
obtainingsomethingof the
of
an insider is, for most researchers, only a first
step. They expect, in time, to become capable
of thinking and acting withi,, the pe+spective
of two quite different groups,the one in which
they were reared
some
one theyare studying.~h~~will also,at times,
be able to assume a mentalpositionperipheral
to both, a p o s i ~ o n ~ o mthey
w ~will
~ cbe~able
to perceive and, hopefully,describe those relationships, systems and
of which an
inextricablyinvolvedinsideris not likelyto be
consciously aware. For what the social scientist realizes is that while the outsider simply
does not know the meanings or the patterns,
the insider is so immersed that he may be
oblivious to the fact that patterns exist. . . .
What fieldworkers eventually produce out of
the tension developed by this ability to shift
their point of view dependsupon their sophistication, ability, and training. Their task, in any
case, is to realize what they have experienced
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useful, a supplementary agenda is often to
increase participants' sense of being in control of, deliberative about, and reflective on
their ownlives and situations. Chapter 4 disho Conducts the Inquiry?
cussed these approaches as examples of how
olo and Team Versus Participatory
qualitative inquiry can be applied in supd Collaborative Approaches
port of organizational or program development and community change.
The ultimate in insider perspective
Degrees
vary
a
continuum.
At
one
end
is
the
solo
fieldcomes from involving the insiders as
worker or a team of professionals; what
coresearhers
through collaborative or participatory research. ~ ~ l l ~forms
b ~
of ~ characterizes
~ t i ~ this
~ end of the continuum is
fieldwork, participatory action resear&,
that researchers
the inand learned and to communicate this in terms
that will illumine. (Wax 1971:3).

and empowerment approaches to evaluation havebecome sufficientlyimportant and
widespread to make degree of collnborntion a
indimension of design d o i c e in
quiry. participatory action research has a
long and distinguished history (
~
and McTaggart 2000; Whyte 1989).Collaborative principles of feminist inquiry include
connectedness and equality between researchers and researched, participatory processes that support consciousness-raising
and researcher reflexivity, and knowledge
generation that contributes to women's liberation and emancipation (Olesen 2000;
Guerrero 1999a:15-22; Thompson 1992). In
evaluation, Cousins and Earl (1995)have advocated participatory and collaborative approaches to evaluation primarily to increase
use of findings. Empowerment evaluation,
often using qualitative methods (Fetterman
2000a; Fetterman, Kaftarian, and Wandersman 1996), involves the use of evaluation
concepts and techniques to foster self-determination and help people help themselves
by learning to study a d report on their own
issues and concerns.
What these approaches have in common
is a style of inquiry in which the researcher
or evaluator becomes a facilitator, collaborator, and teacher in support of those engaging
in their own inquiry. While the findings
from such a participatory process may be

At the Other ad are collaborations
with people in the setting being
sometimes called "coresearchers"; they help
design the inqcollect data, and are involved in analysis. Along the middle of the
continuum
are
~
~ various~ degreesi of partial
~
and periodic (as
to continuous)

Overt Versus Covert Observations
A traditional concern about the validity
and reliability of observational data has
been the effects of the observer on what is
observed. People may behave quite differently when they know they are being observed versus how they behave nawally
when they don't think they're being observed. Thus, the argument goes, covert observations are more likely to capture what is
really happening than are overt observations where the ~ e o p l ein the setting are
aware they are being studied.
Researchers have expressed a range of
opinions concerning the ethics and morality
of conducting covert research, what Mitchell
(1993:23-35) calls "the debate over secrecy."
One end of the continuum is represented by
Edward Shils (1959), who absol~~tely
opposed all forms of covert research including
"any observations of private behavior, however technically feasible, without the explicit
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tions in a search for truth.

people one deals with, perhaps
some extent, have good reason

strained such methods. They
approve protocols in which res

orders of someone in au

that appeared to the unsuspecting citizensto
go as high as 450 volts despite the screams

ing in the way of getting at social reality
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on the other side of a wall. The real purpose
of the study, participants later learned, was
to replicate Nazi prison guard behavior
among ordinary American citizens (Mil-

e Dakotas were used to test an un-

example, corporations, labor union boards,

prisoners in a Philadelphia county jail without idorrning them of potential dangers.
Doctoral students frustrated by having
their fieldwork delayed while they await
IRB approval need to remember that they
are paying for the sins of their research forebears for whom deception and covert obser-

lands, has written about the challenges of
doing ethnographic studies of corruption in
both private and public sector organizations, notably the police.
One classic form of deception in fieldwork involves pretending to share values
and beliefs in order to become part of the

cerated in prisons and asylums, and
ren in orphanages or state correctional

rooms (Allen 2997:32). Sociologist Leon
Festinger (1956) infiltrated a doomsday cult

problems must be dealt with if one is to av

the bag, fronted out and so on. These four

the infamous Tuskegee Experiment. For
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ing to believe in the cult's prophecies.Sociologist Laud Humphreys (1970)pretended to
be gay to gather data fof his dissertation on
homosexual encounters in public parks. Anthropologist Carolyn Ellis (1986) pretended
to be just visiting friendswhen she studied a
Chesapeake Bay fishing culture. Her negative portrayals made their way back to the
local people, many of whom were infuri- ated. She later expressed remorse about her
deceptions (Allen 1997).
In traditional scholarlyfieldwork, the decision about the extent to which observations would be covert was made by researchers balancing the search for truth
against their sense of professional ethics. In
evaluation research, the information users
for whom the evaluation is done have a
stake in what kind of methods are used, so
the evaluator alone cannot decide the extent
to which observations and evaluation purposes will be fully disclosed. Rather, the
complexities of program evaluation mean
that there are several levels at which decisions about the covert-overt nature of evaluation observations must be made. Sometimes only the funders of the program or of
the evaluation know the fullextent and purpose of observations. On occasion, program
staff may be informed that evaluators will be
participating in the program, but clients will
not be so informed. In other cases, a researcher may reveal the purpose and nature
of program participation to fellow program
participants and ask for their cooperation in
keeping the evaluation secret from program
staff. On still other occasions, a variety of
people intimately associated with the programmay be informed of the evaluation,but
public officials who are less closely associated with the program may be kept "in the
dark" about the fact that observations are
under way. Sometimes the situation becomes so complex that the evaluator may
lose track of who knows and who doesn't

e staff to downplay o
evaluation roles and describe ourselves
"educational researchers" interested
ticipants to think that they were being evaluated and therefore worry about our judgments. Our focus was on evaluating the
program, not participants, but to avoid increasing participant stress we simply attempted to finesse our evaluation role by
calling ourselves educational researchers.
Our careful agreement on and rehearsal
of this point with the staff fell apart during
introductions (at the start of the six-day retreat) when the program director proceeded
to tell participants-for 10minutes-that we
were just participants and they didn't have
to worry about our evaluating them. The
longer he went on reassuring the group that
they didn'thave to worry about us, themore
worried they got. Sensing that they were
worried, he increased the intensity of his reassurances. While we continued to refer to
ourselves as educational researchers, the
participants thereafterreferred to us as evaluators. Ittook a day and a half to recover our
full participating roles as the participants
got to know us on a personal level as individuals.
Trying to protect the participants (and the
evaluation)had backfired and made our entry into the group even more difficult than it
otherwise would have been. However, this
experience sensitized us to what we subsequently observed to be a pattern in many
program situations and activities throughout the week:, and became a major finding of
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the evaluation: staff overprotection of and
condescending attitudes toward participants.
Based on this and other evaluation experiences, I recommend full and complete disclosure. People are seldom really deceived
or reassured by false or partial explanations-at least not for long. Trying to run a
ruse or scam is simply too risky and adds to
evaluator stress while holding the possibility of undermining the evaluation if (and
usually when) the ruse becomes known.
Program participants, over time, will tend to
judge evaluators first and foremost as people not as evaluators.
The nature of the questions being studied
in any particular evaluation will have a primary effect on the decision about who will
be told that an evaluation is under way. In
formative evaluations where staff members
and/or program participants are anxious to
have information' that will help them improve their program, the quality of the data
gathered may be enhanced by overtly soliciting the cooperation of everyone associated
with the program. Indeed, tlie ultimate acceptance and usefulness of formative information may depend on such prior disclosure and agreement that a formative
evaluation is appropriate. On the one'hand,
where program funders have reason to believe that a program is corrupt, abusive, incompetently administered, and/or highly
negative in impact on clients, it may be decided that an external, covert evaluation is
necessary to find out what is really happening in the program. Under such conditions,
my preferencefor full disclosure may be neither prudent nor practical. On the other
hand, Whyte (1984) has argued that "in a
community setting, maintaining a covert
role is generallyout of the question'' (p. 31).
Finally, there is the related issue of confidentiality. Those who advocate covert research usually do so with the condition that
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reports conceal names, locations, and other
identdying information so that the people
who have been observed will be protected
from harm or punitive action. Because the
basic researcher is interested in truth rather
than action, it is easier to protect the identity
of informants or study settings when doing
scholarly research. In evaluation research,
however, while the identity of who said
what may be possible to keep secret, it is seldompossibleto conceal theidentity of aprogram, and doing so may undermine the utility of the findings.
Evaluatorsand decisionmakers will have
to resolve these issues in each case in accordance with their own consciences, evaluation purposes, political realities, and ethical
sensitivities.

Variations in Duration
of Observations
Another important dimension along
which observational studies vary is the
length of time devoted to data gathering. In
the anthropological tradition of field research, a participant observer would expect
to spend six months at a minimum, and often years, living in the culture being observed. The fieldwork of Napoleon Chagnon (1992)among the Yanomami Indians in
the rain forest at the borders of Venezuela
and Brazil spanned a quarter century. To develop a holistic view of an entire culture or
subculture takes a great deal of time, especially when, as in the case of Chagnon, he
was documenting changes in tribal life and
threats to the continued existence of these
once-isolated people. The effects of his
long-term involvement on the people he
studied became controversial (Geertz 2001;
Tiemey 2000a, 2000b), a matter we shall take
up later. The point here is that fieldwork in
basic and applied social science aims to unveil the interwoven complexities and funda-
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Sometimes an entire segment-of a,pro-

ipating in multiple settings in order to do
comparisons over several years. At times,
hen, and for certain studies, long-te-m,
fieldworkis essential.At other times and for

on at a staff meeting, as I have also
My response to students who ask me how
g they have to observe a program to do a
od evaluation follows the.line of thought
veloped by Abraham Lincoln during one

information for

tweenDouglasand Lincoln, a heckler asked,
"Tell us, Mr. Lincoln, how long do you think
a man's legs ought to be?"
Lincoln replied, "Long enough to reach
Fieldwork should last long enough to get
the job done-to answer the research questions being asked and fulfillthe purpose of
in-and-out observer of a program for ei
months, but only present 6 hours a week
of the program's 40-hour week.

ing practices and fears. The site visit observations of some 20 such program sessions
throughout Minnesota were part of an implementation evaluation that reported to the
state legislaturehow these innovative (at the

ervational Focus
e preceding sections have discussed
observations vary in the extent to

whichthe observer participates in the set-

view young women in India who read West- em romance novels. Thus, her fieldwork
had a very narrow focus. But to contextualize what she learned from interviews, she

1ate snacks and lunch at cafes with groups of
women, went to the movies, dined with them
at their homes, and accompanied them on
shopping trips. I joined women's routine conversations during break times and interviewed informants a t a range of everyday
sites, such as college grounds, homes, and restaurants. I visited used-book vendors, bookstores, and lending libraries wtth several
readers and observed social interactions between library owners and young women. To
gain insight into the multidimensional relahonship between women's romance reading
and their experiences with everyday social
discourse about romance readers, I interviewed young women's parents, siblings,
teachers, bookstore managers, and owners of
the lending libraries they frequented. (p. 75)

The tradition of ethnographic fieldwork
has emphasized the importance of understanding whole cultural systems. The various subsystems of a society are seen as interdependent parts so that the economic
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system, the cultural system, the political system, the kinship system, and other specialized subsystems could only be understood
in relation to each other. In reality, fieldwork
and observations have tended to focus on a
particular part of the society or culture because of specific investigator interests and
the need to allocate the most time to those
things that the researcher considered most
important. Thus, a particular study might
present an overview of a particular culture
but then go on to report in greatest detail
about the religious system of that culture.
In evaluating programs, a broad range of
possible foci makes choosing a specificfocus
challenging.One way of ihkkhg about focus options involves distinguishing various
program processes sequentially: (1) processes by which participants enter a program (the outreach, recruitment, and intake
components); (2) processes of orientation to
and socializationinto the program (the initiation period); (3) the basic activities that
comprise program implementation over the
course of the program (the service delivery
system); and (4) the activities that go on
around progTam termination, including follow-up activities and client impacts over
time. It would be possible to observe only
one of these program components, some
combination of components, or all of the
components together. Which parts of the
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program and how many are studied
clearly affect such issues as the extent
which the observeris aparticipant, who
know about the evaluation's purpose,
the duration of observations.
Chapter 5 discussed how.decisionsabo
the focus and scope of a study inv
trade-offs belween breadth and de
very first trade-off comes in frarnin
search questions to be studied. The pr
is to determine the extentto which it is
able and useful to study one or a few
tions in greai depth or to study more
tions but each in less depth. Moreover, m
emergent designs,the focus can change over
time.

Dimensions Along Which
Fieldwork Varies: An Overview
We've examined five dimensions that can
be used to describe some of the primary
variations in fieldwork. Those dimensions,
discussed in the previous sections, are
graphically summarized in Exhibit 6.1.
These dimensionscanbe used to help design
observational studies and make decisions
about the parameters of fieldwork. They can
also be used to organize the methods section
of a report or dissertation in order to document how research or evaluation fieldwork
actuallv unfolded.

Solo researchers,
teams o f professionals

I

the
setting being studied

4. Disclosure o f the observer's role to others

Overt:
ull disclosure

I

I
Selective disclosure

Covert:
No disclosure

5. Duration o f observotions ond fieldwork

Short,
single observation
(e.g., 1 site, 1 hour)

I

I

Long-term,
multiple observations
(e.g., months, years)

I

Broad focus:
Holistic view

Ongoing over time

6. Focus o f observotions

5 What to Observe: A Sensitizing Framework

Narrow focus:
Single element

I
Evolving, emergent

3

keep six honest serving men.
They taught me all I knew:
Their names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who.'
-Rudyard

Kipling

NASA space scientist David Morrison
1999)has noted that in asbonomy, geology,
and planetary science, obsenration precedes
theory generation "and the journals in these

fields never require the authors to state a
'hypothesis' in order to publish their results" (p. 8).
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hypotheses and other precon
observation. As Morrison put
just tl~eunique opportunity
no one has ever looked bef
the world has to show us.
That's the ideal. Howev
ble to observe everything. The
server is not a movie camera,

how sensitizing concepts guide

server moves from sensihzlng concepts
immediate world of soual experience
ture of the questions being asked. Onc
the field, however, the observer must some-

versatiom that illuminate these sensitizing

. Listen. It answers,

kind of sensitizing fraqee same to Raven.

mains manageable.
Experienced observers often use "sensihzmg concepts" to orient fieldwork. Qualitative sociologst and symbolic interactionist Herbert Blumer (1954) is credited with
originating the idea of the sensitizing con-

The observer, then, looks for repeatable regulanhes He uses ntual patterns of dress and
body-spacmg as m&cators of self image. He
takes specla1languages,codes, and d~alectsas

benefit frompreparing a formal list of major
sensitizing concepts in the formal design

You are surely lost. Stand still. The
forest knows
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visualize that setting. In writing a program
description, the observer, unlike the novelt, should avoid interpretive adjectives exas they appear in quotes from particiants about their reactions to and
eptions of that environment. Such adjectives as conlfortnble; benzlt@l, drab, and
stinzzrlati~zginterpret rather than describe
-and interpret vaguely at that. More purely
descriptive adjectives include

Routinness/nonroutinness of work, produc

Implementation

Program theory

Communication patterns
Organizational culture

colors ("a room painted blue with a
blackboard at one end"),

Hierarchy: Layeredlflat
Authority patterns
Formal/informal networks
Rewards/punishments, incentives/disincentives

space ("a 40-foot-by-20-foot ,-lassroom
with windows on one side"), and
purpose ("a library, the walls lined with
books and tables in the center").

Success and failure messages/stories

Beginners can practice lea-g
to write
descriptively by sharing a description of a
'IJserved
witha
of people and
asking them if
can
the setting
described. Another helpful exercise involves two people observing the same enviIonmentand
their
watching in particular for the use of interpretive adjectives instead of descriptive
ones. Vivid description provides sufficient
information that the reader does not have to
'peculate at what is meant. For e x a m ~ l e l
simply reporting "a crowded room" requires interpretation. Contrast with this:

Degree of integration
Com~etition/coo~eration

The meeting

mine sources of data for that illumination.
The examples and illustrations that follow
derive from and build on the sensitizing
framework for program evaluation. Interspersed with this presentation of sources of
evaluation data are examples of how to collect observational data. These strategies apply to other inquiry settings, but to provide

The
Describing a setting, like a program setting, begins with the physical environment
within which the program takes place. The
description of the program setting should be
sufficiently detailed to permit the reader to

,

had a three-~ersoncouch
across one side, six chairs dong the adjoining
walls next to the couch, and three chairs along
the waufacingfiecoFhrwhichhchdedfie
door.With 20 people in the room, all standing,
there was very little space between people.
Several participants were overheard to say,
"This room is redly crowded."
Such descriptive writing requires attention to detail and discipline to avoid vague,

,

interpretive phrases. But such writing can
also be dull. Metaphors and analogies can
enliven and enrich descriptions, helping
readers connect through shared understandings and giving them a better feel for
the environment being described. I once
evaluated a wilderness education program
that included time at the Grand Canyon. Exhibit 6.3 presents my feeble attempt to capture in words our first view of the Grand
Canyon. Notice the metaphors that run
through the description. Of course, this is
one of those instances where a picture

~~~ldbeworthamountainofwordsrwhich
is why qualitative fieldwork increasinglyincludes photography and videography. 'Fhis
excerpt aims at offering a sense of tlze physical
environment more than it offers a literal description because unless one has been there
or seen pictures, the landscape is outside ordinary experience.
The physical
of a setting
be hportmt to what happens in that environment. The way the
look in rooms,
the amount of space available, how the
spaceis used, the nature of the lighting, how
people are organized in the space, and the
interpretive reactions of program participants to the physical setting can be import, information about both program implementation and the effectsof the program on

participants,
A commonmistake among obsenrers is to
take the physical environment for granted.
Thus, an evaluator may report that the program took place in "a school." The evaluator
may have a mental image of usc.,ooy
that
matches what was observed, but schools
vary considerablyin size, appearance,
neighborhood setting. Even more so, the interiors of schools vary considerably. The
same can be said for criminaljustice settings,
health settings, community mental health
programs, and any other human service activity.

ndigly,many.
emphasize - orssive faunda-

feel overwhelme

observer looks

se associa-

programs.

ers on the walls,

sponded to a n en-

participation. It is typically much easier to
generate discussion when chairs are in a circle rather thaninledure style. The dimlight-

settings in largely urban enviro

uniform than the environments of hu
service programs. During the year1
gram, participants were exposed to

-

.

Environment

an beings interact create social-ecologi-

different background characteristics, racial
'identities, and/or ages alert the observer to
patterns in the social ecology of the proDecision-making patterns can be a particularly important part of a program's social

are decisions made openly, so that partici-

:

,1
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ontext of
l's image
om that
ment. Doing
one by
legends of the
in the 1960s.

keep perceptions of participants
from the observer's or evaluator's own descriptions and interpretations.

Historical Perspectives
Historical information can shed importmtlight on the social environment.The history of a program, community, or organization isan important part of the context for
research. Distinguished qualitative sociologist William Foote Whyte, sometimes called
the father of sociological field research, has
reflected on how he came to value historical
research as a critical part of his fieldwork.
When we began om ~eruvianresearch program, I viewed history as having little value
the currentscene. I thought
for
Iwasonlybeingsympatheticto
theinterestsof
our Peruvian researchers in suggesting that
they gatherhistoricaldata on each village for
the last 50 years.
Fortunately, the Peruvians refused to accept the 50-year limit and in some cases
probed up to 500 years in the history of vilor areas. Much of these data on rural
cornunitieswould be of interest only to historians.However, understanding the paradox
of the Mantaro Valley required us to go back to
the conquest of ~ e r uand,
, in the Chancay Val-

Documenting and understanding the
context of a program will require delving
into its history. How was the program ereated and h i t i d y funded? Who were the
original people targeted for program services, and how have target
changed over time? To what extent and in
what ways have goals and intended outcomes changed over time? What have staffing patterns been over time? How has the
program's governance board) been involved at various stages in the program's
history? What crises has the program endured? I£the program is embedded within a
larger organizational context, what is the
history of that organizationin relationto the
program? How has the larger political and
economic environment changed over time,
and how have those changes affected program development? What are the stories
people tell about the ~rogram's history?
These kinds of questions frame inquiry into
the program's history to i l l h a t e context.
In the 1 9 9 0 ~I ~evaluated a "free high
school" that had been created during the
struggles and turmoil of the 1960s. Little
about the program's current programming

Most evaluations focus at least some obon planned program activities.
on in the program? What do partlike to be a
ofquestions
evaluators bring to the program setting to
document program implementation.
Build observations around activities that
have a kind of unity about them: a beginning, some middle point, and a closure
point-such things as a class session, a counseling session, meal time in the residential
facility, ameeting of some kind, a home visit
in an outreach program, a consultation, or a
regiskation procedure. Attending to sequence illustrates how the inquiry progresses over the course of an observation.
Initially, the observer will focus on how the
activity is introduced or begun. Who is present at the beginning?What exactly was said?
How did participants respond or react to
what was said?
These kinds of basic descriptive questions guide the evaluatorthroughout the full

own feelings as part of the observation.)
How do behaviors and feelings change over
the course of the activity?
Pinallx the observer looks for cIosure
points. What are the signals that a particular
activity is being ended? Who is present at
that time? What is said? How do participants react to the ending of the activity?
How is the completion of this unit of activity
related to other program activities and future plans?
Each unit of activity is observed and
treated as a self-containedevent for the purpose of managing field notes. The observation of a single session of the early childhood
parent education program presented in
Chapter 1 is an example. Each observed
event or activity can be thought of as a
mini-case write-up of a discrete incident, activity, interaction, or event. During analysis,
one looks across these discrete units-ofactivity cases for patterns and themes, but
during the initial stages of fieldwork the obServer will be kept busy just trying to caphue self-containedunits of activity without
worrying yet about looking for patterns
across activities.
Observing and documenting formal program activities will constiiute a central elemerit in evaluating planned programimplementation, but to fully understand a
program and its effects on participants, observations shouldnotberestricted to formal,
planned activities. The next section discusses observation of the things that go on
between and around formal, planned program activities.

Informal Interactions

ed activid in this
activity? (The observer records his or her

If observersput away their seeing and observing selves as soon as a p l m e d , formal
activity ends, they will miss a great deal of
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during such a time?
This scenario illu
importance of stayin
doing opportunity samp
ticipate all the things that
ing unplanned program

greatest opportunity to exchange views and
to talk with each other about what they are
experiencing in the program. In Some cases,
the evaluatorwill simply listen in On conversations or there may be oppo&ties to conduct informal interviews, either with a sin-

sowhat did you
morning?

of what went on th~s

As the men lined up to use the f
st man to urinate said lou

ants. I respected the
ns when I

time an ho
With his

dissatisfied on an evaluation ques-

that has nothing to do with the
data. In many Programs, the
tame of free time and helped alleviate the

versation:
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"you know, in documenting experiences
people are having, Ym trying to tratk some
different things folks are doing. The
of
staff have encouraged people to keep jourrials and do wrikg, and I noticed that you
were writing fairly intensely before dinner.
willing to share, it'would be helpful
for me to know 11ow you see the writing fitting into your whole experience with the
program."
He hesitated, moved his food about in his
bowl a little bit, and then said, "I'm not sure
about the program or how it fits in or any of
that, but I will tell you what I was writing. I
was writing . . . ," and he hesitated because
his voice cracked, "a letter to my teenage son
w i n g to tell him how I feel about him and
make contact with him about some things. I
don't h o w if I'll give the letter to him.The

letter may have bee
him. But the most
the
import
ing a v
fact
a letter. That's
This short co
different side of
family life. We
ti0nS
case
program.
hadnot evenbeen amon
tended outcomes of the
out to be
of participants.

The Native Language of the Program

T

he lunatic, the lover, and the poet
Are of imagination all compact.
One sees more devils than vast hell can hold;
That is, the madman. The lover, all as frantic,
Sees Helen's beauty in a brow of Egypt.
The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven;
And as imagination bodies forth the forms of things unknown,
The poet's pen turns them to shapes
And gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name.
-William Shakespeare,
A Midsunuizer Night's Dreniiz, Act V, scene 1

As noted in Chapter 2, the Whorf hypothesis (Schultz 1991) alerts us to the power of
language to shape our perceptions and experiences. As an insurance investigator,
BenjaWharf was assigned to look into
explosions in warehouses. He discovered

that truck drivers were entering "empty"
warehouses smoking cigarettes and cigars.
The warehouses often contained invisible,
but highly flammable gases. He interviewed
truckers and found that they associated the
word enzpty with lmnnless and acted accord-

Whorf's job, in Shakespeare's terms,&
tum the truckers'perceptionof "airy
e of possible danger.
ominsists that one
€her culture without
gthe language of the people in
anguage organizes our world
ing what we see, perceive, and
to. The things for which peoclal words tell others what is imto that culture. Thus, as students
ductory anthropology, Eskimos have many words for snow and Arabs
have many words for camel. Likewise, the
artist has many words for red and different
kinds of brushes.
Roderick Nash (1986),in his classic study
Wildernessandthe Anzericniz Miizcl, traces how
changing European American perceptions
of "wilderness" has affected at the deepest
levels o w culh*ral, economic, and political
perspectives on deserts, forests, canyons,
and rivers. He traced the very idea of wilderness to the eighth-century heroic epic character Beowulf, whose bravery was defined
by his courage in entering the wildeor-a
place of wild and dangerous beasts, dark
and foreboding forests, and untamed, primordial spirits. In the Judeo-Christian tradition, wilderness came to connote a place of
uncontrolled evil that needed to be tamed
and civilized,while Eastern cultures and relove of wilderness rather
credits the Enlightenment
offering new ways of thinking about
new language to shape
Moving from the wilderness to the interior territory of organizations, agencies, and
programs, language still shapes experience
and is therefore an important focus during
fieldwork. Programs develop their own language to describe the problems they deal
with in their work. Educators who work
with learning disabled students have a com-

plex system of language to distinguish different degrees and types of retardation, a
language that changes as cultural and political sensitivities change. People in criminal
justice generate language for distinguishing
types of offenders or "perps" (perpetrators).
Fieldwork involveslearning the "native language" of the setting or program beingstudied and attending to variations in connotations and situationaluse. The field notes and
reports of the observer should include the
exact language used by participants to communicate the flavor and meaning of "native" program language.
Language was especiallyimportant in the
wilderness education program I evaluated.
These were highly verbal people, well educated, reflective and articulate, who spent a
lot of program time in group discussions.
Program staff understood how words can
shape experiences. They wanted participants to view the time in the wilderness as a
professional development learning experience not a vacation, so staff called each week
in the wilderness a "field conference." They
hoped participants would see the program
as a "conference" heldinthe "field." Despite
the determined efforts of staff, however, the
participants never adopted tkis language.
Almost universally they referred to the
weeks in the wilderness as "trips." During
the second "field conference" the staff capitdated. Interestingly enough, that capitulation coincided with negative reactions by
participants tosome logisticalhadequacies,
unsuccessful program activities, and bad
weather, all of which undercut the "conference" emphasis. Staff lanpya~e
reflected
that change.
Other language emerged that illuminated
participants' experiences.One of the participants expressed the hope of "detoxdying" in
the wilderness. He viewed his return to his
everyday world as "poisonous retoxification." The group immediately adopted this

-
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greater personal change.
In evaluating an intenlab
ment project, I observed that
country nationals ("locals") ha
a subtle set of hand si

cussion focused
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ce of hugging as a
mselves used to s

Unobtrusive Observati

numbers used to descr
culty of various rock

tend to nonverbal forms of communication.
For example, in educationalsettingsnonverdents get the attention of or otherwise ap-

fmd my way out of the eddies of life."

hands in the air. In group settmgs a great
deal of fidgebng and movmg about may re-

in, the wilderness program provides

thor Edward Abbey (1968), set for th

Pararneswaran (2001)has described how
she rehed on readmg nonverbal cues to tell

tant to note early that the awareness of testing
need not, by ~tself,contammateresponses ~t1s
a quesbon of probabfities, but the probabhv
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of bias is high in any siudy in which a respondenfisaware of his subject status. (Webb et a].

ing. All participants were provided with

1966:13)

Concern about reactions to being obsenred has led some social scientists to recommend covert observations as discussed
in this chapter. An alternative strategy involves searching for opportunities to
collect "unobtrusive measures" (Webb et al.
1966). Unobtrusive. measures are those
made without the knowledge of the people
being observed and without affecting what
is observed.
~ ~ bL. ~Wolf
r t and Barbara L. Tymitz
(1978) included unobtrusive measures in
inquiry evaluation of the
their
National Muse- of Natural History at the
smi*onian h t i h t i o n . They looked for
owear spots" as indicators of use of paficular exhibit areas. They decided that worn
would indicatethe popularity of particular areas in the museum. The creative eval-

program by looking for physical clues.
Dusty equipment or files may indicate
things that are not used. Areas that are used
will look
a great deal by children in a
different-that is, more wom-than areas
that are little used.
In a week-long staff training program for
300 people, I asked the kitchen to systematically record how mu& coffee was consumed in the m o a g , afternoon, and evening each day. Those sessions that I judged
to be particularlyboring had a correspondhgly higher level of coffee consumption.
Active and involving sessions showed less
regardless of time of
coffee
day. (Participantscould getup and get coffee
whenever they wanted.)
In the wilderness program, the thickness
of notebooks called "learning logs" became
an rnobtrusive indicator of how engaged
participants were in self-reflective journal-

them for private reflectio
These three-ring binders
paper when first
each
(The Program
over the course of a Yearwhich paper had been added
books was One

vi
h
in "evaluating" the wilderness habits of
groups that go through an area such as the

merit. The regulations for use of that

esselltially "take only photograpll

to be carried out. It takes several days to

ance with river regulations.
The creative observer, aware of the variety of things to be learned from shtdyhg
physical and social settings, will look for opportunities to incorporate unobtrusive measures into fieldwork, thereby manifesting a
"sympathy toward multi-method inquiry,
triangulation, play&ess in data collection,
outcroppings as measures, and alternatives
to self report" (Webb and Weick 1983:210).
A particularly powerful example of UIobtrusive fieldworkis Laura Palmer's (1988)
study of letters and remembrances left at the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington,
D.C., a work she called Sltrnptiel i n tlze Henrt.
For the ~mobtrusivepart of her fieldwork,

the memorial,
arehoused by

intriguing form of analysis involves comparing official statements found in public
ed and
documents (brochures, board minutes, anthe content of
nual reports) with private memos and what
ause of identithe evaluation observer actually hears or
letters Or insees occurring the program. Client files are
another rich source of case data to supplement field observations and interviews. For
e peaexample, Vesneski and Kemp (2000) coded
interview
and analyzed intake sheets and copies of
part of her
family plans produced during more than
vivid descriptions of
100 "family conferences" involving the exoffer dratended families of abused or neglected chfiffects
dren in child welfare decision making in the
SUMVO~S. state of Washington.
journals,
At the very beginning of an evaluation or
organizational fieldwork, access to potentially important documents and records
ork
should be negotiated. The ideal situation
would include access to all routine records
on clients, all correspondence from and to
program staff, financial and budget records,
organizational rules, regulations, memoranda, charts, and any other official or unofficialdocumentsgenerated by or for the protigram. These kinds of documents provide the
evaluator with information about many
rmation
things that cannot be observed. They may
ograms.
reveal things that have taken place before
strategies and techniques
of the repertoire of field rethe evaluationbegan. They may include private interchanges to which the evaluator
8

a trail of paper and artifacts, a kind of spoor
that can be mined as part of fieldwork. Families keep photographs, children's schoolwork, letters, old Bibles with detailed genedogies, bronzed baby shoes, and other
sentimental objects that can inform and enrich family case studies.People who commit
suicide leave behind suicide notes that can
reveal patterns of despair in a society
(Wilhson 1999).Gangs and others inscribe
public places with graffiti. Organizations of
all kinds produce mo~mtainsof records,
both public and pnvate. Indeed, an oft-

would not otherwise be privy. They can reveal goals or decisions that might be otherwise unlaown to the evaluator.
In evaluating the mission fulfillment of a
major philanthropicfoundation, I examined
10 years of annual reports. Each report was
professionally designed, elegantly printed,
and widely disseminated-and each report
stated a slightly different mission for the
foundation. It turned out that the president
of the foundation wrote an annual introduction and simply stated the mission from
memory. The publication designer routinely
lifted this "mission statement" from the
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sence of some particular activity or factor is
noteworthy. This clearly calls for judgment,
common sense, and experience. As eminent
qualitative methodologist Bob Stake (1995)
has asserted:
One of the principal qualificationsof qualitative researchers is experience. Added to the
experience of ordinary looking and thinking,
the experience of the qualitative researcher is
one of knowing what leads to significant understanding, recognizing good sources of
data, and consciously and unconsciously testing out the veracity of their eyes and robustness of their interpretations. It requires
sensitivityand skepticism.Much of this methodological knowledge and personality come
from hard workunder the critical examination
of colleagues and mentors. (pp. 49-50)

Making informed judgments about the
sigruhcance of nonoccurrences can be
among the most important contributions an
evaluator can make because such feedback
can provide program staff members or other
evaluation users with information that they
may not have thought to request. Moreover,
they may lack the requisite experience or
awareness to have noticed the absence of
that which the evaluator observes. For example, the absence of staff conflict is typically noteworthy because staff conflict is
common. Similarly, absence of conflict between administrativelevels (local, state, and
federal)would be noteworthy because such
conflict is, in my experience, virtually universal.
In many such cases, the observation
about what did not occur is simply a restatement, in the opposite, of what did occur.
That restatement, however, will ath-act attention in a way that the initial observation
might not. For example, if one were observing a program being conducted in a multiracial community, it is possible that program

necessity of staffbeing
ticular needs, interests

uator observes that

that do not happen. If, over
server notes that program p

be appropriate for the evaluator to point
out the absence of such input based on experiences indicating the sigruhcance of
participant input in the planning processes of other programs.
MYevaluation of the wilderness education program included observations about
a number of things that did not occur. No
serious injuries occurred at any of the six
field conferences in the wilderness-important information for someone thinking
about the possible risks involved in such a
program. No participant refused to shodder his or her share of the work that had to
be done in order for the group to live and
work together in the wilderness. This obsewation emerged from discussions with
technical field staff who often worked
wit11 juveniles in wilderness settings
where uneven sharing of cooking, cleaning, and related responsibilities often led
t~ major group conflicts. The fact that the
gro~1psIobserved never had to deal with
one or two people not helping out was
worth noting.

Perhaps the mostimportant observation
about what did not happen came from observingstaffmeetings.Over time, Inoticed a
pattern in which staffheld meetings to make
decisions about important issues, but no
such decisions were made. Staffsometimes
thought that a decision had been made, but
closure was not brought to the decisionmaking process and no responsibility for
follow-up was assigned. Many subsequent
implf2mentation fELilLUes and staff conflicts
could be traced to ambiguities and differa c e s of opinion that were left unresolved at
staff meetings. By hearing me describe both
what was and was not occurring, staff became more explicit and effective in making
decisions.
*hat did happen in
staffllleetingsWas important,but it was also
to observe what did
not happen.
Nested and Layered Case
Studies During Fieldwork

* case study is expected to catch the complexit^ of a single case. The single leaf, even a sin-

gle toothpick, has unique complexities--but
rarely will we care enougl~to submlt it to case
study. We study a case when it itself is of very
special interest. We look for the detail of interaction with its context. Case study is the study
of the partic*arit~ and complexity of a single
case, coming to understand its activity within
important circumstances. (Stake 1995:xi)

Months of fieldwork may result in a single case study that describes a village, community, neighborhood, organization, or program. However, that single case study is
likely to be made up of many smaller
cases-the stories of specific individuals,
families, organizational units, and other
groups. Criticalincidents and case studies of
specific bounded activities, like a celebra-

tion, may also be presented within the
larger case. The qualitative analysis process typically centers on presentation of
specific cases and thematic analysis across
cases. Knowing this, fieldwork can be organized around nested and layered case
studies, which means that some form of
nested case sampling must occur.
~ eme
t briefly review he centr&ty of
case
as a qualitative i n q w strategy.Chapter 1 opened by citing a number
of
and influential books
based on case studies, for example,

Searclz of Excellmzce: Lessons From America's
Best-Run Companies by Peters and Water-

,,

(1982), Angela Brownets important
book When Battered Wolnaz Kill (1987),and
Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot's six detailed
case studies in Respecf (2000:13). Chapter 2
presented the construction of zlniqzle case
studies as a major strategic theme of qualitative inquiry Chapter 3 reviewed theoretical perspectives that are inductively case
based. Chapter 4 reviewed at some length
the importancein qualitative evaluation of

capturing and reporting individualized outcolnes based on case studies of howparticipants in programs ,--,ange during a program and whether they maintain those
changes aftenvard. To illustratethis point,
i, the wilderness education program o m
evaluation team constructed case studies
of participants using multiple sources of
data from fieldwork: (1)background data
gathered through interviews about participants' situations and perspectives upon
entering the year of field conferences; (2)
observations of their experiences during
field conferences;(3) informal and conversational interviews with them during the
wilderness trips; (4) quotations from forma1 group interviews (focus groups) held
at various times during the trips; (5) excerpts from their journals and other personal writings when they were willing to
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cific dangerous rapid on the San Jum River.
Each evening discussion constituted a case
such that that over the three years, we had
notes on over 80 discussionsof variouskinds.
Staff meetings made for a different unit of
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this background and the contro-

observes and talks to during fi
flexivity calls for self-reflection
ical self-reflection and self-kno

understand in the field and as
and analyst. The observer, there
ers to adueve crit-

derfully self-reflective account of her experience r e m g to her native India to do
fieldwork as a feminist scholar after being
educated in United States.
case studies often are layered and nested.
The tlvee-year wilderness program constituted the overall, one might say macro, case
study. The final evaluation report presented
conclusions about the processes and outcomes of the overall program, a case example of a three-year wilderness educationini-

gagingin a series of multilayered and nested
case studies, often with intersecting and
overlapping units of analysis. One final case
study deserves consideration-the observer's experiences and reactions. We tun to
that now.

Because my parents were fairly hberal compared to many of my friends' parents, I grew
up wth a little more awareness than many
middle- and upper-classIndians of the differences beheenmy hfe and that of the vast majority of Indians. Although 1questioned some
resb~chonsthat were speclhc to women of my

Her personal inquiry into these questions,
reflecting onher own fieldwork experiences
(Parameswarm 2001), is a model of reflexivity.
Many year ago, Indian philosopher J.
Krishnamurti (1964) commented on the
challenges of self-knowledge. Although his
reflections were directed to the importance
of lifelong learning rather than to being reflexive in fieldwork, his ruminations offer a
larger context for thinking about how to observe oneself, a context beyond concern
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ou observe
th your fe.,ifi all the
you ob-

e and frame fieldwo

ith issues of authenticity,reactivity, and how the observational process
may have affected what was observed as
well as how the background and predispositions of the observer may have constrained what was observed and understood. Each of these areas of methodological
on some degree of critical

Macro Case Study: Final Evaluation Study of the Three-Year Progr
possib/enested, layered, and overlappingmini-case studies

Sources of Data Reviewed

fieldwork began with the suggestion that a
sensifizingfrarnemorkcan be useful as a tool to

t is the mystery, the beauty of it. (Krishnamurti 196450-51, emphasis added)

thinking about evaluation fieldwork possibilities. Other phenomena and other observational arenas would have different
sensitizingframeworks or concepts. The fol-

Description of the social

or 'J=e*ho%hsJ so too the self-knowle of reflexive fieldwork is but one phase

.

Observing informal interactions and unplanned activities
rding participants' special program
onverbal communication

Watching for unobtrusive indicators
ocurnents, files, records,
ibility, is that the observer must ulti-

and artifacts
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considering the interpr

ldwork Strate~esand ObseruatzonMethods

e. Field notes contain the de-

Woolf:

later. If it's important as part of yo? con-

g general terms to describe specific ac-
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scriptive, concrete, and detailed.
Field notes also contain what people say.
Direct quotations, or as near as possible recall of direct quotations, should be captured
during fieldwork, recording what was said
during observed activities as well as responses garnered during interviews, both
formal and conversational. Quotations provide the "emic perspective" discussed earlier-the insider's perspective-which "is at
the heart of most ethnographic research"
(Fetterman 1989:30).
Field notes also contain the observer's
own feelings, readions to the experience,
and reflections about the personal meaning
and sigmhcance of what has been obsemed.
Don't deceive yourself into thinking that
such feelings can be conjured up again simply by reading the descriptions of what took
place. Peelings and reactions should be recorded at the time they are experienced,
while you are in the field. Both the nature
and intensity of feelings should be recorded.
In qualitative inquiry, the observer's own
experiences are part of the data. Part of the
purpose of being in a setting and getting
close to the people in the setting is to permit
you to experience what it is like to be in that
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to set off field interpretations with
eses, asterisks,
to distinguish interom description. The point is
tations should be understood to
interpretations, and labeled as
ased insights are sufficiently
us that you need not ignore them in
t, if really important, they will
down, took out a cigarette and lit it

~ u d of
y being on a "power trip," and said that she'd "like t o beat
theshit out o f her," then told her t o "go t o hell." The client shook
her fist in Judy's face and stomped out of the room, leaving Judy
standing there with her mouth open, looking amazed.

, then, contain the ongoing
and observed, quotations from the people
o b s e ~ e d the
, observer's feehgs and reactions to what is observed, and field-generrpretations.Fieldnotes
the fundamental database for construct:
case studies and carrying out thematic
S-Case analysis in qualitative research.

cedurally Speaking
When field notes are written will depend
the kind of observations being done and

wrinkled with one tail tucked into the pants and the other tail
hanging out. His hair was disheveled and his hands looked liked
he'd been playing in the engine o f a car.

setting. If what it is like for you, the observer
or participant observer, is not recorded in
your field notes, then much of the purpose
for being there is lost.
Finally, field notes include your insights,
interpretations, beginning analyses, and
working hypotheses about what is happening in the setting and what it means. While
you should approach fieldwork with a disciplined intention not to impose preconceptions and early judgments on the phenomenon being experienced and observed,
nevertheless, as an observer you don't be-

come a mechanical recording machine on
entering the field. Insights, ideas, inspirations-and yes, judgments, too--will occur
while making observations and recording
fieldnotes.It's not that you sit down early on
and begin the analysis and, if you're an evaluator, make judgments. Rather, it's in the nature of our intellects that ideas about the
meaning, causes, and sigruficance of what
we experience find their way into our
minds. These insights and inspirations become part of the data of fieldwork and
should be recorded in context in field notes.

the parents by the staff facilitator and explained the purpose of the evaluation and
assured the parents that no one would be
identified.I then openly took extensive notes
without participatingin the discussions.Immediately following those sessions, I would
go back over my notes to fill in details and be
sure what I had recorded made sense. By
way of contrast, in the wildemess education
program I was a full. participant engaged
in full days of hiking, rock climbing, and
rafting/kayaking. I was sufficiently exhausted by the end of each day that I seldom
stayed awake making field notes by flashlight while Others slept. Rather, each night I
jotted down basic notes that I could expand
during the time that others were writing in

their journals, but some of the expansion
had to be completed after the weeklong field
conference.In evaluating a leadership training program as a participant observer, the
staff facilitator privately asked me not to
take notes during group discussions because it made him nervous, even though
most other participants were taking notes.
The extent to which notes are openly recorded during the activities being observed
is a function of the observer's role and p u pose, as well as the stage of participant observation. If the observer or evaluator is
openly identified as a short-term, external,
nonparticipant observer, participants may
expect him or her to write do- what is going on. If, on the other hand, one is engaged
in longer-te- participant
the
early part of the process may be devoted to
establishing the
observer role
with emphasis on participation so that open
taking of notes is deferred until the fieldworker's role has been firmly established
within the group. At that point, it is often
possible to openly take field notes since, it is
hoped, the observer is better known to the
group and has established some degree of
trust and rapport.
The wildemess program evaluation involved three 10-day hips ("field conferences") with participants at different times
duringthe year. Duing the first field conference, I never took notes openly. The only
time Iwrote was when others were also writing. Duringthe second field conference,I began to openly record observationswhen discussions were going on if taking notes did
not interfere with my participation. By the
third week, I felt1could take notes whenever
I wanted to and I had no indication from
anyone that they even paid attention to the
fact that I was taking notes. By that time I
had established myself as a participant, and
my participant role was more primary than
my evaluator role.
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s a formativeevaluator.

are typical or atypical.
Interview data limitations

and Documentation:
Bringing Together
Multiple Perspectives

5

aff members and group
able to use this informamembers,htheir efforts to
ommur&ation duringthe fi-

(1)those who h
ment and administrative

writing notes as on

I I Observntion
~
Metlzods

feded by the emotional state of the.Fterviewee'at the time of the interview. Interview data are also subject to recall error,
reactivity of the interviewee to the inter-

The classic image of the anthropological
fieldworkeris of someone huddled in an Af-

,

-

-

available to them a number of technological

-

,
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g to my taldng notes on a
the enormous pockets of
him what I was doing he
d not w&t to disturb him by

I

wrote about coming of age in modem society (Patton 1999a).
is another technologVideo
ical hmovation that has become readily accessible and common enough that it can

over, a dowhide to visual technology has
emerged, since it is now possible to not only
capture images on film and video but also
change and edit those images in ways that
distort. In his extensive review of "

to reduce the effects of that presence to as near
zero as possible. The cardinal rule of the obN-er during this time is to be completely

Whether one uses modern technology to
support fieldwork or simply writes down

s to resist all social Stimuli from the subject
d others (and some will occur despite the

lished. In addition, the nature of the recording system must be worked out in actor-
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nity record I produced would be accessible
to participants as well as staff.
In none of these cases did changing the
language automatically make the entry process smooth and easy. Earlier in this chapter,
I described our attempt to be viewed as "educational researchers" in evaluating a community leadership program. Everyone figured out almost immediately that we were
really evaluators- and that's what participants called us. Regardless of the story told
or the terms used, the entry period of fieldwork is likely to remain "the first and most
uncomfortable stage of field work" (Wax
1971:15).It is atime when the observer is getting used to the new setting, and the people
in that setting are getting used to the observer. Johnson (1975) suggests that there
are two reasons why the entry stage is both
so important and so difficult:
First, the achievement of successful entree is a
precondition for doing the research. Put simply, no entree, no research. . . . [Plublishedreports of researchers' entree experiences
desaibe seemingly unlimited contingencies
whichmay be encountered, ranging from being gleefully accepted to being thrown out on
one's ear. But there is a more subtle reason
why the matter of one's entrance to a research
setting is seen as so important. This concerns
the relationship between the initial entree to
the setting and the validity of the data that is
subsequentlycollected. The conditions under
which an initial entree is negotiated may have
important consequences for how the research
is socially defined by the members of the setting. These social definitions will have a bearing on the extent to which the members trust a
social researcher, and the existenceof relations
of trustbetweenanobsenrerand the members
of a setting is essential to the production of an
objective report, one which retains the integrity of the actor's perspective and its social
context. (pp 5051)

Fieldwork Si-rntegies nnd Observation Methods

When employing this tactic, observers use
the legitimacy and credibility of another
person to establish their own legitimacy and
credibility, for example, the director of an organization for an organizationalstudy, a localleader, elected official, or village chieftain
for a community study. Of course, it's important to make sule that the known sponsor is indeed a source of legitimacyand credz
ibility. Some prior assessment must be made
of the extent to which that person can provide halo feelings that will be positive and
helpful. For example, in an evaluation; using
a program administrator or hmders as a
known sponsor may increase suspicion and
distrust among program participants and
pants to cooperate
some kind of mutual exchange can occur.
~ t r a t i o lies
n at the opposite end of the
continuum from a negotiated, reciprocity
model of entry. Many field settings are not
open to observation based on cooperation.
Douglas (1976:167-71)has described a numher of a t r a t i o n strategies, including
"worming one's way in," "using the crowbar to pry them open for our observations,"
showing enough "saintly submissiveness"
to make members guilty enough to provide
help, or playing the role of a "spineless
boob" who could never possibly hurt the
people being observed. He has also suggested using various ploys of misdirection
where the researcher diverts people's attention away from the real purpose of the study.
There is also the "phased-entree tactic" by
which the researcher who is refused entree
to one group begins by studying another
group until it becomes possible to get into
the group that is the real focus of the researcher's attention, for example, begin by
obse-g
children in a school when what
you really want to observe are teachers or
administrators.
Often the best approach for gaining
en&& is the "known sponsor approach."

initial period of fieldwork can be
ting and give rise to self-doubt. The
rker may lie awake at night worryg about some mistake, some faux pas,
made during the day There may be times of
embarrassment, feeling foolish, of questioning the whole purpose of the project, and
even feelings of paranoia.The factthat one is
trained in social science does not mean that
one is immune to all the normal pains of
learning in new situations. On the other
hand, the initial period of fieldwork can also
be an exhilarating time, a period of rapid
new learning, when the senses are heightened by exposure to new stimuli, and a time
of testing one's social, intellectual, emotional, and physical capabilities. The entry
stage of fieldwork magnifies both the joys
and the pains of doing fieldwork.
Evaluators can reduce the "stick-outlike-a-sore-thumb syndrome" by beginning
their observations and participation in a
program at the same time that participants
are beginning the program. In traditional
fieldwork, anthropologists cannot become
children again and experience the same socialization into the culture that children experience. Evaluators,however, can often ex-
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perience the same socialization process that
regular participants experience by becoming part of the initiation process and timing
their observations to coincide with the beginning of a program. Such timing makes
the evaluator one among a nuinber of novices and substantially reduces the disparity
between the evaluator's knowledge and the
knowledge of other participants.
Beginning the program with other participants, however, does not assure the evaluator of equalstatus. ~ o m e ~ a r t i c i ~ a n t sbe
rna~
suspicious that real difficulties experienced
by the evaluator as anoviceparticipantare
phony-that the evaluator is play-acting,
only pretending to have difficulty. On the
first day of my participation in the wilderness education program, we had our first
backpacking experience.The staff leaderbegan by explaining that "your backpack is
your friend.'' I managed to both pack and
adjustmy "friend incorrectly.As a result, as
soon as we hit the trail, I found that the belt
around my waist holding the backpack on
my hips was so tight that my friend was
making my legs fall asleep. I had to stop severa1 times to adjust the pack. Because of
these delays and other difficultiesI was having with the weight and carriage of the pack,
I ended up as the last participant along the
trail. The next morning when the group was
deciding who should carry the map and
walk at the front of the group to learn map
reading, one of the participantsimmediately
volunteered my name. "Let Patton do it.
That way he can'thang back at the end of the
group to observe the rest of us." No amount
of protest from me seemed to convince the
participants that I had ended up behind
them all because I was having troublehiking
(working out my "friendship" with my
backpack). They were convinced I had taken
that position as a strategic place from which
to evaluate what was happening. It is well to
remember, then, that regardless of the na-
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tomed to my task, the team's curi
my function began to grow.
In their eyes, I served no
that they could see. I
versations. On

em fieldworkers
tance of .careful

wonder, or, "what
AN ENTRY CASE EXAMPLE:
THE PART-TIME 0BSERVER

interviewer in

the wrong time or place.or assuming that a
certain decision, which the team had previously made, was still valid.
I began my observation of this team in its
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to proceed were, in actuality, far
from identical.
With my
role to continue over
many months, I realized that I must mainposition of being impartial.
t a b the
I could not be thought of by the team memhers as being closely aligned with their leaders, nor could Iexpect the leaders to talkcandidly and openly with me if they believed
that I would repeat their confidences to the
group members. Reluctantly, for I discovered several team members with whom
friendships could easily have developed, I
declined invitations to social activities outside of working hours.
When I met
the group for the first
b e , I directed most of my energies to
matching names and faces. 1 would be taking notes at most of the sessions and it was
essential that I could record not only what
was said but who said it. At the first session
ever-one,including me, wore a name tag.
But within a few days, they were all well acquainted andhad discardedtheir name tags;
I was the only one still fumbling for names.
While being able to greet each member by
name was important, so was knowingsomething about each one's background. Coffee
breaks allowed me to circulate among the
group and carry on short conversationswith
as many as possible to try to fix in my mind
who they were and where they came from,
which provided insights into why they behaved in the group as they did.
Team members at first expressed a certain
amount of enthusiasm for minutes to be
taken of their meetings. This enthusiasm
was short-lived, for willing volunteers to
serve as secretary did not emerge. I was disappointed,for, had minutes been kept of the
meetings and had I been able to rely on receiving copies, I would have concentrated
solely on observing the interactions and
would not have had to keep track of what

they were interacting abodt. I no
nored) a few passing sugge
since I was obviously taking no
could. . . .
I took copious notes before
velop a sense of what was or was
tant to record. When I relaxed
aimed for the tone o
standing of the group
alize that, as a part-time observe
possible for me to understand
was said. My decision frequent1
this portion of the meeting
down a reminder to myself t
questions laker.
Side-stepping sen
both leaders and team me
developed into a fine art.
finely tuned to the interac
came aware that I was, I was fr
ried as to m>rperceptionsof a p
vidual 01situation. On o
a team member jumpin
ride two floors with
didn'twant to go so
vately what1 thought
ber. My response wa
interesting person," or something
innocuous, and received from him
raised eyebrow, sinc
tion had just behaved in a very pecuIiar
manner at the m e e k g we had both just attended.
In-depth interviews with each team
member began in the fourth month of my
observation and was the mechanism which
filled in many of the gaps in my understanding. The timing was ~erfect:I had gained
enough falniliarltywith both ~ e r s o m eand
l
projectby that time so that Iwas knowledgeable, they had come to trust me, and they
still cared deeply about the ~roject. h his
caring diminished for some as the project
year drew to a close without any real hopes

simple and
ost was for
ces in terms
on diminor so that
members.
onably dit on- It was
sting as I

e, andrewhich I
evertheless, the interviews appear in
mmemrepeated references to particular situa-
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ti0ns and conditions reinforced for me what
were sometimes at best only vague perceptions. Team members who appeared t~ be
passive and quiet when I saw them a t group
meetings were often referred to by their
team members as hard-working and ereative when they were out in the field.The ktemiews also helped me become aware of
misconceptionson my part caused by seeing
only part of the picture, due to time constraints.
T'he ewperiencewas a new one for me, that
of part-time observer. Quite frankly, this
mode of evaluation probably will never be a
favorite one. On the other hand, it provided
a picture that no ,"nap-shot" evaluation
tions changed over time and in a situation
clearly not appropriate.

Routinization of Fieldwork:
he Dynamics of the Second Stage

hat did you learn in your readings today?" asked Master Halcolm.
"We learned that a journey of a thousand miles begins with the first
step," replied the learners.
"Ah, yes, the importance of beginnings," smiled ~ & - ~ h .
"Yet, I am puzzled," said a learner. "Yesterday I read that there are a
thousand beginnings for every ending."
"Ah, Yes, the importance of seeing a thing through to the end,"
"But which is more important, to begin or end?"
"Two great self-deceptionsare asserted by the world's self-congraMators:
that the hardest and most important step is the first and that the greatest and
most resplendent step is the last.
"While every journey must have a first and last step, my experience is that
what ultimately determines the nature and enduring value of the journey are
the steps in between. Each step has its own value and importance. Be present
for the-wholejourney, learners that you are. Be present for the whole jo-ey"
-Halcoh
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- self in the middle of deep generational divi-.
sions between mothers and their-daughters,
teachers and students, bookstore owners
and their cli+ts. She could not risk deeply alienating or completely acquiescingto any
of these important and competing groups,
for they all affected her access and the ulti- mate success of her fieldwork.
In evaluations,,-the evaluator can be
caught in the middle of tensions between
-competing groups .and conflicting perspectives. For example, where divisions exist
among the staff and/or the participants in a
program, and such divisions are common,
the evaluator will be invited, often subtly, to
align with one subgroup or -the other- Indeed, the evaluator may want to become
part of a particular subgroup to gain further
insight into and understanding of that subgroup. How such-an alliance occurs, and
how it is interpreted by others, can great1
affect the course of the evaluation.
My experience suggests that it is impractical to expect to have Vqte same kind of relationship--close or distant-with
every
group or faction. Fieldworkers, human beings with their own personalities and interests, will be naturally attracted to some people more than others. Indeed, to resist those
attractions may hinder the observer from
acting naturally and becoming more thoroughly integrated into the setting or program. Recognizing this, the observer will be
faced with ongoing decisions about personalrelationships, group involvement, and
how to manage differential associations
without losing perspective on what the experience is like for those with whom the
fieIdworker is less directly involved.
Perhaps the most basic division that will
always be experienced in program evaluation is the separation of staff and participants. While the rhetoric of many programs
attempts to reduce the distinction between
staff and participants, there is almost always

.

One of the things that can happen in the
course of fieldwork is the emergence of a
strong feelingof connection with the people

ivory, but to maintain his position he had to
perfoq the indigenous rituals of human
sacrifice and caruxibaliim. Marlowe, deeply
enmeshed in the racism of his culture and

be in conflict with other sub-
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a distinction between those who are paid for
their responsibilities in the program (staff)
and those who are primarily recipients of
what the program has to offer (participants).
Sociologically, it makes sense that staff and
participants would be differentiated, creating a distance that can evolve into conflict or
distrust. Participants wiU often view the
evaluator as no different fromthe staff or administration, or even the'funding sources
--virtually any group except the participants. If the evaluator observer is attempting to experience the program as a participant, special effort will be required make
participation real and meaningful and to
become accepted, even trusted, by other
participants. On the other hand, staff and
administrators may be suspicious of the
evaluator's relationships with funders or
board members.
The point is not to be naive about the tangled web of relationships the participant observer will experience and to be thoughtful
about how fieldwork, data quality, and the
overall inquiry are affected by these connections and interrelationships, all of which
have to be negotiated.
Lofland (1971)has suggested that particiand
pant observers can reduce s~~spicion
fear about a study by becoming openly
aligned with a singlebroad grouping within
a setting while remaining aloof from that
grouping's own internal disputes.

Thus, known observers of medical schools
have aligned themselves only with the medical students,rather than attempting to participate extensively with both faculty and
students. In mental hospitals, known observers have confined themselves largely to mental patients and restricted their participation
with staff.To attempt to participate withboth,
extensively and simultaneously,would probably have generated suspicion about the ob-

ork consists of facilitating the interacwith co-inquirers, supporting their

tagonisms among those who may resent or
distrust the special relationships between

n of field notes among different parresearchers, and monitoring data
and consistency These collaborative

ble this relationshipinvolves strategicthinking about how others will react and how
their reactions will affect the inquiry There's
no formal announcement that the "position"
of key informant is open, or that it's been
filled; the key informant is simply that person or those persons with whom the researcher or evaluator is likely to spend con-

researcher's own time for fieldd will affect how others in the set-

giance to fellow particip

sion, both within myself and within

desire to have me take on a more active and
explicit staffrole. They also made occasional
attempts to use me as an informer, trying to
seduce me into conversationsabout particular participants. The ambiguities of my role
were never fully resolved. I suspect that
such ambiguities were inherent in the situation and are to be expected in many evaluation fieldwork experiences.
Managing field relationships involves a
differentset of dynamics when the inquiryis
collaborative or participatory. Under such
designs, where the researcher involves 0thers in the setting in fieldwork, a great deal of

s, management of the collabeffort is done by one of the
trained fieldworker
a skills and process
r and consultant to the group. Clarity
these roles and divisions of labor can
or break collaborative, participatory
of inquiry. Having shared values
collaboration does not guarantee acpulling it off. Collaborative inquiry is
nging work, often frustrating, but
itworksrthefindingswfilca~theadcollaborative triangutend to be rewarding
involved, with enduring insights and

Key informantsmust be trained or developed in their role, not in a formal sense, but
because they will be more valuable if they
understand the purpose and focus of the inqujr, the issues and questions under investigation, and the kinds of information that
are needed and most valuable. Anthropologists Pelto and Pelto (1978) made this point
in reflecting on their own fieldwork:
We noticed that humans differ in their willingness as well as their capabilities for verbally expressingculturalinformation.consequently, the anthropologist usually finds that
only a small numberof individuals in any
community are good key informants. Some of
the capabilities of key informants are systematically developed by the field workers, as
they train the informantsto conceptualize cultural data in the frame of reference employed
by anthropologists. . . . The key informant
gradually learns the rules of behavlor in a
role vis-a-vis the interviewer-anthropologist.

witnessed. Key iiZf0i711~iztsare people

perceptions, not truths.
Information obtained from key informants
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inthe setting
th entree and may have sup: elping solve
mooth over difficulties- -h

and frustration, bu

the wilderness

Bringing Fieldwork to a Close
ell, rve gotten to the end of the subject-of the p a g e o f You
patience and my time.

h traditional scholarly fieldwork within

cific reporting deadlines, stated in a contract, that affect the length of and
available for fieldwork, and the m
uses of evaluahve findings
In the previous section, we looked at the
many complex relationships that get formed
during fieldwork, relahonships with key in-

a-

anthropology and sociology, it can be
how long fieldwork will last.
cult to
The malor determinant of the length of the
heidwork
the investigator's 0resources, interests, and needs. Evaluation
and action research typically have quite spe-

tting, friend- sfieldwork
engagement
deal of atd to enteron has been
gagement process, what
ed the "neglected probservation research."
One side of the coin is disengagement.
The other side is reentry back to one's life after extended fieldwork or an all-consuming
o do graduate research
Tanzania, our team received a lot of supfor enby much of it
ed at avoiding culture shock. But when
e returned home, we were given no preparation for what it would be like to-return
to America's highly commercial, materialisture after months in
ed, slowerculture shock hit
not going to Africa.
disengagedeserve attenose. Relationships with people change and evolve from
entry, through the middle days, and into the
end of fieldwork. So does the fieldworker's
lationship with the data and engagement
the inquiry process. That changed engagement in the i n q w process is what I
to focus on here.
you near completion of data gatherg, having become fairly howledgeable
about the setting being observed, more and
more attention can be shifted to fine-tuning
and confirming observed patterns. Possible
mterpretationsof and explanations for what

was observed show up more in the field
notes. Some of these explanations have been
offered by 0thers;some occur directly to the
observer. In short; analysis and interpretation will have begun even before the observer has left the field.
Chapter 9 discusses analysis strategies at
length. At this point, I simplywant to recognize the fact that data gathering and analysis
flow togethersin fieldwork, for there is usually no definite, fully anticipated point at
which data collection stops and analysis begins. One process flows into the other. As the
observer gains confidence in the quality and
meaningfulness of the data, sophisticated
about the setting under study and aware
that the end draws near, additional data collection becomes increasingly selective and
strategic.
As fieldwork draws to a close, the researcher is increasinglyconcemed with verijcatioiz of already-collected data and less
concemed with generating new i n q u j r
leads. While in naturalistic inquiry one
avoids imposing preconceived analytical
categoriesonthe data, as fieldwork comes
an end, experience with the se
ally have led to thinking about
themes and dimensions that org
has been experienced and ob
emergent ideas, themes, concepts, and dimensions-generated inductively through
fieldwork-can also now be deepened, further examined, and verified during the closure period in the field.
Guba (1978) has described fieldwork as
moving back and forth between the discovery mode and the verification mode like a
wave. The ebb and flow of research involves
moving in and out of periods when the invesbgator is open to new inputs, generative
data, and opportunisticsampling to periods
when the mvestigatoris testing out hunches,
sifting ideas,
fine-tuning conceptuali~aho~,
and venfylng explanations.

-

-

'
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when fieldwork has gone well the observer grows increasingly confident that
things make sense and begins to believe in
the data. Glaser and Strauss (1967), com' meriting on grounded theory as an outcome
of fieldwork, have described the feelings
that the traditional field obsenrer has as
fieldwork moves to a dose, data-based patterns have emerged, and the whole takes
shape:
~h~
intermeshingof data collection
analysis has directbearing on how the research is brought to a close. 'When the researcher is convinced that his conceptual
frameworkforms a systematictheory, that it is
a reasonably accurate statement of the matter
studied,that it is couched in a form possible
for others to use instudying asimilar area, and
fiat he can publish his results with
dace, then he has neared the end of his research. . . .
mydoes the researchertrust what he
knows?. . .~h~~are his perceptions,his personal experiences, and his own hard-won
analyses.A fieldworkerknows that he knows,
not onlybecausehe has been in the field and
becausehe has carefullydiscovered and gencrated hypotheses,but also because "in his
bones"he feels the wortho f final
~ analysis.
~
analyses for
He has been living with
many months, testing them each step of the
he has built this theory. What is
way,
more,if he has participatedin the sociallifeof
is subject,thenhe hasbeenlivingbyhis anal yses, tes~gthemnotonlybyobservationand
intemiewbutalsoby
dailyliving.(pp.224-25)

hi^ representation of bringing a
pmded
theory inquiry to a close represents the sholarly inquiry ideal. ~n the
deliverablesnworld of program
evaluation, with limited time and resources,
that may not permit
and reporting
as
fieldworkas is desirable,the evalu-

ator may have to bring the fieldwork to a
dose before that state of real confidence has
fully emerged. N
there is a kind of PZ~rlCillso~'s
work: As time runs out, the
feels more and more the P
sense Out of thin
does indeed be
vations. This is a time to cele
understandings even while
critical eye of the skeptic
in questioning one's 0
Sions.

~

~

~Feedback
l
~

~

t

reactions of

the
be
(as
r

i

In doing fieldwo
tion, in contrast to theory
field research, the evalua
be concerned abo
making judgments, and generating
mendations. Thus, as the fieldwork draws to
a dose, the evaluator observer must begin to
consider what feedback is t~ be given to
whom and how.
Giving feedback can be part of the verification process in fieldwork. My own preference is to provide the paiicipants and st&
with descriptions and analysis, verballyand
informally, and to include their reactions as
part of the data. Part of the reciprocity of
fieldwork can be an agreement to provide
participants with descriptive information
about what has been observed. 1 find that
participants and staff are h m g r for
~ suchinf o ~ ~ a t i and
o n fascinated by it. I
find
that I learn a great deal from their reactions
to my descriptions and analyses. Of CoWse,
it's neither possible nor wise to report everythulg one has observed. Moreover, the informa1 feedback that occurs at or near the end
of fieldwork will be differentfrom the findings that are reported formallybased on the
more systematic and rigorous analysis that
must go on once the
leaves the

~

~
ring the firstyear, we met with the staff at
end of each field c~nferenceprogram
three 10-day field conferences were
bserved and to share interpretations
~bsemations.At the very first
ack session, the staff reaction was, "I
when we could have done something

Id notes, looked them over, and discussed
eir sigruficancetogether. Despite this exanation, which struck me as altogether
rc!aSonable and persuasive and struck the

Out

we'd get around to telling them

lier during each field conference. During the
second field conference in the second year,
when a number of factors had combined to
make the program quite differentfrom what
the staff had hoped for, the end-of-the-conference evaluation feedback session generated an unusual amount of frustration from
the staff because my analyses of what had
happened had not been shared earlier.
Again, I found some distrust of my insistence that those interpretations had
emerged later rather than sooner as the patterns became clear to me.
Evaluators who provide formative feedback on an ongoing basis need to be conscientious in resisting pressures to share findings and interpretations before they have
confidence about what they have observed
cerand sorted out important patte--not
tainty, but at least some degree of
dence. The evaluator is caught in a dilemma:
Reporting patterns before they are clear-y
established may lead program staff to intervene inappropriately; withholdingfeedback
too long may mean that dysfunctional patterns become SO entrenched that they are difficult, if not impossible, to change.
NOidealbalancehas ever emerged for me
between continuing observations and providing feedback. Timing feedback is a matter of judgment and strategy, and it depends
on the nature of the evaluator's relationship
with program st& and the nature of the
feedback, especially the balance between
what staff will perceive as negative and pasitive feedback. When in doubt, and where
the relationship between the evaluator and
program staff has not stabilized into one of
l01.g-term trust, 1counsel evaluator &sewers to err on the side of less feedback rather
than more. As often happens in social relationships, negative feedbackthat was wrong
is long remembered and often recomted.
On the other hand, it may be a measure of
the success of the feedback that program
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be reflective about
des and how those

analyof reVenezuela and Brazil. He studied mortality

from a particular evaluation study .This
"learning from the process" as an outcome

as to limi
group. I

direction of the . .

to minimize m
the group was
rship program menthis chapter. As a
articipant observers,
small-group leader-

position of a n electron, its velocity is
changed, and when velocity is measured, it
becomes difficult to capture precisely the

villages, promoted warfare and intr
disease. Chagon denies
acknowledges exeaftin
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corrections and solutions. Thus, our roles
made us more passive than we tended naturally to be in order not to dominate the small
goups. We had anticipated this possibility
in the design stage prior to fieldwork and
had agreed on this strategy at that time.
The role and irnpad of the evaluator observer can change over the course of fieldwork. Early in the wilderness program, I
kept a low profile during partihpant-led
planning discussions. Later in the program,
particularly during the h a 1field conference
of the second year, I became more engaged
in discussions about the future direction of
the project.
Reporting on the relationship between
the observer and the observed, then, and the
ways in which the observer may have affected We phenomenon observed becomes
part of the methodological discussion in
published fieldwork reports and evaluation
studies. In that methodological discussion
(or the methods chapter of a dissertation),
the observer presents data about the effects
of fieldwork on the setting and people
therein and also the observer's perspective
on what has occurred. As Patricia Carini
(1975) has explained, such a discussion acknowledges that findings inevitably are influenced by the observer's point of view
during naturalistic inquiry:
The observer has a point of view that is central
to the datum and it is in the articulation-in
the revelation of his point of view-that the
dahun of inquiry is assumed to emerge. In effect the observer is here construed as one moment of the datum and as such the fabric of his
thought is inextricably woven into the datum
as he is assumed to be constituent of its meaning. Prom this assumption it is possible to consider the relationship of the obsemer to the
phenomenon under inquiry. Relatedness can
be stated in many ways: opposition, identity,
proximity, interpenetration,isolation, to name

pant. . ..The effects are reciprocal for obsemer
person ~onstr~ues
nomenal world is a
about it. That is, rela

pendence be
is observed
fieldworker
dependence.
as ~lanned
effort to observe themselves observingand record the effects of their observations
on the people observed and, no less important, reflect on changes they've experienced
from having been in the setting.This means
being able to balance observation with reflection and managethe tension between en-

ticipant observation, articulated a
premise of participantobservation:the

(p. 14). To be sure, there is both tension and
ambiguity in this premise. How it plays out
in any given situation will depend on both
the observer and the phenomenon being observed.
Thus, we may observe at the outset that while
the traditional role of the scientist is that of a
neutral observer who remains unmoved, unchanged, and untouched inhis examination of
phenomena, the role of the participant observer requires sharing the sentimentsof people in social situations; as a consequence he
himselfischanged as well as changing to some
degree the situation in which he is a partici-

e to his presencein the groupby reg these changes a s p a t of his study, q d
other hand, to reduce the changes .to a
mum by the manner in which he enters

:

sumed by the observer. Likewise, the nature
of the data collected w@, to some extent, be

server can affect peop
observer can be affect

Fieldwork is not for everyone. Some, like
Henry James, will find that "innocent and
infinite are the pleasures of observation,"
Others will find observational research anything but pleasurable. Some students have
described their experiencesto me as tedious,
frightening, boring, and "a waste of time,"
while others have experienced challenge,
exhilaration,personal learning, and inteuectual insight. More than once the same student has experienced both the tedium and
the exhilaration, the fright and the growth,
the boredom and the insight. Whatever the
adjectivesused to describe any particular individual's fieldwork, of this much we are assured: The experienceof observingprovides
the observer with both experjence and observations, the interconnection being cemented by reflection. No less an authority
than William Shakespeare gives us this assurance.

Amzado: "How hast thou purchased this
experience?"
dures withindividual capabilitiesand situational variation is wliat makes fieldwork a
highly personal experience. At the end of
herbook Doing Fieldzuork;RosalieWax (1971)
reflected on how fieldwork changed her:
A colleague has suggested that I reflect on the
extent to which I was changed as a person by
doing field work I reflected and the result astonished me. For whatIrealized wasthat1had
not been greatly changed by the things I suffered, enjoyed or endured; nor was I greatly
changed by the things I did (though they
strengthened my confidence in myself).What
changed me irrevocably and beyond repair
were the things Ienmed. More specifically,
these irrevocable changes involved replacing
mythical or ideological assumptions with the
correct (though often painful)facts of the situation. (p. 363)

~ ~ t nh ~: my
y penny of observation.,t
-Love's Labozlr's Lost

A Part of and Apart
From the World Observed
The personal, perspective-dependent nature of observations can be understood as
both a strength and a weakness, a strength
in that personal involvement permits firsthand experience and understanding, and a
weakness in that personal involvement introduces selective perception. In the deep
engagement of naturalistic inquiry lies both
its risks and its benefits. Reflection on that
engagement, from inside and outside the
phenomenon of interest, crowns fieldwork
with reflexivity and makes the observer the
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you must become part of that world while at
the same time remaining separate, a part of
and apart from.
Go then, and return to tell what you see
and hear, what you learn, and what you come
to understand.

g Summary Guidelines

for Fieldwork
A reader who came to this chapter looking
for specific fieldwork rules and dear procedures would surely be disappointed.
Looking back over this chapter, the major
theme seems to be, What you do depends
on the situation, the nature of the inquiry,

number of situational variables, your own
capabilities,and careful judgment informed
by the strategic themes for qualitative inquiry presented in the first chapter (Exhibit
2.1).

Having considered the guidelines and
strategic themes for naturahstic field-based
research, and after the situational constraints on and variations in the conduct of
fieldwork have been properly
and taken into account in the d
remains only the core comrnitm
tative inquiry to reaffirm. That core co
merit was articulated by Nob
Nicholas Tinbergen in his 1975
speech for the Nobel Prize in
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m generating possibilities t o verifying emergent patterns and confirming themes.
Be discrplined and conscientious in taking detarled field notes a t all stages o f
In evaluations and action research, provide formatrve feedback as part o f the
verrfication process o f fieldwork. Time that feedback carefully. Observe its impact.
as involved as possible i n experrencing the setting as fully as IS appropriate and
anageable while maintaining an analytical perspective grounded i n the purpose o f

. Separate description from interpretation and judgment.
Be reflective and reflexive. Include i n your field notes and reports your own experiences,
thoughts, and feelings. Consider and report how your observations may have affected
the observed as well as how you may have been affected by what and how you've
art~cipatedand observed. Ponder and report the origins and implications o f your own

Tinbergen explained that it was by watching
and wondering that he had, despite being
neither a physiologist nor a medical doctor,
discovered what turned out to be a major
breakthrough in our understanding of autism. His observations revealed that the major clinical research on autism did not hold
clinical settings. H~~,,watching
up
and wondering" allowed him to see that
labeled as autistic, exhibitedunder a variety of
circumstances all of the behaviors described
as autisticin clinicalresearch. H~ also noted
that children diagnosed as autistic rethe
sponded in nOnautistic ways
clinical setting. By obseming people in a variety of settings and watching a full range of

ical and scientific c
methodology: "wa

q ~~t~~
1. Excerpt from "Little Gidding" in the Four
Qumtefs by T. S. Ehot. C o p ~ ~ 1942
h t by T. S.
Eliot; renewed 1970 by Esme Valerie Ehot. Reprinted by permission of Harcourt, Inc
Excerpt from ,,The Elephant,s CMuld,,p
from
Jilst So Stones, by Rudyard Gplmg. Used by permission of A. P. Watt Ltd. on behalf of The Nabonal Trust for Places of Historical Interest or
Natural Beauty. Original publication 1902.
3. From Trnvel~ngLlgllt: Collected nncl New
Poems. Cop~mghtO 1999 by Davld Wagoner.
Used w t h permission of the Uruverslty of Illinois
press
4 Used 1~1thpermission of Joyce Keller

The preceding chapter on fieldw

ing different perspectives from insi
outside a phenomenon goes to the

perspectives of those who have encountered whatever phenomenon interests us.

cowage, commitment, and insights.

Without Us"

amaticdy change the view from the
e. Barbara Lee moved from the out(Ph.D. researcher and mental health
essional) to the inside as an involun-

I was a high school and junior high school
science teacher, a school psychologist and

locked mental health facility) and back
again to the outside (as a profess~onalpro-

tional researcher, before I completed my
Ph.D. (onthe second try!). I had specifically
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sought that degree in my mid-40s to get
evaluation and research skills, which I accomplished nicely at St. Louis University, in
one of the few programs in the 1980s designed to train graduate students in evaluation theory and methodology
Since I had been a scientist of some sort
for all of my career life, I was a "natural" for
the field of evaluation.I thought like a scientist. I was familiar with the practice of researchinbiology,bacteriology, and fieldbotany and had a special interest in medicine.
But through some quirks of fate and personality, 1 found myself working as a clinician,
providing therapy and case management to
people with severe mental disorders. Then,
after having been gainfully employed my
entire adult life, and successfully raising two
children who had now produced one grandchild each, I was forced into the locked, psychiatric ward of a hospital for the third time
in my life.
Back at work, after nearly two months in
the hospital, I found myself, for the first
time, looking at my professional work and
reading professional literature with the eyes
of one from the other side of the locked
doors and medical charts.
The irony of my situation was obvious: I
treated people like me! Thus began a shift of
viewpoint that has radically altered my
practice of evaluation in the field of mental
health.
First, I had to throw out some grand assumptions. As a scientist, I trusted scientific
method and worshipped at the same shrine
of true experimentaldesign and random assignrnent as everyone else. But now I was
much more consciousthat the "lab rats," the
subjects of our research, literally haveminds
of their own. Some of the most treasured assumptions of mental health research were
looking awfully different from inside the

maze. Probably the most seriousis thatwhat
I had assumed to be "treatment" from the
viewpoint of the researcher now looked like
mostly futile efforts thatwere most often experienced as punishment and threat from
theviewpoint of "patient." I was not askedif
I would go into the hospital. I was told I had
to. If Igot angry at something,someone gave
me powerful medications that made me
feel like a zombie.
While some of what happened in my hospitalization helped, much of what I experienced made me feel much worse. I was incarcerated and my jailers looked at me
kindly, certain that I was being locked up,
strapped to a bed, and injected with medications for my own good. Even though I actually entered the hospital "voluntarily," the
threat of involuntary treatment and permanent damage to my ability to earn a living
was the driving force that got me there, and
kept me there, and taught me to "make nice"
for the staff, lest they refuse to cert~fyme
sane and let me be free again.
As a human services program evaluator, I
learned to do needs assessments, to use
proven treatment methods in apackage deal
called a program, to gather data of various
kinds-sometimes even from the people
who were getting the program. I learned
how to interpret the data gathered in the environmental context in which the program
operated and how to get and report reliable
and credible information to those who make
decisions about programs. Sometimes, I admit, I even offered my own "expert" judgment about the value of the program. Now a
whole new set of questions confrontedme as
a professional.
What can distort the perceptions of those
I askabout "needs" and how much is the distortion? The providers believe they have the
well-being of the clients at heart, but the cli-
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ents may experience the treatments as more
disabling than the symptoms of the disease.
Clients are taught to mistrust their own
symptom-distorted thoughts and are flatly
ignored when psychotic, yet virtually all of
them can make reasoned decisions if they
have adeauate inforniation and are asked. It
ms to be assumed that a psychiatric label
es the "needs" of people with severe
a1illness. But other needs may be a conquence of a stingy health care system that
n't provide necessary and expensive
edications unless you are completely dissocial stigma makes it nearly imget a good job with benefits after
admits to having a psychiatriclabelof severe
alillnesswill never be hired, so it can be
val as well as denial to deny even to
eself that one is one of "those crazies."
Providers are taught, in all sincerity and
d intentions, to act in a kind of parental
toward clients, a benign dictatorship.
ady had their dignity as adults medically
oved, their privacy invaded, and the job
relationship underpinnings of Ameriself-esteem destroyed; been told they

ead a good book. Is it any wonder that
of them (us)will accept survival as an
uate "quality of life"?
What are the limits of (a) theory about
the "problem" is; (b) the kinds, rele, and quality of data collected in the
people) freedom to express themselves?
Evaluation designs that test the effects of
treatment programs on the individual don't
address the problem of living in a neighborhood where life is stressful and taxis won't
take you home after dark, and where the

threateningvoicesmightjust as likely be real
as hallucinated. The provider who is confined to the office and distance of a professional relationship will not know when
there is abuse in the home the client never
speaks of, because the.abuser is someone
they love or who controls their money as
payee. Mental health workers are put in the
role of defenders of the public purse, and
then we wonder why clients feel their safety
net of services threatened with every dollar
they are given or earn andcfailto trust their
"providers."
In short, I may apply many of the same
ideas, theories, methods, and interpretations as I always did as a program evaluator.
But now I always question, not just the validity, reliability, and generalizability of the
evaluation work itself but also the hidden
assumptions that surround it. I will always
be seeking to empower those disenfranchised by custom, poverty, and stigma. Furthermore, I will always be conscious of the
fact that my work is always limited-and
empowered-by the selection of data and
methods tobe used. Butif Iwant to be part of
the solution rather than part of the problem,
I better be sure I know what the experience
of different stakeholders really is, not constrainedby the limited questionsI may think
to ask, or guided too narrowlyby work done
in the past.
As an evaluator,I now try to approach my
task with equal measures of chutzpah and
humility so that I will not fail to challenge all
the assumptions, especially my own, nor
ever assume that I have all of the questions,
much less the answers, right. I have adopted
the motto of the people who do not claim the
title of "consumer," because they were not
given true choice about treatment when they
found themselves pinned with psychiatric
tls."
labels: "Nothilzg about US, zvitho~~t

nd Silent Obsevvation
much cloistered study, three youths came befor
t further increase their knowledge and wisdo
d experience in the real world, but he wanted t
from seclusion in stages.

to the world beyond our walls of study has begun. What have you

Then the second youth reported, "I too watched the people come and go m
the markets. I have learned that all life is comlng and going, people forever moving to and fro in search of food and basic material things. I understand now the
simplicity of human life."
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"I saw the same mark

serve feelings, thoughts, and intenat some previous point in time. We
t observe situations that preclude the
esence of an obsenrer. We cannot observe
how people have organized the world and
the meanings they attach to what goes on in
the world. We have to ask people questions
about those things.
The purpose of interviewing, then, is to
allow us to enter into the other person's perspective. Qualitative interviewing begins
with the assumption that the perspective of
others is meaningful, knowable, and able to
be made explicit. We interview to find out
what is in and on someone else's mind, to
gather their stories.
Program evaluation interviews, for example, aim to capture the perspectives of
program participants, staff, and others associated with the program. What does the program look and feel like to the people involved? What are their experiences in the
program? What thoughts do people knowledgeable about the program have concerning program operations, processes, and outcomes? What are their expectations? What
changes do participants perceive in themselves as a result of their involvement in the
program?It is the responsibilityof the evalu1

tions rather than answers, questions for the people I saw. I do not
have learned."
Halcolrn smiled. "You have learned most of all. You have leame
tance of finding out what people have to say about their experiences.

Rigorous and
Skillful Interviewing
The very popularity of interviewing may
be its undoing as an inqujr method. In the
contemporary "interview society" (Fontana
and Frey 2000:646), so much interviewing is
being done so badly that its credibility may
be undermined. Television, radio, magazines, newsletters, and Web sites feature interviews. In their ubiquity, i n t e ~ e w done
s
by social scientists become indistinguishable in the popular mind from interviews
done by talk show hosts. The motivations of

social scientists have become suspect, as
have our methods. The popular business
magazine Forbes (self-proclaimed"The CapitalistTool") has opined, "People become sociologistsbecause they hate society, and they
become psychologists because they hate
themselves" (quoted in Geertz 2001:19).
Such glib sarcasm, anti-intellectual at the
core, can serve to remind us that we bear the
burden of demonstrating that our methods
involve rigor and skill. Interviewing, seemingly straightforward, easy, and universal,
can be done well or poorly. This chapter is
about doing it well.

d honestly to these kinds of questions.
Evaluators can enhance the use of qualitative data by generating relevant and highality findings. As Hermann Sudermann

Inner Perspectives

awful lot of people do it, and yet behind each closed door there is a
world of secrets.

said in Es Lebe das Leben I, " I know how to listen when clever men are talking. That is the
secret of what you call my influence." Evaluators must learn how to listen when knowledgeable people are talking. That may be the
secret of their influence.
An evaluator, or any interviewer, faces
the challenge of making it possible for the
person being interviewed to bring the interviewer into his or her world. The quality of
the information obtained during an interview is largely dependent on the inter
viewer. This chapter discusses ways of obtaining high-quality information by talking
with people who have that information.
We'll be delving into "the art of hearing"
(Rubin and Rubin 1995).
This chapter begins by discussing three
different types of interviews. Later sections
consider the content of interviews: what
questions to ask and how to phrase questions. The chapter ends with a discussion of
how to record the responses obtained dming interviews. This chapter emphasizes
skill and technique as ways of enhancing the
quality of interview data, but no less important is a genuine interest in and caring about
the perspectives of other people. If what
people have to say about their world is generally boring to you, then youwill never be a
great interviewer.Unless you are fascinated
by the rich variation in human experience,
qualitative interviewingwill become drudgery. On the other hand, a deep and genuine
interest in learning about people is insufficient without disciplined and rigorous inquiry based on skill and technique.

Ei Variations in Qualitative Interviewing

-A. OaWey (1981:41)
We interview people to find out from
them those things we cannot directly ob-

serve. The issue is not whether observational data are more desirable, valid, or
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n her deathbed Gertrude Stein asked her beloved companion, Alice B.
Toklas, "What is the answer?" When Alice, unable to speak, remained
silent, Gertrude asked: "In that case, what is the question?"
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dardized before the interview occurs.
The info?.malconversational interview relies

talked with may not even realize they are being interviewed. The general interview guide

The Interview Guide

text. Thus, the conversatio

emergent field circumstances
fieldworker doesn't F OW befor

tional interview is that it may
greater amount of time to collect s

oF7al-mdedinteroiew consists of a set of questions carefully worded and arranged with
the intention of taking each respondent
through the same sequence and asking each
respondent the same questions with essentially the same words. mexibility in probing
ismore or less limited, depending on the naw e of the interview and the skills of interviewers. The standardized open-ended in-

An interview guide lists the questions or
issues that are to be explored in the course of
an W e ~ i e w An
. interview guide is prepared to ensure that the same basic lines of
inquiry are pursued with each person interviewed. n e interview guide provides topics or subject areas within
the interviewer is free to explore, probe, and ask
questions that will elucidate and illuminate
that particular subject.Thus, the interviewer

be i n t e ~ e w e don different occasions with
questions specific to the interaction or event
at hand. Previous responses can be revisited
and deepened. his approach works particularly well where the researcher can stay in
the setting for some period of time so as not
to be dependent on a single interview opportunity. Interview questions will change
over time, and each new interview builds OII
with novices. The conversational interviewer must be able to interact easily with

and comprehensive by delimiting in advance the issues to be explored. A ,guide is
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views for it keeps the interactions foct~sed
while allowing individual perspectives and
experiences to emerge.
htercriew guides can be developed in
more or less detail, depending on the extent
to which the interviewer is able to spec*
important issues in advance and the extent
to which it is important to ask questions in
the same order to allrespondents.Exhibit 7.1
provides an example of an interview guide
used with participants in an employment
training program. This guide provides a
framework within which the interviewer
would develop questions, sequence
questions, and make decisions about which
information to pursue in greater depth.
Usually, the interviewer would not be expected to go into totally new subjects that are
not covered within the framework of the
guide. The interviewer does not ask questions, for example, about previous employment Or
how the person got into
the program, how this program
with
Programs the trainee has expenenced, or the trainee's health. Other topics
might stillemerge
topits of importance to the respondent that are
not listed explicitly on the guide and therefore would not normally be explored with
each person interviewed. For example,
trainees might comment on family support
(or lack thereof) or personal crises. Comments on such concerns might emerge
when, in accordance with the intenriew
guide, the trainee is asked for reactions to
program strengths, weaknesses, and so on,
but if family is not mentioned by the respondent, the interviewer would not raise the issue.
An additional, more detailed example of
an interview guide is included as Appendix 7.1 at the end of this chapter. The example in the chapter appendix, a "descriptive
interview" developed by the Educational
Testing Service Collaborative Research Pro-

ject on Reacling, illustrateshow it is possible
to use a detailed outline to conduct a series
of interviews with the' same respondents
over the course of a year. The flexibility permitted by the interview guide approach will
become clearer after reviewing the third
the stanstrategy of qualitative inte~ewing:
dardized open-ended interview.

The Standardized
Open-Ended Interview
hi^ approach requires

and

fullywording each questionbeforethe interview. P~~ example, the interview guide for
the employment training
in ~ ~ h i b ~ ~
7.1 simply lists
as a
topic for
a fidy
inter,iew instrument, the question would be
completely

hqw.

You've told me aboutthecourses you've taken
in the program. Now I'd like to ask you about
my work experiences you've had. Lei's go
b a d to lYhen you first enteredthe
and go through each work experience up to
the present. Okay? So, what Gas your first
workexperience?
did you work for?
What did you do?

What do you feel you learned
doing that?
What did you especially like about
the experience, if anything?
What did you dislike, iF anything?
Znnsitio~r:Olcay,tellme about yournextwork
experience.

Why so much detail? To be sure that each
interviewee gets asked the same questions
-the same stimuli-in the same way and
the same order, inclucling standard probes.
A doctoral committee may want to see the

I
1
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M interview protocol before approving
dissertation proposal. The institutional review board for protection of human subjecds
may insist on approving a structu~edinterI
view, espeaally if the topic is controversial
or intrusive. In evaluations, key stakeholders may want to be sure that they know
what program participants will be asked. In
standardized interviews e?team
sure consistency across interviewers. IIn
rnultisite studies, structured interviews proI
vide comparability across sites.
~n
padcipatoly or collaborative shldi&,
inexperienced and nomesearcher intervie&
ers may be involved in the process, so st&,dardized questions can compensateforva&in .mS. some
evaluations rely
volunteersto do interviewing; at other times
program staff may be involved in doAg
other
some interviewulg; and in
stances interviewers may be novices, students, or others who are not social scientidts
or professional evaluators When a
of differentinterviewers are
in data created by differences among intdrviewers willbecomeparticularly apparentif
an informalconversational approach to ddta
,.thering is med or even if e a w i e w , e r
uses a basic guide.
The best way to guard
against variations among interviewers is to
carehuy word questions in advance and
train the interviewersnot to deviate from the
prescribed forms. The data collected are still
open-ended, in the sense that the respondent supplies his or her own words,
thoughts,
and insights in answering the
questions, but the precise wording of the
questions is determined ahead of time. I
When doing
research or

ipants before they enter the program, when
they leave the program, and again some period of time (e.g.,six months) after they have
left the program. For example, a chemical
dependency program would ask participants about sobriety issues before, during,
at the end of, and af'ter the program. To compare answers across these time ~eriods,the
same questions need to be asked in the same
Way each time. SuchhteNiew questions are
written out in advance exactly the way they
are to be asked during the interview. Careful
consideration is givento the wording of each
question before the interview.~ n clarificay
tions or elaborations that are to be used are
written into the interview itself. Probes are
placed in the intei-view at appropriateplaces
to minimize interviewer effects by asking
the Same question of each respondent,
thereby reducing the need for interviewer
judgment during the interview- The Standardized open-ended interview also makes
data analysis easier because it is possible to
locate each respondent's answer to the same
question rather rluidy and to orgwze
q~estionsand answers that are similar.
Summarl', there are four major reasons
for using standardized open-ended interviews:

ing a program evaluation, it may onlylbe
possible to interview participants once for a
short, fixed time, such as a half hour, so
highly focused questions serve to establish
priorities for the interview.At other times, it
is possible and desirable to interview partic-

4. Analysis is facilitated by making responses easy to find and compare.

on
4,-

numbLr
use~,variatiok

:

-

1. The exact instrumentused in the evaluation is available for inspection by those
who will use the fin&@ of the study
interviewers can be
minimized where a number of different
interviewers must be used.

2. variation

3. The interview is highly focused so that

interviewee time is used efficiently.

In program evaluations, potential problems of legitimacy and credibility for qualitative data can make it politically wise to

To illustrate the standardized openended interview, three interviewshavebeen reproduced in Appendix 7.2 at the end of
this chapter. These interviews were used to
gather information from participants in an
Outward Bound wilderness program for
disabled persons. The first intemiew was
conducted at the beginning of the program,
the second interview was used at the end of
the 10-day experience, and the third interview took place six months after the pro-

exactly what questions will be asked, the
limitations of the data canbe known and discussed before evaluation data are gathered.
While the conversational and interview
guide approaches permit greater flexibility
and individualization, these approaches
also open up the possibility, indeed, the likelihood, that more information will be collected from some program participants th
from others. Those using the findings m
worry about how conclusionshave been
uenced by qualitative differences in
breadth of information receive
ent people.
contrast, in fieldwork done for b
and applied research, the researcher will be
attempting to understand the holistic
worldview of a group of people. Collecting
the same information from each person
poses no credibilityproblem when each person is understood as a unique informant
with a unique perspective. The political
credibility of consistent interview findings
across respondents is less of an issue under
basic research conditions.
weakness of the standardized apis that it does not perrnit the interwer to pursue topics or issues that were
not anticipated when the i n t e ~ e wwas
Moreover, a structured interview
the extent to which individual diferences and circumstances can be queried.

These contrasting interview strategiesare
by no means mutually exclusive.
A conversational strategy can be used
within an interview guide approach, or you
can combine a guide approach with a stanardized format by speclfylng certain key
estions exactly as they must be asked
hile leaving other items as topics to be exored at the interviewer's discretion. This
mbined strategy offers the interviewer
exibility in probing and in determining
en it is appropriate to explorecertain subjects in greater depth, or even to pose questions about new areas of inquiry that were
not originally anticipated in the interview
instrument's development. A common combination strategy involves using a standardized interview format in the early part of an
intemiew and then leaving the interviewer
free to pursue any subjects of interest during the latter parts of the interview. Another combination would include using the
informal conversational interview early in
an evaluation project, followed midway
through by an interview guide, and then
closing the program evaluation with a standardized open-ended interview to get systematic information from a sample of participants at the end of the program or when
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conducting follow-up studies of participants.
A sensitizing concept can provide the
bridge across types of interviews. In doing
follow-up interviews with recipients of MacArthur Foundation Fellowships, the sensitizing concept "enabling," a concept central to the fellowship's purpose, allowed us
to focus interviews on any ways in which
receiving the fellowship had enabled recipients. "Enabling," or "being enabled,"
broadly defined and open-ended, gave interviewees room to share a variety of experiences and outcomes while also letting me
identlfy some carefully worded, standardized questions for all interviewees, some interview guide topics that might or might not
be pursued, and a theme for staying centered during completely open-ended conversations at the end of the interviews.

Summary of
Interviewing Strategies
All three qualitative approaches to interviewing share the commitment to ask genuinely open-ended questions that offer the
persons being interviewed the opportunity to respond in their own words and to
express their own personal perspectives.

While the three strategies vary
to which the wording and seq
questions are predetermined
exists in the principle that
mat should be open-ended.
phrases or categories that m
respondents to express the
case in fixed-response
purpose of qualitative
capture how those being lnte
their world, to learn their te
judgments, and to
of their individual
tive interviewing from the clo
naire or test used in quantit
Such closed instruments force res
to fit their knowledge, experiences,
ings into the researcher's categories.
fundamental principle of qualitative interviewing is to provide a framework within
which respondents can express their ozvn understandings in their own terms.
Exhibit 7.2 summarizes variations in in
terview instrumentation. In reviewin
summary table, keep in mind that tl~e
presented as pure types. In practice, any par
ticular s t ~ ~ may
d y employ all or several of
these strategies together.

4 Question Options

7f you ask me, I'm gonna tell you.
Six kinds of questions can be asked of
people. On any given topic, it is possible to
ask any of these questions. Distinguishing
types of questions forces the interviewer to
be clear about what is being asked and helps
the interviewee respond appropriately.

Experience and
Behavior Questions
- Questions about what a person does or
has done aim to elicit behaviors, experiences, actions, and activities that would
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d can be pi%i%culailfielPful
interview, designing the in-

efore considering the sequence of
however, let's look-athow the di-

FeelingQuestions

e Time Frame of Questions

-

'

Emotional centers

Sensory Questions
distinction between the two in 0
know when they have the kind of

ss more important and illurninativ
asking about race dnd efimiaty. For exam-

they have done in the past, and what they
plan to do in the fiture. Likewise, you can
inquire about present attitudes, past attitudes, or future attitudes. By combining the
time frame of questions with the different
types of questions,we can construct a matrix
that generates 18 different types of ques-

''. .- "
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people what they know works best
some rapport and trust have beenes-

i n t e ~ e w e dHow
.
a cluestion is worded and
asked affects how the hterviewee responds.
As Payne (1951)observed in his classic book
on questioning, asking questions is an art.
In qualitative inquiry, "good" questions
should, at a minimum, be open-ended, neutral, singular, and clear. Let's look at each of
these criteria.

Asking Truly
Open-Ended Questions

Sequencing Questions

are you currently working on in school?"
Such questions ask for relatively straightforward descriptions;they require minimal recall and interpretation. Such questions are, it
is hoped, fairly easy to answer. They encourage the respondent to talk descriptively.
Probes should focus on eliciting greater detail-filling out the descriptive pict~ue.
Once some experience or activity has
been described, then oplnions and feelings
can be solicited, building on and probing for
interpretations of the experience. Opinions

No recipefor sequencing questions can or
should exist, but the matrix of questions
suggests some possibilities. ~h~ challenges
of sequencing vary, of course, for daerent
strategies of interviewing. Informal conversationalinterviewingis flexibleand responsive so that a predetermined sequenceis seldam possible or desirable. In contrast,
standardized open-ended inte~iewsmust
establish a fixed sequence of questions to ht
their structured format. I offer, then, some
suggestions about sequencing.
I prefer to begin an interview with questions about noncontroversial present behaviors, activ~bes,and experiences like "What

and
are likely to be
grounded
Once the respondent has
and
verbally "relived" the experience. Knowledge and skill questions also need a context.
Such questions can be quite threatening If
asked too abruptly. The i n t e ~ e w e doesn't
r
want to come across as a TV game
quizzing a contestant. So, for example, in
evaluation interviewing, it can be helpful to
ask knowledge questions ("Whataretheeh
gibility requirements for this program?") as
follow-up questions about program activities and experiences that have a bearing on
knowledge and skills ("How did you become part of the prosam?"). ~ i n d h ~out
g

informationis most important to obtain. To
understand how these options are applied in
an actual study,it may be helpful to review a
real interview. The Outward Bound standardized intemiew in Appendix 7.2 at the
end of this chapter can be used for this purpose. Try identlfyingwhichcellin thematrix
(Exhibit 7.3)is represented by each question
in the Outward Bound interviews.

about the fubue.
Background and demographic questions
are basically boring; they epitomize what
people hate about interviews. They can also
be somewhat uncomfortable for the respondent, depending on how personal they are. I
keep such questions to a minimum and pkefer to space them strategically and unob+usively throughout the interview. I advise
never beginning an interview with a long list
of routine demographic questions. In qua&

interview, but such questions should be bed
to descriptiveinformation about present life
experience as much as poss~ble.otherwise,
save the sociodemographic inquiries (a!&,
socioeconomic status,. birth order, and the
I

I

Qualitative inquiry-strategically philosophically, and therefore, methodologically
-aims to minimize the imposition of predetermined responses when gathering data. It
follows that questions should be asked in a
truly open-ended fashion so people can respond in their own words.
The standard fixed-response item in a
questionnaire provides a limited and predetermined list of possibilities: "How satisfied
are you with the program? (a) vely satisfied,
(b) somewhat satisfied, (c) not too satisfied,
(d)not at all satisfied." The closed and limiting nature of such a question is obvious to
both questioner and respondent. Many researchers seem to thinkthat the way to make
a question open-ended is simply to leave out
the structured response categories. But doing so does not make a question truly
open-ended. It merely disguises what still
amounts to a predetermined and implicit
constraint on likely responses.
Consider the question "How satisfied are
you with this program?" Asked without
fixed response choices, this can appear to be
an open-ended question. On closer inspection, however, we see that the dimension
along which the respondent can answer has
already been identified--degree of sntisfnction. The interviewee can use a variety of
modifiers for the word satisfactio~z-"pretty
satisfied," "kind of satisfied," "mostly satis-
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auld take the following format:
do you feel about ?What is your opinion of ?What do you think of?HOW

only respond literally to

ears to be areluc-

specific dichotomous response questions,
thereby digging a deeper and deeper hole,
which makes it difficultto pull the interview

was a teenager who was participating in a
chemical dependency program. The interview took place during the time the teenager

Did you go to a movie?

phrased as a dichotomy.

The Horns of a Dichotomy
Dichotomous response questions

Was it a good movie?
Yeah, it was okay.
So, it was worth seeing?
Yeah, it was worth seeing.
I've heard a lot about it. DOyou think I
would like it?
I don't know. Maybe.
Anything else happen?
No. That's about it.

estionsthat were asked.

perience. She has leaned that the hot seat
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Comments
Question: Hello, John. It's nice t o see you again. I'm I
anxlous t o find out what's been happening with you. 1
Can I ask you some questions about your experience?

a: Were you trying t o find

out if
the people changed from being
i n the wilderness?

a:

1

them identi% their "model"; and finally to report t

a: I'd like you to think about some o f the really important

What were you trying to find out through the eval

experiences you've had here. Can you think o f something that stands out in your mind?
A: Yeah. . the hot seat.
I
0' The hot seat is when one person is the focus o f
I
attention for the whole group, right?

A: That was part of it.

The opening is dominated by the interviewer. No informal
give-and-take. The interviewee is set up t o take a passive/
reactive role.
Introductory cue sentence is immediately followed by a
dichotomous response question.
John goes beyond the dichotomous response.
The interviewer has provided the definition rather than
getting John's own definition o f the hotseat.

I

a:

you've seen the hot seat used?
Did they change?

A: Some o f them did

A: Many participants reported "transformative" experiences-thei
they meant something life-changing. Others became more eng
w
just having a good tlme
education themselves. A f ~ reported
the full case studies to see the depth of variation and impach

a:

I

Did you interview people both
before and after the program?

A: Yes.

a: Did you find that being i n

0:What kinds o f information did you collect for the evaluation?
A: We interviewed particpants before, during, and after the program; we did foc
groups; we engaged in participant observation with conversational interviews,
and we read theirjournals when they were willing. They also completed
open-ended evaluation forms that asked about aspects o f the program
Q: How do you think your participation i n the program affected what happened?

the program affected what
happened?
A. Yes.

A: We've reflected a lot on that and we talked with staff and participants about I
Most agreed that the evaluation process made everyone more Intentional and
reflective-and that increased the impact in many cases

Q: Did you have a good tlme?

a: What was the wilderness experience like for you7

A: Yes.
expect will be a deep and lifelong friendship with one staff member.

was highly salient for John, but she really
knows very little about the reasons for that
salience. With regard to the question of his
~ersonalinvolvement, the only data she has
come fromhis acquiescence to leading questions. In fact, if one lists the actual data from
the interview-his verbatim responses-there is very little there:

One person does it every day.

A: One person does it every day.
Q: Is it different with different people?
A: Yeah, i t depends.
a' Can you tell me about one that really stands out in

"Can you?" Is this an inquiry about willingness or memory

A: Okay, let's see, hmm . . .there was this guy yesterday
who really got nailed I mean, he really caught a lot

or capacity or trust?
Before responding to the open request, John reacts t o the
dichotomous format.

of crap from the group. I t was really heavy.

a: Did you say anything?

Yeah, . . . the hot seat.
Right.

Dichotomous question.

A: No, it was them others.
Q: 50 what was i t like for you7 Did you get caught up in
it? You sald it was really heavy. Was i t heavy for you
or just the group?
A: Yeah, right, and ~t really got t o him.
Q: Did you think i t was good for him7 Did it help hlm?
A. He started crying and got mad and one guy really
came down on him and afterwards they were talking
and it seemed t o be okay for him.
Q: So it was really intense?
A. Yeah, ~treally was.

0: And you got really involved.
A: It was pretty heavy.

it depends'

I

Multiple questions. Unclear connections Ambiguous,
multiple-choice format a t the end.
John's positlve answer ("Yeah, right") is actually
un~nterpretable,given the questions asked.
Dichotomous questions.
The question asks for a judgment. John wants to describe
what happened.The narrowness o f the interview questions
are limiting his responses.
Leading question, setting up an easy acquiescence response
Acquiesces to leading question. Accepts intewlewer's term,
"~ntense,"so we don't learn what word he would have
chosen
Another leading question.
John doesn't actually respond to the question. Ambiguous
response.

Okay, let's see,hrnmm . . . there was this guy
yesterday who really got nailed. I mean
caught a lot of crap from the
he
group. was really heavy.
No, it was them others.

Okay.

Began open-ended, then changed the question and posed
a dichotomous question. The question is no longer singular
or open.
Not really an answer t o the question.
Question follows previous answer but still a dichotomous
format.

Yeah, right, and it really got to him.

Yeah, it really was.

He started crylng and got mad and one guy
really came down on him and afterwards

It was pretty heavy.

The lack of a coherent story line in these
responses reveals how little we've actually
learned about John's perspective and experiences. Study the transcript and you'll find
that the interviewer was talking more than
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which one sbikes a respo

ents really need to talk to other
aboutwhat they do, and what wo
doesn'twork. It's theparents, itre

This item is impossible
sis because ~t asks two
(1) How well do you
(2) How much do yo

Q: What about weaknesses?

To help the staff improve the program, we
like to ask you to talk about your opinion

.

A: I don't know. . . I guess I'm not
sure that the program is really ge

When one tuns to open-ended

well-known field researchers in whch
era1 questions have been thrown toge
which they might think are related,
whch are likely to confuse the person be
interviewed about what is really be
asked.

educated and knows a lot, but

pecially maybe single-parent
And fathers. It's really hard to ge
Question: Based on your expenenc
would you say are the strengths
Answer: The other parents. Different parents can get together and talk about what
bemg a parent IS hke for them The program is really parents wlth parents. Par-

we also have some activihes together.
But it's also good for her to have her activities with other kids and I get some
time with other parents.

things you don't m e so much about the
program?
Q: Let me turn now to y o u personal likes
and dislikes about the program. What
e of the thmgs that you have red about the program?

A: I don't like the schedule much. We meet
in the afternoons after lunch and it kind
of breaks into the day at a bad time for
me, but there isn't any really good time
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for all the parents and I know they've
Med differenttimes. Time is always going to be a hassle for people. Maybe they
couldjust offer differentthings at different times. The roomwe meet in isn't too
great, but that's no big deal.
Q: Okay, you've given us a lot of informa-

tion about your experiences in the program, strengths and weaknesses you've
observed, and some of the things you've
liked and haven't liked so much. Now I'd
like to ask you about your recommendstions for the program. If you had the
power to change things about the program, what would you make different?

A: Well, I guess the first thing is money. It's
always money. I just think they should
put, you know, the legislature should
put more money into programs like this.
I don't know how much the director gets
paid, but I hear that she's not even getting paid as much as schoolteachers. She
should get paid like a professional. I
think there should be more of these programs and more money in them.
Oh, I know what I'd recommend. We
talked about it one time in our group. It
would be neat to have some parents
who have already been through the program come back and talk with new
groups about what they've done with
their kids since they've been in the program, you know, like problems that they
didn't expect or things that didn't work
out, or just getting the benefit of the experiences of parents who've already
been through the program to help new
parents. We talked about that one day
and thought that would be a neat thing
to do. I don't know if it would work, but
it would be a neat thing. I wouldn't
mind doing it, I guess.

* * *

Notice !hat each of these questions solicited a different response. Strengths, weaknesses, likes, dislikes, and recommendations
--each question meant some
ent and deserved to be aske
Qualitative interviewing can
through thoughtful, focused, an
questions.
A consistent theme runs through this discussion of question formulation: The wording used in asking questions can make a
significant difference in the quality of responses elicited. The interviewer who
throws out a bunch of questions all at once to
see which one takes hold puts an unnecessary burden on the interviewee to decipher
what is being asked. Moreover, multiple
questions asked at the same time suggest
that the interviewer hasn't figured out what
question should be asked at that juncture in
the interview. Taking the easy way out by
asking several questions at once transfers
the burden of clarity from the interviewer to
the interviewee.
Asking several questions at once can also
waste precious interview time. Given multiple stim~diand not being sure of the focus of
the question, the interviewee is free to go off
in any direction at all, including tangents
that are irrelevant to the issues under study.
In evaluation interviews, for example, both
interviewers and respondents typically
have only so much time to give to an interview. To make the best use of that time, it is
helpful to think through priority questions
that will elicit relevant responses. This
means that the interviewer must know what
issues are important enough to ask questions about, and to ask those questions in a
way that the person being interviewed can
clearly identify what he or she is being
asked-that is, to ask clear questions.
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Clarity of Questions
f names are not correct, language will not be in accordance with the
.
1

.

-Confucius

,The interviewer bears the responsibility
to pose questions that make it clear to the interviewee what is being asked. Asking understandable questions facilitates establishing rapport. Unclear questions can make the
person being interviewed feel uncomfortable, ignorant, confused, or hostile. Asking
singular q~~estions
helps a great deal to

When I was doing fieldwork in Burkina
Faso, the national government was run by
the military after a coup d'etat. Local officials carried the title "commandant" (commander). However, no one referred to the
government as a military government. To do

dated by the rulers in Ouagadougou was
"the people's government."
Second, clarity can be sharpened by understanding what ,language participants
use among themselves in talking about a
setting, activities, or other aspects of life.
When we interviewed juveniles who had
been placed in foster group homes by juvenile courts, we had to spend a good deal of
preparatory time trying to find out how
the juveniles typically referred to the
group home parents, to their natural parents, to probation officers, and to each
other in order to. ask questions clearly
about each of those sets of people. For example, when asking about relationships
with peers, should we use the word juveniles, adolescents, youth, teenagers, or what?
In preparation for the interviews, we
checked with a number of juveniles, group
home parents, and court authorities about
the proper language to use. We were advised to refer to "the other kids in the
group home." However, we found no consensus about how the kids in the group
home referred to group home parents.
Thus, one of the questions we had to askin
each interview was, "What do you usually
call Mr. and Mrs. ?
" We then used the
language given to us by that youth
throughout the rest of the interview to refer to group home parents.
Third, providing clarity in interview
questions may mean avoiding using labels
altogether. This means that when asking
about a particular phenomenon or pro-

SO was not only politically incorrect but
risky. The appropriate official phrase man-

gram component, it may be better to first
find outwhat theintervieweebelievesthat

~ s iin
, preparing for an interview, find
what special terms are commonly used

-

lish and implement services in their area.

nities for Women." Many participants in
these programs did not even know they
were in CETA programs. Conducting an interview with these participants where they

kota, I interviewed parents
dren in those classrooms. Ho
use the term "open" to refer to
rooms because they wanted to av
cal conflicts and stereotypesthat w
times associated with .the notion

open education. Rather, w
sequence of questions like

hced between your child's classroo
and the classroom this year? (
sponds.)

miewed, a n answer

perienced, how one f
and what one knows
lytical and deductive

tem constructed to deal with child
abuse. We learned quickly that mo
could seldom differentiate the parts of
system. They didn't know when the

This strategy avoids the proble

would not reach up.

spondents meant by their respon
opinions and judgments are groun

he asked, "what is your profession?"

-

ti0ns for increasing the clarity of questions
centers on the importance of using language
that is understandable and part of the frame

"In that =ase," said Nasmdin, "take my

Because Om' side of the earth turns away
from the sun.

The man

Dad, why does o w side of the earth

grasped the

ers avolded such terms as "
Dad, why was the world made that way?

In some cases, we learned during
temiews, children reported to pa
sitive to "languaculture" by attending to

Before leaving the issue of clarity, let me
ne other suggestion: Be especially
asking "why" questions.

So that there would be light and dark.
Dad, why should there be dark?Why can't it
just be light all the time?
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Because then we would get too hot.
Why would we get too hot? '
Because the sun would be shining on us all
the time.
Why can't the sun be cooler sometimes?

"Because it takes
time." (progmrniizn

be

"Because I'm a jo

"Why do you go outside?" I asked.
I

"Because a friend

terested in learning more about you as a
erson and your personal involvement in this
Whatever-what is it about you that you think ldd
you to become part of this program?

It is, that's why we have night.
But why can't we just have a cooler sun?
Because that's the way the world is.
Why is the world like that?
It just is. Because.
Because why?
Just because.
Oh.
Daddy?
Yes.

son)

Why don't you know why it gets dark?

In a program evaluation interview, it
might seem that the context for asking a
"why" question would be clearer. However,
if a precise reason for a particular activity is
what is wanted, it is usually possible to ask
that question in a way that does not involve
using the word why. Let's look first at the difficulty posed for the
the
"why" question, and then look at some alternative phrases.
"Why did you join this program?" The actual reasons for joining the program probably consist of some constellation of factors,
including the influences of other people, the
nature of the program, the nature of the person being interviewed, the interviewee's expectations, and practicalconsiderations.It is
unlikely that an interviewee can sort
through all of these levels of possibility at
once, so the person to whom the question is
posed must pick out some level at which to
respond.

".Because we go outside and play on the
swings."

viewer must decide before conducting
su
interview*hi& of these levels
question. If the primary evaluation ques
concerns characteristics of the program

ask something like the following:
"What was it about the program that attraded you to it?" If the evaluator is interested in learning about social influences that
led to participation in a program, either voluntary or involuntary participation, a question like the following could be Used:
influence what we
Other people
do. What other people, If any, playcd a role in
your joining this~roQ'am?

In some cases, the evaluator may be partitularly interested in the characteristics of

When used as a probe, "why" questions
can imply that a person's response was
somehow inappropriate. "Why did you do
that?" may sound like doubt that an action
(or feeling) was justified. A simple "Tell me
more, if you will, about your thinking on
that" may be more inviting.
The point is that by thinking carefully
about what you want to know, there is a
greater likelihoodthat respondentswill supply answers that make sense--and are relevant, usable, and interpretable.My cautions
about the difficulties raised with
come from trying to analyze
Such
questions when responses covered such a
multitude of dimensions that it was clear
different people were responding to different things. hi^ makes analysis
Perhaps my reservations about the use of
questions come from having appeared the fool when asking such questions
during interviews with &ldren. ln our

"What's your favorite time in school?"
I asked a first grader.
'Recess," she answered quickly.

u~ecause

where the swings

adults could ask such stupid questions, then
explained helpfully: qf you want to swing
on the swings, you have to go outside where
the swings are."
Children take interview questions quite
literally and so it becomes clear quickly
when a question is not well thought out. It
was during those days of interviewing children in North Dakota that I learned about
the problems with "why" questions.

Ei Rapport and Neutrality
Questions
As an interviewer^ Iwant to establish rapport with the person I am questioning, but
that rapport must be established in such a
Way that it does not undermine my neutrality concerning what the person tells me.
means that the Person being interviewed can tell me anything without eng m d e ~ either
g
my favor or disfavor with
regard to the content of her or lus response. I
be
I
be angered; I
cannot be embarrassed; I cannot be sad-

dened. NOthir% the Person tells me will
make me think more or less of the person.
At the same time that1 am neutral with regard to the content of what is being said to
me, I care very much that that person is willing to sharewithme what she or he is saying.
Rapport is a stance vis-a-vis the person being interviewed. Neutrality is a stance
vis-a-vis the content of what that person
says. Rapport means that I respect the people being interviewed, so what they say is
important because of who is saying it. I want
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Because that s

rimarily as a clanfymg strategy after
begun with a simple, straightforto convey to them that

empathy and understanding without judgment. Throughout this chapter, we have
been considering ways of phrasing questions that facilitate the establishmentof rapport throughmutualunderstanding. In this
section, I want to focus on ways of wording
questions that are particularly aimed at conveying that important sense of neutrality.

Using Illustrative
Examples in Questions
One kind of question wording that can
help establish neutrality is the ill~isfrntiveex-

titularly sensational, particularly negative,
or especially positive. I'm really only interested in what that person's genuine experience has been like. I want to elicit open and
honest judgments from people without
making them worry about my judging what
they say.
An example of the illustrative examples
format is provided by a question taken from
interviews we conducted with juvenile delinquents who had been placed in foster
group homes. One section of the interview
was aimed at finding out how the juveniles
were treated by group home parents.

In both the illustrative examples fo

elicit a thoughtful response, or if the inter-

Simulation Questions

ents about this program. So what's your

pected. One way of providing such a context
is to role-play with persons being inter-
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viewed, asking them to respond to the interviewer as if he or she were someone else.

were contemplatingsuicide. What would y
tell them?

Suppose I was a new person who just came
into this program, and I asked you what I
should do to succeed here. What would you
tell me?
or
I was a new kid in this group home*
and I didn't knowanythingaboutwhat goes
on around here. What would you tell me about
the rules that I have to be sure to follow?

These questions provide a context for
what would otherwise be quite difficult
questions, for example, "How does one get
the most out of this program?" or "What are
the rules of this group home?" The
role-playing format emphasizes the interviewees' expertise; that is, it puts them in the
role of expert because they know something
of value to someone else. The interviewee is
the iizsider zoith inside information. The interviewer, in contrast, as an outsider, takes on
the role of novice or apprentice. The "expert" is being asked to sharehis or her expertise with the novice. I've often obsenred intemiewees become more animated and
engaged when asked role-playing questions. They get into the role.
A variation on the role-playingformat involves the interviewer dissociating somewhat from the question to make it feel less
personal and probing. Consider these two
difficult questions for a study of a tough subject: teenage suicide.
What advice would you give someone your
age who was contemplatingsuicide?
versus
Think of someone you know and like who is
moody. Suppose that person told you they

The first question comes across as ab

/or simulate some aspect

resupposition Questions

to create a personal context, is softened
it is hoped, more inviting. While this
nique can be overused and can sound pho
if asked insensitively, with the right into
tion communicating genuine
interest and
used sparingly, with subtlety, the role-playing format can ease the asking of difficult
questions to deepen answers
the quality of responses.
Siinulafion questions provide c
differentway, by asking the pers
terviewed to imagine himself
the situation about which the interviewer is
interested.

Presupposition questions involve a twist
on the theme of empathicneutrality.Presuppositions have been identified by linguists
as a grammatical structure that creates rapport by assuming shared knowledge and assumptions (Kartunnen 1973; Bandler and
Grinder 1975a). Natural language is filled
with presuppositions. In the course of our
day-to-day communications, we often employ presuppositions without knowing
we're doing so. By becoming aware of the effects of presupposition questions, we can
use them strategically in interviewing. The
s m l interviewer uses presuppositions to
increase the richness and depth of re-

Suppose I was present with you during a staff
meeting; what would I see going on?Take me
there.

re presuppositions? Linguists Grinder and Bandler define presuppositions as follows:

or
Suppose I was in your classroom at the beginning of the day when the students first come
in. What would I see happening as the students came in?Take me to your classroomand
let me see what happens during the first 10 to
15minutes as the students arrive, what you'd
be doing, what they'd be doing, what those
first 15 minutes are like.
In effect, these questions ask the interviewee to become an observer. In most cases,
a response to this question will require the
interviewee to visualize the situation to be
described. I frequently find that the richest
and most detailed descriptions come from a
series of questions that ask a respondent to

When each of us uses a natural language system to communicate, we assume tlmt the listener can decode complex sound structures
into meanings, i.e., the listener has the ability
to derive the Deep-Structure meaning from
the Surface-Structure we present to him
auditorily. . . . [W]e also assume the complex
skill of listenersto derive extra meaning from
some Surface-Structuresby the nature of their
form.Even thoughneither the speaker nor the
listener may be aware of this process, it goes
on all the time. For exainple, if someone says: I
want to watchKling FILtonight onTV we must
Fu is on TV tonight in
understand that K~ii~g
order to process the sentence "I want to w
. . ." to make any sense. These processes
called presuppositions of natural langu
(Bandler and Grinder 1975a:241)

Used in intemiewing, presuppositions
communicatethat the respondent has something to say, thereby increasing the likelihood that the person being interviewed will,
indeed, have somethingto say. Consider the
following question: "What is the most important experience you have had in the program?" This question presupposes that the
respondent has had an important experience. The person of wl~omthe question is
asked, of course, has the option of responding, "I haven't had any important experiences." However, it is more likely that the interviewee will go directly to the issue of
which experience to report as important,
rather than dealing first with the question of
whether or not an important experience has
occurred.
Contrast the presupposition format"What is the most important experienceyou
have had in the program?"-to the following dichotomous question: "Have you had
any experiences in the program that you
would
important?" his didotomous framing of the question requires the
person to make a decision about what an important experience is and whether one has
occurred. The presupposition format bypasses this initial step by asking directly for
description rather than asking for an affirmation of the existence of the phenomenon
in question. Listed on page 70, on theleft, are
typical dichotomous response questions
that are used to introduce a longer series of
questions. On the right are presupposition
questions that bypass the dichotomous leadin query and, in some cases, show how adding "if any" creates a more neutral framing.
A naturalness of i n q u j . flows from presuppositions making more comfortable
what might otherwise be embarrassing or
intrusive questions. The presupposition includes the implication that what is presupposed is the natural way things occur. It is
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you didn't do before the program began?

es offered to clisomething has actually occurred.
I first learned about interview presup
sitions from a friend who worked with
agency in New York City that had respo
bility for interviewing carriers of vener

have venereal disease. He had le
avoid asking men, "Have you had

mission of homosexuality and/or pro
cuity. The presupposition form of
open-ended question implied that some
ual contacts with other men might be q
currence rather than whether or not
sexual contacts have occurred at all. Th
nereal disease interviewers found that

viewer is

tions, or additio

ate to check out the relevance of a question
with a dichotomous inquiry ("Did you go to
the lecture?") before asking further questions ("What did you tlunk of the lecture?").

Prefatory Statements
and Announcements
Another technique for facilita

asked. Think of it as warming up the
dent, or ringing the interviewee's

where

says to

been

going. . . .U Quesition statements help

below show two interview s
without prefatory statements
with prefatory statements.
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The attention-getting prefnce goes beyond
just announcing the next questionrto make a
comment about the question. The comment
may concern the importance of the question,
the difficulty of the question, the openness
of the question, or any other characteristicof
the question that would help set the stage.
Consider these examples:
This next questionis particularly important to
the program staff. How do you think the program could be improved?
or
This next question is purposefully vague so
that you can respond in any way that makes
sense to you. What difference has this program made to the larger community?
or
This next question may be particularly difficult to answer with certainty,but I'd like to get
your thoughts on it. In thinking about how
you've changed during the last year, how
much has this program caused those changes
compared to other influences on your life at
this time?

This next question is aimed directly at getting
your perspective.What's it like to be a client in

this program?

As you may know, this next issue has been
both controversialand worrisome. What kind
of staff is needed to run a program like this?

The common element in each of these examples is that some prefatory comment is
made about the question to alert the interviewee to the nature of the question. The
attention-getting format communicates that
the question about to be asked has some

unique quality that makes it parti
worthy of being answered.
Making statements about th
being asked is a way for the
engage in some conversation
terview without commenting ju
tally on the answers being provided
interviewee. What is said concern
tions and not the respondent's a
this fashion, the interview canbe
interesting and interactive. Ho
these formats must be used
strategically. Constant repetition
format or mechanical use of a pa
proach will make the intervie

Probes and
Follow-Up Questions
Probes are used to deepen the response to
a question, increase the richness and depth
of responses, and give cues to the interviewee about the level of response that is desired.The word probe is usually best avoided
in interviews-a little too proctological. The
expression "Let me probe that further" can
sound as if you're conducting an investigation of something illicit or illegal. Quite simply, a probe is a follow-up question used to
go deeper into the interviewee's responses.
As such, probes should be conversational,
offered in a natural style and voice, and used
to follow up initial responses.
One natural set of conversational probes
consists of detail-oriented questioizs. These are
the basic questions that fill in the blank
spaces of a response.

.
'

Wl~eizdid that happen?
Wlzo else was involved?
Where were You during that time?
WIzat was your involvement in that
situation?

Hozv did that come about?
Where did that happen?
These detnil-orie~zted probes are the basic
"who," "where," "what," "when," and
"how" questions that are used to obtain a
complete and detailed picture of some activity or experience.
At other times, an interviewer may want
to keep a respondent talking about a subject
by using elnborntiolz probes. The best cue to
encourage continued talking is nonverbal-gently nodding your head as positive
reinforcement. However, overenthusiastic
head nodding may be perceived as endorsement of the content of a response or as wanting
to stop talking because the in- the person
terviewer has already understood what the

respondent has to say. Gentle and strategic
head nodding is aimed at communicating
that you are listening and want to go on listening.
The verbal corollary of head nodding is
the quiet "uh-huh." A combination may be
necessary; when the respondent seems
about to stop talking and the interviewer
would like to encourage more comment, an
"uh-huh" combined with a gentle rocking of
the whole upper body can communicate interest in having the interviewee elaborate.
Elaboration probes also have direct verbal forms:
Would you elaborate on that?
Could you say some more about that?

aracteristic that sep

formation, a restatern
more context.

that. Would you elaborate, please?
I want to make sure I understand what you're
saying. I think it would help me if you could
say some more about that.

A clnrificntion probe should be used natu-

response can u\

r with a way to maintain control
of the interview, a subject we no

is being fulfilled. Words of thanks,
and even praise will help make the

t may then be appropriate to say
like the following: "I don't want

uring the Interview
s sections have emphasized the im

comments about program weaknesses
titularly helpful, I think,because idenreallyhelp in makmg changes in the

It's really helpful to get such a clear statement
of what the program is like. That's just the
kind of thing we're trying to get at.

the inteMew
We're about habay
and from my point of view, it's going very
. You've been telling me some really imtant things. How's it going for you?

I really appreciateyour willingness to express

curs and a temporary interdependence is

our feehgs about that. You're helping me

Quality of Responses
Time is precious in an interview. Longwinded responses, irrelevant remarks, and
digressions reduce the amount of time available to focus on critical questions. These
problems exacerbate when the interviewer
fails to maintain a reasonable degree of control over the process. Conh.01 is facilitated
by (1)knowing what you want to find out,
(2) asking focused questions to get relevant
answers, (3) listening attentively to assess
the quality and relevance of responses, and
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(4)giving appropriate verbal and nonverbal
feedbackto the person being interviewed.
Knowing what you want to find out
means being able to recognize and distinp i s h appropriate from inappropriate responses. It is not enoughjust to ask the right
questions. The interviewer must listen caresure that the responses refully to
ceived provide answers to the questions that
are asked. Consider the followingexchange:
Question: What h a p p a in a typical interviewer training session that you lead?
Answer: I try to be sensitive to where each
person is at with interviewing. I try to
make sure that I am able to touch base
with each person so that I can find out
how they're responding to their training,
to get some notion of how each person is
doing.
Question: How do you begin a session, a
training session?
Answer: I believe it's important to begin
with enthusiasm,to generate some excitement about interviewing.
In this interaction, the interviewer is asking descriptive, behavioral questions. The
responses, however, are about beliefs and
hopes. The answers do not actually describe
what happened. Rather, they describe what
the interviewee thinks otlgl1t to happen.
Since the interviewer wants behavioral data,
it is necessary to first recognize that the responses are not providing the kind of data
desired, and then to ask appropriate questions that will lead to behavioral responses,
something like tlus:
Intervieroer: Okay, you try to establish contact
with each person and generate enthusiasm at
the beginning. What would help me now is to
have you actually take me into a training ses-

sion. Describe for me what the room lo
where the trainees are, where you are,
me what I would see and hear if I were
there in that session.What would I see y
ing? What would I hear you s
would I see the trainees doing? Wha
hear the trainees saying? Take me irzto
so thnt I cnn nctttnlly expeuiet~ceit.
It is the interviewer's respo
work with the person being inte
facilitate the desired kind of responses.
times, it may be necessary to give very direct
feedback about the kind of information that
has been received and the kind that is desired.
Interviewer: I understand what you try to do
during a training session-what you hope to
accomplishand stimulate.Now I'd like you to
describe to me what you actually do, not what
you expect,but what I would actually see happening if I was present at the session.

It's not enough to simply ask a wellformed and carefully focused initial question. Neither is it enough to have a wellplanned interview with appropriate basic
questions. The interviewer must listen actively and carefully to responses to make
sure that the interview is working. I've seen
many well-written interviews that have resulted in largely useless data because the interviewer did not listen carefully and thus
did not recognize that the responses were
not providing the informationneeded. The
first responsibiw, then, in maintaining control of the interview is knowing what kind of
data you are looking for and managing the
interview so as to get quality responses.
Giving appropriate feedback to the interviewee is essential in pacing an interview
and maintaining control of the interview
process. Head nodding, taking notes,
"uh-huhs," and silent probes (remaining

hen aperson stops taking to let them
ou'rewaitingformore) are all signals
e person being interviewed that reses are on the right track These teches encourage greater depth in rebut you also need skill and
es to stop a highly verbal respongets off the track. The first step in
the long-winded respondent is to
givu~gthe usual cues that encourage
g: stop nodding the head, interject a
ew question as soon as the respondent
pauses for breath, stop taking notes, or call
attentionto the fact that you've stopped taking notes by flipping the page of the writing
pad and sitting back, waiting. When these
nonverbalcues don't work, you simplyhave
to interrupt the long-winded respondent.
Let me stop you here for a moment. I want to
make sure I fully understand something you
said earlier.(Then aska question
at getting the response more targeted.)

Let me ask you tp stop for a moment because
some of what you're talking about now I want
to get later in the interview.First I need to find
out from you.. . .
Interviewers are sometimes concerned
that it is impolite to interrupt an interviewee. It certainly can be awkward, but
when done with respect and sensitivity, the
interruption can actually help the interview.
It is both patronizing and disrespectful to let
the respondent run on when no attention is
'being paid to what is said. It is respectful of
both the person being interviewed and the
interviewer to make good use of the short
time available-totalk. It is the responsibility
of the interviewer to help the interviewee
understand what kind of informationis be-

ing requested and to establish a framework
and context that makes it possible to collect
the right kind of information.
Information that helps the interviewee
understand the purpose of the overall interview and the relationship of particular questions to that overall purpose is important information that goes beyond simply asking
questions. While the reason for asking a particular question may be absolutely clear to
the interviewer,don't assumeit's clear to the
respondent. You communicate respect for
persons being interviewed by giving them
the courtesy of explainingwhy questions are
being asked. Understanding the purpose of
a question will increasethe motivationof the
interviewee to respond openly and in detail.
The overall purpose of the interview is
conveyed in an opening statement. Specific
questions within the interview should have
a co""ection to that overall Purpose- we'll
deal later with issues of informed consent
and protection of human subjects in relation
to opening statements of purpose. The focus
here is on communicating purpose to improve responses. Later we'll review the ethical issues related to informing interviewees
about the
purpose.) while the opening statement at the beginning of an interview provides an overview about the purpose of the interview, it will still be
appropriate and important to explain the
purpose of particular questions at strategic
points throughout the interview. Here are
some examples from evaluation interviews.
This next set of questionsis about the program
staff.The staff has toldus thatthey don't really
get a chance to find out how people in the program feel about what they do, so this part of
the interview is aimed at giving them some direct feedback.But as we agreed at the beginning, the staff won't know who said what.
Your responses will remain confidential.

'
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nomically distressed andmany felt

farmer refused to cooperate. At first, he
refused to even come out of the barn to call
off the dogs surrounding my truck. Finally,
he appeared and said,

more. I don't want to talk.

wasn't idenbfied. He readily agreed, having
already signed the consent form when we

interview had become an informal, conversational interview developed from a
last-ditch, one-shot question.

seemed either very stupid or very k r o -

the larger purpose of quahtative inquiry so
that we don't become overly technique oriented. You're trying to understand a person's world and worldview. That's why you
ask focused questions in a sensitive manner.
You're hoping to elicit relevant answers that
are useful in understanding the interviewee's perspective. That's basically what
interviewing is all about.

repeakg deeply philosophical questions
and answers that he has heard from other
people, all the while trying to make the
cousin think that these philosophical discourses were Sancho's own insights.
"That queshon and answer," said D~~ ~ ~
xote, "are not yours, Sancho. you have heard
them from someone else."
"Whist, sir," answered Sancho, "if I start

i

-
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recorder. However, most interviews are arranged in such a way that tape recorders are
appropriate if properly explained to the interviewee:

silly replies, I needn't go begging help from
the neighbors."
'You have said more thb you know,
Sancho," said Don Quixote, "for there are
some people who tire themselves out learning
and proving things that,. once learned and
proved, don't matter a straw as far as the mind
or memory is concerned." (Cenrantes 1964:
682)
Regardless of which interview shategy is
used-the
informal conversational interview, the interview guide approach, or a
standardized open-ended interview-the
wording of questions will affect the nature
and quality of responses received. So will
careful management of the interview process. Constant attention to both content nnd
pmcess, with both informed by the purpose
of
interview, will reduce the extent to
-- the
which, in Cervantes's words, researchers
and evaluators "tire themselves out learning
and proving things that, once learned and
proved, don't matter a straw as far as the
mind or memory is concerned."

% Mechanics of Gathering

Interview Data
Recording the Data
No matter what style of interviewing you
use and no matter how carefully you word
questions, it all comes to naught if you fail to
capture the actual words of the person being
interviewed. The raw data of interviews are
the actual quotations spoken by interviewees. Nothing can substitute for these data:
the actual things said by real people. That's
the prize sought by the qualitative inquirer.
Data interpretation and analysis involve
making sense out of what people have said,
looking for patterns, putting together what

I'd like to tape recorcl what you say so I don't
miss any of it. I don't want to take the chance
of relying on my notes and maybe misskg
something that you say or inadvertently
changing your words somehow. So, if you
don't mind, I'd very much like to use the rethe intehew you
corder. If at any time d-g
would like to turn the tape recorder off, all you
have to do is press this button on the microphone, and the recorder will stop.

is said in one place with what is said in another place, and integrating what different
people have said. These processes occur primarily during the analysis phase after the
data are collected. During the interviewing
process itself-that is, during the data collection phase-the purpose of each interview is to record as fully and fairly as
possible that particular interviewee's perspective. Some method for recording the
verbatim responses of people being interviewed is therefore essential.
As a good hammer is essential to fine carpentry, a good tape recorder is indispensable
to fine fieldwork. Tape recorders do not
"tune out" conversations, change what has
been said because of interpretation (either
conscious or unconscious), or record words
more slowly than they are spoken. (Tape recorders, do, however, break down and malfunction.) Obviously, a researcher doing
cbnversational interviews as part of covert
fieldwork does not walk around with a tape

Exhibit 7.4 lists a set of tips for getting
high-quality recordings
transcriptions.
~h~~~ tips were
by transcribers
who had worked on hundreds of hours of interviews and estimated that 20% of the tapes
given to them, usually by graduate students,
were so badly recorded as to be impossible
to transcribe accurately-or at all. These tips
will also help if, as is often recommended,
you do either all or some of your own transcriptions as a way of more deeply immersing yourself in the data as a first step during
analysis.
When it is not possible to use a tape recorder because of some sensitive situation,
interviewee request, or tape recorder malfunction, notes must become much more
thorough and comprehensive. It becomes
critical to gather actual quotations. When
the interviewee has said something that
seems particularly important or insightful, it
may be necessary to sal, "I'm afraid I need to
stop you at this point so that I can get down
exactly what you said because I don't want
to lose that particular quote. Let me read
back to you what I have and make sure it is
exactly what you said." This point ernphasizes again the importance of capturing
what people say in their own words.
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But such verbatim note taking has become the exception now that most people
are familiar and comfortable with tape recorders. More than just increasing the accuracy of data collection, using a tape recorder
permits the interviewer to be more attentive
to the interviewee. If you tried to write down
every word said, you'd have a difficult time
responding appropriately to interviewee
needs and cues. Ironically, verbatill1note taking can interfere with listening attentively.
The interviewer can get so focused on note
taking that the person speaking gets only
secondary attention. Every interview is also
an observation, and having one's eyes fixed
on a notepad is hardly conducive to careful
observation. In short, the interactive nature
of in-dep th interviewing can be seriously affected by an attempt to take verbatim notes.
h f l a n d (1971) has made this point forceMY:
One's full attention must be focused upon the
interviewee. One must be thinking about
probing for further explication or clarification
of what he is now saying; formulating probes
linking up current talk with what he has already said; thinkingahead to putting in a new
question that has now arisen and was not
taken account of in the standing guide (plus
making a note at that moment so one will not
forget the question);and attending to the interviewee in a manner that communicates to
him that you are indeed listening. All of this is
hard enough simply in itself. Add to that the
problem of writing it down-even if one takes
shorthand in an expert fashion-and one can
see that the process of note-taking in the interview decreases one's inte~ewingcapadiy.
Therefore, if conceivably possible, tape record;
then one can interview. (p. 89)
So ifverbatimnote takingis neither desirable nor really possible, what kind of notes
are taken during a tape-recorded interview?
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b. ~fyou use batteries check them regularly and carV spares.
c. The recorder should be clean and i n good condition-check it befor
d. Use good-quality tapes o f 60 minutes or less; longer tapes are m
break when transcribed.
e. Take along extra cassette tapes.
2. Before the interview
a, Choose a place for the interview that's quiet and free from interruptions.
close t o the respondent, then speak loud enough so th
b. place the
tion5 can be heard; most important, though, is hearing the responses.

c. Set the recorder on a stable surface.
d. Test the recording System.
3. During the interview
a. Speak clearly and not too fast-the respondent will then be more like1
b, ~ s the
k respondent to speak up if his or her voice starts t o soften.
c. Run a test with the respondent: Then rewind and listen so the re5Pon

ay be relevant to pursue in subseinterviews while still in the

cate to the respondent

correct it before continuing.

Watch for tape breakage and tangling.
g. Repeat the test if a tape change is necessaV.
i, t tend of interview, say, "This is the end of interview with

f.

period after an interview or observa-.'I

4. After the interview
a. Listen tothe start, middle, and end o f the tape; list proper names and unfamiliar or

during transcription.
When a tape recorder is being used during the interview, notes will consist primarily of key phrases, lists of major points made

Immediately after a recorded interview,
check the tape to make sure it was functioning properly If, for some reason, a r n h c -
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should check back with the interviewee for
clarification.This can often be done over the
telephone.In my experience,people who are
interviewed appreciate such a follow-up because it indicates the seriousnesswith which
the interviewer is taking their responses.
Guessing the meaning of a response is unacceptable; if there is no way of following up
the comments with the respondent, then
those areas of vagueness and uncertainty
simply become missing data.
The immediate postinterview review is a
time to record details about the setting and
your observations about the interview.
Where did the interview occur?Under what
conditions? How did the interviewee react
to questions? How well do you think you
did asking questions?How was the rapport?
Answers to these questions establish a
context for interpreting and making sense of
the interview later. Reflect on the quality of
informationreceived.Did you find out what
you really wanted to find out in the interview? If not, what was the problem? Poorly
worded questions?Wrong topics? Poor rapport? Reflect on these issues and make notes
on the interview process while the experience is still fresh in your minds. These process notes will inform the methodological
section of your research report, evaluation,
or dissertation.
This period after an interview or observation is a critical time of reflection and
elaboration. It is a time of quality control to
guarantee that the data obtained willbe useful, reliable, and authentic. This lcind of
postinterview ritual requires discipline. Interviewing and observing can be exhausting, so much so that it is easy to forgo this
time of reflection and elaboration, put it off,
or neglect it altogether. To do so is to seriously undermine the rigor of qualitative inquiry. Interviews and observations should
be scheduled so that sufficient time is available afterward for data clarification, elabo-

ration, and evaluation. Where a team is
working together, the whole team needs to
meet regularly to share observations and debrief together.This is the beginning of analysis, because, while the situationlanddata are
fresh, insights can emerge that might otherwise have been lost. Ideas and interpretations that emerge following an interview or
observation should be written down and
clearly marked as emergent, field-based insights to be further reviewed later.
I sometimesthink about the time after an
interview as a period for postpartum reflection, a time to consider what has been revealed or what has been birthed. In
18th-century Europe, the quaint phrase "in
an interesting condition" became the gentile
way of referring to an expectant mother in
"polite company." The coming together of
aninterviewerand an intervieweemakes for
"an interesting condition." The interviewer
is certainly expectant, as may be the interviewee. What emerged? What was created?
Did it go OK? Is some form of triage necessary? As soon as a child is born, a few basic
observations are made and tests are performed to make sure that everything is all
right. That's what you're doing right after an
interview-making sure everything came
out OK.
Such an analogy may be a stretch for
thinking about a postinterview debrief, but
interviews are precious to those who hope to
turn them into dissertations, contributions
to knowledge, and evaluation findings. It's
worth managing the interview process to allow time to make observations about, reflect
on, and learn from each interview.
Up to this point we've been focusing on
techniques to enhance the quality of the
standard one-on-one interview. We turn
now to some important variations in interviewing, such as think-aloud protocols, focus group interviews, and cross-cultural interviewing.

processes and strategiesthey think were engaged while solving problems. Wilson was
able to pinpoint the cognitive challenges
that confronted students as they tried to derive the acceleration of a particle moving in
various directions and angleswith respect to
a particular reference frame.
The basic strategy of think-aloud protocols involves getting people who are doing
something to verbalize their thoughts and
feelings as they do whatever they're doing.
This can take some "training" of participants to get them used to verbalizing what
are usually only internal dialogues with
es in an activity, the interviewer asks
stions and probes to get the person to
about what the person is thinking as he
or she does the task. In teaching rounds at
itals, senior physicians do a version of
they talk aloud abouthow they're
in a diagnosis while medical stun, presumably learning the experts' thinking processes by hearing them in
action. For details of the think-aloud protoethod, see Pressley and Afflerbach
d Ericsson and Simon (1993).
son (2000) used a protocol research
sign in a doctoral dissertationthat investigated student understanding and problem
solving in college physics. Twenty students
in individual 45-minute sessions were videotaped and asked to talk aloud as they tried
to solve three introductory physics problems of moderate difficulty involving Newton's second law. This involved a concurrent
rather Man ~etrospectiveapproach, because
students were engaged in thinking aloud
and problem solving concurrently, as opposed to explaining their thinking and reasoning retrospectively after solving the
problems. Wilson notes that concurrent designs are generally considered more reliable
because the verbal data and protocols that
are generated do not depend on subjects'
short-term memory recall of the cognitive

FOCUS
Group Interviews
A foczis group interview is an interview
with a small group of people on a specific
topic. Groups are typically 6 to 10 people
with similar backgrounds who participate in
the interviewfor one to two ~ O L I I S .In a given
study, a series of different focus groups will
be conducted to get a variety of perspectives
and increase confidence in whatever patterns emerge.Focus groupinterviewingwas
developed in recognition that many consumer decisionsare madein a social context,
often growing out of discussions with other
people. Thus, market researchers began using focus groups in the 1950s as a way of
stimulating the consumer group process of
decision making to gather more accurate information about consumer product preferences (Higginbotham and Cox 1979).On the
academic side, sociologist Robert K. Merton
and associateswrote the seminalwork on research-oriented focus group interviews in
1956: The Focttsed lnteruiew (Merton, Riske,
and Kendall1956).
The focus group interview is, first and
foremost, an interview. It is not a problemsolving session. It is not a decision-making
group. It is not primarily a discussion,

more than 10 major
Controversial and
er-that of mode
ion The term In

that those participants who tend not to
be highly verbal are able to share their

teractionsnot only between the inteme
and respondent but among all partinpan

Those who realize that their viewpoint is
of s~multaneousin&vldual mtemews,
ed to speakup and nsknegative reachon flows because of the nurturing of
moderator. (p. 100)
of moderating and inThe
terviewing is sufficiently complex that

asked is greatly restricted in th

.

ences" (Krueger 1994:~).

a The available response time for any particular individual is restrained in order
to hear from everyone. A rule of thumb:

Focus groups
to work best when
- appear
-people in the group, though sharing sirnilar backgrounds, are strangers to each
other. The- dynamics are quite different

Compared with most qualitative fieldwork approaches, focus groups typically
have the disadvantage of taking place
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outside of the natural settings where social interactions normally occur (Madriz
2000:836).

when their riews 0

these strengths and limitations suggest, the power of focus groups resides in
their being focused. The topics are narrawly focused,usually seeking reactions to
something (a product, program, or shared
eqerience) rather than exploring complex
lifeissues with depth and detail. The groups
Po* focus go
are focused by being formed homogeneously. The facilitation is focused, keeping
responses on target. Interactions among participants are focused, staying on topic. Use
and techno
fancy
of time must be focused, because the time
The p
passes
Despite some of the &tagmeraUy
ket research
tions introducedbythenecessity of sharp focus, applications of focus groups are widespread and growing (Krueger and Casey
2000; Madriz 2000; Fontana and Prey 2000;
Academy for ~ d ~ ~ ~Development
t i ~ ~ a l
1989; Morgan 1988).Focus groups remain a
staple of market research where reactions to
new or existing products can be explored.
Focus groups have come to play an imporAt the other end of the societal contin
efforts
tant role in quality
from
focus goups used for
services
where consumer feedback about
and programs is desired. The feedback from
focus goups is typically more specific,
mentation and, sometimes, organizing. Fomeaningful,and animated than what canbe
cus groups have entered into the repertoire
obtained from individually filled out conof techniques for qualitativeresearchers and
questionnaires and surveys. FOCUS
evaluators involved in participate?. studies
groups are conducted as part of a needs aswith coresearchers. For cornunity
Sessment process with both potential client
search, collaborative action research. and
groups and professionals who know the
participat~ryevaluations, local people
needs of client groups. Focus groups are beare not professional researchers are being
used with fient and staff groups in prosuccessfullytrained and supported to do foto iden@ a program's
gram
CuS GOUPS (&uegfr and G1g 1997).
strengths, weaknesses, and needed imBecause the focus g o u p "is a coUectivprovements. focus groups canbe used at the
istic rather than an individualistic research
or even months after proend of a
method," focus goups have also emerged
gram completion, to gather perceptions
as a collaborative and empowering aPabout outcomes and impacts. Key cornmuproach in feminist rE?Search (Madriz
nity people can be interviewed in groups

ciologist and feminist researcher
adriz (2000) explains:
allow access to research particiay find one-on-one, face-to-face
cary" or "intimidating." By cremultiple lines of co~~~nunication,
the
interview offersparticipants . . . a safe
-ent where they can share ideas, beand attitudes in the company of people
from the same sodoeconomic, ethnic, and
gender backgrounds. . . .
For years, the voices of women'of color
have been silenced in most research projects.
groups
facilitateWomen of color
"writing
together" by exposing not
the layers of oppression that have suppressed these women's expressions, but the
forms of resistance that they use every day to
deal with such oppressions.In this regard, I arguethat focusgroups can be an importantelemerit in the advancementof an agenda of
justice for
because they can
serve
and valid& women's everyday experiences of subjugationand their individual and collective survival and resistance
strategies. (pp. 835-36)

I experienced firsthand the potential of
focus groups to provide safety in numbers
for people in vulnerable situations. I cond"cted focus groups among low-income recipients of legal aid as one technique in an
evaluation of services provided to people in
a large public houshg project. As the interview Opened, participants, who Came from
different sections of the project and did not
know each other, were resenred and cautiOtls about commenting 011 problems they
were experiencing.As one woman shared in
vague terms a history of problems she had
had in getfing needed repairs, another
jumped in and supported her, say"I know exactly what you're talking
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ally bad. Bad. Bad. Bad." She then shared her
story. Soon others were telling similar stories, often commentingthatthey had no idea
so many other people were having the same
kind of problems. Several also commented
at the end of the interview that they would
have been unlikely to share their storieswith
me in a one-on-one interview because they
would have feltindividuallyvulnerable,but
they drew confidence and a sense of safety
and camaraderie from being part of the intemiew group.
On the other hand, ~
~(2000)
studied whether sensitive topics were more
or less likely to be discussed in focus groups
versus individual intenriews. Ninety-seven
year-round residents from the chelem L ~ goon region in yucatan, ~
~parti+ ~
pated in one of 12focusgroups or 19individu d in-depth interviews. A professional
moderator used the same interview guide to
get reactions to a shared mangrove ecosystem. The 31 sessiolls generated more than
500 pages of transcripts,
were coded
for the incidenceof discussions of sensitive
topics. The findings showed that the
vidual interviews were 18 times more likely
to address socially sensitive discussion topics than the focus groups. In addifion, the
study found the two qualitative methods,
focus groups and individual interviews, to
be complementary to each other, each yielding somewhat differentinfomation.
Computer-based Internet interactions
have created new forms of focus groups,
Walston and Lissitz (2000)evaluated the feasibility and effe&veness of cornputer-mediated focus groups. They compared the reactions of computer-mediatedand face-to-face
participants in focus
discussing academic dishonesty and found that the
puter-mediated environment appeared to
reduce members' anxiety about wllat the
moderator thought of them,
it easier

-Jody Berland (1997:9)

d potentials of culture does not easlly

the last chapter, info
became a mainstay o

Parameswaran (20
differences in the dat

senration (Tedlock 2000). In this section, we
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focus on the problematic short-term studies
for theses or student exchange projects and
brief evaluation site visits sponsored by international development agencies and philanthropic foundations. In the latter case,
teams of a few Westerners are flown into a
developing country for a week to a month to
assess a project, often with c~unterparts
from the local culture. These rapid appraisals revolve around cross-cultural interviewing and are more vulnerable to misinterpretations and miscommunications than
traditional, long-term anthropologicalfieldwork. Examples of the potential problems, presented in the sections that follow,
will, I hope, help sensitize students, shortterm site visitors, and evaluators to the precariousness of cross-cultural interviewing.
As Rubin and Rubin (1995)have noted:
You don't have to be a woman to interview
women, or a sumo wrestler to interview sumo
wrestlers. But if you are going to cross social
gaps and go where you are ignorant, you have
to recognize and deal with culturalbarriers to
communication.And you have to accept that
being interhow you are seen by the
viewed will affect what is said. (p. 39)

Language Differences
The data from interviews are words. It is
tricky enough to be sure what a person
means when using a common language, but
words can take on a very differentmeaning
in other cultures. In Sweden, I participated
in an international conference discussing
policy evaluations. The conference was conducted in English, but I was there two days,
much of the time confused, before I came to
understand that their use of the term policy
corresponded to my American use of the
term program. I interpreted policies from an
American context, to be fairly general direc-

a, New Guinea)-poptive, unredeemable

bled programmatic prescriptions more than
the vague policies that typically emanate
from the legislative process in the United
States.
The situation becomes more precarious
when a translator or interpreter must be
used. Special and very precise training of
translators is critical. Translatorsneedto understand what, precisely, you want them to
ask and that you will need full and complete
translation of responses as verbatim as possible. Interpreters often want to be helpful
by summarizing and explaining responses.
This contaminates the interviewee's actual
response with the interpreter's explanation
to such an extent that you can no longer be
Sure whose perceptions You h a v e t h e inter~reter'sor the interviewee's.
Some words and ideas simply can't be
translated directly People who regularly
Use the language COme to know the unique
cultural meaning of special terms. One of
my favorites from the Caribbean is liming,
meaning something like hanging out, just
being, doing nothing-@t
free. In interviews for a Caribbeanprogram evaluation, a
number of participants said they were just
"liming" in the program. Thatwas not, however, meant as criticism, for liming is a
highly desirable state of being, at least to
participants. Funders viewed the situation
somewhat differently
Rheingold (2000) has published a whole
book on "untranslatablewords and phrases"
with special meanings in other cultures. Below are four examplesthat are especially relevant to evaluators.

-

of coninclud- -

all koro
-"the hysterical belief that One's penis is
shrinking" (Rheingold 1988:59).
s cross-

eak the
rtook a
o had
ears,

group, maybe?" (Walker 1996:lO).

and the common good. such is not the case
worldwide. Researchers cannot simply presume that they have the right to ask intru,

Sclzliininbesserung (German)-a
improvement that
worse

so-called
makes things

,

questions of a subordinate about a super-

ordinate. Any number of topics may be insensitive to ask or indelicate ifbroughtup by
strangers,for example,familymatters, political views, who owns what, how people
came to be in certain positions, and sources
of income.
Interviewing farmers for an agricultural
extension project in Central America became nearly impossible to do because, for
many, their primary source of income came
frOm growing illegal crops. In an African
dictatorship our needs assessment team
found that we could not ask about "local"
leadership because the country could have
oizly one leader. Anyone taking on or being
given the designation '{local leader" would
have been endangered. I n t e ~ e w e ecan
s be
endangered by insensitive and inappropriate questions, so can naive interviewers. I
know of a case where an American female
student was raped followingan evening interview in a foreign country because the
young man interpreted her questions about
local sexual customs and his own dating experiences as an invitation to have sex.
As noted in the previous sectionon group
interviews, different norms govern crossculturalinteractions.I remember going to an
African village to interview the chief and
finding the whole village assembled. Following a brief welcoming ceremony, I asked
if we could begin the interview. I expected a
private, one-on-one interview. He expected
to perform in front of and involve the whole
village. It took me a while to understand
this, during which time I kept asking to go
somewhere else so we could begin the interview. He did not share my concern about
and preference for privaq. What I expected
to be an individual interview soon became a
whole-village group dialogue.
In many cultures, it is a breach of etiquette
for an unknown man to ask to meet alone
with a woman. Even a female interviewer

en'eficiaries was a
d conducted a ho

however, was not mentioned at this

s
ANXIOUS, NERVOUS

musicologist will interview people as they
listen and react to recorded music. The possibilities for creative interviewing stretch out
before us like ocean teeming with myriad
possibilities, sdme already known, many

household connections. It now appears, from
hindsight, that the questionna&e survey

of affordability, or the opposition of their leaders who may have played on the negative feelings of the people to undermine acceptanceof
the project. Qualitative interviews and open

tionnaire. (Salrnen 1987:37)

focused on asking. However, insights
the lives and worlds of others can be eli
in many other ways.
Projection fechniqties are widely use

s basing interviews on reactions to 10
in what they call the "subject-object
ew . ..In order to understand how the

' (Lahey et al. n.d.). The interviewee

STRONG STAND,
CONVICTION
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ences (McClure 1989). Int

0
0
LOST SOMETHING

IMPORTANT TO ME

freedom to creatively

e words provide data for
the interviewer to explore the interviewee's
underlying epistemology or "principle of
meaning-coherence" based on Kegan's
work The Evolving Self (1982). The subject-object interview is a complex and sophisticated methodology that requires extensive training for proper application and
theoretical interpretation.For my purposes,
the point is that a lengthy and comprehensive interview interaction can be based on
reaction to 10 deceptively simple ideas presented on index cards rather than fully
framed questions.
The subject-object interview methodology illustrates another basis for interviewing: including writing as part of the interview. Prior to interviewing the research
participants about the 10 ideas, they are
given 15to 20 minutes to jot down things on
the index cards. They subsequently choose
which cards to talk about and can use their
jottings to facilitate their verbal responses.
Such an approach gives interviewees a
chance to think through some things before
responding verbally.
Another substitute for straight questions
in interviewing is to ask for explanations of
or reactions to critical incidents. These can
be selected by the interviewer based on previous fieldwork or previous interview~.The
interviewer describes the critical incident to
get the interviewee's perspective on what it
means and how it relates to other experi-

also exist for who cond

Participant Interview Chain
As a participant observer in the wilderness training program for adult educators, I
was involved in (1) documenting the kinds
of experiences program participants were

institutionaloutcomes of intensewilderness
experiences for these adult educators. But
the two of us doing the evaluation didn't
have sufficient time and resources to track
everyone,40 people, in depth. Therefore, we
began discussing with the program staff
ways in which the participants might become involved in the data collection effort to
meet both program and evaluation needs.
The staff lilced the idea of involving participants thereby introducing them to observation and interviewing as ways of expanding
their own horizons and deepeningtheir perceptions.
The ~articipants'backpacking field experience was organized in two groups. We

used this fact to design a data collection approach that would fit with the programmatic needs for sharing information between the two groups. Participants were
paired to interview each other. At the very
beginning of the first a p , before people
knew each other, all of the participantswere
given a short, open-ended interview of 10
questions. They were told that each of them,
as part of their project participation, was to
have responsibility for documenting the experiences of their paii-mate throughout the
year. They were given a little bit of interview
training~given
encouragementabout
probing, and
t' record responses
taking
for
to
build this
were then sent off in pairs
and given two hours to com~letethe interviews with each
recording the reAt the end of the 10-dayexperience,when
the
groups came back
the
Same pairs of participants,
of One
PerSon from each ?Youp, were again given
an interview outline and sent off to interview each other about their respective experiences. This served the Program need for
Sharing of information and an evaluation
need for the collection of information. The
trade-off, of course, was that with the minimal interview training given the particiossibility of carefully suand standardizing
the results were of varimode of data collection
fidentiality was minimal
d certain kinds of information might not
shared. But we gathered a great deal more
ata than we could have obtained if we had
ad to do all the interviews ourselves.
exist as to how far
lvement in data coltion and analysis without interfering
- in

the program or burdening participants. But
before those limits are reached, a considerable amount of useful information can be
collected by involvingprogram participants
in the actual data collection process. I have
since used similar participant interview
pairs in a number of program evaluations
with good results. The trick is to integrate
the data collection into the program.

Data Collection by Program staff
Program staff constitutes another resource for data collection that is often overlooked. Involving program staff in data ,--&
lection raises objections about staff
subjectivity, data contamination,loss of confidentiality, the vested interests of staff in
particular kinds of outcomes, and the threat
that staffmembers can pose to dients or s t ~ dents from whom they are collecting the
data. ~
a
l these
~ objections
~
i
~
are the
~
things that can be gained from staff involvement in data collection:greater staff cornmitment to the evaluation, increased staff reflectivity, enhanced
of the data
collection process that comes from training
staff in data collectionprocedures, increased
understanding by st& of program parti,+
pmtsf perceptions, increased data
because of staff rapport with participants,
and cost savings in data collection.
One of my first evaluation experiencesinvolved studying a program to train teachers
in open education at the University of North
Dakota. Faculty were interested in evaluating that program, but there were almost no
resources available for a formal evaluation.
Certainly not enough funds existed to bring
in an external evaluation team to design the
study, collect data, and analyze the results.
The main means of data collection consisted
of in-depth interviews with student teachers
in 24 different schools and classrooms
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the student and staff da
After data collection,

edgeable, caring, and deeply interes
the education of their children. Prior
interviewing, many of the interviewers had
held fairly negative and derogatory images
of North Dakota parents. The systematic interviewing had put them in a situation
where they were forced to listen to what parents had to say, rather than telling parents
what they (as educators) thought about
things, and in learning to listen they had
learned a great deal. The formal analysis of
the data yielded some interesting findings
that were used to make some changes in the
program and the data provided a source of
case materials that were adapted for us in
training future program participants, but it
is likely that the major and most lasting impact of the evaluation came from the

g across the interviews responses to
items were highly consistent. For a l l

reason, we sometun
tory action research
s a d c e s in method
order to generate timely evidence that can be
used and further developed in a real-timeprocess of transformation (of practices, practitioners, and practice settings). (p. 591)

Whether some loss of methodological sophistication is merited depends on the primary purpose of the inquiry and the primary intended users of the results. For an
example of this trade-off, see Exhibit 7.5,
which describes a project where former
prostitutes were trained to facilitate focus
groups with women leaving prostitution.
Participatoryresearch will have lower credibility among external audiences, especially
among scholars who make rigor their pri-

mary criterion for judging quality. P
pants involved in improving their wo
lives, however, lean toward pragma
where what is useful determines whnt is
As Kernmis and McTaggart (2000)conclude,

~heine'vitability-for partidpants--of having-:
to live with the consequences of transforma- '
very concrete "reality check"
quality of their transformative work, in
of whether their practices are more
their understandings are
dearer, and +e settings in which they practice
al, just, and productive of the
consequences they are intended to

achieve. For participants, the point of collecting compelling evidence is to achieve these
goals, or, more precisely, to avoid subverting
them intentionally or unintentionally by their
action. Evidence sufficientfor this kind of "reality checking" can oftenbe low-tech (interms
of research methods and techniques) or impressionistic (from the perspective of an outsider who lacks the contextualknowledgethat
the insider draws on in interpreting this evidence). But it may still be "high-fidelity" evidence from the perspective of understanding
the nature and consequences of particular interventions in transformations made by participants, in their context-where they are
~rivilegedobservers. (p. 592)
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~nteractiveGroup
Interviewing
and Dialogues
The involvement of program staff or clients as colleagues or coresearchersin action
research and program evaluation changes
the relationship between evaluators and
staff, making it interactive and cooperative
than one-sided and antagonistic. William T i o f f (1980) used an "interactive
research" approach in educational research
and development projece. He fomd that
putting teachers, researchers, and trainer/
developers together as a team increased
both the meaningfulness and the validity of
with and understanding of the research
made the research less inmsive, thus reducing rather than increasing reactivity. Their
discussions were a form of group intenriews
in which they all asked each otlzer qziestions.
The problem of how research subjects or
program clients will react to staff involvement in an evaluation, particularly involvemerit in data collection, needs careful scrutiny and consideration in each situation in
which it is attempted. Reactivity is a potential problem in both conventional and
nonconventional designs. Breaches of confidence and/or reactivity-biased data cannot
be justified in the name of creativity. On the
other hand, as Tikunoff's experiences indicate, interactive designs may increase the
validity of data and reduce reactivity by
making evaluation more visible and open,
thereby making participants or clients less
resistant or suspicious.
These approaches can reframe inquiry
from a duality (interviewer-interviewee) to
all are co-inquirers.
a dialogue in
Miller and Crabtree (2000) advocate such a
collaborative approach even in the usually
closed and hierarchical world of medical
and clinical research:

We propose that clinical researchers inve
gate questions emerging from the clinical
perience with the clinical participants,
attention to and reveal any underlying val
and assumptions, and direct results tow
clinical participants and policy makers.
refocusesthe gaze of clinical research onto
meal experience and redefines its boun
aries so as to answer three questions: Who
question is it? Are hidden assumptions
clinical world revealed?For whom are
search results intended?. ..Patients an
c i m are invited to explore their own and/or
each other's questions and concerns
are
=Iinic
whatever
searchers share ownership of the resear
the patriarchal bias of the dominantparadigm
to investigation.
and opening its
This is the situated knowledge. ..where space
is created to find a larger, more inclusive vision of clinical research. (p. 616)

Creativity and Data Quality:
Qualitatixre
Bricolage
No definitive list of creative interviewing
or inquiry approaches can or should be constructed. Such alistwouldbe a contradiction
in terms. Creative approaches are those that
are situationally responsive and appropriate, credible to primary intended users, and
effective in opening up new understandings. The approachesjust reviewed are deviations from traditional research practice.
Each idea is subject to misuse and abuse if
applied without regard for ways in which
the quality of data collected can be affected.I
have not discussed such threats and ~ossible
errors in depth because I believe it is impossible to idenhfy in the abstract and in advance all the trade-offs involved in balancing concerns for accuracy, utility, feasibility,
and propriety. For example, having program
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do client 'interviews in an outcomes
ation could (a) seriously reduce the vaand reliability of the data, @) substanincrease the validity and reliability of
data, or (c) have no measurable effect on
ality. The nature and degree of effect
depend on staff relationships with
,how staffwere assigned to clients for
erviewing, the kinds of questions asked,
e training of the interviewers, attitudes of
ents toward the program, the purposes to
served by the evaluation, the environmental turbulence of the program, and SO
on. Program staff might make better or
worse interviewers than external evaluation
researchers depending on these and other
factors. An evaluator must grapple with
these kinds of data quality questions for all

Practical, but creative, data collection
consists of using whatever resources are
available to do the best job possible. Constraints always exist and do what constraints do-+onstrain. Our ability to think
of alternatives is limited. Resources are always limited. This means data collection
will be imperfect, so dissenters from research and evaluation findings who want to
attack a study's methods can always find
some grounds for doing so. A major reason
for actively involving intended evaluation
users in methods decisions is to deal with
wealcnesses and consider trade-off threats to
data quality beforedata are collected. By strategically calculating threats to utility, as well
as threats to validity and authenticity, it is
ssible to make practical decisions about
data collection procedures (Patton
e creative, adaptive inquirer using diverse techniques may be thought of as a "bricoleur." The term comes from Levi-Strauss
(1966),who defined a bricoleur as a "jack of

all trades or a kind of professional &-in'
yourself person" (p. 17).

'

The qualitative researcher as bricoleur or
maker of quilts uses the aestheticand material
tools of his or her craft, deploying whatever
shategies, methods, or empiricalmaterials are
at hand. If new tools or techniques have to be
invented, or pieced together, then the researcher will do this. (Denzin and Lincoln
2000b:4)
Interdisciplinary scholar and artist Jose
Cedillos has adopted the identity of ~ r i ~
leur and explained in personal terms how he
came to the "bricolage arts" as his creative
method of i n q w .

dumps, our backs hemmed in by la playa, the
nutrient edge of the PacificOcean. H~~ could
it be otherwiseto a bunch of field-workingnative Mestizos at the disposable edge of industrial culture? I learned economic Bricolage
from my lnndsleiton Ln Frontera, the border between &xico in the U.S. ~ h ~ b i l bi-ecoi ~ ~ ~ ~
nornic estuaries of Tijuana, MexiCaliand the
other border towns produced the wtrepreneurial dynamism of the immigrant who
works off the land and joins odd foms together to make a workable whole, usually by
dent of sheer effort. . . .
Bncolage means to combine odds and
ends, fragments,in
something,me
word comes from the French bricoleur, who
traveled the countryside usingodds and
materials at hand, to perform fix-it work. The
power to employ the Bricolage
als nested in the environment and available.
The Bricolagebegins by disentanglingperception from information and cognition.The trick
is to see what is there, not just our brains
speckledonto the environment.Seeingwhatis
there releases information, rather like how, af-
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te, college ally and politically sensitive approaches for
gaining access to a n d interviewing grand-

o came from upper-

ducted in a small room off a tunnel

trauma, much of it at the hands of family

A traveler to a new land came.acros

form, he set about to correct nature's error.
He trimmed the long, colorful feathers, cut
back the beak, and dyed the bird black.
"There now," he said, with pride
a job

+I

dard guinea hen."

developing countries. Judith Arcana.(l98
1983) drew on her own experiences as
mother to become expert at interviewing 1
mothers for two books about the expe

ally draining that Browne came away exhausted, sometimes needing to debrief on

personal responses. h o s t two years
tby before we foundwe had any facilityin

several occasions, we had lengthy phone
conversations immediately following inter-

Qunlitntive bztervieruing
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views while she was still within the prison
walls. This kind of extreme interviewing
takes unusual skill, dedication, and
seIf-knowledge, coupled with a keen interest in the dynamics of human interaction.
Although Browne returned home drained
after each full week of conducting these
daylong interviews, her en'thusiasm for the
task and her appreciation of respondents'
strength and lucidity never dimmed. As this
is being written, Browne is writing a book
about early exposure to violence as a part of
women's pathway to prison, based on the
life stories of the women she interviewed.
The works of Gilgun and Browne iUustrate the intensity, commitment, long hours,
and hard work involved with certain
in-depth and life history approaches to interviewing. Robert Atkinson (1998) established the Center for the Study of Lives at the
University of SouthernMainein 1988to capturelife stories and further develop methods
for the "life story interview." Other methodological contributions along these lines in's
Doing Reclude Cole and ~ n o ~ l e s(2000)
flexive Life Histoy Research, Denzin's (1989a)
17ztevpretiveBionphy, and The Art and Science
of Portraihlre by Sara Lawrence-Lighffoot
and Jessica Hoffman Davis (1997):
Portraitureis a method of qualitative research
thatblurs theboundariesof aestheticsand empiricism in an effortto capture the complexity,
dynamics, and subtlety of human experience
and organizationallife. Portraitists seek to record and interpret the perspectives and experience of the people they are studying, documenting their voices and their visions-their
authority, knowledge, and wisdom. The
drawing of the portrait is placed in social and
cultural context and shaped through dialogue
between the portraitist and the subject, each
one negotiating the discourse and shaping the
evolving image. The relationship between the
two is rich with meaning and resonance and

becomes the arena for navigating
ical, aesthetic, and ethical dimens
Lightfoot and Davis 199

its meanings; that is, both are participantsin
the meaning-makingprocess. Their work reminds us that one's theoretical orientation
(Chapter 3) can have concrete methodological implicationsin how one thinks about and
engages in data collection.
A different kind of challenge concerns
how to manage the tremendous amount of
data that can be, and usually ate, collected
during in-depth interviewing. Grant McCracken (1988) has contributed ways of
bringing focus to "the long interview":
[The long interview] is a sharply focused,
rapid, highly intensive interview process that
seeks to diminish the indeterminacy and redundancy that attends more unstructured research processes. The long interview calls for
special kinds of preparation and structure,including the use of an open-ended questionnaire, so that the investigator can maximize
the value of the time spent with the respondent.. ..In other words, the long interview is
designed to give the investigator a highly efficient, productive, "stream-line" instrument of
inquiry. (p.7)

q u j r incl~desmethods
particular discipliries such as
(Kopala and Suzuki 1999), as
specializations such as health
ogy (Murray and Chamberlain
1999), humanistic psychology (Moustakas
1990b, 1994, 1995, 1997), and methods of
"transpersonal inquiry" that emphasize using intuition, empathy, and self-awareness
(Braud and Anderson 1998).Specialized approaches to qualitative inquiry have been
developed in organizational research (Van
Maanen 1998; Lee 1998; Symon and Cassell
k (Padgett 1998), family
sman and Gilgun 1996), health
ch (Grbich 1998; Morse and Field
(Morse 1991), aging research
ar 1993), and cultural
gan 1998; Alasuutari 1995),
just to cite the range of examples.
Applications and methods of qualitative
inquiry, especially interviewing techniques
for specially targeted populations and specialized disciplinary approaches, continue
to evolve as interest in qualitative methods
grows exponentially (a metaphoric rather
than statistical estimation). As applications
and techniques have proliferated, so have
concerns about the ethical challenges of
qualitative inquiry, our next topic.

El. Ethical Challenges in

Qualitative Interviewing
Interviews are interventions. They affect
A good interview lays open
ts, feelings, knowledge, and experince, not only to the interviewerbut also to
e interviewee. The process of being taken
rough a directed, reflective process affects
e persons being interviewed and leaves
em knowing things about themselves that
ey didn't know--or least were not fully
aware of-before the interview. Two hours

1
3
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or more of thoughtfully reflecting on an experience, a program, or one's life can be
change inducing: 10,15, or 20 hours of life
history interviewing can be transformative
--or not. Therein lies the rub. Neither you
nor the interviewee can know, in advance,
and sometimes even after the fact, what impact an interviewing experience will have
or has had.
The purpose of a research interview is
first and foremost to gather data, not change
people. Earlier, in the section on neutrality, I
asserted that an interviewer is not a judge.
Neither is a research interviewera therapist.
Staying focused on the purpose of the interview is critical to gathering high-quality
data. Still, there will be many temptations
to stray from that purpose. It is common for
interviewees to ask for advice, approval, or
confirmation. Yielding to these temptations, the interviewer may become the
interviewee-ans~ering more questions
than are asked.
On the other hand, the interviewer, in establishing rapport, is not a cold slab of granit-unresponsive
to the human issues, induding great suffering and pain, that may
unfold during an interview.Ina major farming systems needs assessment project to develop agricultural extension programs for
distressed farm families during the farm crisis of the mid-1980s. I was part of a team of
10 interviewers (working in pairs) who interviewed 50 farm families. Many of these
familieswerein great pain. They were losing
their farms. Their dddren had left for the
city. Their marriages were under stress. The
two-hour interviews traced their family history, their farm situation, their community
relationships, and their hopes for the future.
Sometimes questions would lead to husband-wife conflict. The interviews would
open old wounds, lead to second-guessing
decisions made long ago, or bring forth
painful memories of dreams never fulfilled.
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can put the intemiewees
wer needs to have an

formation with all
tor brought in to help

. As someone who has
during the interview, we
we would leave them ref
the end of the intenriew.
While interviews may b
opening old wounds, they
ing. In doing follow-up

,you are in a unique posiat the program does and

und that interviewers needed to
and we're interviewing about 25 people,

Who is the information for? How will itbe
at will be asked in the interview?

risks and/or benefits are involved
person being interwewed?

questions about why I'm asking

,please feelfree to ask Or if there's
g YOU don't want to answer, just say
so. The purpose of the interview ISto get your
Insights into how the program operates and
how it affects people.
Any quesbons before we b e p ?
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used in ways that are accurate and understandable?
* What language will make sense to participants in

board (IRB) guidelines and/or requirements,
protection of human subjects in research?
imelines, for IRE approval, if applicable?
e access to the data? For what purposes?
e clear about this in the contract.)
right of review before

Don't make promises lightly, for example, pro
report. If you moke promises, keep them.
3. Risk ossessment. In what ways, if any, will conducting the interview put people at risk?

I
I

Psychological stress?
Legal liabilities?
In evaluation studies, continued program participation (if certain things become know
Ostracism by peers, program staff, or others for talking?
Political repercussions?
How will you describe these potential risks to interviewees?
How will you handle them if they arise?

I

4. Confidentiality. What are reasonable promises of confidentiality that can be fully
honored? Know the difference between confidentiality and anonymity. (Confidentiality
means you know but won't tell. Anonymity means you don't know, as in a survey returned
anonymously.)
* What things can you not promise confidentiality about, for example, illegal activities,
evidence o f child abuse or neglect?
Will names, locations, and other details be changed? Or do participants have the option
of being identified? (See discussion of this in the text.)
Where will data be stored?
How long will data be maintained?

some genuine ethical quandaries h a v e
arisen inrecent years a r o u n d the ethics o f research in general and qualitative inquiry in
partialar.

HOW MUCH OF AN LVTERVIE W
MUST BE APPROVED IN ADVANCE?
In the chapter o n observation a n d fieldwork, I discussed t h e problems posed by ap-

p r o v a l protocols a i m e d a t protecting human
subjects g i v e n the emergent and flexible designs o f naturalistic inquiry.Institutional rev i e w boards (IRBs) f o r t h e protection o f human subjects often prefer t o approve actual
i n t e r v i e w questions, w h i c h can b e d o n e
w h e n u s i n g the standardized i n t e r v i e w form a t discussed inthis.chapter, but w o r k s less
w e l l w h e n u s i n g an i n t e r v i e w guide, and
doesn't w o r k a t a l l f o r conversational in
v i e w i n g where t h e questions emerge a t

7. lnterviewerrnentolhealth. How will you and other interviewers likely be affected by
conducting the interviews?
What might be heard, seen, or learned that may merit debriefing and processing?
Who can you talk to about what you experience without breaching confidentiality?
How will you take care of yourself?
8. Advice. Who will be the researcher's confidant and counselor on matters of ethics during

a study? (Not all issues can be anticipated in advance. Knowing who you will go to in the
event of difficulties can save precious time in a crisis and bring much-needed comfort.)
9. Doto collection boundaries. How hard will you push for data?

*

What lengths will you go to in trying to gain access to data you want? Whatwon't you do?
How hard will you push interviewees to respond t o questions about which they show
some discomfort?

10. Ethical versus legol. what ethical framework and philosophy informs your work and
ensures respect and sensitivity for those you study, beyond whatever may be required
by law?
' What disciplinary or professional code of ethical conduct will guide you?

I
context. A compromise i s t o
e questions one can anticipate
r possible topics w h i l e treating
the conversational component as probes,
ch are n o t typically specified inadvance.
in a full naturalistic inquiry design, inr v i e w questions can and s h o u l d change as
e interviewer understands t h e situation
and discovers n e w p a t h w a y s f o r
g. T h e tension between speclfys in advance f o r approval and

a l l o w i n g questions t o emerge in context in
t h e f i e l d l e d E l l i o t Eisner (1991) t o ask, "Can
q ~ ~ a l i t a t i studies
ve
b e i n f o r m e d . . .[since] w e
h a v e s u c h a hard t i m e predicting w h a t w e
n e e d t o get consent about?" (p. 215). An alternative t o specdying precise questions f o r
a p p r o v a l inadvance i s t o s p e u f y areas o f inquiry that will b e avoided, that is, t o anticip a t e w a y s in which respondents might b e
put a t r i s k a n d a f f i r m that the interviewer
will a v o i d s u c h areas.

z~irementto behnve

subjects committee to

form in which the entire congregation de-
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ry interest? Modest payments in surveys
dequate sample size. Does the same apply
wing and focus groups?
interviewer is usually getting paid.

In Western capitalist societies,
sation are arising more and
se people in ecOnOmical'~
disadvantaged
are reacting to
being overstudied and undervalued and because private sector marketing firms rouk e l ~'Ompensate focus group parti'pantS,
so this practice has spread to the public and
nonprofit sectors. At the time of this writing,
a lively discussion of these i s s ~ ~tookplace
es
on EvalTalk, the American Evaluation Ass&
ciation Internet listsew. Here are a few postunderstand the risks and b

the payment comes from a public agency,
as our County Attorney has pointed out
in the past. Consequently, when we
"pay" for participation, we use incentives other than cash, e.g., vouchers or
gift certificates donated by local commercial vendors such as a discount store.
These seem to be as effective.
If you are detaining a person with a
face-to-face interview, and it isn't a
friendly conversation, rather it is a business exercise, it is onlyappropriate to
offer to pay the prospective respondent

for their time and effort. This should
not preclude, and it would certainly
help, to explain the importance of their

Job" Reed, Owner TecMRKT Works in
AflingtOnr
has had extensive experience on this issue and offered the following
observations on EvalTallc.

I believe in paying people, particularly"
Protection of human subjects
k i s t s on informed consent. That
now automatically mean c o d d e n
these examples illustrate.

SO.

Reciprocity: Should
Interviewees Be
Compensated? If SO, How?

cided whether to let itself be identified inhis
dissertation. Individual church members
also had the option of using their real names
or choosing pseudonyms. Another student
studying alternativehealth practitioners offered them the option of confidentiality and

The iss~zesof whether and how to cornpensate intenriewees involve questions of
both ethics and data quality. Will payment,
even of small amounts, affect people's responses, increasingacquiescence Or, alternatively, enhancing the incentive to respond
thoughtfully and honestly? Is it somehow
better to appeal to people on the basis of the
contributionthey canmake to knowledge or,
in the case of evaluation, improving the program, instead of appealing to their pecuni-

in areas of human services. I am thinking
of parenting and teen programs where it
can be very difficult to get participation
in intemiews. If their input is valuable, I
believe you should put your money
where your mouth is. However, I would
always make it very clear to the respondent that, although they are being paid
for their time, they are NOT being paid
for their responses and should be as candid and forthright as possible.
One inner city project offered parentparticipants in a focus,group vouchers to
buy books for their kids, which for some
low-income parents proved to be their
first experience owning books rather
than always borrowing them.
Cash payment for participation in interviews is considered income and is therefore taxable. This can create problems if

We havepaid andnotpaidincentivesfor focus
groups for low-income folks as well as professionals and corporate CEOs. The bottom line
is that in most cases the incentive doesn't
make a lot of difference in terms of particlpation rates, especially if you have well-trained
interviewers and well-designed data collection procedures.
One of my concerns is that we are moving
in a direction inwhichitisassumed (withvery
little substantive foundation) that people will
only respond if given incentives. Our studies
tell us that one of the most frequentlycited reasons why people participate is for the "community good." Sometimes, I think the
incentives are really more for the peace of
mind of the project and evaluation managers
than for increasing participation in programs
or research. I am concerned that the research
community may go in the direction of substituting incentives for good methods and obtain

ose who want to

cus group is Uely to b
not clear what a $100
case. We have come to
are doing something th

manner, then they will

-

.

tended to other c o m m ~ t i e s~f. you aredoing
to be of "dueand
that is
you do it in a professional and respectf'ulway,
people will respond.
Whenwehave paid people (low-income or
professionals),we haven't seen any evidence
that people feel that they are being paid to say
what we want to hear. Again, we think this is
an issue of balancing the issues, good question
design, being credible with the respondents,
and giving credible assurances that respondents' responses are confidential.
With respect to low-income populations,
incentives make really good sense if you are
%
,

y security issues with respect to ins canylng cash or checks, or the
m of negohabng checks.
not a g w t incentives. In some mr example, small well-chosenincen-

whole issue of incentives and not simply assume that they are either needed and/or effective. (Reed ZOOO)3

Alternatives to cash can instill a deeper
sense of reciprocity. In doing family history

an ethical challenge conce
to push for sensitive info

Be Careful. It's Dangerous Out There.
our teaching arid publications we tend to sell students a smooth,
almost idealized, model of the research process as neat, tidy, and
atic. . . . Perhaps we should be more open and honest about the
ains and perils of conducting research in order to prepare and
-Maurice Punch (1986:13-14)

story. In one project in ruralareas, we
a tape duplicator in the truck and ma

ues, the
each daily briefing of police
saying, "Let's be careful out

there." The same warning applies to qualitative researchers doing fieldwork and
interviewing: "Be careful.It's dangerous out
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there." ltls important to protect those who
honor us with their stories by participating
in our studies. Itis also important to protect
yourself.
I was onceinterviewinga yomg man at a
coffee shop for a recidivism study when another man showed up, an exchange took
place, and I realized I had been used as a
cover for a drug purchase. In doing straightforward outcomes evaluation studies,I have
discovered illegal and unethical activities
that 1 would have preferred not to have
stumbled across. When our team did the
needs assessmentof distressed farm families
in rural Minnesota, we took the precaution
of alerting the sheriffs' officesin the co~mties
where we wouldbe interviewing in case any
problems arose. One sheriffcalled back and
had been detected in the
said that a
county that involved a couple in a pickup
truck solidkg home improvement work
with the down paythen
merit. since we were interviewingin couple
teams and drivingpickup trucks, the sheriff,
after assuring himself of the legitimacy of
our work, offered to provide us with a letter
of introduction, an offer we gratefully accepted.
I supervised a dissertation that involved
interviews with young male prostitutes. We
sure to clear that study with the local
police and public prosecutors and to get the
agreement that promises of confidentiality would be respected given the potential contribution of the findings to reducing
both prostitution and the spread of AIDS.
This, by the way, was a clear case where it
would have been inappropriate to pay the
interviewees.Instead of cash, the reciprocity
incentive the student offered was the results
of apersonality instrumenthe administered.
One of the more famous cases of what
seemed like straightforward fieldwork that
became dangerous involved dissertation researchon the culture of a bistro in New York

City. Throughin-depthinte
student Mario Brajuha ga
formation frompeople who ~ 0 r k e d
at the restaurant, information abo
lives and their views about others
with the restaurant. H
promise of confidentiality.Inth
fieldwork, the restaurant was
the police suspected ars
fieldwork, they subpoenaed his
notes. He decided to h
confidentiality and ended UP go
rather than m
g over his notes.
which dragged on
graduate studies and
researchers lack the protection that cle
and lawyers have when subpoenas are
volved, promises of confiden
standing. (For details, see
Brajuha and Hallowell 1986.1
It helps to think about potential risks and
dangers prior to gathering data, but Brajuha
could not have anticipated the arson. Anticipation, planning, and ethical reflection in
advance only take you so far. As Maurice
Punch (1986) has observed, sounding very
much like he is talking from experience:
"HOW to cope with a loaded revolver
dropped in your lap is something You have
to resolve on the spot, however much you
may have <anticipatedit in prior training"
(p. 13).
Be careful. It's dangerous out there.
Ei Personal Reflections

on Interviewing
Though there are dangers, there are also rewards.
I find interviewing ~ e o p l einvigorating
and stimulating-the opportunity for a
short ~ e r i o dof time to enter another person's world. If participant observation
means "walk a mile in my shoes," h-depfll
interviewing means "walk a r ~ i l ein my

head." New worlds are opened up to the interviewer on these journeys.
I'm personally convinced that to, be a
good interviewer you must like doing it.
This means being interested in what people
have to say. You must yourself believe that
the thoughts and experiences of the people
being interviewed are worth knowing. In
short, you must have the utmost respect for
these Persons who are willing to share with
You SOme of their time to help you understand their world. There is a Sufi story that
describes what happens when the interviewer loses this basic sensitivity to and respect for the person being interviewed.

An Interview With the
King of the Monlteys
A man Once sPentYearsleaning fie language
monkeys so that he could personally interview the King
the
Having cornpleted his studies, he set out on his interviewing adventure. In the course of searching
for the
he takedwith a number of mon-derEngs.Hefo-d
that themonkeyshe
'Poke with were generally, to his mind, neitherveVinteres~gnorve~clevex
He began
to doubt whether he could learn very much
from the King of the Monkeys afterall.
Finally, he located the king and arranged
for an mtenrlew. Because of his doubts, however, he decided t~ begin with a few basic
questionsbeforemoving on to the deeper,
meaning-of-hfequestions that had become his
obsession.
"What 1s a tree?" he asked.
"It Is what It is,'' replied the King of the
"We swing though trees to move
through the jungle."
"And whatlsthe~u~oseof
thebanana?"
"Purpose?Why, to eat."
"HOW
do animals find pleasure?"
"By doing thmgs they enjoy."

At this point the man decided that the
king's responses were rather shallow and uninteresting, and he went on his way, -bed
and cynical. Soon afterward, an owl flew into
the tree next to fie King of the ~ ~ n
"What was that man doing here?" fie owl
asked.
"Oh, he was only another silly human,"
said the King of fie Monkeys. (weasked a
bunch of simple and meaningless questions,
so I gave him simple and meaningless answers."
Not d interviews are interesting and not
all interviews go well. Certainly, there are
uncooperative respondents, people who are
paranoid, respondents who seem overly
sensitive and easily embarrassed, aggressive and hostile interviewees, timid people,
and the endlesslyverbosewho go on at great
length about very little. When an interview
is going badly, it is easy to call forth one of
these stereotypes to explain how the interviewee is ruining the interview. such blaming of fievictim (theinterviewee),however,
does little to improve the quality of the data.
Nor does it improve interviewing skills.
Ipreferto believe that thereis a way to unlock the internal perspective of every interviewee. wy ,-hallenge and responsibility as
an interviewer involve finding the appropriate and effective interviewing style and
question format for a particular respondent.
It is my
as the interviewer to
establish an interview climate that facilitates
open responses. wen
an interview goes
badly, as it sometimes does even after all
these years, I look first at my own shortcomings and miscalculations, not the shortcomings of the interviewee. That's how, over fie
years, I've gotten better and come to value
reflexivity, not just as an intellectualconcept
but as a personal and professional comrnitrnent to learning and engaging people with
respect.
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teacher thinks is
Used with permissi

the sense of the discussion, the intenriewer would then move on to talk about
some topics in another category. If, on the other hand, the teacher's salient irn-
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Some topics (e.g., Physical/Gestural Cl~aracteristics)
may only be discussed
cnce, assuming the child does not change. Other topics (e.g., Activities
Reading Competence) will undoubtedly be touched on at every
update fie child's documentaryrecord. Again, it is the judgment of tea
that will d e t e r h e the most relevant topics of discusslo
interviewer
any given interview.

1. Teacher's Salient Observations About Child's Functioning
Basically cover impressions gained through teacher's own ob
the children during the normal course of knstruction.
Where appropriate include
--comments about continuities/changes/fluctuati
-0mments about child's work samples
Organization of the Day (first interview onl:~)
-any changes in organization (subsequentinterviews)

11. General Behavior Topics
A. Physical/Gestural Characteristics
-typical posture, bearing
-pace of movement
-forcefulness/impact of physical presence
-gestural characteristics
-eye contact
-voice qualities (e.g., loud, soft, fluent, halting)
-voice tone/inflection
B. Affective Expression
-characteristic disposition and how expressed
-how is anger expressed, controlled?
-how is affection expressed?
- general level of energy
C. Relationships
-how does child relate to (fit in with) the whole class?
-what social situations does child seek in work/play?
-do other children seek out child?
-relationship to adults .
- does approach/interaction vary in different settings? at different
times?
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adth and depth of activities
t are unusual activities for the child to engage in?
t are things child has never engaged/attempted in

I

does child organize self for work?
does child cany through on work?
does child seek feedback about work? when? from whom?
does child ask for help with work? when? from whom?
-does child use help that is offered?how?
-evidence that child "knows what he or she knowsn
evidence that child can gauge own capabilities
how does child demonstrate capabilities?
F. Summary of Progress in School-Related Work (other than reading)
-differential/even progress
-unusual accomplishments, activities
-unusual difficulties, blockings
(The remaining parts of the guide are omitted because of length.)
SOURCE: My thanks to Ann Bussls and Ted Chittenden of the Educahonal Testing Service (ETS)for
permission to include this guide. See Bussls, Chittenden, and Amarel(1973).
NOTE: This example of the guide approach to interviewing makes itclear that a great deal of preparation, effort, and concentration are required of the intemiewer in using the guide. The interviewer
mustbe thoroughly familiar with the details of the outline so that the interview flows smoothly. After any oneinterview session, themtervlewer wouldcompare the data actually obtained in the interview to the data desired as speufied m the guide in order tobegin planning for the next interview.
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that they associate mainly

This interview is be
erview. The interview will

1. First, we'd be intere
course. How did yo

6. One of the thk~gswe're interested in understanding better as a result
of these courses is feelings able-bodied people have about being with
disabled folks. What kinds of experiences with disabled people have
you had in the past?
a. What do you personally feel you get out of working with disabled
b. In what ways do you fmd yourself being different from your usual
self when you're with disabled people?

a. What particular things were you concerned about?
b. What is happening in your life right now that stimulated your
decision to take the course?
3. Now that you've made the decision to go on the course, how do you

feel about it?
a. How would you describe your feelings rlght now?

particular feelings do you have about being part of an outdoor
course with disabled people?
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7. ~
bhalf ~
of the~participants
t
on the course are disabled people and
about half are people without disabilities. How would you expect
your relationship with the disabled people to be different from your
relationshipwith course participants who are not disabled?

8. We'd like to know some
situations. Some people
whether or not some ris
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What is it about the course that makes it have the effects it has? What
happens on the course that makes a difference?
a. What do you see as the important parts of the course, that make an
Outward Bound course what it is?

thisrcoursewill affectyou when you return to y o u

Between these two, ho
you'd like to share w
the course right now.

Postcourse Interview
We're conducting this interview

sots Outward Bound.
experienced so thatw
ing your consent for material from this interview to be used in a written evaluation of the course. This interview is being tape-recorded.
1. To what extent was the course what you expected it to be? ,
a. How was it different from what you expected?
b. To what extent did the things you were concerned about befor,ethe
course come true?
b-1. Which things came true?
b-2. Which didn't come true?

2. How did the course affect you personally?
a. What changes in yourself do you see or feel as a result of the
course?
b. What would you say you got out of the experience?
3. During the last nine days you've been with the same group of people
constantly.What kind of feelings do you have about having been a part
of the same group for that time?
a. What feelings do you have about the group?
b. What role do you feel you played in the group?
c. How was your experience with this group different from your
experiences with other groups?
d. How did the group affectyou?
e. How did you affect the group?
f. In what ways did you relate differently to the able-bodied and
disabled people in your g r o ~ ~ p ?

a. How did your disability affect the type of activities you engaged
in on the course? (Clarification:)What things didn't you do
because of your disability?
b. How was your participation in the group affected by your

We asked you before the course your feelings about being with
disabled people. As a result of the experiences of the last nine days,
how have your feelings about disabled people changed?
a. How have your feelings about yourself in relation to disabled
persons changed?
b. What did you personally get out of being/working with disabled
people on this course?
c. What role did you play with the disabled people?
d. How was this role different from the role you usually play with
disabled people?
7. Before the course we asked you how you typically faced a variety of

new situations.During the last nine days you have faced a variety of
new situations.How would you describe yourself in terms of how you
approached these new experiences?
a. How was this differentfrom the way you usually approach things?
b. How do you think this experience wiU affect how you approach
new situations in the future?
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eel as a result of
your participation in the course?
b. What would you say you got out of

3. For nine days you were with the sam
experiencewith the Outward Bound
with groups since then?

For Disnbled
(Check previous responses before interview. If person's attitude
appears to have changed, ask if they perceive a change in attitude.)
4. We asked you before the course to tell us what it's like to be disabled.
What are your feelings now about what it's like to be disabled?
a. How does your disability affect the types of activities you engage
in? (Clarification:) What are some of the things you don't do
because you're disabled?
b. How does your disability affect the kinds of people you associate
with? (Clarification:) Some people find that their disability means
they associate mainly with other disabled persons. Other people
with disabilities find that their disability in no way limits their
contacts with people. What has been your experience?
c. As a result of your participation in Outward Bound, how do
believe you've changed the way you handle your disability?

ven't discussed?(If yes:) How? Would you ela
a. What things that you experienced during that week carried over to
your life since the course?
b. What plans have you made, if any, to change anything or do
anything differently as a result of the course?
8. Suppose you were being asked by a government agency whether or not
they should support a course like this. What would you say?
a. Who shouldn't take a course like this?

9. Okay, you've been very helpful. Any other thoughts or feelings you
might share with us to help us understand your reactions to the course
and how it affected you?
a. Anytlhg at all you'd like to add?

Analysis, Interpretation,
and Reporting

Halcolm will tell you this:

"Because you carz iznnze sometlzing does not mealz you understand it.
Because you t~nderstaizdit does not mean it can be named."
And this:
" W ~ nyolc
t do izot see you cnnizot describe.
What yoic calzizot describe you cniznot interpret.
Bzct because yo21 can describe something does not menn you can interpret it."
And yet this:

"The riddle ahotif the sozcnd of oize hand clapping arosefroin watclziizg thefirst
decision nznker rending thefirst eualz~atioizreport."
And finally this:

"Where the sun shines, there too is shadow.
Be illumined by the light of knowledge no less than by its shadow."

The complete nalzalysis isn't.
Analysis finally makes clear what would have been most important to study,
if only we had known beforehand.
Evaluationreports finally make clear to decision makers what they had really
wanted to know, but couldn't articulate at the time.
Analysis brings moments of terror that nothing sensible will emerge and
times of exhilai-ationfrom the certainty of having discovered ultimate truth. In
between are long periods of hard work, deep thinking, and weight-lifting voluines of material.
-From Halcolm's Iron Lazus of Evaluation Resenmlz
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The Challenge
Qualitative analysis transforms data ink0
@dings. No formula exists for that transformation. Guidance, yes. But no recipe. Direction can and will be offered,but the final destination remains unique for each inquirer,
known only when-and if-arrived at.
Medieval alchemy aimed to transmute
_
basemetals into gold. Modem alchemy +s
to -transform
raw
data
into
knowledge,
the
-coin of the-information age. Rarity incIeases value. Fine qualitative analysis remains rare and difficult-and
therefore
valuable.
Metaphors abound. Analysis begins during a larval stage that, if fully developed,
m=moIphoses
from caterpaar-like beginnings into the splendor of the mature butterfly. Or this: The inquirer acts as catalyst on
raw data, generating an interaction that
synthesizes new substance born alive from
the
col,vasion. or this:
emerge like an artistic mural created from
collage-like pieces that make sense in new
ways when seen and understood as part of a
greater whole.
and themes runconsider the
ning through these.metaphors. Transfonnation, ~
~
~ conversion.
~
~
~synthesis.
t
~
whole from parts. Sense-rnaking. such mcjanalysis like
tifs run through
golden threads in a royal garment.They decorate the garment and enhance its quality,
but they may also distract attention from the
basic cloth that gives the garment its
strength and shap-the
skill, howledge,
experience, creativity, diligence, and work
of the garment maker. No abstract processes
of analysis, no matter how eloquently
named and finely described, can substitute
for the skill, knowledge, experience, creativity, diligence, and work of the of the qualitative analyst. Thus, Stake (1995) writes of the

(1988) emphasizes the st
qualitative writing in his

naming their form
The Art and Scienc
(2000) explores "anthropological poetics."
Janesick (2000)evokes dance in "The Chore-

-'--.-,
.'

-_

- - \

'gaphy of Qualitative
Design,"
which suggests
for warming
we
may need "stretching exercises" (Janesick
1998).Hunt and Benford ('9g7) call to mind
&leateras
examine quafita&veinquiry Ridlardson (2000b)
reminds us that qualitative analysis and
writing
us
just in making
Sense of the world but also in making sense
of OUT relationship to the world and therefore in discovering things about ourselves
even as we discover things about some phenomenon of interest. In this complex and
multit
ifaceted
~ analytical
~
. integration of disciplined science, creative artistry, wid personal reflexivity, we mold interviews, observations, documents, and field notes into

findiizgs.
The challenge of qualitative analysis lies
in making sense of massive amounts of data.
This involves reducing the volume of raw
information, sifting trivia from significance,
idenwing signzficant patterns, and construtting a framework for communicating
the essence of what the data reveal. The
problem is that "we have few agreed-on canons for qualitative data analysis, in the sense
of shared ground rules for drawing conclu-

-%/

sions and v e r ~ i n their
g
sturdiness" (Miles
d Huberman 1984: 16). There are no forulas for determining significance. No
ways exist of perfectly replicating the researcher's analytical thought processes. No
straightforwardtests can be applied for reliability and validity. In short, no absolute
rules exist except perhaps this: Do your very
best with your full intellect to fairly represent the data and communicate what the
data reveal given the purpose of the study.
Appendix 9.1, "A Documenter's Perspective," at the end of thenext chapter takes you
inside the experience of one novice analyst
as she tries to make sense of the voluminous
data she had gathered from observations
and interviews.
Guidelines for analyzing qualitative data
an be found in abundance, and studying
xamples of qualitative analysis can be espe-

----

cially helpful, as in the Miles and Hubeman
(1994) sourcebook. But guidelines, procedural suggestions, and exemplars are not
rules. Applying guidelines requires judgment and creativity. Because each qualitative study is unique, the analyticalapproach
used will be unique. Because qualitative inquiry depends, at every stage, on the skills,
training, insights, and capabiIities of the inquirer, qualitative analysis ultimately depends on the analyticalintellect and style of
the analyst. The human factor is the great
strength and the fundamental weakness of
qualitative inquiry and analysis-a scientific two-edged sword.
The first chapter presented several examples of qualitative findings:

.

Patterns in women's ways of knowing
(Belenky et al. 1986)
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of formative reporting, then, is dictated by
user needs rather than scholarly norms.
Action research reporting also varies a
great deal. Inmuch action research, the process is the product, so no report will be produced for outside consumption. On the
other hand, some action research efforts are
undertaken to test organizational or community development theory and therefore
require fairly scholarly reports and publications. Action research undertaken by a
group of people to solve a specific problem
may involve the group sharing the analysis
process to generate a mutually understood
and acceptable solution with no permanent,
written record of the analysis.
Students writing dissertatioizs will typically be expected to follow very formal and
explicit analytical procedures to produce a
scholarly monograph with careful attention
to methodological rigor. Graduate students
will be expected to report in detail on all aspects of methodology, usually in a separate
chapter, including thorough discussion of
analytical procedures, problems, and limitations.
The point here is that the rigor, duration,
and procedures of analysis will vary depending on the study's purpose and audience. Likewise, the reporting format will
vary. First and foremost, then, analysis depends on clarity about purpose (as do all
other aspects of the study).

When Does Analysis Begin?
Research texts typically make a hardand-fast distinctionbetween data collection
and analysis. For data collection based on
surveys, standardized tests, and experimental designs, the lines between data collection
and analysis are clear. But the fluid and
emergent nature of naturalistic inquiry
makes the distinction between data gathering and analysis far less absolute. In the

data collection thatwould test the authenticfor analysis will occur. Patterns take sha
Possible themes spring to mind. Hypothe
emerge that inform subsequent fieldwo
While earlier stages of fieldwork tend to

emerge while still in the field
beginning of analysis; they are
cord of field notes. So

pact of the fellowships on recipients
sition from those in more stablesitu
least comparatively.

part of fieldwork and the beginning of qualitative analysis. I've heard graduate students
instructed to repress all analytical thoughts
while in the field and concentrate on data
collection.Such advice ignores the emergent
nature of qualitative designs and the power
of fieldbased analytical insights. Certainly,
this can be overdone. Too much focus on
analysiswhile fieldwork is still going on can
interfere with the openness of naturalistic
inquiry, which is its strength. Rushing to
premature concl~~sions
should be avoided.
But repressing analytical insights may mean
losing them forever, for there's no guarantee
they'll return. And repressing in-the-field
insights removes the opportunity to deepen

s to acknowledge the confirmatory

stand the varieties of transitions fellows
were experiencing-an in-the-field form of
emergent, purposeful sampling driven by
field-based analysis. Such overlapping of
data collection and analysis improves both
the quality of data collected and the quality
of the analysis so long as the fieldworker
takes care not to allow these initial interpretations to overly confine analyticalpossibilities. Indeed, instead of focusing additional
data collection entirely on confirming preliminary field hypotheses, the inquiry
should become particularly sensitive to
looking for alternative explanations and
patterns that would invalidate initial in-

mally ended and it is time to begin the final
analysis, the investigator has two primary
sources to draw from in organizing the analysis: (1) the questions that were generated
during the conceptual and design phases of
the study,prior to fieldwork, and (2) analytic
insights and interpretations that emerged
during data collection.
Even then, once analysis and writing are
under way, fieldwork may not be over. On
occasion, gaps or ambiguities found during
analysis cry out for more data collection, so,
where possible, interviewees may be recontacted to clarlfy or deepen responses, or new
observations are made to enrich descriptions. While writing the Grand Canyon-based book that describes modern male
coming-of-age issues (Patton 1999a), I returned to the Grand Canyon four times to
deepen my understanding of Canyon geology and add descriptive depth, and I con-

ducted several follow-up and clarlfylng interviews with m y h o key informants. Each
time that I thought, at last, fieldwork was
over and I couldjust concentrate on writing,
I came to a point where I simply could not
continue without more data collection. Such
can be the integrative, iterative, and synergistic processes of data collection and analysis in qualitative inquizy.
A final caveat, however: Perfectionism
breeds imperfections. Often additional fieldwork isn't possible, so gaps and unresolved
ambiguities are noted as part of the final
report. Dissertation and publication deadlines may also obviate additional confirmatory fieldwork. And no amount of additional fieldwork can, or should, be used to
force the vagaries of the real world into
hard-and-fast conclusions or categories.
Such perfectionist and forced analysis ultimately undermines the authenticity of inductive, qualitative analysis. Finding patterns is one result of analysis. Finding
vagaries, uncertainties, and ambiguities is
another.

!3 Thick Description
Thick, rich description provides the foundation for qualitative analysis and reporting.
Good description takes the reader into the
setting being described. In his classic Street
Corner Sociehj, William Foote Whyte (1943)
took us to the "slum" neighborhood where
he did his fieldwork and introduced us to
the characters there, as did Elliot Liebow in
Tally's Corner (1967), a description of the
lives of unemployed Black men in Washington, D.C., during the 1960s. In Constance
Cuny's (1995)oral history of schoolintegration in Drew, Mississippi, in the 1960s, she
tells the story of African American mother
Mae Bertha Carter and her seven children as
they faced day-to-day and night-to-night
threats and terror from resistant, angry
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If-contained descriptive
for organizing and managing
ous data collected during fieldns (doing case studies of
In an evaluation of multireported on cases in
oss-cultural conclusions.

basic descriptive questions
lowing: What are the stated

mary activities of the program? How d o
people get into the program? What is the

the focus is on a criminal justice program
serving juveniles, the analysis might begin

tion descriptions take those who need to use
the evaluation findings info the experience
and outcomes of the program.
A basic tenet of research admonishes
c a r e m separation of description from interpretation. Interpretation involves explain-

what did they like, what did they
how did they think they had change
SO forth.
Likewise in analyzing interviews, the analyst has the option of beginning with case
analysis or cross-case analysis. Beginning

An analysis can be organized to illuminate key issues, often the equivalent
of the primary evaluabon queshons, for example, variations m how
participants changed as a result of the program. In a study of leadership

training, we organized the quahtative report around such key issues as
conflict management, negotiation skills, enhandng creativity, and effective
communications-all important training issues.
uestions

Sensitizing
concepts

Responses to interviews can be organized question by queshon, espeoally
where a standardized i n t e ~ e w i n gformat was used. For example, zf an
evaluabon includes questions about perceived strengths and perceived
weaknesses, responses to these questions would be grouped together.
Where sensibzing concepts such as "leadership" versus "followership" have
played an important preordiiate role in guiding fieldwork, the data can be
organized and described through those sensitizing concepts.
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with case analysis means writing a case
study for each person interviewed or each
unit studied (e.g., each aitical event, each
group, or eachprogramlocation).Beginning
with cross-case analysis means grouping together answers from different people to
common questions, or anilyzing different
perspectives on central issues. If a standardized open-ended interviewhas been used, it
is fairly easy to do cross-case or cross-interview analysis for each question in the interview. With an interview guide approach, answers from different people can be grouped

by topics from the guide, but the relevant
data won't be found in the same place @
each interview. An interview guide, if it has
been carefully conceived, actually constitutes a descriptive anaGtical framework for
analysis.
A qualitative study will often include
both kinds of analysis-individual cases
and cross-case analyses-but one has to begin somewhere. Trying to do both individual case studies and cross-case analysis at
the same time will likely lead to confusion.

9 Organizing the Data

3

t wasn't curiosity that killed the cat.
It was trying to make sense of all the data curiosity generated.

I

-Halcolm

The data generated by qualitative methods are voluminous. I have found no way of
preparing students for the sheer mass of information they will find themselves confronted with when data collection has
ended. Sitting down to make sense out of
pages of interviews and whole files of field
notes can be overwhelming.Organizingand
analyzing a mountain of narrative can seem
like an impossible task.
How big a mountain? Consider a study of
community and scientist perceptions of IlIV
vaccine trials in the United States done by
the Centers for Disease Control. In a large,
complex, multisite effort called Project
L i S : Linking Communities and Scientists,
the study's 313 interviews generated more
than 10,000 pages of transcribed text from
238 participants on a range of topics
(MacQueen and Milstein 1999).Now that's
an extreme case, but, on average, a one-hour

interview will yield 10 to 15 single-spaced
pages of tact; 10 two-hour interviews will
yield roughly 200 to 300 pages of transcripts.
Getting organized for analysis begins
with an inventory of what you have. Are the
field notes complete? Are there any parts
that you put off to write later and never got
to but need to be finished, even at this late
date, before beginning analysis? Are there
any glaring holes in the data that can still be
filled by collectingadditionaldata before the
analysis begins? Are all the data properly labeled with a notation system that will make
retrieval manageable (dates, places, interviewee identdying information, etc.)? Are
interview transcriptions complete? Get a
sense of the data; check out the quality of the
information you have collected. Get a sense
of the whole.
The problem of incomplete data is illustrated by the experience of a student who

1

had conducted 30 in-depth pre- and postinterviews with participantsin a speqialprogram. The transcriptionprocess took several
weeks. She made copies of three transcripts
and brought them to our seminar for assistance in doing the analysis. As I read the interviews, I got a terrible sinking feeling in
my stomach. While other students were going over the transcriptions, I pulled her
aside and asked her what instructions she
had given the typist. It was clear from reading justa few pages that she did not have verbatim transcriptions-the essential raw data
for qualitative analysis. The language in
each interview was the same. The sentence
were the same. The answers were
cally correct. People in natural
conversations simply do not talk that way.
The grammar in natural conversations comes out atrocious when transcribed. Sentences hang incomplete, interrupted by new
thoughts before the first sentence was completed. Without the knowledge of this student, and certainly without her permission,
the typist had decided to summarize the
participants' responses because "so much of
what they saidwas just rambling on and on
about nothing." All of the interviews had to
be transcribed again before analysis could
begin.
Earlier I discussed the transition between
fieldwork and analysis. Transcribing offers
anotherpoint of transitionbetween data collection and analysis as part of data management and preparation. Doing all or some of
your own mterview transcriptions (mstead
of having them done by a transcriber), for
example, provides an opportunity to get imersed in the data, an experience that usually generates emergent insights. Typing
d organizing handwritten field notes offer
other oppo-ty
to immerse yourself in
e data inthe transition between fieldwork
and full analysis, a chance to get a feel for the
u
cumulative data as a whole. Doing y o ~ own

transcriptions, or at least checking them by
listening to the tapes as you read them, can
be quite different from just working off transcripts done by someone else.

Protecting Data

I

-

I

Thomas Carlyle,lentthe only copy of his
handwritten manuscript on8thehistory of
the French Revolution, his master work, to
philosopher J. S. Mill, who lent it to a Mrs.
Taylor. Mrs. Taylor's illiterate housekeeper
thought it was waste paper and burned it.
Carlylebehaved with nobility and stoicism,
and immediately set about rewriting the
book. It was published in 1837 to critical acclaim and consolidated Carlyle's reputation
as one of the foremost men of letters of his
day. We'll never know how the acclaimed
version compared with the original or what
else Carlyle might have written in the year
lost after the fireplace calamity.
So, it is prudent to make back-up copies of
allyour data, p u t h g one master copy away
someplacesecure for safekeeping.Indeed, if
data collectionhas gone on over any longperiod, it is wise to make copies of the data as
they are collected, being'certain to put one
copy in a safe place where it will not be disturbed and cannot be lost or burned. The
data you've collected are unique and precious. The exact observations you've made,
the exactwordspeople have spoken in interviews-these can never be recaptured in
precisely the same way, even if new 0 b s e ~ a tions are undertaken and new interviews are
conducted. Moreover, you've likely make
promises about protecting confidentiality,
so you have an obligation to take care of the
data. Field notes and interviews should be
heated as the valuable material they are.
Protect them.
Beyond Thomas Carlyle's cautionary
tale, my advice in this regard comes from
two more recent disasters. I was at the Uni-

master copy. The master copy or computer
file remains a key resource for locating materials and maintainingthe context for the raw
data.

ing, cutting
notes, coverm

data

mul-

8

Data-linking mechanisms an
(connecting different data
segments during analysis)

be

8

Important display variation
Tracking details (recording
done for review)

9 Computer-Assisted

Qualitative Data
Management and Analysis
Computers and software are tools that assist
analysis. Software doesn't really analyze
qualitative data. Qualitative software programs facilitate data storage, coding, retrieval, comparing, and linking-but human beings do the analysis. Software has
eased sigruficantly the old drudgery of
manually locating a particular coded paragraph. Analysis programs speed up the processes of locating coded themes, grouping
data together in categories, and comparing
passages in transcripts or incidents from

Qualitative discussion

culating gammas. (Durkm 1997.93)

The analysis of qualitative data involves
creativity, intellectual discipline, analytical
rigor, and a great deal of hard work. Computer programs can facilitate the work of
analysis, but they can't provide the creativity and intelligence that make each qualitative analysis unique. Moreover, since new
software is being constantly developed and
upgraded, this book can do no more than
provide some general guidance about how
to undertake computer-assisted analysis.

analysis software: text rebievers, code-andretrieve packages, and theory-budders. He
advises that packages vary substantially

for examples of such groups).
ences vary, these discussions
with consensus that any of the major pro-

choosing a package. He has identified sev-

to solve existing limitations.
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lnternet Resources and E-mail Discussion Groups
(listseks) on Qualitative Analysis
AnSWR (Analysis Software for Word-Based Records):
(freeware from CDCa)

1. Qual-software@jiscmail.ac.uk: A list on qualitative analysis computer programs; t o
subscribe, send this message t o jiscmail@jiscmail.ac.uk: join qual-software ourname.

www.cdc.gov/hiv/software/answr.htm
www.atlasti.de/

2. ATLAS-TI@atlasti:de: Topics on the text analysis, text management, and theory-building
program ATLASlti; t o subscribe, send a one-line message t o listserv@atlasti.DE: SUB
ATLAS-TI youfirstname yourlastname your institution.

www.scolari.com

3. QSR-Forum@qsr.com.au (Qualitative Solutions and Research], for the qualitative analysis
programs NUD*lST and Nvivo. To subscribe, send a message t o mailing-list-requestaqsr.
com.au w i t h the words SUBSCRIBE QSR-FORUM i n the main body o f t h e text. If you have
any problems, send e-mail t o list-master@qsr.com.au.

ww~.cdc.~ov/h~v/software/

I

Ethnograph

www.qualisresearch.com

HyperRESEARCH

www.researchware.com

QCA
(Qualitative Comparative Analysis)

www.nwu.edu/lP~/~ublications/qca.

4. VISCOM@listse~.temple.edu:Visual Communications Discussion List; t o subscribe, send
this message t o listserv@listserv.temple.edu: subscribe viscom ourname.

QSR NVivo
QSR NUD4ST

www.qsr-software.com
(Nan-numerical Unstructured Data With Indexing, Searching, and ~heorizing)

I

Textsmart

www.spss.com

winMAX

www.scolari.com

Computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) continues to develop rapidly. see
www.scolari.com for the latest versions, prices, and links to home pages of software companies. Most
major software marketers have their own Web sites for support and will provide demo disks that allow a
user to learn and compare functions. A number of organizations worldwide have developed training
workshops to teach use of CAQDAS. These are often posted on qualitative listsews (see Chapter 1,
Exhibit 1.5, for a resource list). Software comparisons are also frequently discussed on the Qualitative
lnternet listsews. Exhibit 8.3 in this chapter lists lnternet listserv resources for analysis, including software support discussion lists.
a. Centers for Disease Control, U.S. government: If these URLs have changed, go to the CDC home page
(www.cdc.gov). From there, a simple text search should turn up the software.

Data management i s a black box in virtually
all qualitative software, hidden fromview a n d
difficult t o access. Programs differ in the specific elements in the underlying database (the

extent to w h i c h the database elements can b e
separated f r o m the software p r o g r a m w i t h
their linkages intact (the export capability).
(MacQueen a n d Mjlsfein 1999:30)

des~gn),the w a y these elements are configu r e d (the architecture), the mechanics of h o w
the user works w i t h the database on-screen
(the graphical user interface, or GUI), and the

O n e special challenge i n v o l v e s b e t t e r interfaces b e t w e e n p r o g r a m s . To h e l p s o l v e
t h i s problem, M a c Q u e e n a n d M i l s t e i n (1999)

1

5. OnlineRsch@onelist.com: Discussion o f analysis, methodology, and ethics i n online
research, including sociology, anthropology, and other related disciplines.

6. Online articles about CAQDAS: http://caqdas.soc.surrey.ac.uk/news.htm.
NOTE: Thanks to Judith Preissle,Aderhold DistinguishedProfessor,Social Foundationsof Education, University
of Georgia, for list subscription details.These sites and subscription details may change, and this list is not exhaustive.This list is meant to be suggestive of the qualitative analysis resources available through the lnternet.
See Chapter 1, Exhibit 1.5, and Chapter3, Exhibit3.7, foradditional qualitative resources through the lnternet.

h a v e p r o p o s e d "a systems a p p r o a c h to quali t a t i v e d a t a m a n a g e m e n t and analysis" t h a t
focuses o n t h e d a t a elements t h a t a r e c o m m o n l y f o u n d in a w i d e r a n g e of q u a l i t a t i v e
approaches inh o p e s of e n c o u r a g i n g t h e development o f c o m m o n protocols f o r importing and e x p o r t i n g d a t a b e t w e e n s o f t w a r e
p r o g r a m s . They n o t e t h a t "with a c o m m o n
foundation, q u a l i t a t i v e researchers c o u l d
w o r k with m u l t i p l e p r o g r a m s without p e n alty" (p. 30). T h e i r p r o p o s a l centers on a database w h o s e elements c o r r e s p o n d t o t h e
f u n d a m e n t a l t y p e s o f i n f o r m a t i o n associa t e d w i t h q u a l i t a t i v e research a n d t h e processes driving t h e g e n e r a t i o n of t h a t i n f o r m a t i o n . These f o u r f u n d a m e n t a l t y p e s o f
i n f o r m a t i o n that c o n t r i b u t e t o t h e construc-

t i o n o f a finding or "answer" in q u a l i t a t i v e
analysis are
(1) characteristics o f the sources where information i s sought, (2) primary information or
objects collected f r o m the sources, (3) secondary informa tion o r objects created to a i d inthe
interpretation o f p r i m a r y objects, a n d (4) characteristics o f the coders w h o construct the secondary objects. (MacQueen and Milstein
1999:31)
T h e i r a p p r o a c h h a s b e e n encapsulated as
t h e foundation f o r a p u b l i c d o m a i nsoftware
p r o g r a m called AnSWR: Analysis Software
f o r Word-Based Records, s p o n s o r e d by t h e
Centers f o r Disease C o n t r o l (CDC) (see Exhibit 8.2). F r o m a database m a n a g e m e n t p e r -
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meaning. Prompted by
the primary objects,

analysis involves organizing the
specific cases for in-depth study and
to read the data I collected over and
over. The more I interacted with the

of showing the multidim
coding patterns.

uation, a single program

y. However, within that
e (N= l), one may do
ral participants. In such

out" atme. Inever evenbothered to
e I found it much easier to cod

community or village or trib
text containing semantically
(segmenting), the creation of

gram, or anything that can be defined as a
"specific, unique, bounded system" (Stake

sites, the analysis may consist of three layers
of case studies: individual participant case

it 5.5).Sometimes,however, new

Exhibit 8.4 shows this layered case study ap-

pled schools as the unit of analysis, expecting to do case studies of three schools, and
then, reviewing the fieldwork, decide that

smaller ones; that is, you can always combine studies of individuals into studies of a
program, but if you only have program-

tween the code and the ch

tween the memo and the chunk m the data
base (segmenting), and incorporation of the
code into a diagram describing conceptual
links among related codes (Inetadata). This
complex process is the primary focus of most
qualitative approaches. (MacQueen and
Milstein 1999:35-36)

fd when data seemed to Fit more
theme and facilitated merging of
impressions as themes solidified.
vital for us concrete people.

So a l t h o ~ ~ g
s ol ~h a r e analysis has become common and many swear by it-it can
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Case Study: Layers o f Possible Analysis

I

Case Study
Single Nat~onalProgram

households during analysis. . . . You can always aggregate data collected on individuals,
but you can never disaggregate data collected
on groups. (Bernard 1995:37)

Though a scholarly or evaluation project
may consist of several cases and include
cross-case comparisons, the analyst's first
and foremost responsibility consists of do'
ing justice to each individual case. All else
depends on that.
Ultimately, we may be interested in a general
phenomenon or a population of cases more
than in the individual case. And we cannotunderstand this case without knowing about
other cases. But whilc we are studying it, our
meager resources are concentrated on trying
to understand its complexities.For the while,
we probably will not study comparison cases.
We may simultaneously carry on more than
one case study, but each case study is a concentrated inquiry into a single case. (Stake
2000:436)

\

Case Studies of Individual
Participants at the Local Level

level data, you can't disaggregate it to construct individual cases.
Remember this rule: No matter what you are
studying, always collect data on Lhe lowest
level unit of analysis possible. . . .

/

Collect data about individuals, for example, rather than about houscholds. If you are
interested in issues of production and consumption (things that make sense at the
household level), you can always package
your data about individuals into data about

Case data consist of all the information
one has about each case: interview data, observations, the documentary data (e.g., program records or files, newspaper clippings),
impressions and statements of others about
the case, and contextual information-in effect, all the information one has accumulated about each particular case goes into
that case study. These diverse sources make
up the raw data for case analysis and can
amount to a large accumulation of material.
For individual people, case data can include
interviews with the person and those who
know her or him, clinical records, background and statisticalinformation about the
person, a life history profile, things the person has produced (diaries, photos, writings,
paintings, etc.), and personality or other test
results (yes, quantitative data can be part of
a qualitative case study). At the program

level, case data can include program documents, statistical profiles, program reports
and proposals, interviews with program
participants and staff, observations of the
program, and program histories.

From Data to Case Study
Once the raw case data have been accumulated, the researcher may write a case record. The case record pulls together and organizes the voluminous case data into a
comprehensive, primary resource package.
The case record includes all the maior information that will be used in doing the final
case analysis and writing the case study. Information is edited, redundancies are sorted
out, parts are fitted together, and the case record is organized for ready access chronologically and/or topically. The case record
must be complete but manageable; it should
include all the information needed for subsequent analysis, but it is organized at a level
beyond that of the raw case data.
A case record should make no concessions to
the reader in terms of interest or communication. It is a condensationof the case data aspiring to the condition that no interpreter
requires to appeal behind it to the raw data to
sustain an interpretation.Of course, this criterion cannot be hlly met: some case records
will be better than others. The case record of a
school attempts a portrayal through the organizationof data alone, and aportrayal without
theoretical aspirations. (Stenhouse 1977:19)

The case record is used to conshuct a case
study appropriate for sharing with an intended audience, for example, scholars,
policymakers, program decision makers, or
practitioners. The tone, length, form, structure, and format of the final case presentation depend on audience and study purpose. The final case study is what will be

'
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sented thematically (sometimesboth). The case study offers a holistic portrayal, presented with any context necessary for understand-

mmunicated in a publication or report.
full report may include several case
ies that are then compared and coned, but the basic unit of analysis of such
mparative study remains the distinct
s and the credibility of the overall findwill depend on the quality of the indial case studies. Exhibit 8.5 shows this
sequence of moving from raw case data to
the written case study. The second
step--converting the raw data to a case record before writing the actual case study
-is optional. A case record is constructed
only when a great deal of unedited raw data
from interviews, observations, and documen&must be edited and organized before
writing the final case study In many studies,
the analystwillworkdirectly and selectively
from raw data to write the final case study.
The case study should take the reader into
the case situation and experience-a person's Life, a group's life, or a program's life.
Each case study in a report stands alone, al-

lowingthe reader to understand the case as a
unique, holistic entity. At a later point in
analysis, it is possible to compare and contrast cases, but initially each case must be
represented and understood as an idiosyncratic manifestation of the phenomenon of
interest. A case study should be sufficiently
detailed and comprehensive to illuminate
the focus of inquiry without becoming boring and laden with trivia. A skillfullycrafted
case reads like a fine weaving. And that, of
course, is the trick How to do the weaving?
How to tell the story? How to decide what
stays in the final case presentation and what
gets deleted along the way? Elmore Leonard
(2001:7), the author of Glitz and other popular detective thrillers, was once asked how
he managed to keep the action in his books
moving so quickly He said, "I leave out the
parts that people skip." Not bad advice for
writing an engaging case study
In doing biographical or life history case
studies, Denzin (1989b)has found particular

.

Programs, organizations, and communities
have parallel types of epiphanies, though
they're usually called critical incidents, crises, transitions, or organizational lessons
learned. For a classic example of an organia1development case studyin the busischool tradition, see the analysis of the
lsiand sewage treatment plant in
incy, Massachusetts,the comalex stow of
deeply committed to excellence, fod on the organizational mission, and

and behaviors over time. The case data for
each student in the evaluation study included
(a) observations of selected students at
employer sites three times during the
vear,
, .
@) intemiews three times per year with
the students' employer-instructors at
the time of obsemation,
(d) in-depth student interviews four
times a year,
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(f) a review of student projects and
other documents, and

(g) 23 records from the files of each student (including
- employer evaluations of students, student products,
test scores, and staff progress evduations of students).

A set of guide questionswas prepared for
analyzing and reviewing each source
(Fehrenbacher, Owens, and Haehnn 1976:
7-8). Information from all of these sources
was integrated to produce a highly readable
narrative that could be used by decision
makers and funders to better understand
what it was like to be in the program
(Owens, Haehnn, and Fehrenbacher 1987).
The evaluation staff of the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory took great
pains to carefullyvalidate the informationin
the case studies. Different sources of information were used to cross-validatefindings,
patterns, and conclusions. Two evaluators
reviewed the material in each case study to
independently make judgments and interpretations about the content and meaning of
thematerial in the case. In addition, an external evaluator reviewed the raw data to check
for biases or unwarranted conclusions. Students were asked to read their own case
studies and comment on the accuracy of fact
and interpretation in the study. Finally, to
guarantee the readability of the case studies,
a newspaper journalist was employed to
help organize and edit the final versions.
Such a rigorous case study approach increases the confidence of readers that the
cases are accurate and comprehensive.Both
in its content and the process by whichitwas
constructed, the Northwest Lab case study
presented at the end of this chapter (Appen-

dix 8.2) exemplifies how an individual case
study can be prepared and presented.
The same rigorous process would apply
to case study data at the group or program
level. For excellent examples of case studies
in education, see Brizuela et al. (2000),Stake,
Bresler, and Mabry (1991), Perrone (1985),
and
~aillak,and White (1979); for
family research see Sussman and Gilgun
(1996); for international development see
Salmen (1987) and Searle (1985); in govemrnent accountability see Kloman (1979);and
for a detailed example of conducting and
presenting an evaluation case study, see
H6bert (1986).
How one compares and contrasts cases'
will depend on the purpose of the study and
how cases were sampled. As discussed in
Chapter 5, critical cases, extreme cases, typical cases, and heterogeneous cases serve different purposes. Other excellent resources
for qualitative case analysis include Stake
(1995), Merriam (1997), Yin (1994), Harnel
(1993),and the U.S. General Accounting Office (1987).To pursue case studies as stories
that build on and display the elements of
good storytelling, see Glesne (1999).
Once case studies have been written, the
analytic strategies described in the remainder of this chapter can be used to further analyze, compare, and interpret the cases to
generate cross-case themes, patterns and
findings.

No precise or agreed-on terms describe
varieties and processes of qualitative analysis. Content analysis, for example, sometimes refers to searching text for,recurring
words Or themes.
a
a
politician might be
see what
phrases Or
predominate, Or
speeches two politicians might be
pared to see
many times and in what
contexts they used a phrase such as "global
economy" or "familyvalues." Content analysis usually refers to analyzing text (interview transcripts, diaries, or documents)
rather than observation-based field notes.
More generally, however, content analysis
is used to refer to any qualitative data reduction and sense-making effort that takes
a volume of qualitative material and attempts to identify core consistencies and
meanings. Case studies, for example, can be
content analyzed.
The core meanings found through content
are often
Patterns Or
themes. Alternatively,the Process of searchfor Patterns or themes may be distin@ushedl respectively as Pattern
Or
heme alalysis. I'm
he difference between a Pattern and a
theme. There's no hard-and-fast distinction.
The term pnttern usually refers to a descriptive finding, for example, "Almost all partici ~ a n t sreported feeling fear when they
rappelled down the cliff#"while a theme
takes a more categoricalor topical form:Fenr.
P'-ltting these tmrns together, a
on a
wilderness education study might state:

k,

'

Gi Patteim, Theme,

and Content Analysis
The ability to use thematic analysis appears
to involve a number of underlying abilities, or
competencies. One competency can be called
pattern recognition. It is the ability to see patterns ir~ seemingly random information.
(Boyatzis 1998:7)

,

The conta~tanalysis revealed a pattern of participants reporting being afraid when rappelliig down cliEfs and running river rapids;
many also initially experienced the group process of sharing personal feelings as evoking
some fear. &osepatternsmake "Dealingwith
fear" a major flzeiize of the wilderness education program experience.

Inductive and Deductive
Qualitative Analyses
~~~~~i~
~~~~~i~
knownfor his emphasison in-

dzlrtion, the ~rseof direct obserontion to confirm
ideas nrzd the Iiizking together of obserued~ctsto
form theories or exfilnnntions of how natural plze1zor7zenon work. Bacon cbrrectly never told us

how to get ideas or how to accomplish the
linkage of empiricalfacts.Those activitiesremain
essentiallyhum~nistic-youthinkhard.
(
~2000:12)~
~
~
~

'

B~~~~ (1561-1626)is recognized as one of
the founders of scientific thinking, but he
also has been awarded "the dubious honor
ofbeing the first
o f e m p ~ c i s m( rB
~~ ~
2000:12). still pondering the universe
at age 65, he got an idea one day while drivarea
ing his carriagein the snow in a farming
north of London. It occurred to him that cold
might delay the biological process of putrefaction, so he stopped,purchased a hen from
a farmer, killed it on the spot, and stuffed it
with snow. His idea worked. The snow did
delay the rotting process, but he caught
bronchitis and died a month later. As I noted
in Chapter 6, fieldwork can be risky. Engaging in analysis, on the other hand, is seldom we threatening, though you do risk being disputed and sometimes
by
those who arrive at contrary conclusions.
Indtlctiue at.znlysis involves discovering patterns, themes, and categories in
data.
Findings emerge out of the data, through the
analyst's interactions with the data, in contrast to deductive nnnlysis where the data are
analyzed according to an existing framework. Qualitative analysis is typically inductive in the early stages, especially when
developing a codebook for content analysis
or figuring out possible categories, patterns,
and themes. This is often called "open coding" (Strauss and Corbin 1998:223) to emphasize the importance of being open to the
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ts themselves is also called in
-.

government has banned it as barbaric,
many traditional women stillpracticeit.
Some women in Dani villages have only four
stubs and a thumb on each hand. In tribute to
her dead mother and brothers, Soroba, 38, has
had the tops of six of hw fingers amputated.
"The first time was the worst," she said. "The
pain was so bad, I thought I would die. But it's
worth it to honor my family." (Sims2001:6)

ation, we

Corbin 1998:22).
Analytic induction, in contrast to
grounded theory, begins with an analyst's
deduced propositions or theory-derived hypotheses and "is a procedure for venfymg
theories and propositions based on qualitative data" (Taylor and Bogdan 1984127).
Sometimes, as with analytic induction, qualitative analysis is first deductive or quasideductive and then inductive as when, for
example, the analyst begins by examining
the data in terms of theory-derived sensitizing concepts or applying a theoretical frame-

ries. Each of the

people in the setting studied. What are the
indigenous categories that the people interviewed have created to make sense of their
world? What are practices they engage in
that can be understood only within their
worldview? Anthropologists call this enzic
analysis and distinguishit frometic analysis,
which refers to labels imposed by the researcher. (For more on this distinction and
its origins, see Chapter 6, which discusses
ernic and etic perspectives in fieldwork.)
"Idenhfymg the categories and terms used

Analyzing such an indigenous practice begins by understanding it from the perspective of its practitioners, within the indigenous context, in the words of the local people, in their language, within their world-

According to this view, cultural behavior
should always be studied and categorized in
terms of the inside view-the actors' dehnition-of human events. That is, the units of
conceptualizationin anthropologicaltheories
should be "discovered" by analyzing the cognitive processes of the people studied rather
than "imposed" from cross-cultural (hence,
ethnocentric) classifications of behavior.
(Peltoand Pelto 1978;54)

apologists, working cross-culturlong emphasized the importance

stand the thoughts of a people, the whole
analysis of experience must be based on
their concepts, not ours" (p. 314). In an intervention program, certain terms.
may emerge or be created by participants to
capture some essence of the program. In the .
wilderness education program I evaluated,
the idea of "detoxification" became a powerful way for participants to share meaning
about what being in the wilderness together
meant (Patton 1999a:49-52). In t h e Caribbean Extension Project evaluation, the term
liming had special meaning to the participants. Not really translatable, it essentially
means passing time, hanging out, doing
nothing, shooting the breeze--but doing so
agreeably, without g d t , stress, or a sense
that one ought to be doing something more
productivewith one's time. Liminghas positive, desirable connotations because of its
social, group meaning-people just enjoying being together with nothing that has to
be accomplished. Given that uniquely Caribbean term, what does it mean when participants describewhat happened in a training session or instructional field trip as
primarily "liming"? How much liming
could acceptably be built into training for
participant satisfaction and still get something done? How much programmatic liming was acceptable? These became key formative evaluation issues.
In evaluating a leadership training program, we gathered extensive data on what
participants and staff meant by the term
leadership. Pretraining and posttrainingexercises involved participants in writing a paragraph on leadership; the writing was part of
the program curriculum, not designed for
evaluation, but the results provided useful
qualitative evaluation data. There were
small group discussions on leadership. The
trainingincluded lectures and group discussions on leadership, which we observed. We
participated in and took notes on informal
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discussions about leadership. Because the
very idea of "leadership" was central to the
program, it was essential to capture variations in what participants meant when they
talked about leadership. The results showed
that ongoing confusion about what leadership meant was one of the problematic issues in the program. Leadership was an
indigenous concept in that staff and participants throughout the training experience
used it extensively,but it was also a selzsitizing concept because we knew going into the
fieldworkthat it would be an important notion to study

He used the idea of victimization to tie together the following quotes from police
officers:
As a police oacer and as an individual I think
Ihave lost the ability to feel and to empathize
with people. I had alittle girl thatwasnmover
by abusandhermotherwas there and shehad
her little bookbag. It was reallysad at the time
but I remember feeling absolutely nothing. It
was like a mannequin on the street instead of
somelittle girl. Ireally wanted to be able to cry
about it and I really wanted to have some feelings about it, but I couldn't. It's a little frightening
- for me to be so callous and I have been

Sensitizing Concepts

unable to relax.

In contrast to purely indigenous concepts, sensitizing concepts refer to categories that the analystbrings to the data. Experienced observers often use semitizing
concepts to orient fieldwork, an approach
discussed in Chapter 6. These s e m i w i g
concepts have their origins in social science
theory, the research literature, or evaluation
issues identified at the beginning of a study.
Sensitizingconcepts @vethe analyst "a genera1sense of reference" and ~rovide"directions along which to look" (Blumer 1969:
148).Using sensitizing concepts involves exarnining how the concept is manifest and
given meaning in a particular setting or
among a particular group of people.
Conroy (1987) used the sensitizing concept "victimization" to study police officers.
Innocent citizens are frequently aought of
as the victims of police brutality or indifference. Comoy turned the idea of victim
around and looked at what it would mean to
study police officers as victims of the experiences of law enforcement.He found the sensitizing concept of victimization helpful in
understanding the isolation, lack of interpersonal affect, cynicism, repressed anger,
and sadness observed amongpolice officers.

I am paying a price by always being on edge
and by being alone. I have become isolated
from old friends. We are different. I feel separate from people, different, out of step. It becomes easier to just be with other police
officers because they have the same basic understandingof my environment,we speak the
same Ialguage. The terminology is crude.
When I started I didn't want to get into any
words lilte "scumbags" and "scrotes," but it so
aptly describes these people.
I have become isolated from who I was because I have seen many things I wish I had not
seen. It's frustrating to see things that other
people don't see, won't see, can't see. I wish
sometimes, I didn't see the things. I need to be
assertive,but don't like it. I have to put on my
police mask to do that. But now it is getting
harder and harder to take that mask off. I take
my workhome withme. I don'twantmy work
to invade my ~ersonallife but I'm finding I
need to be alone more and more. Ineed time to
recharge my batteries. I don't like to be alone,
but must. (Conroy 1987:52)

Two additional points are worth making
about these quotations. First, by presenting

data on which the, analysis is
e readers are able to make their own
tion of whether the concept "vic" helps in making sense of the
. By presenting respondents in their
words and reporting the actual data
was the basis of his interpretation,
invites readers to make their own
and interpretation. The analyst's
ts should not dominatethe analysis,
uld facilitate the reader's unerstanding of the world under study.
Second, these three quotations illustrate
er of qualitative data. The point of
is not simplyto find a concept or lao neatly tie together the data. What is
rtantis understanding the people studConcepts are never a substitute for diexperience with the descriptive data.
t people actually say and the descripof events observed remain the esce of qualitative inquiry. The analytical
s is meant to organize and elucidate
the story of the data. Indeed, the
led analyst is able to get out of the way of
e data to let the data tell their own story.
analyst uses concepts to help make
e of and present the data, but not to the
t of straining or forcing the analysis. The
eader can usually tell when the analyst is
more interested in proving the applicability
and validity of a concept than in letting the
data reveal the perspectives of the people interviewed and the intricacies of the world
studied.
Having suggestedhow singular concepts
can bring focus to inductive analysis, the
next level of analysis, constructing typologies, moves us into a somewhat more complex analytical strategy.

Indigenous Typologies
Typologies areclassificationsystemsmade
up of categories that divide some aspect of
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the world into parts along a continuum. They
differ from taxonomies, wluch completely
classify a phenomenon throughmutually exclusive and exhaustive categories, like the
species.
biological system for c1ass-g
Typologies, in contrast, are built on idealtypes or illustrative endpoints rather than a
completeand discrete set of categories.Wellknown and widely used sociological typologies includeRedfield's folk-urban continuum
(genzeinschaftgesellschaft) and Von Wiese's
and Becker's sacred-secular continuum (for
details, see Vidich and Lyman 2000:52). Sociologists classically distinguish ascribed
from achieved characteristics.Psychologists
distinguishdegrees of mental illness (neuroses to psychoses). Political scientists classlfy
governmental systems along a democraticauthodtadan continuum Economists dis%
guish laissez-faire from centrally planned
economic systems. Systems analysts distinguish open from closed systems. In all of
these cases, however, the distinctions involves matters of degree and interpretation
rather than absolute distinctions. All of
these examples have emerged from social
science theory and represent theory-based
typologiesconstructed by analysts. We'll examine that approach in greater depth in a
moment. First, however, let's look at identifying indigenous typologies as a form of
oualitative analvqiq
Illuminating indigenous typologies requires an analysis of the continua and distinctions used by people in a setting to break
up the complexity of reality into distinguishable parts. Thelanguageof a group of people
reveals what is important to them in that
they name something to separate and distinguish it from other things with other names.
Once these labels have been identified from
an analysis of what people have said during
fieldwork, the next step is to identdy the attributes or characteristics that distinguish
one thing from another. In describing this
-
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kind of analysis, Charles Pr&e (1962) used
the example of a hamburger. Hamburgers
can vary a great deal in how they are cooked
(rare to well-done) or what is added to them
(~ickles,mustard, ketchup, lettuce), and
they are still called hamburgers. However,
when a piece of cheese is added to the meat,
it becomes a cheeseburger. The task for the
analystis to discoverwhatit is that separates
"hamburger" from "cheeseburger," that is,
to discern and report "how people construe
their world of experience from the way they
talk about it" (Frake 196274).
An analysis example of this kind comes
froma formative evaluation aimed at reducing the dropout rate among high school students. In observations and interviews at the
targeted high school, it became important to
understand the ways in which teachers categ d e d students. With regard to problems
of truancy, absenteeism, tardiness, and skipping class, the teachers had come to label
students as either "chronics" or "borderlines." One teacher describedthe duonics as
"the ones who are out of school all the time
and everythingyou do to getthemin doesn't
work." Another teacher said, "You can always pick them out, the chronics. They're
usually the same kids." The borderlines, on
the other hand, "skip a few classes, waiting
for a response, and when it comes they
shape up. They'renot so differentfrom your
typical junior high student, but when they
see the chronics getting away with it, they
get more brazen in their actions." Another
teacher said, "Borderlines are gone a lot but
not constantly like the chronics."
Not all teachers used precisely the same
criteria to distinguish chronics from borderlines, but all teachers used these labels in
talking about students. To understand the
program activities directed at reducing high
school dropouts and the differentialimpact
of the program on students, it became important to observe differences in how bor-

derlines and chronics were treated. Many
-teachers, for example, refused even to attempt to deal with chronics. They considered it a waste of their time. Students, it
tuned out, knew what labels were applied
to them and how to manipulate these labels
to get more or less attention from teachers.
Studentswho wanted to be left alone called
themselves "chronics" and reinForced their
"chronic" image with teachers. Students
who wanted to graduate, even if only barely
and with minimal school attendance, cultivated an image as "borderline."
Another example of an indigenous
typology emerged in the wilderness education program Ievaluated. During the second
year of the project, one subgroup's members
started calling themselves the "turtles."
They contrasted themselves to the "truckers." On the surface, these labels were aimed
at distinguishing different styles of hiking
and backpacking, one slow and one fast. Beneath the surface, however, the terms came
to represent different approaches to
derness and different styles of exper
relation to the wilderness and the progra
Groups, cultures, organizations, and families develop their own language systems to
emphasize distinctions they consider important. Every program gives rise to a specia1 vocabulary that staff and participants
use to differentiate types of activities, kinds
of participants, styles of participation, and
variously valued outcomes. These indigenous typologies provide clues to analysts
that the phenomena to which the labels refer
are importantto the people in the settingand
that to fully understand the setting it is necessary to understand those terms and their
implications.

looking for patterns, categories, and themes
for which the analyst can construct a
typology to further elucidate findings. Such
constructions must be ,done with considerable care to avoid creating things that are not
really in the data..The advice of biological
theorist John Maynard Smith (2000) is informative in this regard: Seek models of the
world that make sense and whose conseuences can be worked out, for "to replace a
you do not understand by a model of
Id you do not understaad is no ad-

Analyst-Constructed Typologies
Once indigenous concepts, typologies,
and themes have been surfaced, the analyst
'

Construcfing ideal-types or alternative
paradigms is one simple form of presenting
qualitative comparisons. Exhibit 1.3 in

parison of coming-of-age paradigms that
contrasts tribal initiation themes with contemporary coming-of-age themes (Patton
1999a). A series of patterns is distilled into
contrasting themes that create alternative
ideal-types. The notion of "ideal-types"
makes it explicit that the analyst has constructed and interpreted something that supersedes purely descriptive analysis.
In creating analyst-constructed typologies throughinductive analysis, you take on
the task of identifying and making explicit
patterns that appear to exist but remain unperceived by the people studied.The danger
is that analyst-constructed typologies impose a world of meaning on the participants
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thatbetter reflects the observer's world than
the world under study. One way of testing
analyst-constructed typologies is to present
them to people whose world is being analyzed to find out if the constructions make
sense to them.
The best and most stringent test o f observer
constructions is their recognizability to the
participants themselves. When participants
themselves say, "yes, that i s there, I'd simply
never noticed it before," the observer can b e
reasonably confident that h e has tapped into
extant patterns o f participation. (Lofland

Qualitative Analysis o f Ancestry a t the U.S. Census

.

Exhibit 8.6, using the problem of clakslfying people's ancestry, shows what can happen when indigenous and official constructions conflict, a matter of some consequence
to those affected.
A good example of an analyst-generated
typology comes from an evaluation of the
of ~~~~~~l History,
National
Smithsonian Institution, done by R ~ L.~
Wolf and Barbara L. T@Q (1978). This has
studies
become a classic in the
field. They conduded a nahalistic inqujr
of viewers1
to the M ~ cAge
e Mamm& and Emergence of Man" exhibit. From
their observations, they identified four different kinds of visitors to the exhibit. ~h~~~
descriptions are progressive in that each
new category identifies a
more serious about the exhibit hall.

The Commuter: This is the person who
merely uses the hall as a vehicle to get
from the entry point to the exit point.. ..
The Nomad: This is a casual visitor, a
person who is wandering through the
hall, apparently open to becoming interested in something.The Nomad is not really sure why he or she is in the hall and

To count different kinds o f people-the job

"I went into places where there were

unt them in.The long form o f the 2000 cen-

taurants, and places where older people gath-

they are Amish or Mennonite do get counted
because those are considered cultural catego-

the Chaldean matter.. ..
"I found that many o f the people, especially the younger people, viewed it as an ethnic group, not a religion," says Ms. McKenney.
She and Mr. Reed (Census Bureau ancestryresearch expert) concurred that enough differences existed that the Chaldeans could potentially qualify as a separate ancestrygroup.
In a conference call between interested
parties, a compromise was struck. Assyrians
and Chaldeans would remain under a single
ancestry code, but the name would no longer
be Assyrian, it would be AssyrianlChaldeanl
Syriac-Syriac being the name o f the Aramaic
dialect that Assyrians and Chaldeans speak.
"There was a meeting o f the minds between
all the representatives, and basically it was a
unified decision to say that we're going to go
under the same name," says the Chaldean
Federation's Mr. Yono. (Kulish 2001:l)

The
visi
some
and

1971:34)

a
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ested, and fieexhibit provides the many
things from which to choose.

.

The K1.P.-Very bzterested Persoiz: This
visitor comes into the hall with some
~ prior
* interest in the content area. This
personmay not have
the hall, but once there, the hall sewes to
remind the V.I.P.'s that they were, in f
interested in something that hall
much
much
much more critically- that is, he or she
from point point!
examines aspects of the hall with a greater degree of scrutiny and care. (Wolf and
Tymitz 1978: 10-11)

xstypologyof types of visitors became
important in the
evaluation
because it
permitted analysis of different kinds of musewn experiences. Moreover, the evaluators
recommended that when conducting interviews to get museum visitors' reactions to
exhibits, the interview results should be dif-

Ethnic minorities that cross national
boundaries, such as French and Spanish
Basques, and groups affected by geopolitical
change, such as Czechs and Slovaks or groups
within the former Yugoslavia, are counted in
distinct categories. The Census Bureau, following advice from the U.S. State Department, differentiates Taiwanese Americans
from Chinese Americans, a matter o f political
Can Assyrians and Chaldeans be lumped
together? When the Census Bureau announced that it would combine the t w o in the
same ancestry code, an Assyrian group sued
over the issue, but lost the lawsuit. Assyrian
Americans trace their roots t o a biblical-era
empirecovering much o f what is now Iraq and
believe that Chaldeans are a separate religious subgroup. A fieldworker for the Census
Bureau did fieldwork on the issue.

ferentially valued depending on the type of
person being interviewed-commuter, nomad, cafeteria type, or VIP.
A different typology was developed to
distinguishhow visitors learn in a museum:

"Museum Encounters of the First, Second,
and Third Kind," a take-off on the popular
science fiction movie Close Eizcol~ntersof the
Third Kind, which referred to direct human
contact with visitors from outer space.
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or years in a place,

that complexity constitutes the challenge o
c-ontent analysis. Developing some man

elpful to use colored high-

If sensing a pattern or "occurrence" can be
called seeing, then the encoding of it can be

less.

Coding Data, Finding Patterns, Labeling Themes,
and Developing Category Systems

--George Sand, Noi~vellesLettres d'un Voyngeur, 1869

interviews and making comments
argins or even attaching pieces of

is occurring, and then you classify or describe
it. ... [Tlheseeing ns provides us with a link between a new or emergent pattern and any and
all patterns thatwe have observed and considered previously. It also provides a link to any
and all patterns that others have observed and
considered previously through reading. (Boy-
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r coding, and
es added during
t fit well in the
twiceby two
dividual code,
was entered into
q~~alitative
analysis database so that we
es (data) on any

Code: Ob PP (observations o f participants' inter

Code:
Code:
Code:
Code:
Code:
Code:

Prc (examples o f program processes)
Plouts (effects o f program on participan
S-G (subgroup formations)
GPrc (group process)
C! (conflicts)
C-PP [conflicts among participants)

he full labels in parentheses are the

Where more than one person is working
on the analysis, it is helpful to have each person (or small teams for large projects) develop the coding scheme independently,
then compare and discuss similarities and
differences. Important insights can emerge
from the different ways in which two people
look at the same set of data, a form of analytical triangulation.
Often an elaborate classification system
emerges during coding, particularly in large
projects where a formal scheme must be developed that can be used by several trained
coders. In the study of evaluation use that
is the basis for Utilization-Foclised Evaluation
(Patton 1997a), graduate students in the
evaluation program at the University of
Minnesota conducted lengthy interviews
with 60 project officers,evaluators, and federa1 decision makers. We developed a comprehensiveclassificationsystem that would

provide easy access to the data by any of the
student or faculty researchers.Had only one
investigator been intending to use the data,
such an elaborate classification scheme
would not have beennecessary.However, to
provide access to several students for different purposes, every paragraph in every interview was coded using a systematic and
comprehensive coding scheme made up of
15 general categories with subcategories.
Portions of the codebook used to code the
utilization of evaluation data appear in Appendix 8.1at the end of this chapter as an example of one kind of qualitative analysis
codebook. This codebook was developed
from four sources: (a) the standardized
open-ended questions used in interviewing,
(b) review of the utilization literature for
ideas to be examined and hypotheses to be
reviewed, (c) our initial inventory review of
the interviews in which two of US read all the

written, he had gone back to the drawing
board and was working on a more usable
coding framework to capture and code the
stories of program participants in a standardized framework, an approach to b&
called "journey mapping."
Classdymg and coding qualitative data
produce aframeworkfor organizingand describing what has been collected during

e classification
me, with brief descriptions of the conof those passages. The analyst could
the full passages and
which passages
were extracted to keep quotationsin context.
In addition, the computer analysis permitted easy cross-classification and cross-comparison of passages for more complex analyses across interviews.
Some such elaborate coding system is
routine for very rigorous analysis of a large
amount of data. Complex coding systems
with multiple coders categorizing every
paragraph in every interview constitute a labor-intensive form of coding, one that
would not be used for small-scale formative
evaluationor action research projects. However, where data are going to be used by severa1 people, or where data are going to be
used over a long period of time, including
additions to the data set over time, s ~ c ah
comprehensive and computerized system
can be well worth the time and effort re-

fieldwork. (For published examples of coding schemes, see Bernard 1998:325-28,
387-89, 491-92, 624; Bernard 2000:447-50;
Boyatzis 1998; Strauss and Corbin 1998;
Miles and Huberman 1994.)This descriptive
phase of analysisbuilds a foundation for the
interpretativephase when meanings are extracted from the data, comparisons are
made, creative frameworks for interpretation are constructed, conclusions are drawn,
sigruficance is determined, and, in some
cases, theory is generated.

developing codes and categories, a
qualitative analyst must first deal with the
challengeof convergence(Guba 1978)-figuring out what things fit together. Begin by
looking for recliwing regularities in the data.
These regularities reveal patterns that can be
sorted into categories. Categories should

Kibel (1999) developed a very sophisticated and comprehensive system for coding
stories of successful outcomes attainment
that he called "results mapping." His system
permitted convertingindividualized stories
into standardized categories that permitted
aggregation, comparison, and even quantification. However, it required intensive training to use and proved too cumbersome and
demanding for most human services and
educational programs. As this was being

then be judged by two criteria: internnl homogeneity and external hetwogmeity. m e first
criterion concerns the extent to which the
data that belong in a certain category hold
together or "dovetail" in a meaningful way.
The second criterion concerns the extent to
which differences among categories are bold
and clear. "The existence of a large number
of unassignable or overlappingdata items is
good evidence of some basic fault in the category system" (Guba 1978:53). The analyst
then works back and forth between the data

and Divergence
in Coding and Classifying
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uator should consider the responses and reactions of those who read and review the '
inclusive
t do exist.

new sources
regularities

tive or formative evaluation, or problem
solving in action research)?

incomplete.

data and that the data have been properly "fitted into" it.

results. Where all three-analyst,
those
studied, and reviewereagree, one has con-

~rocedureexists for performing it" (Guba
1978:53).

somethingis not signhcant when in fact it is,
or, conversely, the analyst may attribute significance to something that is meaningless.
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When Halcolm heard of the argument
among his young followers, he called them
together and asked each one to report on the
sigruhcance of what they had observed.
They offered a variety of interpretations.
When they had finished he said, "The real
purpose of the exchange was to enable me to
show you that you are not yet sufficiently
masters of obsenration to know when you
have witnessed a meaningless interaction."

5 Logical Analysis
While working inductively, the analyst is
looking for emergent patterns in the data.
These patterns, as noted in preceding sections, can be represented as dimensions,
categories, classification schemes, themes,
and categories.Once some dimensionshave
been constructed, using either participantgenerated constructions or analyst-generated constructions, it is sometimes useful to
cross-classify different dimensions to generate new insights about how the data can
be organized and to look for patterns that
may not have been immediately obvious in
the initial, inductive analysis. Creating
cross-classification matrices is an exercise in
logic.
The logical process involves creating potential categoriesby crossing one dimension
or typology with another, and then working
back and forth between the data and one's
logical constructions, filling in the resulting
matrix. This logical system will create a new
typology, all parts of which may or may not
actuallybe represented in the data. Thus, the
analyst moves back and forth between the
logical construction and the actual data in a
search for meaningful patterns.
In the high school dropout program described earlier, the focus of the program was
reducing absenteeism, skipping of classes,
and tardiness. An external team of consul-

tant/change agents worked with tea
the school to help them deve
to the dropout problem. Obs
program and interviews wi
gave rise to two dimensions.
mension distinguished fenclzers'

what kind of programmntic interne
fective with dropouts, that is, w
primarily favored maintenan
or warehousing of kids to
schools running), r
(helping kids with the
ishment (no longer lethng
with the infractions they had
ting in the past). Tenchers' b
dropouts cotdd be conceptu
continuum from takin
for doing something about the
one end, to shifting respons
at the opposite end. Exhibit
happens when these
crossed. Six cells are created, each of which
represents a different kind of teacher role in
response to the program.
The evaluator analyst working with these
data had been struggling in the inductive
analysis to find the patterns that would express the different kinds of teacher roles
manifested in the program. He had tried
several constructions, but none of them
quite seemed to work. The labels he came up
with were not true to the data. When he described to me the other dimensions he had
generated, I suggested that he cross them, as
shown in Exhibit 8.8. When he did, he said
that "the whole thing immediately fell into
place." Working back and forth between the
matrix and the data, he generated a full descriptive analysis of diverse and conflicting
teacher roles.
The description of teacher roles served
several purposes. First, it gave teachers a
mirror image of their own behaviors and attitudes. It could thus be used to help teach-

+?

2

I

(caretaking)

Just keep them moving
h the system

Ignore the situation
and hope someone else

+4

3

o

ers make more explicit their own understanding of roles. Second,it could be used by
the external team of consultants to more
carefully gear their programmatic efforts toward different kinds of teachers who were
acting out the different roles. The matrix
makes it clear that an omnibus strategy for
helping teachers establish a program that
would reduce dropouts would not work in
this school; teachers manifesting different
roles would-need to be approached and
worked with in different ways. Third, the

does something

description of teacher roles provided insights into the nature of the dropout
problem. Having identified the various
roles, the evaluator analyst had a responsibility to report on the distribution of roles in
this school and the observed consequences
of that distribution.
One must be careful about this kind of
logical analysis. It is easy for a matrix to begin to manipulate the data as the analyst is
tempted to force data into categories created
by the cross-classification to fill out the ma-
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trix and make it work.

inductive and deductive
cal underpinnings:
Naturalists inspect and
specimens in ways which

two dimensions for

and explanation. Each such in
nitive mapping. For a detailed discussion of
concept mapping as a way of visually displaying data to facilitate analytic clarity and
depicting relationships in a network or sys- tem, see Trochim (1989). For an example of
cognitive mapping as a way of displaying
qualitative results showing the "structure
and content of decision schemas" among senior managers, see Clarke and Mackaness

which wdl make tha

potheses. They are initi
interest in the routine

ing orderly patterns of interaction and meaning. . . . They do not use a full-fledged
deductive hypothetical scheme in thinking
and developing propositions. Nor are they
fully inductive, letting the so-called "facts"
speak for themselves. Facts do not speak for
themselves. They must be interpreted. Previously developed deductive models seldom
conform with empirical data that are gathered. The method of abduction combines the
deductive and inductive models of proposition development and theory construction. It
canbe defined as nvorkingfiomconseqlrence back
to catlse or antecedent. The observer records the

Nick Smith (1980) used a matrix to dr
important distinctions among different
kinds of evaluation use by asking if "techniques of effective evaluation utilization differ with regard to audience or entity studied." Ilis matrix aossed a programs/
policies dimension (what can be studied?)
with a program managers/policymakers
distinction (who is to be aided?) to show different kinds of utilization in each case. Exhibit 8.9 shows a matrix for mapping stakeholders' stakes in a program or policy. This
matrix can be used to ~ d data
e collection
as well as analysis. Later this chapter presents a process/outcomes matrix for crossing

-

program processes with program outcomes
as a qualitative analysis framework.
To study how schools used planning and
evaluation processes, Campbell (1983) developed a 500-cell matrix (Exhibit 8.10) that
begins (but just begins) to reach the outer
limits of what one can do in three-dimensional space. Campbell used this matrix to
guide data collection and analysis in studying how the mandated, statewide educational pla&ng, evaluation, and reporting
in Minnesota was used. She examevels of use (high school, . . .cornmu-

S A Process/Outcomes Matrix
The linkage between processes and outcomes constitutes such a fundamental issue
in many program evaluations that it provides a particularly good focus for illustrating qualitative matrix analysis. As discussed in Chapter 4, qualitative methods
can be particularly appropriate for evaluation where program processes, impacts, or
both are largely unspecified or difficult to
measure. This can be the case because the
outcomes are meant to be individualized;
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Exhibit 8.11 (p. 474) shows how such a
matrix can be constructed. Major program
processes or identified implementation
components are listed along the left side.
Types or levels of outcomes are listed across
the top. The category systems for program
processes and outcomes are developed from
the data in the same way that other typologies are constructed (see previous sections).
The cross-classification of any process with
any outcome produces a cell in the matrix;
for example, the first cell in Exhibit 8.11 is
created by the intersection of process 1with
outcome a. The informationthat goes in cell
l a (or any other cell in the matrix) describes

between program implementation dimensions and program impacts.
An example will help make the notion of
the process/outcomes matrix more concrete. Supposewe have been evaluatinga juvenile justice program that places delinquent youth in foster homes. We have
visited several foster homes, observed what
the home environments are like, and interviewed the juyeniles, the foster home parents, and the probation officers. A regirlnrly
rectirriizg process t h e m concerns the importance of "letting kids learn to make their
own decisions." A regirlnrly rectirring outcovzes theme involves "keeping the kids

Qlinlltatiue Analysis alzd Interpretation

straight" (reduced recidivism). By crossing
the program process ("kids making their
own decisions") with the program outcome
("keeping kids straight"), we create a data
analysis question: What actual decisions do
'uveniles make that are supposed to lead to
uced recidivism? We then carefully reour field notes and interview quotalooking-for data that help us underhow people in the program have
answered this question based on their actual
behaviors and practices. By describing what

@
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decisionsjuveniles actually make in the program, the decision makers to whom our
findings are reported can make their own
judgments about the strength or weakness
of the linkage between this program process
and the desired outcome. Moreover, once
the process/outcomes descriptive analysis
of linkages has been completed, the evaluator is at liberty to offer interpretations and
judgments about the nature and quality of
this process/outcomes connection.
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nuance of the process. .The qualitative F a lyst works back and forthbetween the data
(field notes and interviews) and his or her
conception of what it is that needs to be expressed to find the most fitting lariguage to
describe the process. What language do people in the program use to describe what
those activities and experiences have in
common? What language comes closest to
capturing the-essence of this particular process? What level of generalityor specificity
will be most useful in separating out this
particular set of things from other things?
How do programparticipantsand staff react .
to the different terms that could be used to
describe the process?
It's not unusual during analysis to go
through several different phrases before finally settling on exact language that will go
into a final report. In the Southwest Field
Training Project, we began with the concept
label "Experiencing the wilderness." However, after several revisions, we finally described the process as "developing sensitivity to the environment" because this broader
label permitted us to include discus
and activities that were aimed at he
participants understand how they were
fected by and acted in their normal institutional environments. "Experiencing the wilderness" became a specific subprocess that
was part of the more global process of "developing sensitivity to the environment."
Program participants and staff played a major role in determining the final phrasing
and description of this process.
Below are other processes identified as
important in the implementation of the program:
' I

Appreciating the wilderness

SOURCE: Campbell (19831.

Immersion in the environment

An Analysis Example: Recognizing
Processes, Outcomes, and Linkages

in Qualitative Data
Because of the centrality of the sensitizing
concepts "program process" and "program
outcome" in evaluation research, it may be
helpful to provide a more detailed descrip-

tion of how these concepts can be used in
qualitative analysis. How does one recognize a program process?Learningto iden*
and label program processes is a critical
evaluation skill. This sensitizing notion of
"process" is a way of talking about the common action that cuts across program activities, observed interactions, and program
content. The example I shall use involves

Developing awareness of the
environment
Becoming conscious of the wilderness

-

Any of these phrases, each of which consists
of some verb form (experiencing,learning,
developing, and so on) and some noun form
(wilderness, environment), captures some

Encountering and managing stress
Sharing in group settings

.

Examining professional activities,
needs, and commitments

-
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m Assuming responsibility for
articulating personal needs

.

Exchanging professional ideas and
resources
m Formally monitoring experiences,
processes, changes, and impacts

As you struggle with finding the right
language to communicate themes, patterns,
and processes, keep in mind that there is no
absolutely "right" way of stating what
emerges from the analysis. There are only
more and less useful ways of expressing
what the data reveal.
Identifying and conceptualizingprogram
outcomes and impacts can involve induction, deduction, and/or logical analysis. Inductively, the evaluator analyst looks for
changes in participants, expressions of
change, program ideology about outcomes
and impacts, and ways that people in the
program make distinctions between "those
who are getting it" and "those who aren't
getting it" (where it is the desired outcome).
In highly individualized programs, the
statements about &Age that emerge from
program participants and staff may be
global. Such outcomes as "personal growth,"
increased "awareness," and "insight into
self" are difficult to operationalize and standardize. That is precisely the reason qualitative methods are particularly appropriate
for capturing and evaluating such outcomes. The task for the evaluator analyst,
then, is to describe what actually happens to
people
- in the program and what they say
about what happens to them. Appendix 8.3
at the end of this chapterpresentsportions of
the report describing the effects on participants of their experiences in the wilderness
education program. The data come from indepth, open-ended interviews. This report
excerpt shows how descriptive data (direct

Skills: "Are you kidding? I learned how to
survive without the comfortsof civilization. I
learned how to read the terrain ahead and
pace myself. I learned how to carry a heavy
load. I learned how to stay dry when it's raining. I learned how to tie a knot so that it
doesn't come apart when pressure is applied.,
You think those are metaphors for skills~need
in my work? You're damn right they are."

quotations) are used to support and e
inductive thematic analysis.
Deductively, the evaluator an
draw from outcomes identified
programs or from goal statements
program proposals, brochures, and
ning documents that were used
data collection.
Logicnlly (or abductively), cons

Attitudes: "I think it's important to pay attention to the space you're in. I don't want to
just keep going through my life oblivious to
what's around me and how it affects me and
how I affect it."

tional possibilities. That
both program processe
comes have been sor

~ ~ ~ m~~~~l i out~here,
~ especially
~ : on solo,
has givenme confidence. I know Icanhandle a
lot of things I
I could handle."

to participant outcomes
rived scheme was used
First, a classification scheme that described
different types of outcomes was concepbalized:

Bellaviors: "I use my senses in a differentway
out here. In the city you get so you don't pay
much attention to the noise and the sounds.
But listening out here I've also begun to listen
more back there. I touch more things too, just
to experience the different textures."

(a) changes in skills,
(b) changes in attitudes,

(c) changes in feelings,

Knowledge: "I know about how this place
was formed, its history, the rock formations,

(d) changes in behaviors, an
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the effects of the fires on the vegetation, where
the river comes born and where it goes."

A different way of thinking about organizing data around outcomeswas to thinkof
different levels of impact: effects at the individual level, effects onthe group, and effects
on the institutions from which participants
came into the program. The staff hoped to
have impacts at all of these levels. Thus, it
also was possible to organize the data by
looking at what themes emerged when program processes were crossed with levels of
impact. How did "developing sensitivity to
the environment" affect individuals? How
did the process of "developing sensitivity to
the
affect the group? What
was the effect of "developing sensitivity to
the environment" on the institutions to
after their wildemess experiences?The process/outcomes
matrix thus becomes a way of asking questions of the data, an additional source of foa s
looking for themes and pattern in
hundreds of pages of field notes and intertranscriptions.

(e) changes in knowledge.
These general themes provided the reader of
the report with examples of and insights into
the kinds of changes that were occurring and
how those changes that were perceived by
participants to be related to specific program
processes. I emphasize that the process/outcomes matrix is merely an organizing tool;
the data from participants themselves and
from field obsemations provide the actual
linkages between processes and outcomes.
What was the relationship between the
program process of "developing sensitivity
to the environment" and these individuallevel outcomes? Space permits only a few
examples from the data.

!% Interpreting Findings

S

imply observing and interviewing do not ensure that the research is
qualitative; the qualitative researcher must also interpret the beliefs and
behaviors of participants.
-Valerie J.Janesick (2000:387)

Interpreting for Meaning
'

Qualitative interpretation begins with
elucidating meanings. The analyst examines
a story, a case study, a set of interviews, or a
collection of field notes and asks, What does

this mean? What does this tell me about the
nature of the phenomenon of interest? In
asking these questions, the analyst works
back and forthbetween the data or story (the
evidence) and his or her own perspective
and understandings to make sense of the ev-
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arisons, Causes,
quences, and Relationships
COMPARING APPLES AND ORANGES

Narrabve analysis (see Chapter 3) has focused specifically on how to interpret stories, life history narratives, historical memoirs, and creative nonfichon to reveal
cdtural and social patterns through the lens
of mdlvidual experiences. This "biographical turn m social science" (Chamberlayne,
Bornat, m d Wengraf 2000) or "narrative
turnJr
in qualitative inquiry (Bochner 2001)
honors people's stories as data that can

parisons aimed at enhancing underst
rather than explauwg "why." Stake
has emphasized that "explanations are
tended to promote understanding and understanding is sometimes expressed in
terms of explanation-but the two aims are
epistemologically quite m e r e n t . . . ,a difference important to us, the difference between case studies seekulg to iden* cause
and effect relahonships and those seelung

and descriptive typologies have been developed and supported, the tasks of organization and description are largely complete
and it is appropriate, if desired, to move on
to making comparisons and considering
causes, consequences, and relationships.

A researcher who has lived in a community for an extensive period of m e will
hkely have insights into why things happen
as they do there. A qualitative analyst who
has spent hours interviewing people wd
likely come away from the analysis ulth
possible explanationsfor how the phenome-

to deny those interested in the

tures about significance, and offer hypothe-
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scriptions of what has occurred and our interpretations of thosedescriptions, between
the complexity of reality and our simplifications of those complexities, between the
circularities and interdependencies of human activity and our need for linear, ordered
statements of cause-effect.
Gregory Bateson traced at least part of the
source of our struggle to the ways we have
been taught to think about things. We are
told that a nolln is the "name of a person,
place, or thing." We are told that a verb is an
"action word." These kinds of definitions,
Bateson argues, were thebeginning of teachus that "the way to define
is
by what it supposedly is in itself-not by its
relations to other things."

asked for such information-and in my experience they virtually always welcome
these kinds of analyses-there is no reason
not to share insights with them to help them
think about their own causal presuppositions and hypotheses and to explore what
the data do and do not support in the way of
interconnections and potentid causal relationships.
Lofland's (1971) musings are helpfd in
clarifying the role of causal speculation in
qualitative analysis. He argued that the
strong suit of the qualitative researcher is the
ability "to provide an orderly description of
rich, descriptive detail" (p. 59); the consideration of causes and consequences using
qualitative data should be a "tentative, qualified, and subsidiary task" (p. 62).
It is perfectly appropriate that one be curious
about causes, so long as one recognizes that
whatever account or explanationshe develops
is conjecture. In more legitimacy-conferring
terms, such conjectures are called hypotheses
or theories. It is proper to devote a portion of
one's report to conjectured causes of variations so long as one clearly labels his conjectures, hypotheses or theories as being that.
(Lofland 1971:62)
Interpretation, by definition, involves going beyond the descriptive data. Interpretation means attaching s i g d c a n c e to what
was found, making sense of findings, offering explanations, drawing conclusions, extrapolating lessons, making inferences, considering meanings, and otherwise imposing
order on an unruly but surely patterned
and
world. The rigors of interpretatio~~
bringing data to bear on explanations include dealing with rival explanations, accounting for disconfirming cases, and accounting for data irregularities as part of
testing the viability of an interpretation. All
of this is expected-and appropriate-as

things and those interested in the findings
can take it irom there.
A particular limitation as one moves into
the arena of interpretations about causes,
consequences, and relationships concerns
our capacity to escape simplistic linear modeling. We fall back on the linear aSSUmpti0ns
of much quantitative analysis and begin to
specify isolated independent and dependent variables that are mechanically linked
together out of context. In contrast, the chdlenge of qualitative inquiry involves POTbaying a holistic pictiire of what the phenomenon, setting, or program is like and
struggling to understand the fundamental
nature of a partic~darset of activities and
people ill a specficcontext. "Particularization
is an important aim, coming to know the
particularity of the case" (Stake 1995:39).
Simple statements of linear relationships
may be more distorting than ibninating.
The ongoing challenge, paradox, and dilemma of qualitative analysis engage us in
constantly moving back and forth between
the phenomenon of interest and OW absbactions of that phenomenon, between the de-

Today all that should be changed. Children
could be told a noun 1sa word having a certain
relationship to a predicate. A verb has a certain relahonship to a noun, its subject, and so
on. Relationship could now be used as a basis
for definition, and any child could then see
that there is something wrong with the sentence, " 'Go' is a verb." . ..We could have been
told something about the pattern wluch connects: that all communication necessitates
context, and that without context there is no
meaning. (Bateson 1978:13)
thout belaboring this point about the
ence between linear causal analysis (X
s y) and a holistic perspective that dees the interdependence and interrelatedness of complexphenomena, I would simply offer the reader a Sufi story. I suggest
trying to analyze the data represented by the
story in two ways. First, try to isolate specific
variables that are important in the story, deciding which are the independent and
which the dependent variables, and then
write a statement of the form: These things
used this thing. Then read the story again.
or the second analysis, try to distinguish

among and label the different meanings of
the situation expressed by the characters observed in the story, then write a statement of
the form: These things and these things
came together to c r e a t e . Don't try to
decide that one approach is right and the
other is wrong; simply try to experience and
understand the two approaches. Here's the
case data, otherwise known as a story.
Walking one ev&g alonga desertedroad,
Muua Nasmdin saw a troop of horsemen
coming towards him, His imagination
to work; he imagined himself

and

sold as a slave, or robbed by the oncoming
horsemen, or conscfipted into the
Fearing for his safety, Nasmdin bolted,
climbed a wall into a graveyard,and lay down
an open tomb.
Puzzled at this strange behavior the men
-honest travelers-pursued Nasmdin to see
if they could help him. ~h~~ found him
stretched out in the grave, tense and quivering.
"What are you doinginthat grave?We saw
away
see thatyou are ina state of
greatanxiety and fear. canwe help you?rr
Seeingthe men up dose Nasmdin realized
that theywerehonest travelerswhowere genuinely interested in his welfare. He didn't
want to offend them or embarrass himself by
telling them how he had mispercelved them,
so Nasmdin simply sat up in the grave and
said, "You ask what I'm doing in this grave. If
you must know, I can tell you only ~ sI am
:
here because of you, and you are here because
of me." (adapted from Shah 197216)

!Ei Theory-Based

Analysis Approaches
Thus far, this chapter has been looking at generic approaches to qualitative analysis.
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The next sections examine how certain theoretical and philosophical perspectives affect
analysis. Every perspective presented in
Chapter 3 on theoretical orientations -has
implications fo; anahsis in that the fundamental premises articulated in a theoretical
framework or philosophy are meant to inform how one makes sense of the world.
Likewise, the various applications in Chapter 4 affect analysis in that they shape the
questions that guide the inquiry and there-

P
grasp and elucidate the meaning, structure,
and essence of the lived experience of a phenomenon for a person or group of people.
Before I present the steps of one particular
approach to phenomenological analysis, it
is important to note that phenomenology
has taken on a number of meanings, has a
number of forms, and encompasses varying
traditions including transcendental phenomenology, existential phenomenology,
and herrneneuticphenomenology (Schwandt
2001). Moustakas (199413) further distinguishes empirical phenomenological from
transcendental phenomenology. Gubrium
and Holstein (2000:488)add the label "social
phenomenology." Van Manen (1990)prefers
"hermeneutical phenomenological reflection." Somemann (1954:344)introduced the
term "phenomenography" to label phenomenological investigation aimed at "a
descriptive recording of immediate subjec-

P
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such as stirringsof pleasure, shapings of judgment, or incipient wishes.
Knowledge of intentionalityrequires that
we be present to ourselves and things in the
world, that we recognize that self and world
are inseparable components of meaning. . . .
Consider the experience of joy'on witnessing a beautiful landscape. The landscapeis the
matter. The landscape is also the object of the
intentional act, for example, its perception in
consciousness. The matter enables the landscape to become manifest as an object rather
than merely exist in consciousness.
The interpreti~eform is the percept&n that
enables the landscape to appear; thus the
landscape is self-given; m)t perception creates
it and enables it to exist in my consciousness.
The objectihing quality is the actuality of the
landscape's existence, as such, while the
non-objectihing qlmlity is a joyful feeling
evoked in me by the landscape.
Every intentionality is composed of a
nomen and noesis. The nomea is not the real object but the phenomenon, not the tree but the
appearanceof the tree. The object that appears
in perceptionvaries in terms of when it is perceived, from what angle, with what background of experience, with what orientation
of wishing, willing, or judging, always from
the vantage point of the perceivingindividual.
. . . The tree is out there present in time and
spacewhile the perception of the tree is in consciousness.. . .
Every intentional experience is also noetic. . . .
In considering the nomea-noesis correlate.. .,the "perceived as such" is the nomea;
the "perfed self-evidence" is the noesis. Their
relationship constitutes the intentionality of
consaousness. For every nomea, there is a
noesis; for every noesis, there is a nomea. On
the noematic side is the uncovering and explication, the unfolding and becoming distinct,
the clearing
- of
. what is actually presented in
consciousness.On the noetic side is an explica-

perspective of epocl~e,the
r looks inside to become aware of
bias, to eliminate personal in-

eptions. Rigor is reinforced by a "pheenological attitude shift" accomplished

shift. This shift is
us in consciousn

we are experiencing (Noesis); and

relates of intentionality into me
and essences of experience. (Mous
1994:28-32)

If those are the challenges, what are
steps for meeting them? The first step
phenomenological analysis is called epoc
Epoche is a Greek word meaning to r
from judgment, to abstain from or stay

edge judgmentally; we presuppose that what
we perceive in nature is actually there and remains there as we perceive it. In contrast,
Epoche requires a new way of looking at
things, a way that requires that we learn to see
what stands before o w eyes, what we can distinguish and describe. . . .
In the Epoche, the everyday understandings, judgments, and knowings are set aside,
and the phenomena are revisited, visually, naively, in a wide-open sense, from the vantage
point of a pure or transcendental ego.
(Moustakas 199433)

menO1O@calattitude.This
ts a different way looking
the investigated
beond the natural attitude or the more prosaic
experience gains a deeper meaning. Tlus takes
place gaining access to the
ments of the phenomenon and leads to a description of the unique qualities and components that make this phenomenonwhat it is. In
attaining this shift the ~
~
e ~ o c h eis a primary and necessary
phenomenological procedure.
E~ocheis a Process that the resecircher enages in to remove, or at least become aware
f, prejudices, viewpoints or assumptions rearding the phenomenonunder investigation.
gate the phenomenon from a fresh and open
viewpoint without prejudgment or imposing
meaning too soon. This suspension of judgment is critical in phenomenological investigation and requires the setting aside of the researcher's personal viewpoint in order to see
the experience for itself. (Katz 1987:36-37)

According to Ihde (1979), epoche requires
that looking precede judgment and that
judgment of what is "real" or "most real" be
suspended until all the evidence (or at least
sufficient evidence) is in (p. 36). As such,
epoche is ak ongoing analytical process
rather than a single fixed event. The process

of epoche epitomizes the data-based, evidential, and empirical (vs. empiricist) research
orientation of phenomenology.
Following epoche, the second step is
phenomenologicalreduction. III this analytical process, the researcher "brackets out"
the world and presuppositions to identdy
the data in pure form, uncontaminated by
extraneous intrusions.
Bracketing is Husserl's (1913) term. In bracketing, the researcher holds the phenomenon
up for serious inspection. It is taken out of the
worldwhereitoc-s, Itis taken apart and dissected. Its elements and essential structures
are ~mcovered,defined, and analyzed. It is
treatedas a text or adocument; that is, as an instance of the phenomenon that is being studied.
is not interpreted in terms of the
sbdard meanings given to it by the existing
literature. nose
preconcep~ons,
were
isolated in~the deconstruction
~ phase, are sus- ~
pended and put aside during bracketing. In
bracketing, the subject matter is confronted, as
much aspossible, onits own terms. Bracketing
involves the following steps:
1. Locate within the personal experience, or
self-story, key phrases and statements
that speak directly to the phenomenon in
question.
2. Interpret the meanings of these phrases,
as an informed reader.
3. Obtain the subject's interpretations of
these phrases, if possible.
4. Inspect these meanings for what they reveal about the essential, recurring features of the phenomenon being studied.

5. Offer a tentative statement, or definition,
of the pl~enomenonin terms of the essen-
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native variation, the researcher devel
hanced or expanded versions of the
ant themes.

ciate, smell, touch, taste, feel, know
Its for oneself. (Cra~g
1978:52)

moves to the textural portrayal of
theme--a description of an experience

at emergesis a depictionof

t consequences an event
concepts are related thraugh

experience, questioning, me
tirns). The textural portrayal is an
tion of the experience that provides

a "structural description" that conta
"bones" of the experience for the

ately withdraws, permitting meaning and

experience whnt they experience"
kas 1994:142).In the structural syn

"must permit the glimmerings and awakenings to form, allow the birth of understanding to take place in its own readiness and

up the group.
The final step requires "an integration of
the composite textual and composite structural descriptions, providing a synthesis of
the meanings and essences of the experi-

meanings.
In the phase of illz~miization,expanding
awareness and deepening meaning bring
new clarity of knowing. Critical texturesand
structures are revealed so that the experi-

ing patterns and relationships. This phase
points the way for new perspectives and

and the experiencing pa,rticipants is cap-

sights and experiences of the analyst are primary, including drawing on "tacit" knowldge that is deeply internal (Polanyi 1967).
These brief outlines of phenomenolog-

journal Qunlitati~e Inquiry, has called
grounded theory "the mostinfluentialparadigm for qualitative research in the social
sciences today" (1997a:18). As I noted in

tended. The purpose of this kind of

tional academic socialscience and education
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e do not need to rely on
because details are not

there are times when this isnot so easy and we
have to stand back and ask, "What is this?" In
asking this question, we begin, even if unconsciously, to draw on properties from what we
do know to make comparisons. (Strauss and
Corbin 1998:80-81)

In addition to comfort with striving for
objectivity, grounded theory emphasizes
systematic rigor and thoroughness from initial design, through data collection and analysis, culminating i n theory generation.
departments, especially as a basis for doctoral dissertations, i n part, I believe, because
of its overt emphasis o n the importance of
and specific procedures for generating theory. In addition, I suspect its popularity
(Glaser 2000) may owe much to the fact that
it unabashedly admonishes the researcher to
strive for "objectivity." The postmodern attack on objectivity has found its way into
qualitative inquiry through constructivism,
hermeneutic interpretivism, and the emphasis o n subjective experience in phenomenology. n o s e social scientists and academics
who find some value i n the methods of qualitative inquiry, namely, in-depth interviewing and obsemation, but who eschew the
philosophical underp*xgs
of construetivism and interpretivism can find comfort

in the attention paid to objectivity i n
grounded theory.
Fortunately, over the years, researchers have
learned that a state of complete objectivity is
impossible and that in every piece of research--quantita tive or qualitative-there is
an element of subjectivity. What is important
is to recognize that subjectivityis an issue and
researchers should take appropriatemeasures
to minimize its intrusion into their analyses.
. . . Over the years, we have wrestled with the
problem of objectivity and have developed
some techniques to increase our awareness
and help us control intrusion of bias in to analysis while retaining sensitivity to what is being said m the data. (Strauss and Corbin
1998:43)

By systematic, I still mean systematic every
step of the way; every stage done systematicaUy so the reader knows exactly the process
by which the published theory was generated.
The bounty of adhering to the whole
grounded theory method from data collection
through the stages to writing, using the constant comparative method, shows how well
grounded theory fits, works and is relevant.
Grounded theory produces a core category
and continually resolves a main concern, and
through sorting the core category organizes
the integration of the theory.. ..Grounded theory is a package, a lock-step method that starts
the researcher from a "know nothing" to later
become a theorist with a publication and with
a theory that accounts for most of the action in
a substanhve area. The researcher becomes an

expert in the substantive area. . . . And if an
incident comes his way that is new he can
humbly through constant comparisons modify his theory to integrate a new property of a
category. . . .
Grounded theory methodology leaves
nothing to chance by giving you rules 'for every stage on what to do and what to donext. If
the reader skips any of these steps and rules,
the theory will not be as worthy as it could be.
The typical falling out of the package is to
yield to the thrill of developinga few new, capturing categories and then yielding to use
them in unending conceptual description and
incident tripping rather than analysis by constant comparisons. (Glaser 2001:12)

In their book o n techniques and procedures for developing grounded theory,
Strauss and Corbin (1998:13) emphasize that
analysis is the interplay between researchers
and data, so what grounded theory offers as
a framework is a set of "coding procedures"
to "help provide some standardization a n d
rigor" to the analytical process. Grounded
theory is meant to "build theory rather than
test theory." It strives to "provide researchers with analytical tools for handling masses
of raw data." It seeks to help qualitative analysts "consider alternative meanings of phenomena." It emphasizes being "systematic
and creative simultaneously." Finally, it elucidates "the concepts that are the building
blocks of theory." Grounded theory operates
from a cowespo~zdenceperspective i n that it
aims to generate explanatory propositions
that correspond to real-world phenomena.
The characteristics of a grounded theorist,
they posit, are these:
1. The ability to step back and critically analyze situations
2. The ability to recognize the tendency toward bias
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In the course of condr~ctinga grounded
theory analysis, one moves from lowerlevel concepts to higher-level theorizing:

Relationnl stntenlents: "We call these initial
hunches about how concepts relate 'hypotheses' because they lmk two or more concepts,
explainmg the what, why, where, and how of
phenomena" (p. 135).

Data go to concepts, and concepts get transcended to a core variable, which is the underlying pattern. Formal theory is on the fourth
level, but the theory can be boundless as the
research keeps comparing and trying to figure
out what is going on and what the latent patterns are. (Glaser 2000:4)
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and camp

grounded theorist shou
and modlfy them even a

Strauss and Corbin (1998) have defined

analysis presented in the previous section.
Here's a samplingof importantterminology.

cany and creahvely--engages the analyst in
"raising questions and discovering proper-

Theory b ~ t are
s a bit of theory from a substanhve theory that a person vvlll use bnefly in a
sentence or so. .

planations. This is the greatbenefit of trusting
a theory that fits, works, and is relevant as it IS
continually modihed. . . . But a responsible
grounded theorist always should fmish his or
her bit with a statement to the effect that "Of
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course, these situations are very complex or
multivariate, and without more data, I cannot
tell what is really going on." (Glaser 2000:7-8)

As noted throughout this chapterin commenting on how to learn qualitative analysis, it is crucial to study examples. Bunch
(2001) has published a grounded theory
study about people living with HIV/AIDS.
Glaser (1993) and Strauss and Corbin (1997)
have collected together in edited volumes a
range of grounded theory exemplarsthat indude several studies of health (life after
heart attacks, emphysema, chronic renal
failme, chronically ill men, tuberculosis,
Alzheimer's disease), organizational headhunting, abusive relationships, women
alone in public places, selfhood in women,
prison h e , and characteristics of contemporary Japanese society. The journal Groulzded
Theory Review began publication in 2000.
(See Exhibit 3.7 in Chapter 3 for the
grounded theory Web site.)

Qualitative Comparative
Analysis
Another approach that focuses on making comparisons to generate explanations is
"qualitative comparative analysis" (QCA)
presented by Charles Ragin (1987, 2000).
Ragin has taken on the problem of making
systematic case comparisons across a number of cases.He uses Boolean algebrato facilitate comparisons of large case units such as
nation-states and historical periods, or
macro-social phenomena such as social
movements. His comparative method involves representing each case as a combination of causal and outcome conditions.
These combinations can be compared with
each other and then logically simplified
through a bottom-up process of paired comparison. Ragin's aim in developing this con-
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ystematic manner. This red

example, 15
draws on fuzzy set theory and
s d t "diversig
systematics$ code
case variations and
common
simila
volve

ma
ent combinationsof con
a specific outcome. To
nu
do

possibility that no single causal condition
may be either necessary or sufficient to explain the outcome of interest. Different combinations of causal conditions might produce the observed result, though singular
causes can also be considered, examined,
and tested. Despite reducing large amo~utts
of data to broad patterns represented in matrices or some other form of shorthand,
Ragin (1987) stresses repeatedly that these
representations must ultimately be evaluated by the extent to which they enhance understandingof specific cases. A cause-consequence comparative matrix, then, can be
thought of as a map providing guidance
through the terrain of multiple cases.
QCAseeks to recover the complexity of particular situations by recognizing the conjunc-

Over time, those using analytic induction
ve eliminated the emphasis on discover-

-

and develop adequate and equivalent cultural units for cross-cultural comparison"
(De Munck 2000:279). Analytic induction,
another comparative
which we
to
On defining cornparable units of analysis.

Analytic Induction
Analytic induction also involves crosscase analysis in an effort to seek explanations. Ragin's QCA formalized and moderated the logic of analytic induction (Ryan
and Bernard 2000:787),but it was first articulated as a method of "'exhaustive exarnination of cases in order to prove universal,
causal generalizations" (Peter Manning
quoted in Vidich and Lyman 2000:57). Norman Denzin; in his sociological methods
classic The Research Act (1978b), identified
analytic induction based on comparisons of

engagingin qualitativeinquiry and cornpar,tive case analysis that indudes examining
preconceived hypotheses, that is, without
the pretense of the mental blank slate advocated in purer forms of phenomenological
inqujr and grounded theory.
In analytic induction, researchers develop hypotheses, sometimes rough and general approxirnations,prior to entry into the field or, in
cases where data alreadyare collected, prior to
data analysis. These hypotheses can be based
on hunches, assumptions, careful examination of research and theory, or combinations.
Hypotheses are revised to fit emerging interpretations of the data over the course of data
collection and analysis. Researchers actively
seek to disconfirm emerging hypotheses
through negative case analysis, that is, analysis of cases that hold promise for disconfirming emerging hypotheses and that add
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tions suggest, attention to voice applies not
only to intentionality about the voice of the
analyst but also to intentionality and consciousness about whose voices and -what
messages are represented in the stories and Throughout
interviews we report. Qualitative data "can
eed throughbe used to relay dominant voices or can be
appropriated to 'give voice' to otherwise silenced groups and individuals" (Coffey,and
- Atkinson 1996:78). Eminent qualitativesociologist Howard Becker (1967) posed this
classicallyas the questionof 'Whose side are
we on?" societies, cultures, organizations,
programs, &d families are stratified. Power,
resources, and status are distributed differ- entially. How- we sample in the field, and
then sample again during analysis in deciding who and what to quote, involves deciow do I perceive those I have
sions about whose voices will be heard.
what voice do I share my perFinally, as we report findings, we need to
anticipate how what we report will be heard
and understood. We need strategies for
thinking about the nature of the reporter-audience interaction, for example, understanding how "six basic tendencies of humanbehavior come into play in generating a
owledge (RossmanandRallis
positive response: reciprocation, consistency, social validation, liking, authority and
scarcity" (Cialdini2001:76).Some writers esabout those studied. How do
chew this responsibility, claiming that they
write only for themselves. But researchers
and evaluators have larger social responsibilities to present their findings for peer review and, in the cases of applied research,
evaluation and action research, to present
their findings in ways that are understandand re-

test hypotheses derive
on care and justice and

ing such qualitative inquiry

9 Special Analytical
Issues and Framewor
love and care. The types of love the
ranged from sexual and romantic
concern for the welfare of the chi1
were unanticipated findings. I did n

Reflexivity and Voice
In Chapter 2, when presen
cluded as one of the 12 primary
of "voice, perspective, and reflexi

sexualized caring. From previous
did assume that incest perpetrators would
experience profound sexual gratification
through incest. Ironically, their professed love
of whatever type was contradicted by many
other aspects of their accounts,such as contin-

me? How do I perceive them?
se perceptions affect what I re-

balance-understanding
world ntrthenticnlly in all i

areness, even a certain degree of
sis, has become a requirement of
e inqujr. As these reflexive ques-

able and
Triangulated reflexive inquiry provides a
framework for sorting through these issues
during analysis and rep''r' writing-and
then including in the report how these reflections informed your findings. For examples of qualitative writings centered on iUuminating issues of reflexivity and voice, see
Hertz (1997).
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Collaborative and
Participatory Analyses

'

Collaborative
cipatory approaches to qualitative inquiry include
working with nomesearchers and nonevaluators not only in collecting data but also in
analyzing data. This requires special facilitation skills to help those involved adopt analytical thinking. Some of the challenges include the following:
Deciding how much involvement
nonresearchers will have, for example,
whether they will simply react and respond to the researcher's analysis or
whether they will be involved in the generative phase of analysis. Determining
this can be a shared decision. "In participatory research, participants make decisions rather than function as passive
subjects" (Reinharz 1992:185).
Creating an environment in which those
collaborating feel that their perspective
is genuinely valued and respected.
Demystifying research.
Combining training in how to do analysis with the actual work of analysis.
Managing the difficult mechanics of the
process, especially where several people
are involved.
Developing processes for dealing with
conflicts in interpretations (e.g., agreeing to report multiple interpretations).
Maintaining confidentiality with multiple analysts.
A good example of these challenges concerns how to help lay analysts deal with
counterintuitive findings and counterfactuals, that is, data that don't fit primary
patterns, negative cases, and data that op-

pose primary preconceptions or
tions. M. W. Morris (2000) fo
learning, especiallythe capaci
counterfactuals, was reduced
pants feared judgment by othe
those in positions of authori
In analyzing hundreds
terviews with parents wh
grams throughout the state o
facilitateda process

staff analyzed interviews with parents fro
their own programs. The analysis includ
coding interviews with a framework dev
oped at the beginning of the study as well as
inductive, generative coding in which the
staff could crreate their own categories. Following the coding, new and larger groups
engaged in interpreting the results and
extracting central conclusions. Everyone
worked together in a large center for three
days. I moved among the groups helping resolve problems. Not only did we get the data
coded, but the process, as is intended in C O ~ laborative and participatory research processes, proved to be an enormously stirnulating and provocative learning experience
for the staff participants. The process forced
them to engage deeply withparents'perceptions and feedback,as well as to engage each
other's reactions, biases, and interpretations. In that regard, the process also facilitated communication among diverse staff
members from across the state, another intended outcome of the collaborative analysis process. Finally, the process saved thousands of dollars in research and evaluation
costs, while making a staff and program development contribution. The results were
intended primarily for internal program improvement use. As would be expected in
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such a nomesearcher analysis process, external stakeholders placed less value o n the res d t s than did those who participatedin the
process (Program Evaluation Division 2001;
MueIler 1996; Mueller and Fitzpatrick 1998).

Construing the meaning of the whole meant
making sense of the parts, and grasping the
meaning of the parts depended on having
some sense of the whole.. ..[Tlhehermeneutic
circIe indicates a necessary condition of inter-

The ~ermeneutic
Circle and Interpretation

pretation, but the circularity of the process is
only temporary--eventually the interpreter
can come to something approximating a complete and correct understanding of the mean-

s

Hermes was messenger to the Greek gods.. ..
~ i - ~ l fthe god of travel, commerce,invention,
cunning, md
he ac
quired very early h his life a reputation for
being a precocious trickster. (On the day he
was born he stole Apollo's cattle, invented the
lyre, and made a fire.)His duties as messenger
included conducting the souls of the dead to
Hades, warning Aeneas to go to ltaly, where
he founded the Roman race, and commanding
the nymph Calypso to send Odysseusaway
on a raft, despite her love for him. With good
reasonhis name is celebratedin the term "hermeneutics," which refers to the business of interpreting. . . . Since we don't have a godly
messenger available to us, we have to interpret things for ourselves. (packer
~ddison 1989:l)
Hermeneutics focuses on interpreting
something of interest, @aditionallya text or
work of art, but in the larger context of
tative inquiry, it has also come to include int e ~ r e t i n ginterviews and observed actions.
The emphasis throughout concerns the nature of interpretation, and various ~ h i l ~ s o phers have approached the matter differently, some arguing that there is no method
of interpretation per se because everything
involves interpretation (Schwandt 2000,
2001). For our purposes here, the h_errneneutic
circle, as an analytical process aimed at enhancing understanding, offers a particular
emphasis in qualitative analysis, namely, rela&gparts to wholes, and wholes to parts.

ing of a text in which whole and parts are
"Iated in perfect harmony Said
differently,the interpreter can, in time, get outside of or escape the hermeneutic circle in discovering the "true" meaning of the text.
(Schwandt2001:112)
The method involves playing the strange
and tmf~rnfiarparts of an action, text, or utterance
against the integrity the action,
narrative, or utterance as whole until the
of the strange Passages and the
me-g
of the whole are worked out or acfor e x a m ~ l e l to undercounted for.
stand the meaning of the first few lines of a
poem, I must have a grasp of the overallmeanh g of the Poem, and vice versa.) In this proceSS of applying the hermeneutic method, the
interpreter's seE-mderstanding and sociohistorical location neither affects nor is affected by the effort to interpret themeaning of
the text or utterance. In fact, in applying the
method, the interpreter abides by a set of procedural rules that help ensure that the interpreter's historical situation does not distort
the bid to uncover the actual meaning embedded in the text, act, or utterance, thereby helping to ensure the objectivity of the interpretation. (Schwandt2001:114)

The circularity and universality of hermeneutics (every interpretation is layered in
and dependent on other interpretations, like
a series of dolls that fit one inside the other,
and then another and another) pose the
problem for the qualitative analyst of where
to begin. How and where do you break into

-
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whole-

well as the problems of secu
audiences and the like. The
tionis that dramaturgicalm

sought to lirmt the pr
seems endemic to most s

there is accommodahon as well as assimilation If we are persevermg and open, our attention
be drawn to the projective
character of our understanding and-in the
backward arc, the movements of return-we
galn an increased appreciation of what the
fore-structure mvolves, and where ~t rnlght
bestbe changed. . (p. 34).
Hermeneutic mquiry is not oriented toward a grand design. Any h a 1 construchon
that would be a resting point for scientific mquuy represents an illusion that must be resisted. If all knowledge were to be at last
collected m some g~ganhcencyclopedia tlus
would mark not the triumph of science so

constructsome unovlde others mad-

nonprofit agencies, philanthropic organizationsr and private instihtions produce
massive amounts of files and reports.
Miller

reminder that researchersarein
of "reality construchon." (Hunt

that
TO appreciate how a n

witlun which they are constructed

tain, contest and change our senses of social
reality. They are soually constructed reahties that warrant study m then own nght.

(P. 77)

Dialogue and direction
Developing dramatis personae

done just that by analyzing her study of a
university housing office *ough
the
lenses of ethnomethodology (how physical realities such as buddings become institutional realities), semiotics (how written policies become institutional realihes
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You can only find nothing if you
immerse yourself in nothing.
YOU can only
nowhere.
Go to real places.
Talk to real people.
Observereal

with real consequences), deconstruction (of
university salaries in relation to hierarchy
and power), and dramaturgical analysis
(how "backstage" events deep within the institutionbecome manifest for targeted audiences). She compares the strengths and
weaknesses of each approach, a useful reminder that all frameworks have both
strengths and weaknesses.

sbeth Schorr (1988)did for poverty
grams in her review and synthesis Within
:Brealcilzg the Cycle of Disadvmztnge.
U.S. Agency for International Develent has supported lessons learned synon such subjects as irrigag 1983),'rural electrification
erman and Davenport 1983), food for
(Rogers and Wallerstein 1985),educavelopment efforts(Warren 1984),prictor development (Brerner et al.
contraceptive social marketing pinjk 1986), agriculture and rural devel(Johnston et al. 1987), agricultural
olicy analysis and planning (Tilney and
ordan 1988), and agroforestry (Chew
89). In synthesizing separate evaluations
idenhfy lessons learned, evaluators build
f knowledge for future program de-

is there.
You will find the world.

Finding Nothing
Students beginning dissertations often
ask me, their anxiety palpable and understandable, "What if I don't find out anything?" Bob Stake of responsive evaluation
case study fame said at his retirement:
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Synthesizing
Qualitative Studies

S

stantiate knowledge has become one
paraphrasing Milton: niey also serve who
leave the null hypothesis tenable. . . .
~tis a sophisticatedresearcher who beams
with pride having, with thoroughness and diligence, found nothing there. (Stake 1998:364,
with anod to IvfichaelScrivenforinspiration)
True enough. But in another sense, it's not
possible to find nothing there, at least not in
qualitative inqujr. The case study is there. It
may not have led to new insights or confirmed one's predictions,but the description
of that case at that time and that place is
there. That is much more than nothing. The
interview responses and observations are
there. They, too, may not have led to headline-grabbing insights or confirmed someone's eminent theory, but the thoughts and
reflections from those people at that time
and that place are there, recorded and reported. That is much more than nothing.
Halcolm will tell you this:
Youcan only findnothingif youstare at a
vacuum.

"portant

of the

reportedf a new Oppo
a new challenge-has
emerge
thesizing qtialitative studies. In one sense each
qualitative study is a case. Synthesis of different qualitative studies on the same subject is a form of cross-case analysis. Such a
synthesis is much more than a literature review. Noblit and Hare (1988) describe synthesizing qualitative studies as "meta-ethnography" in which the challenge is to
"retain the uniqueness and holism of accounts even as we synthesize them in the
translations" (p. 7).
For scholarly inquiry, the qualitative synthesis is a way to build theory through induction and interpretation. For evaluators, a
qualitative synthesis can identify and extrapolate lessoizs learized. Evaluators can
synthesize lessons from a number of case
studies to generate generic factors that contrib~tteto program effectiveness as, for ex-

-and

,

nt, more effective program impleentation, and enlightened policy making.
The sample for synthesis studies usually
consists of case studies with a common foCUS, for example, elementary education,
health care for the elderly, and so forth.
However. one can also learn lessons about
effective human intervention processes
more generically by synthesizingcase studies on quite different subjects. I synthesized
three quite different qualitative evaluationsconducted for The McKnight Foundation: a '
major family housing effort, a downtown
development endeavor, and a graduate fellowship program for minorities. Before urndertaking the synthesis, I knew nothing
about these programs, nor did I approach
them with any particular preconceptions. I
was not looking for any specific similarities
and none were suggested to me by either
McKnight or program staff. The results were
intended to provide insights into The
McKnight Foundation's operating philosophy and strategies as exenlplified in practice by
real operating propins. Independent evaluations of each program had alreadybeen con-

%

ducted and presented to The McKnight
Foundation showing that these programs
had successfully attained and exceeded intended outcomes. But why were they successful? That was the intriguing and cornplex question on which the synthesis study
focused.
The synthesis design included fieldwork
(interviewswith key players and site visits
to each project) as well as extensive review
of their independent evaluations. I identified common success factors that were manifest in all three projects. Those were illurninating, but not surprising. The real
contribution of the synthesis was in how the
success factorsfit together, a n unanticipated
pattern that deepened the implications for
understanding effective philanthropy.
The 12 success factors common to all

..
..

three programs were as follows:
High-quality people
Substantial financialresources

Creative partnerships

.*
.'
..
.

-

Leverage
Vision

orient
' clear
' Self-sustaining institutions

Long time frames
Cutting edge foresight
Risk taking

Leadership

While each of these factors provided insight into an important element of effective
philanthropic programming, the unanticipated pattern was how these factors fit together to form a constellation of excellence.I
found that I couldn't prioritize these factors
because they worked together in such a way
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t one time, one blade
statue of Buddha. At
Buddha is as effective as a

effective as a sixteen-foot golden

,a sixteen-foot golden statute of
-Wu-Men
It can happen that an overall structure that organizes a great deal of material happens also
to leave out some of one's most favorite material andsmall pieces of analysis. ...Unless one
decides to wrlte a relahvely disconnected re-

final step in data reduction and size is a real
when writing informs
constraint,
other than research monographs and
book-length studies, such as journal articles
and newsletter summaries. Each step in

step is completing a report so that others can
know what you've learned and how you

ical material that one has on hand. . . .
The underlying philosophical point, perhaps, 1s that everything IS related to everything else in a flowing, even organic fashion,

ed qualitative methods journals such as
Qualitntive Inquiry, Field Methods, Symbolic
Interaction,Jotlrnnl ofcontempornry Ethnography, and Grounded Theoy Review. Below I'll
discuss evaluation and action research re-

One of the major decisions that has to be
made about what to omit in the process of

~ h i description
~ k
sets up and makes pass.ble interpretation. qt contains the necesingredients for thi& interpretationr,
( ~ - k 1989b:83).~ ~ n ~ h i ~ k i n ~ ~
Denzin means, in part, connecting individual cases to larger public issues and to the
programs that serve as the linkage between
individual troubles and public concerns.
"The perspectives and experiences of those
persons who are served by applied programs must be grasped, interpreted, and un-

data reduction for reporting involves how

derstood if solid, effective, applied pro-

thing that was done or said. Focus comes
from having determined what's substan-

the reader to understand the basis for an interpretation, and sufficient interpretation to

Balance Between Description
and Interpretation

have any kind of understanding, we
require that some sort of order be impose

sophical view that one can hopefully bring
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allow the reader to appreciate the description.
Details of verification and validationprocesses (topics of the next chapter) are typically placed in a separate methods section of
a report, but parenthetical remarks throughout the text about findings that have been
validated can help readers value what they
are reading. For example, if I describe some
program process and then speculate on the
relationship between that process and client
outcomes, I may mention that (1) staff and
clients agreed
with this analysis when they
read it, (2)I experienced this linkage personally in my own partiupant-observation experience in the program, and (3)this connection was independently arrived at by two
analysts looking at the data separately.
The analyst should help readers understand different degrees of significance of
various findings, if these exist. Because qualitative analysis lacks the parsimonious statistical sigruficance tests of statistics, the

qualitative analyst must make judgments
that provide dues for the reader a s to the
writer's belief about variations in the aedibility of different findings: When are patterns "clear"? When are they "strongly sup- ,
ported by the data"? When are the patterns
"merely suggestive"? Readers will ultimately make their own decisions and judgments about these matters based on tliet
evidence you've provided, but your analysis-based opinions and speculations deserve
to be reported and are usually of interest to
readers given that you've struggled with the
data and know the data better than anyone
else.
Appendix 8.3 at the end of this chapte
presents portions of a report describing the
effects on participants of their experiencesin
the wilderness education program. The data
come from in-depth, open-ended interviews. This excerpt illustrates the centrality
of quotations in supporting and explaining
thematic findings.

-

Communicating With Metaphors and Analogies

a
/

11perception of truth is the detection of an analogy.

\

The museum study reported earlier in the
discussion of analyst-generated typologies
differentiated different kinds of visitors by
using metaphors: the "commuter," the "nomad," the "cafeteria type," and the "V.I.P."
and an analogy between visitors to Earth
from outer space and visitors to a museum.
In the dropout study, we relied on metaphors to depict the different roles we observed teachers playing in interacting with
truants: the "cop," the "old-fashioned school
master," and the "ostrich." Language not
only supports communication but also

-Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862)

,

serves as a form of representation, shaping
how we perceive the world (Chatterjee 2001;
Patton 2000; Smith 1981).
Metaphors and analogies can be powerful ways of connectingwith readers of qualitative studies, but some analogies offend
certain audiences. Thus, metaphors and
analogies must be selected with some sensitivity to how those being described would
feel and how intended audiences will respond. At a meeting of the Midwest Sociological Society, distinguished sociologist
Morris Janowitz was asked to participate in

a panel on the question ",What is the cutting
edge of sociology?" Janowitz, having written extensively on the sociology of thesnilitary, took offense at the "cutting edge" mefaphor. He explained: ,

ment-the violence has already been done! '
How about brooms to sweep away the attic-y
cobwebsof ourmale/female stereotypes?The
tests and assessment techniques we fre- - *
quently use are full of them. How about
knives, forks, and spoons to sample the feast
of human diversity in all its richness and color.
Where are the techniques that assess the delicious-ness of response variety, independence
of thought, originality, uniqueness?(And lest
you think those are female metaphors, let me
do away with that myth-at our house everybody sweeps and everybody eats!) Our
workgroup talked about another metaphor
-the cafeteria line versus the smorgasbord
banquet of styles of teachiig/learning/assessing. Many new metaphors are needed as
we seek clarity in our search for better ways of
evaluating.To deal withdiversityisto look for
new metaphors. (Hurty1976)

Paul Russell, the hukanist, has prepared a
powerful and brilliant sociological study of
the literary works of the great Wars of the 20th
century which he entitled The G~entWnr and
Modem Metnoy.It is a work which all sociologists shouldread. His conclusion is that World
War I and World War 11, Korea and Vietnam
have militarized our language. I agree and
therefore do not like the question "Where is
the cutting edge of sociology?" "Cutting
Edge'% a military term. I am put off by the
very term cutting edge. Cutting edge, like the
parallel term breakthrough, are slogans which
intellectuals have inherited from the managers of violence. Evenif they apply to thephysical sciences, I do not believe that they apply to
the social sciences,especially sociology, which
grows by gradual accretion. (Janowitz
1979:591)

Metaphors can be powerful and clever
ways of communicating findings. A great
deal of meaning can be conveyed in a single
phrase with a powerful metaphor. Moreover, developing and using metaphors can
be b,
both for the analyst and for the
reader. It is important, however, to make
sure that the metaphor serves the data and
not vice versa. The creative analyst who
finds a powerful metaphor may be tempted
to manipulate the data to fit the metaphor.
Moreover, because metaphors carry implicit
connotations, it is important to make sure
that the data fit the most prominent of those
connotations so that what is communicated
is what the analyst wants to communicate.
Finally, one must avoid reifylng metaphors
and acting as if the world were really the
way the metaphor suggests it is.

"Strategic planning" has military origins
and connotations as does "rapid reconnaissance," a phrase used to describe certain
short-term, intensive fieldwork efforts (see
Chapter 4). Some stakeholder groups will
object to such associations. Of particular irnportance, in this regard, is avoiding metaphors with possible racist and sexist connotations, for instance, "It's black and white."
At the Educational Evaluation and Public
Policy Conference sponsored by the Far
West Laboratory for Educational Research
and Development, the women's caucus expressed concern about the analogies used in
evaluation and went on to suggest some alternatives.
To deal with diversity is to look for new metaphors. We need no new weapons of assess-

,

The metaphor is chiefly a tool for revealing
special properties of an object or event. Frequently, theorists forget this and make their
metaphors a real entity in the empiricalworld.

es in an-
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leagues pa

side the window.
picked up his coa
ead to a conclusion or
ild toward a dramatic

and said gently "G
able to finish that se

course of conducting the more detailed and
complete analysis of the data, the evaluator
finds that statements made or feedback
given during
a preliminary session were in- accurate, evaluation users should be informed about the discrepancy at once.

9 Special Issues in Evaluation Reporting and an Examp

A

d

dialectic among several mindsets is essential to good evaluation.

B

Feedback and Analysis
Evaluation poses special challenges
when, as is typical, intended users (especially program staff and administrators)
want preliminary feedback while fieldwork

(E)

(S)
(T)

-Robert Stake (1998:370)
is still under way or as soon as data collection is over. Providing preliminary feedback
provides an opportunity to reaffirm with intended users the final focus of the analysis
and nurture their interest in findings. Academic social scientists have a tendency to

scales:

uative Feedback Using
genous Typologies

I

-..

I d e n m g indigenous typologies as part
of a program evaluation can facilitate increased understanding when providing
feedback. A good example comes from feed-

0)

Extraversion-Introversion
Sensing-Intuition
Thinking-Feeling
Judgment-Perception

_

(I)
(N)
(F)

(PI

In the feedback session, we began by asking the six staff members to characterize the
overall retreat culture using the MyersBriggs framework. Staff members shared
their separate ratings, on which there was
not consensus, and then we shared our per-
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ns. We spent the whole morning disg the data for and implications of each
s amanifestationof theprogram's
culture. We ended the session by discussing
where the staff wanted the program tobe on
each dimension. Staff members were able
to hear what we said, without becoming
defensive, because we used their framework, a framework they shad defined as
nonjudgmental, facilitative, and developmental.
We formattedour presentation to staff using a distinction between "observations"
and "perceived impacts" that program participants were taught as part of the leadership training. Observation: "You inter-rupted me in midsentence." Perceived
im~act:"1 felt cut-off and didn't
after that." This simple distinction, aimed at
enhancing interpersonal communications,
served as a comfortable, familiar format for
program staff to receive formative evaluation feedback. Our report, then, followed
this format. Three of 20 observations from
the report are reproduced in Exhibit 8.12.
The critical point here is that we presented the findings using their categories
and their frameworks. This greatly facilitated the feedback and enhanced the subsequent formative, developmental discussions. Capturing and using indigenous
typologies can be a powerful analytical approach for making sense of and reporting
qualitative data.
For evaluators, the inductive search for
patterns is guided by the evaluation questions identified at the beginning of the study
and a focus on how the findings are intended to be used by intended users (Patton
1997a).This utilization focuskeeps findings
frombecoming too abstract, esoteric, or theoretical. For example, I was asked by The
McKnight Foundation to review The
McKnight Programs in Higher Education in
Florida, a minor& fellowship program en-

dowed with $15 &on ($10 million from
The McKnight Foundation and $5 million
from the state of Florida). The program had
conducted its own evaluations, which
showed they were successfully attaining intended out comes^ The question posed to me
by The McKnight Foundation dec
ers was, What factors explain the
of success achieved by this progr
served the program's annual confere
all 92 doctoral fellows; made site visits; re
viewed progam records and docume
interviewed a purposeful sample of par
pants, key howledgeables, and the Pro
gram's exectltive director; and asked
participants to write respon
questions. The analysis of all
duced to 10 major success
later became part of the synthesis reporte
earlier, p. 501):

ervo tions

Perceived lmpacts

The retreat setting, away from the
world, is introverted.

1. There is deep bonding among group members;
there is a sense o f the group as separate from

the "real" world, though participants are
expected t o engage the "real" world after
the retreat.

The retreat
is more conceptual and
abstract in content than fact and
skill oriented. It is primarily intuitive
(as opposed to step-by-step and

2. Participants are conceptually stimulated and
exposed t o a variety o f ideas. Some express
uncertainty about what todo with the ideas
(lack of practical applications).

Retreat culture is heavily affective,
feelings oriented, not thinking

3a. Highly emotional connections are made
among participants.
b. Participants are sensitized t o how they
feel about what they are experiencing,
explicitly encouraged t o share feelings.

1. Strong leadership through a bold ini
tive from The McKnight Found
that mobilized educational leade
Florida.

c. Participants are affirmed as important;
they feel special, cared about, and valued;
it is a safe environment for learning.
d. Participants are not stretched intellectually;
logical distinctions are not made, key
concepts remain ambiguous. Affirming
participants is clearly more important than
challenging them; harmony is valued over
clarity.

2. A sizable amount of nzoney ($15 milli

able to attract attention and gener
support.
3. Effective use of leverage at every level of
program operation. (McKnight insisted
on major matching funds and use of local in-kind resources from participating
universities.)
4. A l o n g - t ~ r mperspecfive on and comrnjt-

7. Taking the time and effort to carefully

ment to a sustainable program with cumulative impact over tirne-in perpetuity. (The program was finally converted
to an endowment.)

p l a n in a process that generated brondbased community a n d political suppoif

-

-

5. A carefully melded pt~blic-privatepart~zerslzip.

6:.A program based on a vision made real
through a carefully designed model that
was true to the vision:

10. Clearaccot~ntabilityandevalz~ntion
so that
problems could be corrected and accornplishrnents could be recognized.

throughout the staie.
8. The carefulstructuring of local board conthat responsibmv and Owner-

ship
influentids.

in

among key

9. Takingadvantageof therighttimingand
climate for this kind of program.

These patterns are straightfornard and
understandable. The themes above anrwer a
focused evaluation cluestion. The repon presented data supporting each success factor
and explaining in greater detail what each
.one meant and how it operated. But the list
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-Robert Stake (1998:370)
represents the 10 major patterns in the data.
There is no presentation of an elegant theor)'
or carefully conceptualized typology. These
10 factors were the qualitative evaluation
findings.They answered the intended users'
primary evaluation question. Such an analysis is an example of practical, utilizationfocused evaluation.

Write a Report or
Not to Write a Report?

TO

I find in my own work that
frequently have less impact than the
face-to-face interactions I have with
evaluation users to provide them

The f a d that qualitativereports tend to be
relatively lengthy can be a major problem
when busy decision makers do not have the
time (or, lnore likely, will not take the time) to
ad a lengthy report. Stake's preference for
g on telling the whole story notwith-

'

standing (a preference I share, by the way),
my pragmatic, l i ~ i n g - i n - t h e - ~ e a l -side
~~~ld
leads me to conclude that evaluators must
develop the ability to produce an executive
summary of one or two pages that presents
.the essential findings, conclusions, and rea-

Qlialitntive Ailnlysis nild lizteryretnfion
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Unfocused Reportin?:

Focused Reporting:
Parts cohere in addressing priority concern
of primary intended users

,

sons for confidence in the summary. The executive summary is a dissemination document, a political instrument, and cannot
be-nor is it meant to be-a full and fair representation of the study. An executive summary or abstract should be written in plain
language, be highly focused, and state the
core findings and conclusions. Keep in
mind, when writing the executive summary
or research abstract, that more people are
likely to read the summary than any other
document you produce.

Carpe Diem Briefings

briefing. Legendary are the stories of having
spent a year of one's life gathering data,
pouring over it, and writing a rigorous and
conscientious evaluation report, then encountering some "decision" maker (Iuse th
term here lightly) who says, "Well, now
know that you put a lot of work into this. I'
anxious to hear all about what you'
learned. I've got about 10 minutes before my
next appointment."
Should you turn heel and show him yo
back side? Not if you want your findings
make a difference. Use that 10 minutes w
Be prepared to make it count. Cnlye dian.

As the hymnbook is to the sound of music, the executive summary is to the oral

!Q The Creativity of Qualitative Inquiry

C

reativity will dominate our time after the concepts of work and fun
have been blurred by technology.

I have commented throughout this book
that the human element in qualitative inquiry is both its strength A d weakness-its
strength in allowing human insight and experience to blossom into new understandings and ways of seeing the world, its potential weakness in being so heavily dependent
on the inquirer's skills, training, intellect,
discipline, and creativity. Because the researcher is the i n s m e n t of
inq u q , the quality of the result depends
heavily on the qualities of fiat human being.
~~~h~~~ does this ringmore me fianin
analysis. Being an empathic interviewer or
astute observer does not necessarily. mde
one aninsightful analyst-or a creative one.
Creativity seems to be one of tliose special
human qualities that plays an especidy important part in qualitative analysis, interpretation, and reporting. Therefore, I close this
chapter with some'observations on creativity in qualitative inquiry.
I opened this chapter by
on
qualitative inquiry as both science and art,
especially qualitative analysis. The scientific
part demands systematic and disciplined intellectual work, rigorous attention to details
within a holistic context, and a critical perspective in questioning emergent patterns
even while bringing evidence to bear in support of them. The artistic part invites exploration, metaphorical flourishes, risk taking,
insightful
creative connection-making. while both science and art
involve critical analysis and creative expression, science emphasizes critical faculties
more, especidy in analysis, while art encourages creativity. m e critical thinker assumes a stance of doubt and skepticism;
things have to be proven; faulty logic, slippery linkages, tautological theories, and un-

cal mind. The critical thinker studies details
and looks beyond appearances to find out
what is really happening. Evaluators are
trained to be rigorous and unyielding in critically thinking about and analyzh~gprograms. Indeed, evaluation is built on the
foundation of critical analysis.
Critical thinkers, however, tend not to be
very creative. The creative mind generates
new possibilities; the critical mind analyzes
those possibilities looking for inadequacies
and imperfections.In surnmarizingresearch
on critical and creative thinking, Barry Anderson (1980) warned that the centrality of
doubt in critical thinking can lead to a narTOW, skeptical focus that hampers the creative ability to
up with
linkages Or new insights.
The critical attitude and the creative attitude
Seem to be poles apart. . . . On the one hand,
there are those who are always telling you
why ideas won't work but who never seem
able to come up with alternatives of their own;
and, on the otherhand, there are those who are
constantlycomingup with ideas but seem unableto
good fromthe bad.
There are people in whom both attitudes
are developed to a high degree . . . ,but even
these people say they assume only one of these
attitudes at a time. When new ideas are
needed, they put on their creative caps, and
when ideas need to be evaluated,they put on
their critical caps. (Anderson 1980:66)
Qualitative inquiry draws on both critical
and creative thinking-both the science and
art of analysis. But the technical, procedural,
and scientific side of analysis is easier to
present and teach. Creativity, while easy to
prescribe, is harder to teach, and perhaps

t momentum.
.I close this chapter with

function of the situation,
pendent onhow much tim

bringing closure to analysis (or a bo
ter) and getting on with other things.

ways of thinking and behaving.

-
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APPENDIX 8.1
@!z!z
Excerpts From a Codebook for Use by Multiple Coders-

Characteristics'of Program Eval
0101 nature or kind of
0102 program relation
0103 funding (source,
0104 purpose of program
0105 history of program (duration, changes, termination, etc.)
0106 program effectiveness
Evaluator's Role in Specific Study
0201 evaluator's role in initiation and planning stage
0203 evaluator's role in data collection stage
0204 evaluator's role in final report and dissemination
0205 relationship of evaluator to program (intemal/extemal)
0206 evaluator's organization (type, size, staff, etc.)
0207 opinions/feelings about role in specific study
0208 evaluator's background
0209 comments on evaluator, evaluator process
Decision Maker's Role in Specific Study
0301 decision maker's role in initiation and planning stage
0302 decision maker's role in data-collection stage
0303 decision maker's role in final report and dissemination
0304 relationship of decision maker to program
0305 relationship of decisionmaker to other people or units in goverrunent
0306 comments on decision maker and decision-making process
(opinions, feelings, facts, knowledge, etc.)
Stakeholder Interactions
0501 stakeholder characteristics
0502 interactions during or about initiation of study
0503 interactions during or about design of study
0504 interactions during or about data collection
0505 interactions during or about final report/findings
0506 interactions during or about dissemination
Planning and Initiation Process of This Study (how and who started)
0601 initiator
0602 interested groups or individuals
0603 circumstances surrounding initiation
Purpose of Study (why)
0701 description of purpose
0702 changes in

1201 description of impacts on program
1202 description of nonprogram irnphcts
1203 impact of specific recommendations
Factors and Effects on Utilization
1301 lateness

1306 central/peripheral objectives
1307 point in life of program
1308 presence/absence of other studies
1309 political factors
1310 interaction with evaluators
1311 resources
1312 most important factor

I
NOTE: This codebook *as for use by multiple coders of interviews with decision makers and
eviluators about their utilization of evaluation resemch.
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but I wasn't doing wellin my oder clqtsses," Mike explained.
t
He first heard about Experience-Based
Career Education (EBCE) when
was a sophomore. "I really only Aent to the assembly to get out of one of
classes 1 didn't like," Mike confedsed.
But after listening to the EBCE explanation, Mike was quickly sold on the
idea. He not only liked the notiod of learning on the job, but also thought the
program might allow him to wodk at his own speed. The notion of no grades
k d n o teachers also appealed to
Mike took some descriptive +terials home to his parents and they joined
him for an evening session at the EBCE learning center to find out more about
the program. Now, after two yeark in the program, Mike is a senior and his parents want his younger brother to get into the program.
Early EBCE testing sessionslast year verified the inconsistency of Mike's experiences in school. Whilehis reaging and languagescoreswere well below the
average scored by a randomly belected group of juniors at his school, he.
showed above average abilitiesid study skills and demonstrated superior ability in math.
On a less tangible level, EBCE staff members early last school year described
Mike as being hyperactive, subdissive, lacking in self-confidence and unconcerned abou<h&health and phdsical appearance when he started the EBCE
program. He was also judged 40 have severe writing deficiencies. Consequently, Mike's EBCE learning Aanager devised a learning plan that would
build his communication skills din both writing and interpersonal relations)
while encouraginghim to exploa several career possibilities. Mike's job experiences and projects were design4d to capitalize onhis existing interests and to
broaden them.
First-year EBCE experiences. A typical day for Mike started at 8:00 a.m., just
as in
other high school, buf the hours in between varied considerably.
When he first arrived at the EBCE learning center, Mike said he usually spent
some time "fooling around w i q the computer before he worked on projects
underway at the center.
1
On his original application, ~ i k indicated
e
his career preference would be
computer operator. This led to ad opportunity in the EBCE program to further
explore that area and to learnmo?eabout the job. During April and May, Mike's
second learning level experience look place in the computer department of City

Qzinlitnfive Annlysis isand lnterpretntion

b.

I

skills. Mike read about breeds of horses
d a 4-H group with hopes of training his

study of the Alaskan brown bear. Mike als
of volunteers to help at the zoo on a regular
e bears," Mike reflected. "They were real1

showed much improvement.The learning manager commented to Mike, "You
are getting your projects done faster, and I think you are taking more time than
you did at first to do a better job."
Mike got off to a slow start in the area of Life Skills development.Like some
of his peers, he went through a period described by one of the learningmanagers as "freedom shock" when removed from the more rigid structure normally
experienced in a typical school setting. Mike tended to avoid his responsibility
to the more "acade&cWside of his learning program. At first, Mike seldom followed up on commitments and often did not let the staff know what he was doing. By the end of the year, he had improved remarkably in both of these behavThrough the weekly writing required in maintaining his journal, Mike demonstrated a sigruficant improvement in written communications,both in terms
of presenting ideas and feellngs and in the mechanics of writing. Mike also
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noted an interesting change in his behavior. "I used to watch a lot of TV and
never did any reading." At the beginning of the following year, Mike said: "I
read twobooks last year and have completed eight more this summer. Now Igo
to the book instead of the television" Mike's favorite reading materials are science fiction.
Mike also observed a difference in his attitude about homework. "After going to school for six hours I wouldn't sit down and do homework. But in the
EBCE program1wasn't sittingin a classroom, so 1didn't mind going home with
some more work on my journal or projects."
Mike's personal development was also undergoing change. Much of this
change was attributed to one of his employer instructors,an elementaryschool
teacher, who told him how important it is in the work world to wash and wear
clean clothes. Both she and the project staff gave Mike muchpositive reinforcement when his dress improved. That same employer also told Mike that she
was really interested in what he had to say and therefore wanted him to speak
slower so he could be understood.
Mike's school attendanceimproved while in the EBCE program. During the
year, Mike missed only six days. This was better than the average absence for
others in the program, which was found to be 12.3days missed during the year,
and much improved over his high school attendance.
Like a number of other EBCE students in his class, Mike went out on exploration level experiences but completed relatively few other program requirements during the first three months of the school year. By April, however, he
was simultaneouslyworking on eight differentprojects and pursuing a leaming experience at City Bank. By the time Mike completed his junior year he had
finished nine of the required thirteen competencies, explored nine business
sites, completed two learning levels and carried through on eleven projects.
Two other projects were dropped during the year and one is uncompleted but
could be finished in the coming year.
On a more specific level, Mike's competencies included transactingbusiness
on a credit basis, maintaining a checking account, designing a comprehensive
insurance program, filing taxes, budgeting, developing physical fitness, leaming to cope with emergency situations,studying public agencies and operating
an automobile.
Mike did not achieve the same level of success on all of his job sites. However, his performance consistently improved throughout the year. Mike criticized the exploration packages when he started them in the first months of the
program and, although he couldn't pinpoint how, said they could be better. His
own reliance on the questions provided in the package was noted by the EBCE
staff with a comment that he rarely followed up on any cues provided by the
person he interviewed.The packets reflected Mike's disinterest in the exploration portion of EBCE work. They showed little effort and a certain sameness of
remarks about his impressions at the various sites.

r

~ andi Irzterpretation

teractionwith his peers and the
ated that he appeared dependersationalist. In response to
tiated project objectives and
unication skills and help
e end of the year Mike
skills. "I can now speak
up in groups," he said.

e option of completing
a senior, Mike had a
,"It turned out even
experience in EBCE
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past he felt the teachers there had a "barrier be"The EBCE staff "treat you on a more individual
e time to talk to you." In EBCE you can "work at

d out of school. He stated, "I would have paid to
:. . In-fact, I've

s really that good of a program.

Mike first told his parents about the program

ginning the EBCE program his parents have found Mike to be more
precision needed in the rep
When asked about hi
job, I'd work at it and
didn't like the job I'd
could." Althoughhe
periences in EBCE h
now treated more

o areas where his parents felt that EBCE did not help him and
EBCE program highly in all areas.

differential, Mike scored significantly below the EBCE mean at

t on the community resources, adults, learning and work scales.

portant to his future.
cale. The openness to change score also showed a sigruficant decline

on "understands another person's message and feelings." At posttest
e was still below the EBCE mean on this latter behavior as well as on

ANALYSIS, INTERPRETATION, AND REPORTING

-'!demonstrates williigness to apply
interests."
Self-Directed Search (SDS) showe
ber of interests and competencies d

point stronger than the R and the CER classification inc1udes.d
workers. Thus, Mike's SDS codes appeared very representative

posttesthg as well.
Other data suggesting his lack of.concern and involvement

Mike showed a definite change in some of,his p

When interviewed after graduation, Mike was working six evenings a
at a restaurant where he worked part-time for the last year. He hopes to

ge for the evaluatorswas to present participant responses in a cogent
n that integratesthe great variety of experiences and impacts recorded
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Personal Change
"How has your participation i n the Learninghouse Project affected you personally? What has been the impact of the project o n you a s a person?"
Questions about personal cha&e generated more reactions from particiI
pants than subsequent questions about professional and institutional change.
There is a n intensity to these respdnses about individual change that makes it
clear just how sigruficant these experiences were i n stimulating personal
growth a n d development. P a r t i c i p ~ tattempted
s
throughoutthe interviews to
indicate that they felt differently apout themselves as persons because of their
Learninghouse experiences. While such personal changes are often difficult to
articulate, the interviews reflect a briety of personal impacts.

I
:A

Sense of Self

e three w e e k i n the u)ilderness, participants encountered a num-

f opportunities to test themselves. Can I carry a full pack d a y after day, uphill and downhill? Can I make it u b that mountain? Do I have anything t o contribute to the group? As particip@s encountered and managed stress, they
learned things about themselves. The result was often a n increase in personal
confidence and a greater sense of Self.

I,

It's really hard to say that LH did or/ething or another. I think increased self-confidence has helped me do some thinis that I was thinking about doing. And I think
that came, self-confidence came abbut largely because of the field experiences.I,
right after we got back, I had my ar?lual merit evaluation meeting with my boss,
and at that I requested that I get a, have a change in title or a different title, and anI and that Ibe given the chance for some other
other title really is what it amounts to,
responsibilities that are outside the Lrea that I work in. I want to get some individual counseling experience,and up this point I have been kind of hesitant to ask
for that, but I feellikeI have a better sense of what I need to do for myself and that1
have a right to ask for it at least. (Cliff, post-Kofas)

40

I p e s s somethingthat has been important to me in the last couple of trips and will
be important in the next one is just \he outdoor peace of it. Doing things that perhaps I'd not been willing to attempit before for whatever reason. And finding I'm
better at it than expected. Before I 4 a s afraid. (Charlene,post-Kofas)
I
The interviews indicate that inc eased confidence came not only from
cal accomplishments b u t also-and
especially-from interpersonal acc
plishments.

1

After the Kofas I achieved several &gs that I've been working on for two years.
Basically, the central struggle of the last tw'o years of my life has been to no longer

to do with that, especially this second trip in the Kofas. (Greg, post-Kofas)
uld say themost important thingthat happened tome was being ab
r people quite honestly about, I think really about their problems
e. That's very interestingin that I think th
illie and Charlene both. As a result of that it gave me a lot more confidence and
ositive feelings. Do you follow that? Where r
d I talked to somebody and they solved it for me, it was mo
ople to feel good about themselvpsthat made me feel more
out myself. (Rod, post-Gila)
Another element of confidence concerns
one's own ideas-a kind of intellectual confidence.
I think if I take the whole project into consideration, I think that I've gained a lot of
confidence myself in some of the ideas that I have tried to use, both personally and

let's say professionally. Especially inmy teaching aspects, especially teaching at a
woman's college where I think one of our roles is not only to teach women subject
matter, but also to teach them to be more assertive. I think that's a greater component of our mission thannormally would have it at most colleges. I think that a lot
of the ideas that I had about personal growth and about my own interactions with
e were maybe reinforced by the LH experience, so that I felt more confident
them, and as a result they have come out more in my dealingswith people. I
would say specificallyin respect to a sort of a more humanistic approach to things.
(Rod, post-Kofas)
Increased confidence for participants was often a n outcome of learning that
they could d o something new and difficult. At other times, however, increased
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confidence emerged as a result of finding new ways to handle old and di
situations, for example, learning how to recognize and manage stress.

may not be realistic on my part, but at least I didn't expect at all-the personal impact. (Charlene,post-Gila)

A change I've noticed most recently and most strongly is the ability to reco
sbess. And also the ability to recognize that I can do a task witl~outneed
make it stressful,which is something I didn't know I did. So what I find I win

For others the year's
important learning
braced personal as

doing, for example, is when I've had a number of things happen during
and I begin to feel myself keying up I find myself very willing to say both to clos
friends and to people I don't know very well, I can't deal with this th
bringingme. Can we talk about it tomorrow?This is anissue that reallyne
of time and alot of attention.I don't want to deal withit today, c m w e t d k
etc. So I'mfindingmyselfreally able to do that. AndI'mabsolutely delighte
it.
(Whereas before you just piled it on?)
Exactly. I'dpile it and pile it until I wouldn't understand why I was going
cles. (Charlene, post-Kofas)
P e r s o n a l Change-Overview
The personal outcomes cited by Learninghouse participants are all difficult
to measure. What w e have in the interviews are personal perceptions about
personal change. The evidence, in total, indicates that participants felt differently and, in many cases, behaved differently as a result of their project participation. Different participants were affected in different ways and to varyi n g extents. One participant reported
y n o personal effects from the
experiences.
was the original question,
And as far as the effect it had on me pe
little effect,and that's not a
okay, to be honestwith you, to a large de
dig on the program, because at some point in people's lives I think things start to
have smaller effect,but they stillhave effect. So I think that for me, what it did have
an effect on was tolerance. Because there were a lot of things that occurred on the
trip that I didn't agree with. And still don't agree, but I don't find myself to be viciously in disagreementany longer, just plainly in disagreement. So it was kind of
like before, I didn't want to listen to the disagreement,or I wanted to listen to it but
resolve it. Now, you know, there's a third option, that I can listen to it, continue to
disagree with it, and not mind continuing to listen to it. (Cory, post-San Juan)
The more common reaction, however, was surprise at just how much personal change occurred.
My expected outcome was increase the number of contacts in the Southwest, and
every one of my expected outcomes were professional. That, you know, much
more talk about potential innovations inpducation and directions to go, and you
know, field-based education, what that's about, and I didn't expect at all, which

w a s among the most
because the project em-

I

I've been involved in institutions and in pro'ects as an educator, let's say, for 20
years. I started out teachinginhighschool,going to theNSF institutionsduringthe
summertime and I've gone to a lot of ~ h a u t a j ~ things
u a and a lot of conferences,
you know, of various natures. And I really think that this project has by far the
greatest.. .has had by far the greatestirnpactbnme. And1 thinkthat thereasonis
that in all the projects that I've had in the
they've been a l l very specifically
oriented toward one subject or toward one.. .i"
more of a, I guess, more of a science,
more of a subject matter orientation to them. h e r e a s this having aprocess orientation has a longer effect. Imean a lot of the th&sIlearninthese instances is out of
date by now and you keep up with the literature, for example, and all that and
i reality as far as a growth thing on
maybe that stimulates you to keep u p . . .but m
I I think that this has beenphenommy part, I think on the part of other participants,
end. And I just think that this is the kind of thing that we should be looking towards h d i n g on any level, federal, or any &el. (Rod, post-San Juan)

1

1

-

I

ids

We come now to a transition point i n
report. Having reported participants' perceptions about personal change, !we want to report the professional
I problem is that in t h e context of
outcomes of the Learninghouse Project. The
a holistic experience like the Southwest ~ i d l dTraining Project, the personalI
professional distinction becomes arbitrary. A major theme running throughout
discussions during the conferences was the importance of reducing the personal-professional schism, the desirability of living a n integrated life and being
an integrated self. This theme is reflected i!~ the interviews, as many participants had difficulty responding separately do questions about personal versus
professional change.

PersonaUProfessional C h a n g e
Analytically, there is a t least a connotativk difference between personal and
professional change. Fol evaluation purpose/s, we tried to distinguish one from
the dther as follows: personal changes concern the thoughts, feelings, behavI about themselves; professional
iors, intentions, and knowledge people have
changes concern the skills, competences, ide?s, techniques, and processes people use in their work. There is, however, a middle ground. How does one categorize changes in thoughts, feelings, and intLntions about competences, skills,
and processes? There are changes inthe perion that affect that person's work.
This section is a tribute to the complexity of human beings in defylng the neat
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ection illustrate how that conn
participants. As w e turn now

to accomplish in higher educationrather

(Omitted are sections on changed
tial education, use of journals, group

t for me to do rather than just handling the

e more creative,and just, and that's kind of tied
eory of experiential education. And the way we apfor instance I'm talking with my wife the other

Final Reflections
Personal change. ..professional change. .

says oh, you can get a grant for that. You know.
e, and I feel like, it's, I've been able to apply, or
certain freedom, I

tive that would show up in completely unexpected ways.
For one thing, I just finished the purchase of my house. Flrst of all, that's a new experience for me. I'venever done it before. I'venever owned a home andnever even
wanted to. It seemed odd to me that my desire to "settle down" or make this type of

honest. (Charlene, post-Glla)

happening in my home situation, my personal life, my professional life . . . the
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teractions. It really gave me a lot of focus on what 1 war do.,
Iw
r would.
muddled around a long time with some issues $at I was able to, I think, gainsom
clarity on pretty quickly by talking to people h h o were sharing their experience
and were working towards the same goals,self!directed learning, and experiential
education. (Greg, post-San Juan)

whole thing. And it has allowed me to focus on some priority types of things for
me. And deal with some issues that I've been kind of dragging on for years and
years and not really wanting to face up with them or deal with them. And I have
been able to move on and move through those kinds of things in the last.6 or 9
months or so to a much greater extent than ever before. (Tom, post-San Juan)

I as a catalyst for some personal
I think what happened'is that for me it served

Other participants came away from the wilderness experienceswith a more
concrete orientation that they could apply to work, play, and life.

changes, you know, the personal, institutional, (hey3reall wound up, bound up together. I think I was really wrestling with jobs1 and career and so on. For me the
whole project was a catalyst, a kind of perrnisiion to look at things that I hadn't
looked atbefore. one of therealizations,one of h e insights that1hadinthe process
was, kind of neat on my part, to become concrete, specific in my actions in my life,
no matterwhether that waswriting that1 was dbing, or if itwas inmy job, or whatever it was. But to really pay attention to that. I think that's one of the things that
happened to me. (Peter, post-San Juan)

The thing that I realized as I was trying to make some connections between the
river and raft trip, was that in some ways I can see the parallels of my life being
kind of like our raft trip was, and the rapids, or the thrill ride, and they're a lot of
h,
but it's nice to get out of them for a while and dry off. It's nice sometimes to be
able to just drift along and not worry about things. But a lot of it also is just hard
work A lot of times I wish I could get out of it and go a different way, and that's
been kind of a nice thing for me to think about and kind of a viewpoint to have
whenever I see things in a lull or in a real high speed pace, that I can say, "Okay, I'm
going to be in this for a while, but I'mgoing to come out of it and go into something
else." And so that's kind of a metaphor that I use as somewhat of a philosophy or
point of view that's helpful as I go from day to day. (Cliff, post-San Juan)

pants resisted the request to make sumrnaryi statements about the effects and
outcomes of their participation in the
because they didn't want to
force premature clos~re.

I

A common theme that emerged as participants reflected on their year's involvement with Learninghouse was a new awareness of options, alternatives,
and possibilities.

As participants stood back and examined themselves and their work they
seemed to discover a clarity that had previously been missing. Perspective,
awareness, clarity . . . stuff of which personal/professional/institutional
change is made.
I think I had a real opportunity to explore some issues of my own worth with a
group of people who were willing to allow me to explore those. And it may have
come later, but it happened then. On the Leaminghouse, through the Leaminghouse . . .and I think it speeded up the process of growing for me in that way, accepting my own worth, my own ideas about education, about what I was doing,
and in terms of being a teacher it really aided my discussions of people and my in-

The Leaminghouse program was many $gs-the
wilderness, a model of
experiential education, stress, professional development-but most of all, the
project was the people who participated. response after response participants talked about the importance of the pedple to everything that happened.
Because of the dominance of that motif throdghout the interviews, we want to
end this report with that highly personal edphasis.

1

I guess to me what sticks out overall is that the experiencewas an opportunity for
me to step out of the rest of my life and focus onit and evaluate it, bothmy personal
life and my work, professional life aspect. (Michael, post-San Juan)

I

I

I

I

(Can you summarize the overall sigruhcance of participation in the project?)
I do want to make a summary, and I don't a & n . . ..It feelslike the words aren't
I that's unusual. It's not necessareasy and for me being very much a words person,
ily that the impact hasn't been in the cognitivel areas. There have been some. But
what thefive been, where the impact has been bbsolutely overwhelming is in h e
affective areas. Appreciation of other people, dppredation of this kind of education. ~ h o u workinit,
~ h ~ I hnven'ldo~zeit before! A realvaluing of people, the profession, of my colleagues in a sense that I never bed before. . ..
The impact feels like it's been dramatic, and I'm not sure that I can say exactly
how. I'm my whole. . . it all can be summarized perhaps by saying I'm muchmore
in control. In a good kind of sense. In accepting k and being willing to take it; acI
cepthg challenge and being willing to push myself
on that; accepting and understanding inore aboutworking at the edge of my!capabilities.. .what that means to
me. RecOgnizingverycOmfortablYwhat 1can d i and feeling good about that
dence, and recognizing tha t wha t I haven't yet done, and feeling okay about trying
it. The whole perception.of confidence has &Aged. (Charlene,post-San Juan)

I would say that if I have one overall comment, h e effect of the first weekoverall, is
to renew my sense of the broader possibilities in my job and in my life. Opens
things to me. I realize that I have a choice to be here and be myself. And since I have
a choice, there are responsibilities.Which is a good feeling. (Henry,post-Gila)

I

1

k
I

I

IA

1

-

I
I

I
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Riddles of ~uahtdtiveInquuy

1I

I

G a y D. Shank

I

I
ately, I have been thinking about riddles. Riddles are one of those things
that we used for millennia to build
inquiry around and then conveniently mislaid or trivialized. Riddles were once powerful and heady things. Now we have riddles that are nothing but child's word play.
Word play was certainly important in riddles, but they were anything but simply

/
1

1I
I

.--

1
I

child's fare.
We have discarded the riddle in favor of
the puzzle. scientists and other empirical
inquirers "puzzle" over the meaning of
their data and seek to solve the "puzzles1' of

/

/

/
I

life and creation. This is all well and good,
but why can't we reclaim the riddle as well?
Each of the following four riddles seeks to
highlight and illuminate some overlooked
or covert or murky aspect of a qualitative
research skill.' Since most riddles are in
verse, I decided to preserve the form-for
these riddles I used Petrarchian sonnet
structure. (Note: As a reminder of the irnperfect patterns found in the real world, the
last line of Riddle Four violates the sonnet
rules; instead of abbaabba cdecde it is
abbaabba cdecdc.)

Riddle Number One

the score.
When all things strange are

Where is my ear, when eyes run fa
ahead?
What do my fingertips alone reve
What is the pulse and pace of this
land?

Like some dried tangerine strippe

to put my hand upon
ith a mighty yank to r

Where geeks and pimps roll ou
tattered wares
And teenage mothers linger on
Framed once more in hollow
consternation.
..

An hourglass sucked dry of all its

Who am I?
Two moves away from last year's

.

'

Riddle Number Two
Your hands rest lightly on your
because
You cannot always find the words
need.
Life races past our thoughts, both trapp

How could there be no peace in Para
Where children and their parents all

Down here inside the Nineteenth hole
Where school kids lie in puddles of their-

Whose shifting shapes cause us to halt
pause.
We find ourselves belonging to a breed

Enhancing the Quality and
Credibility of Qualitative Analysis

A young man travelingthrough a Aew countryheard that a ,great ~ u l l aa,Sufi
guru with unequaled insight into the/mysteries of the world, was also traveling
in that region. The young man was ddterrnined to become his disciple. He found
his way to the wise man and said, "I bish to place my education in your hands
that I might learn to interpret what 11see as I travel through the world."
After six months of travelingfrom village to village with the great teacher, the
young man was cdnfused and disheaitened. He decided to reveal his frustration
to the Mulla.
"For six months I have observed d e servicesyou provide to the people along
y they must work harder in their
our route. In one village you tell the ~ u n g r that
fields. In another village you tell the dungry to give up their preoccupation with
food. In yet another village you tell ihe people to pray for a richer harvest. In
each village the problem is the same, but always your message is different. I can
find no pattern of Truth in your teachings."
The Mulla looked piercingly at thh young man.
"Trufh? When you came here you hid not tell me you wanted to learn Truth.
Truth is like the Buddha. When met oh the road it should be killed. If there were

~

I
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k
g Alternative Criteria for JudgingQuality

-David Silverman (2000:825)
It all depends on criteria. Judging quality requires criteria. Credibility flows from
those judgments. Quality and credibility
are connected in that judgments of quality
constitute the foundation for perceptions
of credibility.
Diverse approaches to qualitative inquiry
-phenomenology, ethnomethodology, ethnography, hermeneutics, symbolic interaction, heuristics, critical theory, realism,
grounded theory, and feminist inquiry, to
name but a few-remind us that issues of
quality and credibility intersect with audience and intended inquiry purposes. Research directed to an audience of independent feminist scholars, for example, may be
judged by somewhat different criteria from
research addressed to an audience of government economic policy makers. Formative research or action inquiry for program
improvement involves different purposes
and therefore different criteria of quality
compared with summative evaluation
aimed at making fundamental continuation
decisions about a program or policy. Thus, it
is important to acknowledge at the outset

that particular philosophicalunderpinnings
or theoretical orientations and special purdoses for qualitative inquiry will generate
different criteria for judging quality and
&edibility.
In broad terms, I have identified five conyasting sets of criteria for judging the quality of qualitative inquiry from different perspectives and within different philosophical
frameworks. Some of the criteria within
these frameworks overlap, but even then
subtle differencesin nuances of meaning can
be distinguished. The five contrasting, and
40 some extent competing, sets of criteria
flow from the following:
I

Traditional scientific research criteria

7

I

Social construction and constructivist
criteria

:Artistic and evocative criteria
w Critical change criteria

h Evaluation standards and principles
Exhibit 9.1 lists the criteria that flow from
each of these perspectives or frameworks.
I

The traditional scientific research criteria are
embedded in and derived from what I discussed in Chapter 3 in the Truth andRealityOriented Correspondence Theory section
that included postpositivist and realist approaches to qualitative iriquiry. The social
constrzlction and consh.z~ctivistcriteria highlight elements of the detailed discussion of
those perspectives in the section by that
name in Chapter 3. The artistic and evocative
criteria are derived from the Autoethnography and Evocative Forms of Inquiry section in Chapter 3, especially the criteria suggested by Richardson (2000b) for "creative
a n a l ~ practice
c
ethnography." The fourth
set of criteria, critical change criteria, flow
from criticaltheory, feministinquiry, activist
research, and participatory research processes aimed at empowerment; these were
discussed in Chapter 3 as Orientational
Qualitative Inquiry (done from a particular
values-based perspective) and in Chapter 4
as participatory and collaborativestrategies.
The final set of criteria, evnlzrnfion standards
and principles, are from The Standards for Program Evaluation (Joint Committee 1994) and
"Guiding Principles for Evaluators" (AEA
Task Force 1995); they provide the foundation for the extended discussion of qualitative evaluation applications in Chapter 4.
To some extent, all of the theoretical,
philosophical, and applied orientations reviewed in Chapters 3 and 4 provide somewhat distinct criteria, or at least priorities
and emphases,for what constitutes a quality
contribution within those particular perspectives and concerns. I've chosen these
five broader sets of criteria to correspond
roughly with major stages in the development of qualitative research (Denzin and
Lincoln 2000b), to capture the primary debates that differentiate qualitative approaches and, more specifically,to highlight
- what seem to differentiate reactions to quali-

tative inquiry. In this chapter, we are primarily concerned with how others respond to
our work. With what perspectives and by
what criteria wiU our work be judged by
those who encounter and engage it?
Some of the confusionthat people have in
assessing qualitative research stems from
thinking itrepresents aunifomperspective,
especially in contrast to quantitative research. This makes it hard for themto make
sense of the competing approaclies within
qualitative inquiry. By understanding the
criteria that others bring to bear on our
work, we can anticipate their reactions and
help them position our intentions and criteria in relation to their own expectationsand
criteria. In terms of the reflexive triangulated inquiry model presented in Chauter 2
as ~xhibit
2.2, we're dealing here with k e intersection between the inquirer's perspective and those receiving the study (the audiences).
Different perspectives about such things
as truth and the nature of reality constitute
paradigms or worldviews based on
altematve epistemologies and ontologies.
People viewing qualitative findingsthrough
different paradigmatic lenses will react differently just as we, as researchers and evaluators, vary in how we think about what we
do when we study the world. These differences are nicely illustrated by the classic
story of three baseball umpires who, having
retired after a game to a local establishment
for the dispensing of reality-distorting but
truth- enhancing libations, are discussing
how they call balls and strikes.

"I call them as I see them," says the first.
"I call them as they are," says the second.
"They ain't nothing until I call them," says
the third.

.

.

-

I

I

I
I
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Traditional Scientific Research Criteria
Objectivity of the inquirer (attempts to minimize bias)
Validity of the data
Systematic rigor of fieldwork procedures
Triangulation (consistencyof findings across methods and data so
Reliability of codings and pattern analyses
Correspondence of findings to reality
Generalizability (external validity)
Strength of evidence supporting causal hypotheses
Contributions to theory
Social Construction and Constructivist Criteria
Subjectivity acknowledged (discusses and takes into account biases)
Trustworthiness

1
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Voice d~stinct,expressive
Feels "true" or "authentic"or "real"
Critical Change Criteria

a n d benefit from power
I
Engages those with less power respectf~ll~and
collaboratively
Builds the capacity of those involved to take action

Triangulation (capturing and respecting multiple perspectives)
Consequential validity
Particularity (doingjustice to the integrity of unique cases)
Enhanced and deepened understanding (Verstehen)
Contributions to dialogue
Artistic and Evocative Criteria
Opens the world to us in some way

Accuracy (balance)
Systematic inquiry
Evaluator competence

Flows from self;embedded in lived experience
(taking into account diversity of interests' and values)

I

I

I

I

As an exercise in distinguishing paradigms,
try matching the three umpires' perspectives to the frameworks in Exhibit 9.1. (Hint:
All four of the other perspectives can be
found within evaluation, so treating the tunpires as evaluators reduces your matching
options to the remaining four.)The short sections that follow elaborate the five altemative sets of criteria for judging the quality of
qualitative work.

Traditional Scientific
Research Criteria
One way to increase the credibility and legitimacy of qualitative inquiry among those
who place priority on traditional scientific
research criteria is to emphasize those criteria that have priority within that tradition.
Science has traditionally emphasized objec-

tivity, so qualitative i n q u j r within this tra-1
dition emphasizes procedures for minimizing investigator bias. Those working within I
this tradition will emphasize rigorous
tsysteinatic data collection procedures, for/
example, cross-checking and cross-validating sources during fieldwork. In analysis it
means, whenever possible, using multiple
coders and calculating intercoder consistency to establish the validity and reliability

i

and^

of pattern and theme analysis. Qualitative
researchers working in this tradition are
comfortable using the language of "variables" and "hypothesis testing" and striving
for causal explanations and generalizability,
especiaily in combination with quantitative
data. Qualitative approaches that manifest
some or all of these characteristics include
grounded theory (Glaser 2000: ZOO), qualitative comparative analysis (Ragin 1987,

546
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2000), realists such as Miles and Huberman
(19941, and some aspects of analyhc induction (see Chapter 8). Their con~monaim is to
use qualitative methods to describe and explain phenomena as accurately and completely as possible so that their descriptions
and explanations correspond as closely as
possible to the way the world is and actually
operates- ckwe-ent
agencies supporting
qualitative research (e.g., the U.S. General
Accounting Office, the National Science
Foundation, and the National Institutes of
Health) usually operate within this tmditional scientific framework.

Social Construction and
Constructivist Criteria
Social construction, constructivist, and
"interpretivist" perspectives have generated new language and concepts to distinguish quality in qualitative research (e.g.,
Glesne 1999:5-6). Lincoln and Guba (1986)
proposed that constructivist inquiry demanded different criteria from those inherited from traditional social science. They
suggested "credibility as an analog to inter-

picious of causal explanations and empirical
generalizations applied to complex human
interactions and cultural systems. They offer
perspective and encourage dialogue among
perspectives rather than aiming at singular
truth and linear prediction. Social constructivists' case studies, findings, and reports are explicitly informed by attention to
praxis and reflexivity,that is, understandin
how one's own experiencesand backgroun
affect what one understands and how one
acts in the world, including acts of inquiry.
~ u b and
a Lincoln (1989,1990), Lincoln and
Guba (1986), Smith (1991), Denzin (1997a,

.

2001), Neimeyer (19931, and Potter (1996)
have articulated and work within the tradition of social constructionism and constructivism. (See Chapter 3 for a much
lengthier discussion of constructionism and
constructivism.)

Artistic and Evocative Criteria
In the last chapter, I discussed qualitative
analysis as both science and art.Researchers
and audiences operating from the perspective of traditional scientific research criteria

I
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empha_sizethe scientific nature of qualitative inqujr. Researchers and audiences that
view the world through the lens of social
construction emphasize qualitative inquiry
as both science and art, and mix the two motifs. That brings us to thisihird alternative,
which emphasizes the artistic and evocative
of qualitative inquiry, or what is
sometimes called "the narrative turn" in social science (Bochner 2001). Keep in mind
that these are matters of emphasis drawn
here to highlight contrasts, andnot mutually
exclusive or pure types. Artistic criteria focus on aesthetics, creativity, interpretive vitality, and expressivevoice. Case studies become literary works. Poetry or performance
art may be used to enhance the audience's
direct experienceof the essence that emerges
from analysis. Artistically oriented qualitative analysts seek to engage those receiving
the work, to connect with them, move them,
provoke and stimulate. Creative nonfiction
and fictional forms of representation blur
the boundaries between what is "real" and
what has been created to represent the essence of a reality, at least as it is perceived,
without a literal presentation of that perceived reality. The results may be called creative syntheses, ideal-typical case constructions, scientific poetics, or any number of
that suggest the artistic emphasis.
(See Exhibit 3.3 in Chapter 3, Varieties of
Autoehogaphy: A Partial Lexicology.)
m s t i c expressions of qualitative analysis
strive to provide an experience with the
findingswhere "truth" or "reality" is understood to have afeeling dimension that is every
bit as important as the cognitive dimension.
The performance art of The Vagina Monolopes (Ensler 2001), based on interviews
with women but presented as theater, offers
a prominent example. The audience feels as
much as knows the truth of the presentation
because of the essence it reveals. In the artistic tradition, ~e analyst's interpretive and

expressive voice, ex
tive may become as
depictions of others
interest. Qualitative
this emergent
of Bochner and
Richardson (20
Bochner (1996,
(1999a1, and Denzin (2000b).

Critical Change Criteria
Those engaged in qualitative inqujr as a
form of critical analysis aimed at social and
~oliticalchange eschew any pretense of
open-mhdedness or objectivity; they take
an activist stance. For example, consequential validity as a criterion for judging a research design or instrument makes the social consequences of its use a value basis for
assessing its credibility and utility. Thus,
standardized achievement tests are criticized because of the discriminatory consequences for minority groups of educational
decisions made with "culturally biased"
tests. Consequentialvalidity asks for assessments of who benefits and who is harmed by
an inqujr, measurement, or method
(Messick 1989; Shepard 1993; Brandon,
Lindberg, and Wang 1993).As an example of
the critical change orientation, critical theoY
approaches fieldwork and analysis with an
explicit agenda of elucidating power, economic, and social inequalities. The "critical"
nature of critical theory flows from a comrnitment to go beyond just studying society
for the sake of increased understanding.
Critical theorists set out to use research to
critique society, raise consciousness, and
change the balance of power in favor of
those less powerful. Influencedby Marxism,
informed by the presumption of the centrality of class conflict in understanding communit~and
societal strudures, and updated
in the radical struggles of the 1960s, critical
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theory provides both philosophy and me+Evaluation Association (AEA Task Force
ods for approaching research and evalua1995) added the following principles: systion as fundamental and explicit m d e s t a tematic inquiry, evaluator competence, intions of political ~ r a x i s(connecting theory
tegrity/honesty, respect for people (fairand action) and as change-oriented forms of
ness), and responsibility to the general
engagement.
1
public welfare (takinghito account diversity
Likewise, ferniflist inqziiry often includes
of interests and values). The complete and
an explicit agenda of bringing about social
specific standards and principles are availchange (e.g., Benmayor 1991). Liberation reable through the AEA Web site (see Exhibit
search and einpowernlent evalzintion derive, i!~
4.9 in Chapter 4).
part# 'om Paul0 Freire's philosophy of
In the 1970s, as evaluation was just
praxis and liberation education articulated
emerging as a field of professional practice,
inhis classics Pedagogyoff1le Oppressed (1970)
many evaluators took the position of tradiand Education for Critical ~o~zscious~zes~
tional researchers that their responsibility
(19731, still sources of influence and debate
was merely to design studies, collect data,
(e.g., Glass 2001). Barone (2000:247) aspires
and
findings; what decision makers
to "emancipatory educational storyshddid with those findings was not their probkg." Qualitative studies informed by critilem.
stance removedfrom the evaluator
d change criteria range from largely intelany responsibility for fostering use and
lectual and research-oriented approaches
placed all the q,lameu for nonuse or
that aim to expose injustices to more activist
underutilization on decision makers. woreforms
inquiry that
engage in
over, before the field of evaluationidentified
bringing about
change. This category
and adopted its own standards, criteria for
can include collaborative and pnrticipntoy upjudgingevaluations could scarcelybe differ~"nclzes to fieldwork that are conducted in
entiated fromcriteria for judging research in
wayS that build the capacity of those inthe traditional social and behavioral scivalved to better understand their own situal
ences, namely, technical quality and meth+ions, raise consciousness, and support ful
o ~ o ~ o g ~ c autility
~ ~ g owas
r ~largely ignored.
action aimed at political changeMethods decisions dominated the evaluaa range of critical change apt
tion design process. Validity, reliability,
proaches to 'Iualitativeinquiry can be found
measurability, and generalizabilitywere fie
in
On feminist methods (Reinharz
dimensions that received the greatest atten1992; Hading 1991; Fonow and Cook 1991;
tion in judging evaluation
proposG1uck andPatai 19911, critical theory (Fonte
als and reports. Indeed, evaluators con2001; Lather 1986;Comstock 1982),and critir
cerne~
aboutincreasinga
usefulness
often called for ever more methodologically
ethnography (Thomas 1993; Simo
Dippo 1986).
rigorous evaluations to increase the validity
of findings, thereby supposedly compelling
decision makers to take findings seriously.
Evaluation Standards
By the late 1970s, however, program staff
and Principles
and funders were becoming openly skeptiThe evaluation profession has ad
cal about spending scarce funds on evaluastandards that call for evaluations to b
tions they couldn't understand and/or
ful, practical, ethical, and accurate
found irrelevant. Evaluators were being
Committee 1994). In 1995, the American
asked to be "accountable" just as program
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staff were supposed to be accountable. The
questions emerged with uncomfortable directness: Who will evaluate th-e evaluators?
How will evaluation be evaluated? It was in
this context that professional evaluators began discussing standards.
The most comprehmive effort at developing standards was hammered out over
five years by a 17-member committee appointed by 12 professional organizations
with input from hundreds of practicing
evaluation professionals. Just prior to publication, Dan Stfiebeam (1980), chair of the
committee, summarized the results as follows:
The standards that will be published essentially call for evaluations that have four features. These are utility,feasibility, propriety and
nccumcy. And I think it is interesting that the
JointCommittee decided on that particular order. Their rationale is that an-evaluation
shouldnot be done at all if there is no prospect
for its being useful to some audience. Second,
it should not be done if it is not feasible to conduct it in political terms, or practicality tern,
or cost effectiveness terms. Third, they do not
think it should be done if we cannot demohstrate that it will be conducted fairly and ethically. Finally, if we can demonstrate that an
evaluation will have utility, will be feasible
and will be proper in its conduct, then they
said we could turn to the difficult matters of
the technical adequacy of the evaluation.
(P. 90)

In 1994, revised standards were published following an extensive review spanning several years (Joint Committee 1994).
While some changes were made in the 30 individual standards, the overarching framework of four primary criteria remained unchanged: utility, feasibility, propriety, and
accuracy.Taking the standards seriously has
meant looking at the world quite differently.

The remainder
rate some of the

tors applying any of the four.sets of &teria
already reviewed. The traditional scientific
research criteria are the basis for.evaluation
research as represented~byRossi, Freeman,
andLipsey (1999)and Huey-Tsyh Cheri and
Peter H. Rossi (1987).Constructivist criteria
applied to evaluation.provide the fohdation for Fourth Generation Evnlz~ntion(Guba
hdkincoln 1989)and serisitivityto
ticular evaluation study has tended
undergird empowerment evaluati
terman 2000a), diversity-inclusive

values-based advocating for democrac
(House and Howe 2000). Spanning this
versity and variety of practice is a gener
understanding that those who use ev
tions apply both "truth tests" (Are the
ings accurate and valid?) and "utility
(Are the findings
- relevant and us
(Weiss and Bucuvalas 1980). This involv
attending to and balancing legitimate co
cerns about both technical quality and fl

science criteria. and postmodem
tructivist criteria, narrative researchers
lich, Tuval-Mashiach, and Zilber (1998)
t ,"a middle course," but that .middle
e reveals the very tensions they are tryto supersede as they work with one leg in

do not advocate total relativism that heats
narratives as texts of fiction. On the other

tive inquiry and analysis. Which criteria you
choose to emphasize in your work will depend on the purpose of your inquiry;thevalues and perspectives of the audiences for
your work, and your own philosophical
and methodological orientation. Operating
within any particular hamework and using
any specific set of criteria will invite criticism from those who judge your work from
a different framework and with different criteria. (For examples of the vehemence of
such criticisms between those using traditional social science criteria and those using
artistic narrative criteria, see Bochner 2001
or English 2000.) Understanding that criticisms (or praise) flow from criteria can help
you anticipate how to position your inquiry
and make explicit what criteria to apply to
your own work as well as what criteria to offer others given the purpose and orientation
of your work.
But it's not always easy to<ell whether
someone is operating from a reahst, con-
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philosophicnl beliefin the vnlzle of qualifntihe
ilzq~~iiy,
that is, a fundamental appreciation of naturalistic inquiry, qualitative
mehods, inductive analysis, purposefiill
sampling, and holistic thinking.
,
I

9 Rigor: Strategies

1

for Enhancing the
Quality of Analysis

'

structionist, artistic, activist, or evaluative
framework. Indeed, the criteria can shift
quickly Consider this example. My
six-year-old son, Brandon, was explaining
to me a geography science projed he had
done for school. He had created an ecological display out of egg cartons, ribbons, cotton, bottle caps, and styrofoam beads.
"These are three mountains and these are
four valleys," he said, pointing to the egg
cup arrangement. "And is that a cloud?" I
asked, pointing to the big hunk of cotton. He
looked at me, disgusted, as though I'd said
just about the dumbest thing he'd ever
heard. "That's a piece of cotton, Dad."

5 Credibility
The credibility of qualitative inquiry depends on three distinct but related inquiry
elements:

rigorolis niefhods for doing fieldwork that
yield high-quality data that are systematically analyzed with attention to issues
of credibility;
the credibility ofthe resenrcizer,which is dependent on training, experience, track
record, status, and presentation of self;
. and

counter such a'suspicion before it takes root.
One strategy involves discussing one's prei
dispositions, making biases'explicit, to the
extent possible, ankl engaging in mental
cleansing processes ,(e.g., ipoche in phenomenological analysis; see Chapter 8). Or
one may simply achowledge one's orientation as a feminist researcher or critical theorist and move on from there.
However one approachesthe'issue, being
able toreport that you engaged in a systematic search for alternative themes, divergent
and rival explanations enhances
credibility.
be done both indueI

i

and focused On rigor0us techniques for increasing the quality of data collected during fieldwork (observing, interand document gathering)*
Chapter 8 reviewed systematic analysjs
strategies. However, at the heart of much
controversy about qualitative findings d e
doubts about the nature of the analysis. Statistical analysis follows formulas and rules,
while, at the core, qualitative analysis depends On the insights and
capabilities of the analyst. Qualitative analysis
depends from the beginning On astute pa:tern recognitionl a process epitomized in
health research by the scientist working on
One problem who
notices a Pattern related to a quite different problem
-and thus discovers Viagra. As Pasteus
posited, OChance
favors the prepared
mind." Here, then, are some techniques that
prepare the mind for insight while also enhancing the credibility of the resulting an ysis.

Integrity i n Analysis: Generating
and Assessing Rival Conclusions
One barrier to credible qualitative findings stems from the suspicion that the malyst has shaped findings according to predispositions and biases. Whether this may
have happened unconsciously, inadvertently, or intentionally (with malice aforethought) is not the issue. The issue is how to

tively and logic&y. hductively it involves
looking for other ways of organizing the
data that might lead to differentfindings.
it means thinking about
logical possibilities and then seeing if those passibilities can be supportedby the data. When
considering rival organizing schemes and
explanations, your rnind-set
shouldn't be focused on
to disprove the alternatives; rather, you look for
datn that supporf nlfernntive explanations. Failure to find strong supporting evidence for
ways of presenting the data or
contrary explanations helps inaease confidence in the original, principal explanation
you generated, Comparing alternative patterns
not typically lead to clear-cut
there is support,, versus ,,no there is not support,, kinds of conclusions~You,re searching
for the besf fit. This requires assessing the
weight of evidence and looking for those
patterns and conclusionsthat fit the preponderance of data. Keep track of and report alternative classificationsystems,themes, and
explanations that you considered and
"tested" during data analysis. This demonstrates intellectual integrity and lends considerable credibility to the final set of findings offered, especially if explanations are
proffered. As Yin (1999a)has observed, analysis of rival explanations in case studies con-
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These two had

sections of a report to read. When well written, this section of a report reads something
like a detective study in which the analyst
(detective)looks for clues that lead in different directions and tries to sort out which di-

outside world," "learning-o
sets," and a "readiness" facto
[researchers] can hope to overcome the intrinsic bias that comes from
single-methods, sulgle-observer, and single-theory studies.
-Norman K.Denzin (1989c:307)

Negative Cases

Negative cases also provide instructiv
opportunitiesfor new learning in formative

setting, issue, or program. You may reom that discussion that the term ti-ianntion is taken from land surveying.

gest geometric s h a p e t h e triangle. The
logic of triangulation is based on the premise
that no single method ever adequately

you can take bearings in two directions and

data collection and analysis provide more
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grist for the research mill. Combinations of
interviewing, observation, and document
analysis are expected in much fieldwork.
Studies that use only one method are more
vulnerable to errors linked to that particular
method (e.g., loaded i n t e ~ e wquestions,
biased or untrue responses) than studies
that use multiplemethods in which different
types of data provide cross-data consistency
checks.
It is in data analysis that the strategy of
triangulationreally pays off, not only in providing diverse ways of looking at the same
phenomenon but in adding to credibilityby
strengthening confidence in whatever conclusions are drawn. Four kinds of triangulation can contribute to verification and validation of qualitative analysis:
1. Methods triangulntion: Checking out the
consistency of findings generated by
different data collection methods

2. Trinnplntion of sources: Checking out the
consistency of different data sources
within the same method
3. A7zalyst h-in~lgulntion:
Usingmultipleanalysts to review findings

4. Theory/perspective trinrlgt~lntion: Using
multiple perspectives or theories to interpret the data

By triangulatingwith multiple data sources,
observers, methods, and/or theories, researchers can make substantial strides in
overcoming the skepticism that greets singular methods, lone analysts, and single-perspective interpretations.
However, a common misconception
about triangulation involves thinking that
the purpose is to demonstrate that different
data sources or inquiry approachesyield es-
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sentially the same result. The point is to test
for such consistency. Different kinds of data
may yield somewhat different results because different types of inqujr are sensitive
to different real-world nuances. Thus, understanding inconsistencies in findings
across different kinds of data can be
illuminative and important Finding such
inconsistencies ought not be viewed as
weakening the credibility of results, but
rather as offering opportunities for deeper
insight into the relationship between inquiry approach and the phenomenon under
study. I'll comment briefly on each of these
types of triangklation.

METHODS TRIANGULATION:
RECONCILNG QUALITATIVE AND
QUANTITATIVE DATA
Methods triangulation often involves
comparing and integrating data collected
through some kind of qualitative methods
with data collected through some kind of
quantitative methods. Such efforts flow
from a pragmatic approach to mixed methods analysis that assumes potential cornpatiZlilihj and seeks to discover the degree and
nature of such compatibility (Tashakkori
and Teddlie 1998:lZ). This is seldom
straightforward because certain kinds of
questions lend themselves to clualitative
methods (e.g., developing hypotheses or
theory in the early stages of an inqujr, understanding particular cases in depth and
detail, getting at meanings in context, capturing changes in a dynamic environment),
while other kinds of questions lend themselves to quantitative approaches (e.g., generalizing from a sample to a population,
testing hypotheses, making systematiccomparisons on standardizedcriteria).Thus, it is
common that quantitative methods and

tative methods are used in a completary fashion to answer *differentquesthat do not easily come together to proa 'singie, well-integrated pi+e of the
en the varying. strengths and weakqualitative versus quantitative ap, the researcher using different
to investigate the same phen&nenon should not expect that the findings generated by those differentmethods will automatically come together to produce some
nicely integrated whole. Indeed, the evidence is that one ought to expect initial conflicts in findings from qualitative and quantitative data and expect those findings to be
received with varying degrees of credibility.
It is important, then, to consider carefully
what each kind of analysis yields and give
different interpretations the chance to arise
and be considered on their merits before favoring one result over the other based on
methodological biases.
Shapiro (1973)has described in detail her
struggleto resolvebasic differencesbetween
qualitative data and quantitative data in her
study of Follow Through classrooms; she
eventually concluded that some of the conflicts between the two kinds of data were a
result of measuring different things, although the ways in which different things
were measured were not immediately apparent until she worked to sort out the conflicting findings. She began with greater
trust in the data derived from quantitative
methods and ended by believing that the
most useful information came from the
'
qualitative data.
An article by M. G. Trend (1978) of ABT
Associates has become required reading for
anyone becoming involved in a team project
that will involve collecting and analyzing
both qualitative and quantitative data and
where different members of the team have

responsibilities for different kinds of data.
The Trend study involved an analysis of
three social.experiments'designed to test the
concept of using direct cash housing allowance payments to help low-income families
obtain decent housing on the open market.
The analysis of qualitative data from a participant observation study produced results
that were at variance with those generated
by analysis of quantitative data. The credibility of the qualitative data became a central
issue in the analysis.
The difficulty lay in conflicting explanations
or accounts, each based largely upon a different kind of data. The problems we faced involved not only the nature of observational
versus statistical inferences, but two sets of
preferences and biases within the entire research team. . . .
Though qualitative/quantitativetension is
not the only problem which may arise in research, I suggestthat it is a likely one. Few researchers are equally comfortable with both
types of data, and the procedures for using the
two together are notwell developed. The tendency is to relegate one type of analysis or the
other to a secondaryrole, according to the nature of the research and the predilectionsof the
investigators.. . . Commonly, however, observationaldataareusedfor"generatinghypoth-

eses," or "describing process." Quantitative
data are used to "analyze outcomes," or "verify hypotheses." I feel that this division of labor is rigid and limiting. (Trend 1978:352)
The 1980 meeting of the Society of Applied Anthropology in Denver included a
symposium on the problems encountered
by anthropologists participating in teams in
which both quantitative and qualitative
data were being collected. The problems
they shared were stark evidence that qualitative methods were typically perceived as

-

-

-
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community after studying the results o f a preliminarysurvey with the people who were participating i n this program.
Professor Liebman commented t o a New
York Times reporter: "I thought they were go-

I

does each analysis contribute to our understanding? Areas of convergence increase
confidence in findings. Areas of divergence
open windows to better understanding the
multifaceted, complex nature of a phenomenon. Deciding whether results have converged remains a debcate exercise subject to
both disciplined and creative interpretation.
Focusing on the degree of convergence rather
than forcing a dichotomous choice-that the
different kinds of data do 01not converge

when used in

TRIANGULATION OF
QUALITATIVE DATA SOURCES

trial" (pp. 352-53).

comparabve analysis.The question is, What

The second type of triangulationinvolves
triangulating data sources.This means comparing and-cross-checking the consistency
of information derived at different times
and by different means within qualitative
~nethods.It means

ing the people directly affected, listening t o
their perspectives, and including those perspectives i n their analysis.

.

I

I
I

comparing observations with interviews;

.

what people say in publi
with what they say in private;

' checking

.

people
time;

wh

for the

the

thing

Ov

comparing the perspectives of people
from different points of view, for example, in an evaluation, triangulating staff
views, client views, funder views, and
views expressed by people outside the
program; and

5

checking interviews against program
documents and other written evidence
that can corroborate what interview respondents report.

Quite diEferent kinds of data can be
brought together in a case study to illuminate various aspects of a phenomenon.
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Smith and Kleine (1986)triangulated historical analyses, life history interviews, and
ethnographic participant observations to illuminate the roles of powerful actorsin evaluating an innovative educational project.
As we found with methods triangulation,
triangulation of data sourceswithin qualitative methods may not lead to a single, totally
consistent picture. The point is to study and
understand when and why these differences
appear. The fact that observational data produce different results than interview data
does not mean that either or both kinds of
data are "invalid," although that may be the
case. More likely, it means that different
kinds of data have captured different things
and so the analyst attempts to understand
the reasons for the differences. Either consistency in overall patterns of data from different sources or reasonable explanations for
differences in data from divergent sources
can contribute significantly to the overall
credibility of findings.
TXIANG ULATION WITH
MULTIPLE ANALYSTS
A third kind of triangulationis investigator or analyst triangulation, that is, using
multiple as opposed to singular observers or
analysts. Triangulating observers or using
several interviewershelps reduce the potential bias that comes from a single person doing all the data collection and proyides
means of more directly assessing the consistency of the data obtained.Triangulatingobservers provides a check on bias in data collection.A related strategy is trinngulnting
analysts-that is, having two or more persons independently analyze the same qualitative data and compare their findings.
In evaIuation, an interesting form of team
triangulation has been used. Michael
Scriven (1972b) used two separate teams,
one that conducted a traditional goals-

Massachusetts Institute of Technology researcher Eric Von Hipple reported that 77%
of the innovations in equipment used to
make semiconductor and printed circuit
boards and 67% of the breakthroughs reported in four major types of scientific $struments came from customers (Gladwell
1997:47). In phenomenological terms, the
real-world lived experience of customers i s
driving technological innovation among
those able to hear it.
Collaborative and participatory inquiry
builds in participants' review of findings as
a matter of course. However, investigative
inquiry (Douglas 1976) aims at exposing
what goes on beyond the public eye and is
often antagonistic to those in power, so their
responses would not typically be used torevise conclusions but might be used to at least
offer them an opportunity to provide context and an alternative interpretation. Some
researchers worry that sharing findings
with participants for their reactions will underrnine the independenceof their analysis.
Others view it as an important form of triafigulation.
In anInternet listserv discussionof
this issue, one researcher reported this experience:

based evaluation (assessing the stated outcomes of the program) and a sec
undertook a "goal-free" evaluation
the evaluators assess clients' needs
gram outcomes without focusing on stat
goals (see Chapter 4). Comparingthe resul
of the goals-based team with those of
goal-free team provides a form of anal
triangulation for determining program
fectiveness.
REVIEW BY INQUIRY
PARTICIPANTS
Having those who were studied revie
the findings offers another appro
lytical triangulation. Researchers
ators can learn a great deal abo
racy, completeness, fairness, and percei
validity of their data analysis by having
people described in that analysis reac
what is described and concluded. To the
tent that participants in the study are unable
to relate to and confirm the description and
analysis in a qualitative report, questions are
raised about the credibility of the findings.
Alkin, Daillak, and White (1979), in studying how evaluations were used, presented
each case study to the people in the setting
described and asked them for both verbal
and written reactions. They then included
those written reactions in the report.

I gave both transcripts and a late draft of findings to participants in my study. I wondered
what they would object to. I had not promised
to alter my conclusions based on their feedback, but I had assured them that my aim was
being sure not to'do them harm. My findings
included some significant criticisms of their
efforts that I feared/expected they might object to. Instead, their review brought forth some
new information about initiatives that had not
previously been mentioned. And their primary objection was to my not giving the credit
for their successesto a wider group in the cornmunity. What I learned was not to make assumptions about participants' thinking.

Obtaining the reactions of respondents to
your working drafts is time-consuming, but
respondents may (1)venfy that you have reflected their perspectives; (2) inform you of
sections that, if published, could be problematic for either personal or political reasons;
and (3)help you to develop new ideas and interpretations. (Glesne1999:152)
How important can participant feedback
be, not only to confirm findings but tci make
sure the right questions are being asked?

,
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AUDIENCE REVIEW AS
CREDIBILITY TRIANGULATION
Reflexive triangulation (Exhibit 2.2 in
Chapter 2) adds the audience's reactions to
the triangulation mix. Evaluation constitutes a particular challenge in establishing
credibility because the ultimate test of the
credibility of an evaluation report is the response of primary intended users and readers of that report. Their reactions revolve
aroundfnce vnlidity. On the face of it, is the reportbelievable? Are the data reasonable?Do
the results comect to how people understand the world? In seriously soliciting users' reactions, the evaluator's perspective is
joined to the perspective of the people who
must use the findings. House (1977) suggests that the more "naturalistic" the evaluation, the more it relies on its audiences to
reach their own conclusions, draw their own
generalizations, and make their own interpretations:
Unless an evaluation provides an explanation
for a particular audience, and enhances the
understanding of that audience by the content
and form of the argument it presents, it is not
an adequate evaluation for that audience,
even though the facts on which it is based are
verifiable by other procedures. One indicator
of the explanatory power of evaluation data is
the degree to which the audience is persuaded. Hence, an evaluationmay be "true" in
the conventional sensebut not persuasive to a
particular audience forwhomit does notserve
as an explanation. In thefilllest sense, then, an
eunluation is depnzdent both on the person who
mnkes the evnllmtive statei~zentand oil the persoil
who receives it. (p.42, emphasis added)
Understanding the interaction and mutuality between the evaluator and the people
who use the evaluation, as well as relationships with participants in the program, is
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ORY TRIANGULATION

ation) that a study's findan artifact of a single

t the same data. Chapter 3 presented a
er of general theoretical frameworks

d Data in Context

tive qualitative presentation by traditi
social science standards, or vice versa.
within a particular framework, expert
views can increase credibilityfor those
are unsure how to distinguish high-qu
work. That, of course, is the role of the
toral committee for graduate students an

review or audit itself lacks credibility. The
challenge of getting the right expert, one
who can apply an appropriately critical eye,

ation can be examined from a Marxian

ber of cases for examination. When interpreting findings, then, it becomes important
to reconsider how design constraints may
have affected the data available for analysis.

cessful and unsuccessful cases in an intervention yield quite different results than
studying a typical case or a mix of cases.People unfamiliar with purposeful samples
may think of smaJ samples as "biased," a
perception that undermines credibility in

clearly delineating the purpose and limitations of the sample studied-and therefore
being careful about extrapolating(muchless
generalizing) the findings to other situa-

MulIa Nasrudin was once called upon to
stakeholders to disagree about pro-

events or cases) that are sampled for ob-

was supposed to be a wise and holy man,
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Nasrudin was accused of being almost illiterate. One day the ruler of his country decided to put this to the test.
"Write something for me, Nasrudin,"
said he.
"I would willingly do so, but I have taken
an oath never to write so much as a single letter again," replied Nasrudin.
"Well, write something in the way in
which you used to write before you decided
not to write, so that I can see what it was
like."
"I cannot do that, because every time you
write something, your writing changes
slightly through practice. If I wrote now, it
would be something written for now."
"Then bring me an example of his writing, anyone who has one," ordered the ruler.
Someone brought a terrible scrawl that
the M d a had once written to him.
"Is this your writing?" asked the monarch.
"No," said Nasrudin. "Not only does
writing change with time, but reasons for
writing change. You are now showing a
piece of writing done by me to demonstrate
to someone how he should not write" (Shah
1973:92).

High-QualityLessons Learned
The notions of iden-g
and articulating "lessons learned" and "best practices"
have become popular purposes of cross-case
analyses in multisite organizational studies
and cluster evaluations that aim to build
knowledge comparatively. Rather than being stated in the form of traditional scientific
empirical generalizations, lessons learned
and best practices more often take the form
of principles of practice that must be adapted
to particular settings in which the principle
is to be applied. For example, a lesson
learned from research on evaluation use is
that evaluation use will likely be enhanced

by designing an evaluation t
focused questions of specific
tended users (Patton 1997a).Ho
looked at examples of lessons le
included as conclusions in a varie
ter evaluation reports, Ricardo
mer director of evaluation at
Kellogg Founclation, and-Ibe
the deteriorating meaningfulness of the
phrases "lessons learned" and "best practices." As these phrases became widely
used, they began to be applied to any kind of
insight, evidentially based or not. We began
thinking about what would constitute a
"high-quality lessons learned" and decided
that one's confidencein the transferability or
extrapolated relevance of a supposed lesson
learned woulcl increase to the extent that it
was supported by multiple sources and
types of learnings. Exhibit 9.3 presents a List
of kinds of evidence that could be accumulated to support a proposed lesson learned,
making it more worthy of application and
adaptation to new settings if it has independent triangulatedsupport from a variety
of perspectives. Questions for generating
lessons learned are also listed. Thus, for example, the lesson that designing an evaluation to answer the focused questions of specific primary intended users enhances
evaluation use is supported by research on
use, theories about diffusion of innovation
and change, practitioner wisdom, cross-case
analyses of use, the profession's articulation
of standards, and expert testimony. For example, House's reflections about generalizability in The Logic of Evall~ativeArgzcnze~zt
(1977) constitute an example of expert testimony in support of the lesson learned about
evaluation us.e:
In evaluation, the social and psychological
contextsbecome particularly relevant and the
knowledge less certain. Under those conditions argumentation aimed at gaining the ad-
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High-quality lessons learned: Knowledge that can be applied to future action and derived
from screening according to specific criteria:

0

1

Evaluation findings-patterns across programs
Basic and applied research
Practice wisdom and experience of practitioners
Experiences reported by program participants/clients/intended b
Expert opinion
cross-di;ciplinan/ connections and patterns
Assessment of the importance of the lesson learned
Strength of the connection to outcomes attainment

I

The idea is that the greater the number of supporting sources for a "lesson learned,"the more
rigorous the supporting evidence, and the greater the triangulation of supporting sources, the
more confidence one has in the significance a n d meaningfulness of a lesson learned. Lessons
learned with only one type of supporting evidence would be considered a "lessons learned hypothesis." Nested within and cross-referenced to lessons learned should be the actual casesfrom which
practice wisdom a n d evaluation findings have been drawn. A critical principle here is to maintain
the contextual framefor lessons learned,that is, to keep lessons learned grounded in their context.
For ongoing learning, the trick is to follow future supposed applications of lessons learned to test
their wisdom and relevance over time in action in new settings.

1. What is meant by a "lesson"?
2. What is meant by "learned"?
3. By whom was the lesson lear

sson (i.e., under what conditions
does it apply)?
enough to guide practice in some
concrete way?
9. What evidence will they want to s

herence and increasing the understanding of
particular audiences is morc appropriate.Persuasion claims validity only for particular audiences and the intensity with which
particular audiences accept the evaluation
findingsis a measure of this effectiveness.The
evaluator does not aim at convincing a univer-

sal audienceof all rational men with the necessity of his conclusions.
Persuasion is directly related to action.
Even though evaluation information is less
certain than scientific information addressed
to a universalaudience, persuasion is effective
in promoting action because it focuses on a
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particular audience and muskrs information
with which this audience is concerned. (p. 6 ) '
High-quality lessons learned, then, reprez
sent principles extrapolated from multiple
sources and independently triangulated to
increase transferability as cumulative
knowledge working hypotheses that can be
adapted and applied to new situations, a
form of prag&atic utilitarian generalizability, if you will. The pragmatic bias in this
approach reflects the wisdom (dare one say
lesson learned) of Samuel Johnson: "As gold
which he cannot spend will make no man

it affected one's stamina in the
you sick part of the time? The fi

e reviewed strategies for enhancing the quality and credibility of qualitative analysis, sear&g for rival explanations, explainingnegative cases,
triangulation, and keeping data in context.
Technical rigor in analysis is a major factor
in the credibility of qualitative findings.
This section now takes up the issue of how
the credibility of the inquirer affects the way
findings are received.
Because the researcher is the instrument
in qualitative inquiry, a qualitative report
should include some information about the
researcher. What experience, training, and
perspective does the researcher bring to the
field? Who funded the study and under
what arrangements with the researcher?
How did the researcher gain access to the
study site?What prior knowledge did the researcher bring to the research topic and
study site? What personal connections does
the researcher have to the people, program,
or topic studied? For example, suppose the
observer of an Alcoholics Anonymous pro-

ting under study and what sensitivities the
inquirer brings to the issues under study.
In preparing to i n t e ~ e w
farm families in
Minnesota, I began building up my tolerance for strong coffee a month before the
fieldwork. Being ordinarily a non-coffee
drinker, I knew my body would be jolted by
10to 12cupsof coffee a day doing interviews
in farm kitchens. In the Caribbean, when interviewing farmers, I had to increase my tolerance for rum because some interviews
took place in rum shops. These are matters
of personal preparation-both mental and
physical-that affect perceptions about the
quality of the study. Preparation and train-

1. reactions of those in

It is axiomatic that observers must record
what they perceive to be their own reactive effects. They may treat this reactivity as bad and
attempt to avoid it (which is impossible), or
they may accept the fact that they will have a
reactive effect and attempt to use it to advantage. . . .The reactive effect will be measured
lack of sufficient tr
about, and also in daily observations.(Denzin
1978b:ZOO)

Anxieties that surround an evaluation
e methodologists advocate long-term
ervations that permit an initial period

evaluator can affect how a program operates
as well as its outcomes. The evaluator's
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and anxiety that performances are below
par. Some forms of program evaluation, especially "empowerment evaluation" and
"intervention-oriented evaluation" (Patton
1997a:Chapter 5) turn this traditional threat
to validity into an asset by designing data
collection to enhance achievement of the desiredprogram outcomes. For example, at the
simplest level, the observation that "what
gets measured gets done" suggests the
power of data collection to affect outcomes
attainment. A leadership program, for example, that includes in-depth interviewing
and participant journal writing as ongoing
forms of evaluation data collection may find
that participating in the interviewing and
writing reflectively have effects on participants and program outcomes. Likewise, a
community-based AIDS awareness intervention can be enhanced by having community participants actively engaged in identifylng and doing case studies of critical
community incidents. In short, a variety of
reactive responses are possible, some that
support program processes, some that interfere, and many that have implications for interpreting findings. Thus, the evaluator has
a responsibility to think about the problem,
make a decision about how to handle it in
the field, attempt to monitor evaluator/observer effects, and reflect on how reactivities
may have affected findings.
Evaluator effects are often considerably
overrated, particularly by evaluators. There
is more than a slight touch of self-irnportance in some concerns about reactivity.
Lillian Weber, director of the Workshop Center for Open Education, City College School
of Education, New York, once set me
straight on this issue, and I pass her wisdom
on to my colleagues. In doing observations
of open classrooms, I was concerned that my
presence, particularly the way kids flocked
around me as soon as I entered the classroom, was distorting the situation to the

point where it was impossible to do good
servations. Lillian laughed and suggested
me that what I was experiencing was
way those classrooms actually were.
went on to note that this was co
among visitors to schools; they were alw
concerned that the teacher, knowing visito
were coming, whipped the kids into
for those visitors. She suggested that
the best of circ~unstancesa teacher mi
kids to move out of habitual patterns into
some model mode of behavior for as much
as 10 or 15 minutes, but that, habitual patterns being what they were, kids would
rapidly revert to normal behaviors and
whatever artificialitymight have been
duced by the presence of the visitor
likely become apparent.
Evaluators and researchers should strive
to neither overestimate nor underestimate
their effects but to take seriously their responsibility to describe and study what
those effects are.
A second concern about evaluator effects
arises from the possibility that the evaluator
changes during the course of the evaluation.
In Chapter 7 on interviewing I offered several examples including how, in a study of
child sexual abuse, those involved were
deeply affected by what they heard. One of
the ways this sometimes happens in anthropological research is when participant observers "go native" and become absorbed
into the local culture. The epitome of this in a
shorter-term observation is the story of the
observers who became converted to Christianity while observing a Billy Graham crusade (Lang and Lang 1960). Evaluators
sometimes become personally involved
with program participants or staff and therefore lose their sensitivity to the full range of
events occurring in the setting.
Johnson (1975) and Glazer (1972)have reflected on how they and others have been
changed by doing field research. The con-

sensus of advice on how to deal with the
problem of changes in the observers as a result of involvement in research is similar to
advice about how to deal with the reactive
effects createdby the presence of observers.
It is central to the metliod of participant observation that changes will occur in the observer;
the important point, of course, is to record
these changes. Field notes, introspection, and
conversationswith informantsand colleagues
provide the major means of measuringthis dimension, . . . for to be insensitive to shifts in
one's own attitudes opens the way for pla '
naive interpretations on the complex se
events under analysis. (Denzin1978lx2
The third concern about inquirer effects
has to do with the extent to which the predispositions or biases of the evaluator may affect data analysis and interpretations. This
issue carries mixed messages because, on
the one hand, rigorous data collection and
analytical procedures, like triangulation, are
aimed at substantiating the validity of the
data and minimizing inquirer biases; on
the other hand, the interpretative and
constructivist perspectives remind us that
data from and about humans inevitably represent some degree of perspcctive rather
than absolute truth. Getting close enough to
the situation observed to experience it firsthand means that researchers can learn from
their experiences, thereby generating personal insights, butthat closenessmakes their
objectivity suspect. "For social scientists to
refuse to treat their own behavior as data
from which one can learn is really tragic"
(Scriven 1972a:99).In effect, all of the procedures for validating and verifying analysis
that have been presented in this chapter are
aimed at reducing distortions introduced by
inquirer predisposition. Still, people who
use different criteria in determining evidential credibility will come at this issue from
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differencestances and end up with different
conclusions.
Consider the interviewing stance of empatlzic neutrality introduced in Chapter 2 and
elaborated in Chapter 7. An empathically
neutral inquirer will be perceived as caring
about and interested in the people being
studied, but neutral about the content of
what they reveal. House (1977) balances the
caring, interested stance against independence and impartiality for evaluators, a
stance that also applies to those working acds of traditional science.

-

seen as caring, as interested, as responsive to the relevant arguments.
He must be impartial rather than simply objective. The impartialityof the evaluator must
beseen as that of an actorin events, one who is
responsive to the appropriate arguments but
in whom the contending forces are balanced
rather than non-existent. The evaluator must
be seen as nothavingpreviously decided infavor of one position or the other. (House
1977:45-46)

But neutrality and impartiality are not
easy stances to achieve. ~ e n z i (1989b)
n
cites
a number of scholars who have concluded,
as he does, that every researcher brings preconceptions and interpretations to the problem being studied, regardless of methods
used.

All researchers take sides, or are partisans for
one point of view or another. Value-freeinterpretive research is impossible. This is the case
because every researcher brings preconceptions and interpretationsto the problem being
studied. The term henneneuticnl circle or sittmtion refers to this basic fact of research. All
scholars are caught in the circle of interpretation. They can never be free of the henneneutical situation. This means that scholars

-

-
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must state beforehand their prior interpfetations of the phenomenon being investigated.
Unless these me-gs
and values are clarified, their ,effects on subsequent interpretstions remain clouded and often misunderstood. (Denzin 1989b:23)
-

Earlier (Exhibit9,l) I presented five sets of
criteria for judging the quality of qualitative
inqujr. Those varying frameworks offer
different perspectives on how inquirers
should deal with concerns about bias. Neutrality and impartiality are expected when

nition quoted above. In contrast, constructivist analysts are expected to deal with
these issues through conscious and committed reflexivity--entering the hermenez~ticnl
circle of interpretation and therein reflecting
on and analyzing how their perspective interacts with the perspectives they encounter.
Artistic inquirers ,often deal with issues of
how they personally relate to their work by
invoking aesthetic criteria: Judge the work
on its artistic merits. When critical chan
criteria are applied in judging reactivity,
tent the inquiry fqrthered the cause or enhanced the well-being of those involved and
studied; neutrality is eschewed in favor of
explicitly using the inquiry process to facilitate change, or at least illuminate the conditions needed for change.
The politics of evaluation mean that individual evaluators must make their own
peace with how they are going to descr
what they do. The meaning and co
tions of words such as objectivity, szlbjectivi
neutrality, and inzpnrtiality will have to
worked out with particular stakehol
specific evaluation settings. Essenti
these are all concerns about the extent
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which the evaluator's findings can be
trusted; that is, trustworthiness can be undersiood as one dimension of perceived
methodological rigor (Lincoln and Guba
1986; Glesne 1999). For better or worse, the
trustworthiness of the data is tied directly to
the trustworthiness of the person who4collects and analyzes the data-and his or her
demonstrated competence. Competence is
demonstrated by using the verification and
- validationprocedures necessary to establish
the quality of analysis and thereby building
a "track record of quality work.

or, professional integrity, and
al competence. There are no
as or clear-cut rules about
o a credible, high-quality analysis.
task is to do one's best to make sense of
s. A qualitative analyst returns to the
er and over again to see if the con,categories, explanationi, and interhons make sense, if they really reflect
nature of the phenomena. Creativity, inllectual rigor, perseverance, insightse are the intangibles that go beyond the
tine application of scientific procedures.
Nobel prize-winning physicist Percy
an put it: "There is no scientific
as such, but the vital feature of a scis procedure has been merely to do his
tmost with his mind, no holds barred"
(quoted in Mills 1961:58).

@

~h~ Paradigms
Debate and Credibility

We come now to the third leg of the credibility triangle, the first two having been (1)rigorom methods for doing fieldwork that yield

-quality data that are systematically and with attention to issues of credibility
the credibility of t l researcher,
~
which
ndent on training,
experience,
track
record, status, and presentation of self. We
take up now the issue of plzilosophical beliefin
the value of qtmlitative inquiry, that is, a fundamental appreciation of naturalistic inquiry, qualitativemethods, inductive analysis, purposeful sampling, and holistic
thinking.
The use of qualitative methods can be
quite controversial. The controversy stems
from the long-standing debate in science
how best to study and understand the
d. AS discussed in earlier chapters, the
debate sometimes takes the form of qualitative versus quantitative methods, or science
versus phenomenology, or positivism versus constructivism, or realism versus

interpretivism. How the
depends on the perspectives that peo
bring to it and the language available
them to talk about it. The debate is rooted m
philosophical differencesabout the nature
of reality and epistemological differences
about what constitutes knowledge and how
it is created. This has come to be called "the
paradigms debate," a paradigm in this case
being a particular worldview where philosophy and methods intersect to determine
what kinds of evidenceone finds acceptable.
The literatureon the paradigms debate is extensive (cf. Denzin and Lincoln 2000b;
Tashakkori and Teddlie 1998; Patton 1997a:
Chapter 12; Shadish 1995a, 1995b, 1995c;
Guba 1991;Fetterman 1988a, 198813; Lincoln
and Cuba 1985,1986,2000; Cronbach 1975;
Guba and Lincoln 1981;Reichardt and Cook
1979; Rist 1977; Campbell 1974, 1999a,
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1999b).The point here is to alertthosenew to
the debate that it has been and can be intense, divisive, emotional, and rancorous.
Both scientists and nonscientists often
hold strong opinions about what constitutes credible evidence. These opinions are
paradigm derived and paradigm dependent
because a paradigm constitutes a worldview
built on implicit assumptions, accepteddefinitions, comfortablehabits,values defended
as truths, and beliefs projected as reality. As
such, paradigms are deeply embedded in
the socialization of adherents and practitioners telling them what is important, legitimate, and reasonable. Paradigms are also
normative, telling the practitioner what to
do without the necessity of long existential
or epistemological consideration. But it is
this aspect of paradigms that constitutes
both their strength and their weaknesstheir strength in that it makes action possible, their weakness in that the very reason
for action is hidden in the unquestioned assumptions of the paradigm.
Given the often controversial natu~eof
qualitative findings and the necessity.on occasion, to be able to explain and even defend
the value and appropriatenessof qualitative
approaches, the sections that follow will
briefly discuss the most common concerns.
I'll then tell you how to make the case that
the debnte is over, or as my teenage daughter
says, "That's so 10 minutes ago."
acFirst, however, to set the context
knowledge that the debate continues for
many, let me share a story to illustrate the antagonisms that sometimes undergird (and
undermine) the debate. A former student
sent me the following story, which she had
received as an e-mail chain letter, a matter of
interest only because it suggests widespread
distribution.
Once upon a time, not so very long ago, a
group of statisticians (hereafter known as
"quants") and a party of qualitative meth-

odologists (hereafter known as "quals")
found themselves together on a train traveling to the same professional meeting. The
quals, all of whomhad tickets, observed that
the quants had only one ticket for their
whole group.
"How can you all Gavel on ond ticket?.
asked a qual.
"We have OLW methods," replied a quant.
Later, when the conductor came to punch
tickets, allthe quants slipped quickly behind
the door of the toilet. When the conductor
knocked on the door, the head quant slipped
their one ticket under the door, thoroughly
fooling the conductor.
On their return from the conference, the
two groups again found themselves on the
same train. The qualitative researchers, havingleamed from the quants, had schemed to
share a single ticket. They were chagrined,
therefore, to learn that, this time, the statisticians had boarded with no tickets.
"We know how you traveled together
with one ticket," revealed a qual, "but how
canyoupossiblygetawaywithno tickets?"
"We havenew methods," replied a quant.
Later, when the conductor approached,
all the quals crowded into the toilet. The
head statistician followed them and
knocked authoritatively on the toilet door.
The quals slipped their one and only ticket
under the door. The head quant took the
ticket and joined the other quants in a different toilet. The quds were subsequently discovered without tickets, publicly hurniliated, and tossed off the train at its next stop.

Beyond the Numbers Game
Philosopher of science Thomas H. Kuhn
(1970),having studied extensively the value
systems of scientists, observed that "the
most deeply held values concern predictions" and "quantitative predictions are
preferable to qualitative ones" (pp. 184-85).

PLAYING THE NUHBERS

GAME:

TURNING THOUGHTS INTO SCALES

8
0
N

w

The methodological status hierarchy in science ranks "hard data" above "soft data"
where "hardness" refers to the precision of
statistics. Qualitative data, then, carry the
stigma of "being soft." This carries over into
the public arena, especially in the media and
among policyrnakers, creating what has
been called "the tyranny of numbers"
(Eberstadt, Eberstadt, and Moynihan 1995).
How can one deal with a lingering bias
against qualitative methods?
The starting point is understanding and
being able to communicate the particular
strengths of qualitative methods (Chapters1
and 2) and the kinds of evaluation and other
applications for which qualitative data are
especially appropriate (Chapter 4). It is also
helpful to understand the special seductiveness of numbers in modem society. Numbers convey a sense of precision and accuracy even if the measurements that yielded
the numbers are relatively unreliable, in-

valid, and meaningless (for examples, see
Hausman 2000; Huff and Geis 1993).Indeed,
Gephart (1988) has designated "ethnostatistics" as a form of ethnographic study of
groups that routinely produce statistics, focusing on the technical and operational assumptionsinvolvedin the production of statistics and deconstruding statistics as a
rhetorical device in research and the public
arena.
The point, however, is not to be antinumbers. The point is to be pro-rneaninfilness. Thus, by knowing the strengths and
weaknesses of both quantitative and qualitative data, you can help those with whom
you dialogue focus on really important
questions rather than, as sometimes happens, focusingprimarilyon how to generate
numbers. The really important questions
are, What's worth knowing? What data will
be most illuminative?Most useful? How can
the design be appropriately matched to the
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quantitative approaches. Qualitative methods are dzfferent.Furthermore, "weno longer
need to regard qualitative research as provisional, because qualitative studies have already assembled a usable, cumulative body
of knowledge" (Silverman 1997:l). Given
that context, let's examine some ways of
reframing old quantitative-qualitative debate issues.

Beyond Objectivity and
Subjectivity:New Concepts,
New Language
Science places great value on objectivity.
Often the primary reason decision makers
commission an evaluation is to get objective
data from an independent and objective

where the majorify of scientists (or
er people) were factually wrong while
e dissenting obsenrer described things as
ey actually were (Kuhn 1970).
Qualitative rigor has to do with the quality of the observations made by an evaluator.
Scri~en
emphasizes the importance of being
factual about observations rather than b ~ i n g
distant from the phenomenon being studied. Distance does not guarantee objectivity; it merely guarantees distance. Nevertheless, in the end, Scriven (1998) still finds
the ideal of objectivityworth striving for as a
counter to bias, and he continues to find the
language of objectivity serviceable.
In contrast, Lincoln and Guba (1986), as
noted earlier, have suggested replacing the
traditional mandate to be objective with an
emphasis on h~lshuorthinessand atltlzentici&
by being balanced, fair, and conscientious in
taking account of multiple perspectives,
multiple interests, and multiple realities.
They have suggested that researchers and
evaluators can learn something about these
utes from the stance of investigative

.

It is adversarial rather than one-p

each side presented with as much vigor and
commitment as possible.

.

It is
that the subjea,s reaction to
the reporter and interactions between them
heavily determines what the reporter perceives. Hence one test of fairness is the
length to which the reporter will go to test
his own biases and rule them out.

It is a relative criterion that is measured by
bnlnnce rather than by isomorphism to enduring truth.
Clearly, evaluators have a great deal to learn
from this development. (Guba 1981:76-77)
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Earlier in this chapter, I discussed the
of the inquirer and noted that
trustworthiness of the inquirer is one dimension of rigor. The issue, then, is not really
about objectivity in the abstract, but about
researcher credibility and trustworthiness,
about fairness and balance. How, then, does
one deal with concerns about objectivity?
It is helpful to know that scholarly philosophers of science now typically doubt the
possibility of anyone or any method being
totally "objective." But subjectivity, even if
acknowledged as inevitable (Peshkin 1988),
carries negative connotations at such a deep
level and for so many people that the very
t e r n can be an impediment to mutual understanding. For this and other reasons, as a
way of elaborating with any insight the nature of the research process, the notion of
subjectivity may have become as useless as
the notion of objectivity.
The death of the notion that objective truth is
attainablein projects of socialinquiry has been
generally recognized and widely accepted by
scholars who spend time thinking about such
matters. . . . 1 will take this recognition as a
starting point in calling attention to a second
corpse in our midst, an entity to which many
refer as if it were still alive. Instead of exploring the meaning of subjectivity in qualitative
educational research, I want to advance the
notion that following the failure of the objectivists to maintain the viability of their epistemology, the concept of subjectivity has been
likewise drained of its usefulness and thereforeno longer has any meaning. Subjectivity,I
feel obliged to report, is also dead. (Barone
2000:161)

Barone (2000:169-70) goes on to argue in
favor of the "criterion of critical persuasiveness" based on "neoprapatisim," essentially elevating a search for utility above the

futile search for
in the next section.
still searching for language an
to transcend the old and outd
of objective versus subjectiv
about new terminology ha
given the five different sets
judging qualitativeinquiry I i
beginning of this chapter, it see
that a consensus is on the horizo
be liberating because it op
bility of getting beyond the
stractions of objectivity and
moving instead to care
tive methodological 1
scribesyour onminquiryprocesse
cedures. That is, don't label those
as "objective," "s
"neutral," "authe
scribe them and what you bring to them and
how you've reflected on them, and then let
the reader be persuaded, or not, by the intellectual and methodological rigor, meaningfulness, value, and utility of the result. In the
meantime, be very careful how you use particular terms in specific contexts, a point
made nicely by the following cautionary
tale.
During a tour of America, former British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill attended
a buffet luncheon at which chicken was
served. As he returned to the buffet for a second helping he asked, "May I have some
more breast?"
His hostess, looking embarrassed, explained that "in this country we ask for
white meat or dark meat."
Churchill, taking the white meat he was
offered, apologized and returned to his table.
The next morning the hostess received a
beautiful orchid from Churchill with the following card: "I would be most obliged ifYOU
would wear this on your white meat."

Reflections on Truth and Utility as Criteria of Quality

ad^ I d~ not make up things. That is lies. Lies are not true. ~ uthet truth
could be made up if you know how. And that's the truth.
-Lily Tomlin
I

I
I

1

1i
I

I

i

One paradip-related belief that affects
how people react to qualitative data invalves how they think about the idea of
"Truth." "Do you, as a qualitative researcher, swear to tell the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth?"I was once
asked this very question by a hostile school
iAeSearcherat a public meeting who sought to
mnbarrass me in front of a school board in a
debate about standardized tests. I knew
from previous discussion that he had read,
in a previous edition of this book, this very
sedonexpressing doubt about the ~1fdityof
truth as a criterion of quality and 1suspected
that he hoped to lure me into an academic-

sounding, arrogant, and philosophical discourse on the question "what is truth?" in
the expectation that the public officialspresent would be alienated and dismissmy testimony. So I did not reply, "That depends on
what truth means." I said simply: "Certainly
I promise to respond honestly." Notice the
shift from truth to honesty.
Lancelot Andrews, a 17th-cenw priest,
obsemed that Pontius Pilate is recorded to
have asked Jesus at his trial, "what is
Truth?" Pilate asked his question, ~~d~~~~
observed, "and then some other matter took
him in the head, and so he rose and went his
way before he had his answer." while the
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one perspective must be true.
8), pondering these questions,has

The pragmatic evaluator might rep1

eir relevance to and use

tmthfuIness (p. 17)

contributed to their own needs.

we were to first detemne the level of cer-

In studying evaluation use (Patton

in the postmodem age, makes the case for
pragmatic utility as follows:

information that they could and did
th other information (political,
other research, colleague opin-

do we decide whch deserves our attenbon
and respect? The pragmatists offer the =riterion of Usefulnessfor t h ~purpose..
s
..Anldea,
like a tool, has no intrinsic value and IS "trueu
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context-bound, historically situated transactions between itself and a text, it helps us to
judge which textual experiences are to be valued. . . .The gates are opened for textual encounters, in any inquiry genre or tradition,
that serve to fulfill an important human purpose. (pp. 169-70)
Focusing on the connection between
truth tests and utility tests shifts attention
back to credibility and quality, not as absolute generalizablejudgments but as contextually dependent on the needs and interests
of those receiving our analysis. This obliges
researchers and evaluators to consider carefully how they present their work to others,
with attention to the purpose to be fulfilled.
That presentationshould include reflections
on how your perspective affected the questions you pursued in fieldwork, careful documentation of all procedures used so that
others can review your methods for bias,
and being open in describing the limitations
of the perspective presented. Appendix 9.1
contains an in-depth description of how one
qualitative inquirer, engaged in program
"documentation," dealt with these issues in
a long-term participant observer relationship. This excerpt, titled "A Documenter's
Perspective," is based on the documenter's
researchjournal and field notes. It moves the
discussion from abstract philosophizing to
day-to-day, in-the-trenches fieldwork encounters aimed at sorting out what is true
(small t ) and useful.
As one additional source of reflection on
these issues, perhaps the f o l l o h g Sufi
story will provide some guidance about the
difference between truth and perspective.
Sagely, in this encounter, Nasrudin gathers
data to support his proposition about thenature of truth. Here's the story.
M d a Nasrudin was on trial for his life.
He was accused of no less a crime than

treason by the king's ministers, wise men
charged with advising on matters of great
import. Nasrudin was charged with going
from village to +age inciting the people by
saying, "The king's wise men do not speak
truth. They do not even know what truth is.
They are confused." Nasrudin was brought
before the king and the court. "How do you
plead, gullty or not gullty?"
"I am both guilty and not guilty," replied
Nasrudin.
"What, then, is your defense?"
Nasrudin turned and pointed to the nine
wise men who were assembled in the court.
"Have each sage write an
lowing question: What is
The king commanded
they were asked. The answers were handed
to the king, who read to the court what each
sage had written.
The first wrote: "Water is to remove
thirst."
The second: "It is the essence of life."
The third: "Rain."
The fourth: "A clear, liquid substance."
The fifth: "A compound of hydrogen and
oxygen."
The sixth: "Water was given to us by God
ourselves
to use in cleansing and pur-g
before prayer."
The sevenh "It is many different
things-rivers, wells, ice, lakes, so it depends."
The eighth: "A mamelous mystery that
defies definition."
The ninth: "The poor man's wine."
Nasrudin turned to the court and the
king, "I am @ty of saying that the wise
men are confused. I am not, however, guilty
of treason because, as you see, the wise men
are confused. How can they know if I have
committed treason if they cannot even decide what water is? If the sages cannot agree
on the truth about water, something they
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The king
free.

apolations and Transferability
he trouble with generaliza

that they don't apply to particulars.
a S. Lincoln and Egon G. Guba (1985:llO)

The pragmatic criterion of utility leads to
the question of what one can do with qualitative findings. Certainly, tlie resdts illuminate a particular situation or small number
of cases. Butwhat of utility beyond the lirnited case or cases studied? Can q~~alitative
findings be generalized?
Chapter 5 discussed the logic andvalue of
purposeful sampling with small, but carefully selected, information-rich cases. Certain kinds of small samples, for example, a
critical case, are selected and studied precisely because they have broader relevance.
Other sampling strategies, for example, extreme cases (exemplars of excellence or failure), are selected for their potential to yield
insights about principles that might be applied elsewhere. However, purposeful Sampling is not widely understood. Thus, qualitative inquirers may encounter a predisposition toward large, random samples and
disbelief in (or ignorance about)the value of
small, purposeful samples. It is important in
responding to such concerns that one fully
understands the relative strengths and
weaknesses of different samplingstrategies.
Nor are qualitative and quantitative samples incompatible. Chapter 5 discusses several mutually reinforcing combinations.
Shadish (1995a)argued that the core principles of generalization apply to both experiments and ethnographies (or qualitative
methods generally). Both experiments and

case studies share the problem of being
highly localized. Findipgs from a study,
experimental or naturalistic in design, can
be generalized according to five principles:
1. The Principle of Proximal Similarity. We
generalize most confidently to applications where treatments, settings,
populations, outcomes, and times are
most similar to *ose in the original research. . . .
2. The Principle of Heterogeneity of Iwele-

vancies. We generalize most confidently when a research finding continues to hold over variations in persons,
settings, treatments, outcome measures, and times that are presumed to
be conceptually irrelevant. The strategy here is idenhfymg irrelevancies,
and where possible including a diverse array of them in the research so
as to demonstrate generalization over
them.. . .
3. The Principle of Discriminant Validity.
We generalize most confidently when
we can show that it is the target construct, and not something else, that is
necessary to produce a research finding. . . .

4. The Principle of Empirical Interpolation
and Extrpolation. We generalize most
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Readers assirnila

value and chan

(Shadish 1995a: 42426)
The evaluatorshould do wha
lish the generalizabllityof his

hoped for in science (generalizationsa
time and space) runs into considera

generalizations. He has concluded that so-

ings come from encounter, and are modified
and reinforced by repeated encounter.
In life itself,this occurs seldom to the individual alone but in the presence of others. In a

tion. But in the spirit of natura
should regard each possible

social process, together they bend, spin, consolidate, and enrich their understandings. We

encounter after that. For

terms of what others reveal as their experi-

(p. 122).

know particulars fleehngly, of cotuse, is to
know newt to nothmg. What becomes useful
understanding is a full and thorough knowledge of the particular, recognizing it also in
new and foreign contexts.That knowledge is a
form of generalization too, not scienhfic m-

tual accounts, case study researchers assist
readers in the construction of knowledge.
(Stake 2000442)

cept an assertion that is context free? [Yet] it

is uirttinlly impossible to imngilzeanyhuman beIznuior tlznt is not heavily mediated by the context
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in which it occurs" (p. 62). They proposed
substituting the concepts "transferability"
and "fittingness" for generalization when
dealing with qualitative findings:
The degree of transferabilityis a direct function
of the similarity between the two contexts,
what we shall call "jl'ttingness." Fittingness is
defined as degree of congruence between
sending and receiving contexts. If context A
and context I3 are "sufficiently" congruent,
then worhg
hypothesesfrom the sending
originating context may be applicable in the
receiving context. (Lincoln and Guba
1985:124)

Cronbach and Associates (1980)have offered a middle ground in the methodological paradigms debate over generalizability.
They found little value in experimental designs that are so focused on carefully controlling cause and effect (internal validity)
that the
are largely
beyond that
situation (external validity). On the other
hand, they were equally concerned about
entirely idiosyncratic case studies that yield
little of use beyond the case study
were
that
'pecific
em~iricalfindingswouldbe meaningfulunder new conditions. They suggested instead
that designs balance depth and breadth, realism and control so as to permit reasonable
"extrapolation" (pp. 231-35).
Unlike the usual meaning of the termgenernlization, an extrapolntion clearly connotes
that one has gone beyond the narrow confines of the data to think about other applications of the findings. Extrapolations are
modest speculations on the likely applicability of findings to other situations under
similar, but not identical, conditions. Extrapolations are logical, thoughtful, case derived, and problem oriented rather than statistical and probabilistic. Extrapolations can

gradually emerged
enge is to approch methods to purposes, quesssues and not to universally adsingle methodological approach

be particularly useful when based on information-rich samples and designs, that is,
studies that produce relevant information
carefully targeted to specific concerns about
both the present and the future. Users of
evaluation
evaluators
their finding
lessonslearne
future efforts.
tative evalu
stakeholder
mind.

e won the qualiative-quantitative debate."
Won in what sense?
e validity of experimental methods
quantitative measurement, appropri-

3 The Credibility Issue

in Retrospect: Increased
Legitimacy for Qualitative
Methods
~~~~~dthe ~ ~ ~ l i ~ ~ t i ~ ~ -

~ ~ ~ ~ ~t i ~t ~ bt i ~~ ~ t
This chapter has reviewed ways of enhmcing the quality and credibility of qualitative analysisby dealing with three distinct
but related inquiry

.
.
.

rigorous lnetlzods for doing fieldwork that
yield high-quality data that are systematicallyanalyzed with attention to issues
of credibility;

the credibility of the resenrrlzer, which is dependent on training, experience, track
record, status, and presentation of self;
and

plzilosophicnl belief in the value of qunlitative
inqtlily, that is, a fundamental apprecia-

tion of naturalistic inquiry, qualitative
methods, inductive analysis, purposeful
sampling, and holistic thinking.
The debale between qualitative and
quantitative methodologists has often been
strident. In recent years, the debate has soft-

~

I have found incceptance of qualitative methods in particular and multiple
methods in general. Especially in evaluation, a consensus has emerged that researchers and evaluators need to know and use a
variety of methods to be responsive to the
nuances of particular empirical questions
and the idiosyncrasies of specific stakeholder needs.
The cre&bility and respectability of quaiitative methods vary across disciplines, university departments, professions, time periads, and countries. ~nthe field I know best,
program evaluation, the increased leetimacy of qualitative methods is a function of
more examples of useful, highquality evaluations employing qualitativemethods and
an increased co-hent
to providing useful and understandable information based
on stakel~olders'concerns.
Other factors that
contribute to increased credibility include
more and lugher-quality training in qualitative methods and the publication of a substantial clualitative literature.
The history of the paradigms debate parallels the history of evaluation. The earliest

evaluations focused largely on quantitative
measurement of clear, specific goals and objectives. With,thewidespread social and educational experimentation of the 1960s and
early 1970s, evaluation designs were aimed
at comparing the effectivenessof different
programs and treatments through rigorous
controls and experiments. This was the period when the quantitative/experimental
paradigm dominated. By the middle 1970s,
the paradigms debate had become a major
focus of evaluation discussions and writings. By the late 1970s, the alternative qualitative/naturalistic paradigm had been fully
articulated (Guba 1978; Patton 1978; Stake
1975, 1978). During this period, concern
about finding ways to increase use became
predominant in evaluation, and evaluators
began discussing standards. A period of
pragmatism and dialogue followed, during
which calls for and experiences with multiplemethods and a synthesis of paradigms
became more ccxr~mon. The advice of
Cronbach and Associates (1980),in their imPortant book on reform of program evaluation, was widely taken to heart: "The evaluator will be wise not to declare allegiance to
either a quantitative-scientific-summative
methodology or a qualitative-naturalisticdescriptive methodology" (p. 7).
Signs of detente and pragmatism now
abound. Methodological tolerance, flexibility, eclecticism, and concern for appropriateness rather than orthodoxy now characterize the practice, literature, and discussions
of evaluation. Several developments seem to
me to explain the withering of the methodological paradigms debate.
1. The articulation of professional standards has emphasized methodological appropriateness rather than paradigm orthodoxy (Joint Committee 1994). Within the
standards as context, the focus on conducting evaluations that are useful, practical,

-
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better understanding of the situations for
which various methods are most appropriate as well as grounded experience in how
to combine methods.

3. A broader conceptualization of eva
ation, and of evaluator training, has

Evaluation Association president
Chelimsky the GAO pubof methods manuals includ-

rofessional practice in an environ-

kinds of

aditional scientific claims,

other aspects of evaluation, such as use, an

Methods decisions are now framed in a
broader context of use that, I believe, has re-

context-free terms.

4. Advances in methodological sophisti-

as it describes what constitutes a

Strength is not judged by adherence to a particular paradigm. It is detennined by use and
technical adequacy, whatever the method,

public sector, and in and out of universi.This diversity, and opportunities to ex-

claims made is only partly related to the
methods used in the process.

sm, and tolerance in the field. A good ex-

Validity is a property of knowledge, not methods. No matter whether knowledge comes
from an ethnography or an experiment, we

eichardt and Rallis 1994). The tone of the

has converted the field into a rich mosaic
sus qualitative in primary orientation.

Strong studies pose questions clearly, address

"peaceful coexistence," "12achtradition can
learn from the other," "compromise solution," "important shared characteristics,"
and "a call for a new partnership."

may stiU ask the same kind of questions about
the ways inwhich that knowledge is valid. To
use an overly simplistic example, if someone
claims to have nailed together two boards, we
do not ask if their hammer is valid, but rather
whether the two boards are now nailed together, and whether the claimant was, in fact,
responsible for that result. In fact, this particular claim may be valid whether the nail was set
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APPENDIX 9.1
ctive

Introduction. This appendix provides a reflective case study,by Beth Alberty, of
the struggle experienced by one internal, formative program evaluator of an innovative school art program as she tried to figure out how to provide useful information to program staff from the voluminous qualitative data she collected.
Beth begins by describing what she means by "documentation" and then shares
her experiences as a novice in analyzing the data, a process of moving from a
mass of documentary material to a M e d , holistic document.

Documentation

in place by a hammer, an airgun,or the butt of
a screwdriver. A hammer does not guarantee
successhl nailing, successfulnailing does not
require a hammer, and the validity of the claim
is in principle separate from which tool was
used. The same is true of methods in the social
behavioral sciences. (Shadish 1995a:421)

This brings us back to a pragmatic focus
on the utility of findings as a point of entry
for determining what's at stake in the claims
made in a study and therefore what criteria
to use in assessing those claims. As I noted in
opening this chapter, judgments about credibility and quality depend on criteria. And
though this chapter has been devoted to
ways of enhancing quality and credibility,
all such efforts ultimately depend on the
willingness of the inquirer to weigh the evi-

dence carefully and be open to the possibility that what has been learned most
from a particular inquiry is how to do it
better next time. Canadian-born bacteriologist Oswald Avery, discoverer of DNA as
the basic genetic material of the cell,
worked for years in a small laboratory at
the hospital of the Rockefeller Institute in
New York City. Many of his initialhypotheses and research conclusions turned out,
upon further investigation, to be wrong.
His colleagues marveled that he never
turned argumentative when findings
countered his predictions and he never became discouraged. He was committed to
learning and was often heard telling his
students: 'Whenever you fall, pick up
something."

Documentation, as the word is commonly used, may refer to "slice of life"
recordings in various media20rto the marshaling of evidence in support of a
position or point of view. We are familiar with "documentary" films; we require lawyers or journalists to "document" their cases. Both meanings contribute to my view of what documentationis,but they are far from describing
it fully. Documentation, to my mind, is the interpretive reconstitutionof a focal event, setting, project, or other phenomenon, based on observation and on
descriptiverecords set in the context of guiding purposes and co-tments.
I have always been a staff member of the situations I have documented,
rather than a consultant or an employee of an evaluation organization. At
first this was by accident, but now it is by conviction: My experience urges
that the most meaningful evaluation of a program's goals and commitments
is one that is planned and carried out by the staff and that such an evaluation
contributes to the program as well as to external needs for information. As a
staff member, I participate in staff meetings and contribute to decisions. My
relationships with other staff members are close and reciprocal. Sometimes I
provide services or perform functions that directly fulfill the purposes of the
program-for example, working with children or adults, answering visitors'
questions, writing proposals and reports. Most of my time, however, is spent
planning, collecting, reporting, and analyzing documentation.

First Perceptions
With this context in mind, let me turn to the beginning plunge. Observing
is the heart of documenting and it was into observing that I plunged, coming
up delighted at the apparent ease and swiftness with which I could fish in-

--
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to notice things aboutthem
work influences another's,

teachers-as they are recorded or in a special meeting with his or her colleagues-may begin, for example, to see patterns of similar interest in the requests he or she is getting and thus become aware of new possibilities for relationships within the school.
me eager to collect more and more, and I also found the shee
could collect satisfying. As I collected more records, however,
could be observed and recorded, so many perspectives, such a complicatedhistory! My feelings of wanting more changed to afeeling of needing to get everything. It wasn't enough for me to know how the program worked now-I felt I
needed to know how it got started and how the present workings had evolved.
It wasn't enough to know how the central part of the program worked-I felt I
had to know about all its spinoff activities and from all points of view. I was
quickly drawn into a fear of losing something sigruficant, something I might
need later on. Likewise, in my early observations of class sessions, I sought to
write down everyhng I saw. I have had this experience of wanting to get everything in every setting in which I have documented, and I think it is not
unique.
I was fortunate enough to be able to indulge these feelings and to learn from
where they led me. It did become clear to me after a while that my early ambitions for documenting everythingfar exceeded my time and, indeed, the needs
of the program. Nevertheless, there was a sense to them. Collecting so much

do I do with themnow?" is a cry I
and others who have been collec
gathered. Then I returned to rethink what my purposes were, and sought out
my original resources on documentation. Rereading qualitative references,
talking with the staff of the school and with my staEf colleagues, I began to
imagine a shape I could give to my records that would make a coherent representation of the program to an outside audience.
At the same time1 began to rethink how I could make what I had collected
more useful to the staff. Conceiving an audience was very important at this
stage. I will be returning to this moment of transition from initial collecting to
rethinking later, to analyze the entry into interpretation that it entails. Descriptively, however, what occurred was that I began to see my observationsand records as a body with its own configurations, interrelationships,and possibilities, rather than simply as excerpts of the larger program that related only to the
program. Obviously, the observationsand records continued to have meaning
ir primary relationship to the setting in which they were made, but
gan to have meaning through their secondary relationshipsto each
ese secondary relationships also emerge from observation as a process of
reflecting. Here, however, the focus of observation is the setting as it appears in
and through the observationsand records that have accumulated, with all their
tation of multiple perspectives and longitudinal dimensions. These
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observations in and through zecords-"thickened
observations"-courseconfirmed and addedto by conii~~uing
direct observation of the s
Beginning to see the records as abody and the setting through thicke
servation is aprocess of integrating data. The process occurs grad
quires a broad base of observation.abaut many aspects of the p
some period of time. It then requires concentratedand systematice
connections within the data and weave them into patterns, to notice
what is reported, and find the relationship of changes to wha
stant. This process is supported by juxtaposing the observations
various ways, as well as by continualretumto reobservethe orifpa
non. There is, in my opinion, no way to speed LIP the process of doc
Reflectiveness takes time.
In retrospect I can idenhfy my own approach to an integration o
the time when I began to give my opinions on long-range decision
pretations of daily events with the ease of any other staff membe
ment of transition, I shared specific observations from the records and talke
them over as a way of gatheringyetmore perspectives on what was happening.
I was aware, however, that my opinions or interpretationswere still personal.
They did not yet represent the material I was collecting.
Thus, it may be that integration of the documentary material becomes a
parent when the documenter begins to evince a broad perspective about w
is being documented, a perspective that makes what has been gathered av
able to others without precluding their ownperceptions.Thisperspectiveis no
a fixed-point view of a finished picture, both the view and the picture constructed somehow by the docurnenter in private and then unveiled with a
flourish. It is also not a personal opinion; nor does it arise from placing a pred
terrnined interpretive structure or standard on the observations. The perspe
tive results from the documenter's own currentbest integrationof the many aspects of the phenomenon, of the teachers' or staff's aims, ideas, and current
struggles, and of their historical development as these have been conveyed in
the actions that have been observed and the records that have been collected.
As documenter, my perspective of a program or a classroom is like my perspective of a landscape. The longer I am in it, the sharper defined become its
features, its hills and valleys, forests and fields, and the folds of distance; the
more colorful and yet deeply shaded and nuanced in tone it appears; the more
my memory of how it looks in other weather, ~mderother skies, and in other
seasons, and my knowledge of its living parts, its minute detail, and its history
deepen my viewing and valuing of it at any moment. This landscape has constancy in its basic configurations, but is also always changing as circumstances
move it and as my perceptions gather. The perspective the documenter offers to
others must evoke the constancy, coherence, and integrityof the landscape, and
its possibilities for changing its appearance.Without such a perspective, an organization or integrationthat is both personal and informedby all that has been
I gathered by myself and by others in the setting-others could not share what I
have seen-could not locate familiar landmarks and reflect on them as they ex-
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to one another and to less familiar aspects. AU that mations and records;would be a lifeless and undoubtedly
,

.

,'*

perspective in which the data gathered are integuration is obviously a process of inteeretation. I
,however, without an artitdated framevilork for interresentation of the body of records, like the theoretibring to their data. Of course, there was a framecess, of learning and development, were
,but these were not explicit in i€sgoals as a program to
service. The plan of the docurnehtationgad called for
ults, but there was no specified format for presentation of results.
,my entry into interpretation became a struggle with myself over
as supposed to be doing. It was a long internal debate about my rebilities and commitments.
began documenting this particular school's art program, for examexperience and personal commitments. It
ant to provide art activitiesfor children and
to try and connect these to other areas of their learning. I knew that art was not
somethingthat could be "learned" or even experienced on a once-a-week basis,
so I thought it was important to help teachers find various ways of integrating
art and other activities into their classrooms.I had alreadymade a personal estimate that what I was documenting was worthwhile and honest. I had found
points of congruence between my priorities and the program. I could see how
the various structures of the program specified ways of approaching the goals
that seemed possible and that also enabled the elaboration of the goals.
This initial commitmentwas diffuse; I felt a kind of general enthusiasm and
interest for the efforts I observed and a desire to explore and be helpful to the
teachers. In retrospect, however, the commitment was sufficiently energizing
to sustain me through the early phases of collecting observationsand records,
when I was not sure what these would lead to. Rather than restricting me, the
commitment freed me to look openly at everything (asreflected in the early enthusiasm for collecting everything). Obviously, it is possible to begin documenting from many other positions of relative interest and investment, but I
suspect that even if there is no particular involvement in program content on
the part of the documenter, there must be at least some idea of being helpful to
its staff. (Remember, this was a fonnative evaluation.)Otherwise, for example,
the process of gathering data may be circumscribed.
At the point of beginning to "do something" with the observations and records, I was forced to specify the original commitment, to rethinkmy purposes
and goals. Rereading the observations and records as a preliminary step in reworking to address different audiences, I found myself at first reading with an
idea of "balancing" success and failure, an idea that constricted and trivialized
the work1 had observed and recorded. Thankfully, itwas immediately evident
from the data itself that such balance was not possible. If, during ten days of ob-
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ely and as docurnenter. The relationship

- .
billboards and a garbage d
example)rather than debit

failing to carry out
The formulation

sin's dreams of classical Italy, for
Here again, the implication was

ess could not withstand the

rought. These assessments are evaluation in its ~riginal~sense
of
value-from," an interactive process of valuing, of giving weight and
context of renewed engagement and deepened participation, assess-

mentary material was rev

point for further examination. Assessment can also occur through the observation of and search for underlying themes of continuity between present and
past intent and practice, and the point of change or transformation in continuity. Whereas discrepancy will usually be a more immediate trigger to evaluation, occasions for the consideration of continuity may tend to be longer-

ment in the enterprise shared by text and performer, the enterprise of music.
The same relationship could exist, it seemed to me, between a body of observa-

Participant access to the landscape through the documenter's perspective
cannot be achieved through ponderous written descriptions and reports on
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what has been observed but must be concentrated in interaction. Sometimes
this may require the development of special or regular structuresa series of ,
short-term meetings on a particular issue or problem; an occasionalevent that
sums up and looks ahead; a regular meeting for another kind of planning. But
many times the need is addressed in very slight forms, such as a comment in
passing about something a child or adult user is doing, or about the appearance
of a display, or the recounting of another staff member's observation, I do not
mean that injecting documentation into the self-assessment process is a juggling act or some feat of manipulation; merely that the documenter must be
aware that his or her role is to keep things open and that, wlde the observations
and records are a resource for doing this, a sense of the whole they create is also
essential. The landscape is, of course, changed by the new observations offered
by fellow viewers.
ocumenterwho
The external audienceplaces different require
seeks to represent to it the documentary perspective.By external audience I refer to funding agencies, supervisors, school boards, institutional hierarchies,
and researchers. Proposals, accounts, and reports to these audiencesare generally required. They can be burdensome because they may not be organically related to the process of internal self-reflection and because the external audience
has its own standards, purposes, and questions; it is unfamiliar with the setting
and with the documenter, and it needs the time offered by written accounts to
return and review the material. The external audience will need more history
and formal description of the broad aspects than the internal audience, with
commentary that indicates the sigruficance of recent developments. This need
can be met in the overall organization, arrangement, and introduction of documents, which also convey the detail and vividness of daily activity.
To limit the report to conventional format and expectationswould probably ,
misrepresent the quality of thought, of relating, of self-assessment that goes
into developingthe work. If there is intent to use the occasion of a report for reflection-for example,by including staff in the development of the report-the
the legitireporting process can become meaningful internally while ~LIKKII~
mate external demands for accounting. Naturally, such a comment engages the
external audience inits own evaluativereflectionsby evokingthe phenomenon
rather than reducing it.
In closing, I return to what I see as the necessary engaged participation of the
documenter in the setting being documented, not only for data-gathering but
for interpretation. Whatever authenticity and power my perspective as
documenter has had has come, I believe, from my commitment to the development of the setting1was documentingand from the opportunitiesinit for me to
pursue my own understanding, to assess and reassess my role, and to come to
terms with issues as they arose.
We come to new settings with prior knowledge,experience, and ways of understanding, and our new perceptions and understandingsbuild on these. We
do not simply look at things as if we had never seen anything like them before.
When we look at a cluster of light and dark greens with interstices of blue and

,

.

some of deeper browns and purples, what we identify is a tree against the'sky.
Similarly, in a classroom we do not think twice when we see, for example, a
child scratchinghis head, yet the same phenomenon might be more strictly de_ scribed as a particular combination of forms and movements. Our daily func.tioning depends on this kind of apparently obvious and mundane interpretation of the world. These interpretations are not simply personal opinionthough they certainly 'may beunique-nor are they made up. They are instead
- organizationsof our perceptions as "tree" or "child scratching" and they correspond at many points with the phenomena so described. .
It is these organizations of perception that convey to someone else what we
have seen and that make objects available for discussion and reflection. Such
organizations need not exclude our awareness that the tree is also amcluster
of
colors or that the child scratchinghis head is also a small human form raisingits
hand in a particular way. Indeed, we know that there could be many other ways
to describe the same phenomena, including some that would be completelynu.merical-but not necessarily more accurate, more truthful, or more useful! After all, we organize our perceptions in the context of immediate purposes and
relationships. The organizations must correspond to the context as well as to
the phenomenon.
Facts do not organize themselves into concepts and theories just by being
looked at; indeed, except within the framework of concepts and theories, there
are no scientificfacts but only chaos. There is an inescapable a priori element in
all scientific work. Questions must be asked before answers can be given. The
questions are all expressions of our interest in the world; they are at bottomvaluations. Valuations are thus necessarily involved already at the stage when we
observe facts and carry on theoretical analysis and not only at the stage when
we draw political inferences from facts and valuations (Myrdal1969:g).
My experience suggests that the situation in documenting is essentially the
same as what I have been describing with the tree and the child scratching and
what Myrdal describes as the process of scientific research. Documentation is
based on observation, which is always an individual response both to the phenomena observed and to the broad purposes of observation.In documentation
observation occurs both at the primary level of seeing and recording phenomena and at secondarylevels of reobserving the phenomena through a volume of
records and directly, at later moments. Since documentationhas as its purpose
to offer these observations for reflections and evaluation in such a way as to
keep alive and open the potential of the setting, it is essential that observations
at both primary and secondary levels be interpreted by those who have made
them. The usefulness of the observations to others depends on the documenter's rendering them as finely as he or she is able, with as many points of
correspondence to both the phenomena and the context of interpretation as
possible. Such a rendering will be an interpretation that preserves the phenomena and so does not exclude but rather invites other perspective.
Of course, there is a role for the experienced observer from outside who can
see phenomena freshly;who can suggest ways of obtainingnew kinds of infor-
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framework, 135
methods, 49,71-72, 77-78,176-177,189,209-257
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in evaluations, 172,199,262,280-281,285
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two perspectives, 255
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310-311,328,346,416,436,437,503
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grounded theory and, 127,487488
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theory and, 136,215
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core questions, 134
integrating approaches, 134
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Emergent design, 40,43-45,173,194,302,318,330,436
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protecting human subjccts, 246247,407-409,411
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constructionist, 97-98
culture of, 189
defined, 10
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first evaluation, 209-211
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Focusing research, 223,225-230,275-276,277
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Follow through evaluation, 49,61,162,191,557
Formative evaluation, 42,152,160,164,212,213,218,
220,224,273,275,308,434,435,542,554555
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status, 223,542
versus action research, 221
Foundational questions, 80
Fourth generation evaluation, 171
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in formative evaluations, 220,221
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logical, 236-237
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Goals-based evaluation, 147,163,170,560
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Human subjects protection, 191,238,246-247,254,
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alternative to, 193,277,278
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grounded theory, 125,324,454
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protection
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Interviews, 339-427
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306-307,331,556-560,574,585
exhibit, 252
See nlso Multiple methods; Qualitative and
qualitative
els of evaluation, 168-175
Modus operandi analysis, 471
Most significant change story, 196,197-198
Multicultural evaluation, 98
Multiple methods, 68,72,92,220,247-257,306-307,
331,585
Exhibit, 252

Nonverbal communication, 290-291

Objective reality, 94,96
Objectivity, 48,49,50,93-94,96,312,487489,544-545,
574-576
challenges to, 109,548
death of, 576
illusion of, 257
in grounded theory, 128,488489
politics of, 570
skepticism about, 101,548
two views of, 96
Observation, 21-26,259-332,278
covert, 269-273,277
documenter's perspective, 287-288,589-598
duration, 273-275,331,567
examples, 23-26,262
focus, 275-276,277,331
limitations, 24'2,246,247,306-307,337,563
notable nonoccurrences, 166,295-297,500
onlooker, 265267
part-time, 314317
preparation for, 260-261
purposes, 171
sensrtizing framework, 276-279,474477
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sources of data, 279-302
stages of, 310-326
technology, 307-309
training for, 260-261
value of, 261-264
variations in, 265-277
with interviewing, 265,287,316-317
See nlso Participant observation
Observer observed, 314,318,326-330,331
Observing oneself, 299,301,302,569
See also Reflmvity
One-shot questions, 378-379
Ontology, 134
realist, 101
relativitist, 97,98
Open-ended questions, 5,20-21,56,342-348,353-358,
367

inte~ew
length, 227
response examples, 16,18-19
Openness, 44,53,109,115,170,171,173,175,203,252,
318,331,402,514

analytical, 555
literature review and, 226
methodological, 252-255
Opinion questions, 350,352
Opportunity sampling, 45,240,323,331
Oral briefings, 511,512
See nlso Feedback
Organizahonal development, 123,163-164167-168,
177-185,220,262,388,451
appreciative inquiry, 181-182
action research, 221
learning organizations, 177,179-181,184
outcome mapping, 153-154
mission fulfillment,293-294
process studies, 159-160
quality management, 144-146,149-150
reflechvepractice, 177,179-181
sensitizing concepts, 280,474477
stories and, 195-196,451
Organizational narratives, 118,195-196
Organizational paradigms, 119-120,181
Orientational qualitativeinquiry 129-131,133,543,
548-549,553
in evaluation, 172

See also Critical change criteria
Original sources, 34
See also Documents
Outcomes, 150,151-159,204,241,401,471-477,492
blues song lyrics, 153-154
case examples, 155-156,475477,518-524,
525-534

change story, 196,197-198

evaluable, 164
implementation and, 161-162,164,285
individualized, 152,154,156-159,226,241
lack of measures for, 192
mapping, 153
prevention, 166-167
reporting, 518-524.525-534
results mapping, 196,465
sensitizing mat~ix,474-477
unanticipated, 169,263,288

Perceptions, 264,324
Personal experience, 40,47-49,85-86,88,264,303,324,
326,328,329,331,416-417,485,548
credibility and, 566
and heuristic inquiry, 108,486-487
insider-outsider, 331,335338,368,399
learning, 329
of fieldwork, 329,569
Personalizing evaluation, 171,175-176,186
Perspective, 41,6346,328,331,332,363,417,478,
494-495

Paradigms, 51,80,174,190,252-257,543,570-588
and criteria distinctions, 544-545
and practical applications, 145,174,252-253
and purpose distinctions, 222-223
and theoretical frameworks, 134135
corning of age, 9,89
conflict, 270
credibility, 553,570-588
debate, 68-71,92,101,119,134,221,252-253,570-588
defined, 69
diversity within, 76
ethnographic, 83
grounded theory, 488-492
inquky without, 145
Kuhnian, 71,99
linear vs organic, 119
nonlinear dynamics, 123
of choices, 257
phenomenological, 104-107.482487
qualitative historical, 133
sociology of knowledge, 99
Participant observation, 4,21,22,83,106,262,265-267,
287,416,569

See also Observation;Reactivity
effects on observer, 569
unobtrusive, 191,291-293
variations in, 253,277
Participatory approaches, 175-191,269,320-321,327,
331,549
analysis, 496497,560-561
feminist inquiry, 129,269,388-389
i n t e ~ e w i n g346,388,396-399,400
,
"nothing without us," 335-338
principles of, 185

See nlso Collaborative approaches
Part-time observer, 314-317
Patterns, f i n h g , 235,452-471,485-487
bracketing, 485-486
documenter's perspective, 589-598
See also Analysis
People-oriented mqtury, 27-28

emic, etic, 267-268,331,335,454
example of, 592-598
of participants, 171-174,176,185,546,560-561
personal, 328-329
Rashomon, 332
Phenomenography,104,482,483
Phenomenology, 69,79,104107,132
analytical process, 482-487
and constructivism,128
and Verstehen,52,69
feminist challenge to, 130
psychology example, 8-9
See also Heuristic inquiry
various traditions, 482-483
Photography, 281,308,482
Physical environments, 280-283
Poelry, 87,548
Point of view, 328
See also Perspective
Politics, 131,186,188,190,555,570
sampling based on, 241,495
See also Critical change criteria
Portfolios, student, 193
Portraiture, 404,432
Positivism, 69,79,91-96,132
See also Logical positivism
Postmodemism, 50,65,79,84,91,99-101,132,190,
332,551,579

defined, 92
enlightenment to, 100
logical, 9 2 9 4
and skepticism, 99
Postpositivism, 92-93,98
.
Power, 100,103,291,495,545,548-549,561
construction of knowledge and, 101,130,188
sharing, 183,337
to control thinking, 188,336-337
Pragmatism, 69,71-72,135-137,143-144,145,146,247,
253-255,307,399,470,566,576,588
in reporting, 511-512
validation, 579,588
Praxis, 65,79,115,134,180,544-545,546,548-549

Prevention evaluation, 166-167
Probes, 344,365,372-374
Problem-solvingresearch, 221
Process applications, 159-161
Process/outcomes matrix, 471-477
Proof, 2
See also Criteria
Prospective studies, 200-201
Protecting data, 441-442
.
Publication, 224,434436,437,450,502-504
final reports, 511
qualitativejournals, 503
hrposeful sampling, 40,4546,230-243,254,331,332,
563,581

See also Sample size; Sampling; Units of analysis
summary exhibit, 243
Purposes:
alternative inquiries, 9-12,13,23,245,542-552
analysis, 434-436,506
criteria and, 544545
distinctions, 222-223,254,434-436,542-552
research typology of, 213-223,434,542-552
summary exhibit, 224,544-545

Qualia, 11
Qualitative and quantitative:
c o m b i i g , 5,14,15,47,49,68,160,170,193-194,
202,220,234,238,24&257,545,574
contrasting, 12-15,20-21,51,56-57,59-61,68-71,92,
95,119,127,150-151,152,162,165,166-167,168,
175,194,227,230,234,244-245,248-256,326,
336-338,353-354,467,553,555,556-559,572-588
in grounded theory, 127
joke, 572
reconciling, 556-559
sampling differences, 46,240
See also Paradigms; Purposeful sampling
triangulating, 556-559
Qualitative applications,143-205
summary, 204
Qualitative data, 47,145,248-256,286
as n strategic theme, 40,248
defined, 4,47
enhancing, 553-566
essence of, 457
humanizing effect, 175-176,177
omnibus field strategy, 265
status, 572,585
Qualitative traditions, 79-80
Quality, 145-147,148,150
assurance, 147-151.238
assessing, 150

-
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Subject Index P I25

control, 148-149

Situational responsiveness, 68,72,330,379,400,550
Skills, 27,34,260-261,295,303,340,341,379,387,
Rigor, 93,260,340,383,436,480,544,545
aedibiity and, 552,584
debates about, 222-223,572-588
enhancing, 553-566
for inductive analysis, 127,442
intellectual, 570 .
of heuristic inquiry, 108
paradigm dependent, 174
See also Giteria
Rival interpretations,57,478,480,493,553-554,563
Roles, 310,321,329,331

544-545,546,570
neutral, 353
one shot, 378-379

prefacing, 370-372
presupposition, 369-370
probes, 344,365,372-374
role playing, 367-369
sequencing, 352-353
singular, 353,358-360
support, 375
types of, 342-347,348-352
why? questions, 363-365,

examples, 456,525-534

Racism, 130
Rapid reconnaissance, 194195,201,274,392
Rapport, 53,318,331,363,365-366,405
Reactivity, 42,43,191,192,269,291-292,301,306,
326-330,331,400,401,405-406,407,567-570

Realist theory, 91-96,132,543,546
grounded theory and, 128
transcendental, 94
Reatity:
ambiguous, 588
basic research, 215,542,543,544-545
bracketing, 111

Sample size, 227-228,242-246
larger samples, 492-493
See also Purposeful sampling
focusing, %228,254
limitations, 563

example of, 589598
feminist inquiry and, 129
questions for, 65-66
Relationships, 310-326,331
analyzing, 478-481
See also Documenter's perspective;Bthics;
Observer observed; Roles
Reliability, 53,93,192,261,433,465,466,5
Reporting, 434-436,438,449450,495,502analytic process, 434,555

poetic forms, 87
See also Publication
Representation:
crisis of 79,100
dualist and monist, 102
objectivist, 102,114
Relativism, cultural 100,579
Researcher as inshument, 14,50,51,64,109,299,301,

566

summary table, 243
the best, 231-232,233
to redundancy, 246
units of analysis, 22&230,231,254,297-298,300
See also Generalizations;Purposeful sampling;
Umts of analysis
structural variation, 109
theoretical, 125
Scenario construction, 200-201
Selective perception, 260,261,264,321,329,331
Self-awareness, 64,86,264,299,301,495
See also Reflexivity
Self-esteem, 192
Sermotics, 113,133,499,552
Sensitizing concepts, 278-279,348,439,456-457,WO

See also Context

credibility of, 566-570
in analysis, 433,513
Respect, 55,176,190,207,271,312,363,394,417,545,

549
Responsive evaluation, 171-172
Resources, 13,254,398,401,496
Results:
mapping, 196
See also Outcomes

interocular, 467
reporting, 504,511-512,555
See also Interpretation
Singular questions, 358-360

402-405,417,489490,496,513

Social constructionism. See Constructionism
Social environments, 283-284
Social justice framework, 98,187,545,548-549
Sociology of knowledge, 99,102
Software, 442-447
..
summary of, 444
Sondeos, 195
Snowball sampling, 194;237
See also Purposehl sampling
.
Stages of fieldwork, 310-326,331
Standardized interview, 344,346-347,348,349
example, 422-427
Standards, evaluation, 542,543,545,549-551
See also Criteria
State-of-the-artconsiderations, 192-193
Stenomask, 309
Story, 10,47,89,98,116,117,195-198,293,406,551
analysis and, 432,438,439,450,478,502
evaluations using, 151-152,199
evaluation example, 197-198
human nature of, 198
humanize with, 558,559
life, 404,478
owning one's, 411-412
program's, 199
Stakeholders in evaluation, 97-98,153,164,171-172,
187,189,236,239,242,335-338,346,470,472,

562-563,570
intended users, 173-175,189,435
mapping, 472
reviewing findings, 560-561
Strategic framework, 38-39,40,66
Strategic themes. See Themes of qualitative inquiq
Strategic thinking, 37,39,50,66-67
Subjectivity, 50,101,544,574576
constructivist, 128,544,546-547,569-570
death of, 576
design, 173
minimizing, 93
politics of, 570
rampant, 86
Substantive contribution, 87
See also Significance
Sufi stories, 72-73,257,295,363,417,481,563,580
Summative evaluation, 14,147,149,164,213,214,
218-219,224,434,435,542
credibility of, 95,542
sample question, 225
status, 223
Symbolicinteraction, 79,80,112-113,132
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Synthesizing studies, 500-502
See nlso Creative synthesis
Synthetic thinking, 120
Systems:
complexity theory and, 123
defined, 120
elephant story and, 122-123
evaluating, 121,167-168,501-502
family, 121
farming, 121-122
organizational, 119-120
Systems perspective/theory, 119-123,133

Tacit knowledge, 108,111
Tape recorders, 307-309,380-384,414415
Team ethnography, 83,195,269,275,346,384,400
Technology of fieldwork, 307-309
Technology for Literacy Center, 1417
Terminology, 76,110,222,291,311-312,570
analysis, 453,454-455,574576
autoethnographic, 85
case studies, 195,198,298
cross-cultural,392-393,454455,457458
emic, etic, 267,331,363,454
evaluation, 272,311-312
fieldwork, 262
generalizations, 584
grounded theory, 490
heuristic inquiry,486-487
indigenous, 288-290,454-455,457-458,507-508
logic model, 162-163
participatory, 184185,269
phenomenological,482-486
political language, 188
politics of, 570
research purposes, 213,223,224
See also Sensitizing concepts
Tests, standardized, 147,150,158,191-192,193,548
Text analysis, 114,580-581
See nlso Hermeneutics; Narrative analysis
Themes, finding, 235,297,323,452471,485-487
See nlso Analysis; Documenter's perspective
Themes of qualitative inqujr, 39-71,248
alternative, 542-552
practical choices, 66-68
pure and mixed, 252
summary table, 40-41
Theoretical distinctions, 135,542,544-545
Theoretical orientations, 75-137,542,543
Theoretical traditions summary, 132-133
Theory and qualitative inqujr, 125,194,493-494,544
basic research, 215,544-546

See nlso Grounded theory; Theoretical orientations
Theory-based sampling, 238,490
Theory in use, 163-164
Theory-method linkage, 125
Theory of action evaluation, 162-164,563
Theory of change, 163
Theory, program, 163-164
limitations, 337
Theory to action continuum, 213,218,220,221,224
status distinctions, 223
Theses. See Dissertations
Thick description, 331,43740,451,503-504,592
Think-aloud protocol, 385
Thinking, 188
evaluatively,187-190
exercises, 188
Thomas's Theorem, 96
Tme frame of questions, 351-353
Tolerance for ambiguity, 44,242,315,320,328,330;

See nlso Qualitative and quantitative
-. .- -- - -- -- ~ o l o g i e s457-462,4684/5,
,
bU/-3U8
Typology of research purposes, 213,224
Understanding, 49,51,262

504,544,546,555-566
and reflexivity, 66,495,543
True to the data, 58
Trust, 44,207,310,312,314,316,318,324,325,331
distrust, 325
Trustworthiness, 51,544,546,570,575-576
through voice, 65,494495,546,548
Truth,96,98,268,270,309,541-542,577-581
grounded theory and, 128
heuristic i n q u j r and, 108
of a text, 116
multiple, 575
phenomenological, 106
postmodernism and, 99-100,579
pragmatic test of, 147
table analysis, 492
tests, 550,578
Truth-oriented inquiry, 91-96,190,543,544-545

See also Truth
Tuskegee experimenl, 270-271
Types of qualitative data, 4
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consaucnvlst, a*, 340
cross-cultural, 291,311,391-394,493
hermeneutic, 114,497-498
observation-based, 171
phenomenological, 486487 '
prevention, 167
See also Verstehen
self-understanding, 64
Unintended impacts, 152,169,263,281
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300,447,448,447
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comparable, 493
See nlso Sampling
Unobtrusive observations, 42,191-192 !, 246,264,
291-293

i

Utility tests, 550,577-580
Utilization-focused evaluation, 10,68,.78,173-175,
202,212,464,508,550

1

exemplar, 212,509-510
intended use by intended users, 17:3,189,508,
561-562

i
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instrument, 192
See also Credibility; Triangulation
Value-free science, 50,93,569
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case-based, 478-479
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437,588

Trade-offs, 223,221230,275-276,401,594
Training, 355,399,496,513,566,567
Transferability, 584
Transaction models, 171-172
Transcribing, 380-384,415,440,441
doing your own, 441
tips, 382
validating, 561
Treatments, 54,161-162,164,336-337
compliance, 163
culture as, 83
Triangulation, 93,247-248,249,254,261,306,321,331,

Valid belief, 93
Validity, 14,53,93,114,312,337,383,400,433,544,545
of alternative frameworks, 135,542-552
C
..
"I^:-"
Kc-? KPQ
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of small samples, 245-246

process use, 180,189-190,220,327,. 398
reporting, 513
Umpires, 543

Value orientations:
harmonizing, 176-179
Valuing, 147,171,173
Verification,67,323,324
Verstehen, 52-53,69,467,544,546
Videotape, 203,281,308,415
Vietnam Memorial, 292-293
Virtual ethnography, 83
Vision problem, 202-203
Voice, 6,35,41,63-66,88-89,91,109,494495,545,548,
571

and iustice, 98,495
giving, 98,101,495
minimizing, 93
owning, 65-66,88,494495
to voiceless, 101,187,389

"Wa" stories, 241
Watching and wondering, 332
Whorf hypothesis, 55,288-289
Why?questions, 363-365.366.438
case studies, 478-479
Williams, Brackette:
interview, 44-45,46,47,54,58,73,240
Women's ways of knowing, 5-7,129,433

Yanomami Indians, 273,326-327
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Michael Quinn Patton lives in Minnesota
where, according to the state's poet laureate, Garrison Keillor, "all the women are
strong, all the men are good-looking, and
all the children are above average." It was
this interesting lack of statistical variation
in Minnesota that led him to qualitative inq u j r despite the strong quantitativeorientation of his doctoral studies in sociology at
the University of Wisconsin. He serves on
the graduate faculty of The Union Institute,
a nontraditional, interdisciplinary,nonresidential, and individually designed doctoral
program. He was on the faculty of the University of Minnesota for 18years, including
as Director of the ~ L e s o t cent&
a
5
for Social Research, where he was awarded
the Morse-Amoco Awarcl for innovative
teaching, Readers of this Tbook will not be
surprised to learn that he has also won the
university of Minnesota storytelling competition. He has authored five other Sage books:

Utilization-Focused Evaluation, Creative Eval-

uation, Practical Evahation, Hozo to Use QuaiitativeMefhods i n Evaluation, andFnrnily Sexual Abuse: Frontline Research and Evaluation.
He edited Czllfure and Evalztntion for the
journalNew Directiolz in Progrnrn Evaluation.
His creative nonfictionbook, Grand Canyon
Celebration: A Father-Son Journey of Discovery,was a finalist for 1999 Minnesota Book
of the Year.
He is former President of the American
Evaluation Association and the only recipient of both the Alva and Gunnar Myrdal
Award for Outstanding Contributions to
Useful and Practical Evaluation from the
Evaluation Research Society and the Paul F.
Lazarsfeld Award for Lifelong Contributions to EvaluationTheory from the American Evaluation Association. The Society for
Applied Sociology awarded him the 2001
Lester F. Ward Award for OutstandingContributions to Applied Sociology
Halcolm made his debut in the first edition
of this book (1980) as a qualitative inquiry
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muse and Sufi-Zen teaching master who offered stories that probed the deeper philosophical underpinnings of how we come to
know what we know--or think we know.
Halcolm's musings, like his name (pronounced slowly), lead us to ponder "how
come?" Halcolrn was inspired by a combination of the character Mulla Nasrudin from
Sufi stories (Shah, 1972, 1973) and science
fiction writer Robert Heinlein's (1973) im-

mortal character Lazarus Long, the oldest
living member of the human race, who travels through time and space offering wisdom
to mere mortals. Part muse and part alter
ego, part literary character and part scholarly inquirer, Halcolm's occasional appearances in this research and evaluation text remind us to ponder what we think is real,
question what we think we know, and inquire into how come we think we know it.

